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SEIORET

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE: Several Soviet Army terms used in the
original Russian text do not have precise English equivalents.
The following are some of these terms and an explanation of
their treatment in translation:

a. Soyedineniye refers to a corps, division, or brigade.
The components may be of a single arm. or of various arms
and services. In this translation, soyedineniye has been
translated as "large unit".

h. Chast designates a unit of regimental or smaller size
that is administratively self-contained and separately
numbered, e.g., a rifle regiment, the engineer battalion of
a rifle division, or a signal battalion. In this translation,
chast has been translated as "unit".

c. Podrazdeleniye refers to a subunit of a chast. It is a
unit~wTiich cannot be identified numerically except by refer-
ence to the unit of which it is a component, e.g., a battalion,
company, or platoon cf a rifle regiment, a battalion or battery
of an artillery regiment, or a company of an engineer or signal
battalion. In this translation, podrazdeleniye has been
translated as "subunit".

d . Obyedineniyo refers to an army or front, and has been
translated as "formation".

e. Sily i sredstva refers to personnel and the equipment or
weapons associated with them, and has been translated as
"forces and means", "forces and equipment", or "forces and
weapons".

f. Voyska has been rendered as "troops" except in the
phrase sukchoputnyye voyska, which has been translated by the
conventional phrase "ground forces"

g. Komandir is generally used herein to refer to the officer
in command of a soyedineniye, chast, or podrazdeleniye, and has
bean translated "commanding officer". Ncha nik and
komancluyushchiy are used to identify the officer in command
of an obyedineniye . B3oth words have been translated "commander"
When nachaliT is used to refer to the officer in command of
a comiat arm, it has been translated "commander", and when it
relates to a service element, it has been translated as "chief".
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Ca ter 1

The Principles of Combined-Arms Combat

1. Modern CombatL Means of Cobat .the
Ground Forces Their Comnositig anl

the Combat Role of the Arms of roops

1. The Armed Forces of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, equipped with the most: powerful modern weapons and
combat equipment and utterly devoted to their Motherland and to
the great cause of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, are
called upon to provide reliable protection for the peaceful
labor of the Soviet people, who. are building Communism.

To discharge this sacred duty, they must be ready at any
moment to deal a shattering rebuff to any imperialist aggressor
who dares to encroach on our Motherland and on other countries
of the Socialist Camp.

The Soviet Armed Forces will wage combat operations
until the enemy is completely destroyed.

2. Combat is the only way of attaining victory. Defeat
of the enemy and victory in combat are achieved by powerful
strikes by fire from all types of weapons and by vigorous and
decisive operations by the troops. All their actions must be
inspired by the aim to achieve victory.

The decision to smash the enemy must be irrevocable and
carried through to the end. It is the duty of a commander to
inspire all his s'bordinates with this resolution.

3. The appe 'aun of new means of combat, especially
of nuclear weapons and dissiles, of a large number of tanks and
various other kinds of combat equipment, the complete motorization
of the ground forces, as well as the extensive employment of
aircrafit and airborne forces using new ways of making landings
bring about radical changes in the nature of combat operations.

Modern means of combat make it possible to deliver sudden
shattering strikes against the enemy to a great depth and to
crush him in a short time, and they give combat a highly mobile
and decisive character.

-7-
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Combat operations develop on a wide front along axes wi th
considerable gaps between them and with open flanks. This creates
favorable conditions for moving troops forward swiftly to a great
depth, for maneuvering rapidly on the battlefield with the aim of
striking at the enemy's flanks and rear, and for surrounding and
annihilating him piecemeal. Under these conditions, the significance
of independent and enterprising action on the part of large units and
units is greatly enhanced.

The characteristic features of modern combat are also the
short duration of combat operations, sharp changes in the situation
the intense struggle to attain and keep both the initiative and
fire superiority over the enemy, and the presence of large zones
of contamination and mass ruin.

4. Success in combat is achieved by the joint efforts
of all arms of troops of the ground forces with their diverse
combat equipment and of troops of other branches of the Armed
Forces. Therefore, modern combat is combined-arms combat. It
is waged both with the employment of nuclear weapons and other
means of mass des truc Lion and also without their employment,
ext.ensive use being made only of conventional means of destruct1 ion
and, above all, of the fire and striking- power of tanks, of
artillery fire, and aircraft strikes.

5. Modern combat requires of troops the skil ful use of
all the mifght. of the weapons of destruction, of combat and Special
equipment. , hiigh clegree of organization and the execri on of a 1.1
their moral and physical powers; thus, it enhances the role and
signi ficance of the Soviet soldier immeasurably.

Utter devotion of Soviet soldiers to their people, t.o
the Soc Iaiali st Motlherland, and to the great cause of building
Communism, and also thcir hi gl moral and comba t qualit ies,
greatly .increase the combat capabilities of t.he t roops anri
cnuse t.hem to display intense aggressiveness, dcec isivences5 in
opera t, ions, and mass heroism and bravery in combat .

The successful conduct: of comlat operations demands of
Soviet. soldiers excellent. training, firm military dirscipline,
atndt phy s l ca1 a l ou g h nc ss. Th cy m'us t have t.hoirouigh know ledge of
combttt. cquipmcent, he able to handle weapons well, and to use
tlhem k II cfulIly in combat.

Concec r In aio t So v i I: soldiers is t he mos t impor Iant
dui ty of a 1 1 commiantnd i nt of f leers (komandir) and commanders
(nacha lnil). Commanders nchieve this by knowing their subordinates,
by cons tant improve mentl of their combat and political training, by
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mixing with them, by paying attention to their daily military
needs, and by timely recommendation of them for decorations for
their heroic deeds.

G. Nuclear Weapons are the most powerful means of
destruction in modern combat. Their skilful employment enables
one in a short space of time to inflict heavy losses in
personnel and equipment, to bring about great destruction of
engineering works, of inhabited places, and other objectives,
to create zones of radioactive contamination, and also to
provide great moral inspiration for the troops, ensuring thereby
favorable conditions for routing the enemy completely.

Nuclear weapons are used suddenly, in a mass way, and
usually on the main axis to fulfil the most important tasks
facing the troops.

The use of nuclear weapons is put into effect by
delivering massed, group, or single nuclear strikes.

A massed nuclear strike is made on the decision of the
senior commander with the aim of striking at several of the
enemy's most important groupings of troops and other objectives,
the destruction (neutralization) of which can have a decisive
influence on the rout of the enemy and the successful fulfilment
of their tasks by the troops.

A group nuclear strike is delivered against one large
objective simultaneously by several nuclear warheads. In doing
this, as a rule, the zones of destruction of each nuclear war-
head should not overlap.

A single nuclear strike is delivered with one nuclear
warhead against an enemy objective, including a big one.

Group and single 'nuclear strikes are carried out on
tie decision both of the senior commander and of the divisional
commandi ng of'ficer.

''. The selection of the means for delivering nuclear
warheads to the target, the yiold, and the type and height of
the nuclear burvst depend on the importance o:f tho objective, it.s
size , the na.ture of the opcrations and the extent, to which the
enemy troops earmarked for annihilation or neutralization are
under corer, the tasks of ono's own troops in whose interests
nuclear weapons are being used, and their safety, as well as
on the special features of the terrain and weather conditions.
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Air nuclear bursts are carried out when delivering
nuclear strikes against enemy troops located in the
open and against targets not firmly constructed,
especially in those cases when radioactive contamination
of the terrain cannot be allowed owing to impending
operations over it by one's own troops. Air bursts can
be at low or high altitudes. In the case of a low air
burst, dangerous radioactive contamination of the terrain
may result in the area or 3 words missin .

Ground nuclear bursts are carried out when delivering
nuclear strikes against targets which are firmly constructed,
and also in those cases where simultaneously with the
infliction of mass destruction on the enemy it is essential
to create heavy radioactive contamination in the area of
the burst and along the route over which the radioactive
cloud will move, thereby disrupting the enemy's maneuvers
or delaying his operations.

8. Chemical weapons are intended for inflicting mass
losses on the enemy personnel, as well as for impeding
the combat operations of his troops and the work of his
rear services. Such weapons are used suddenly and in a
massed way.

To fulfil local tasks, chemical weapons can be used on
the decision of the divisional commanding officer.

9. Objectives against which nuclear and chemical
weapons are to be used are selected at such a distance
that the safety of one's own troops at the moment of
delivering strikes against them will be ensured. To
enable the troops to take the essential protective
measures, they must be given timely warning about the
delivery of strikes against the enemy. At the same time
signals are arranged for cancelling or shiftilg strikes in
connection with changes in the situation.

In all cases it is essential to take the meteorological
concitions into account in order to preclude damage to
oie's onn troops operating on the axis along which the
rad: ioac t ive cloud is mov ing .

10. The Ground Forces are one of the main branches of
the Armedli Forces.Ti~y play the decisive role in the final
rout of the enemy on the ground. Exploi .ng the results of
strikes by strategic and operational weapons, as well as of
their own fire strikes, and making extensive use of airborne
forces, the ground forces are capable of cC.ductinug a swift
offensive, of defeating the enemy troops decisively and
seizing his territory, as well as of firmly holding
positions and areas alzeady occupied.

-10-
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The ground forces consist of the following arms of troops:
motorized rifle, tank, airborne, missile and artillery troops,
and also antiair defense troops. To support the ccmbat activities
of ground forces, special troops are included in their composition:
engineer, chemical, signal, radio and radiotechnical troops of
special purpose (OSNAZ), transport, road construction, and others.

11. Motorized rifle troops, equipped with powerful armament
and diverse combat equipment, including fast armored means of trans-
port with high cross-country ability, can carry out marches rapidly
over great distances and maneuver quickly on the battlefield, can
wage decisive combat operations at a high tempo at any time of
the year or day or night, in all weather, and on any terrain,
both in combat vehicles as well as in dismounted formation.

The motorized rifle division (motorized rifle regiment)
is a combined-arms tactical large unit (unit), In coordination
with units of other arms of troops, with aircraft and neighboring
troops, a division (regiment) is capable of inflicting decisive
defeat on the enemy in a meeting engagement., of breaking through
his defense from the march and developing an attack quickly in
great depth, of maneuvering rapidly on the tattlefield, of
pursuing the enemy relentlessly, of forcing water obstacles
from the march, of defending a zone (sector) of the terrain
stubbornly , and also of carrying out other combat tasks.

To ensure high speeds for an offensive, mot:rized
rifle units and subunits must be constantly ready far operations
in the role o:f tactical airborne forces land.i ng from helicopters.

12. Tanktrc' ps constitute the chief st.riking power of
the ground forces. Tey have great fire puaer, great moTbility
and maneuverability on and off roads, and high resistance to
nuclear weapons ..

The combat characteristics of tank troops enable them
to exploit the results of the use of nuclear weapons aLnd of
other means of mass destruction in the most effective way, t:o
carry out vigorous, highly mobile operation'*r, and to inflict
decisive defeat on an enemy in a short time, as well as t~o
overcome large zones of contamination quickly

Tank troups are employed primarily <n the main axes
to fu l fti. the mos t. impor tant tasks connected with the delivery
of powerful s trikes in dept:h against the enemy, especially on
the axes of employment of nuclear weapons,

-11-
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Tank troops consist of tank large units, as yell as of
tank units and subunits, incorporated in motorized rifle large
units (units) and airborne large units.

Tank and heavy tank divisions (regiments) are combined-
arms tactical large units (units).

A tank division (regiment), using the striking power of
tanks, is capable by means of fire by direct laying and fire
from concealed firing positions of preparing and rapidly
delivering powerful strikes against the enemy in a meeting engage-
ment and of quickly routing him; it can carry out a broad maneuver
on the battlefield, break through the enemy's defense from the
march at high speed and force water obstacles along the bottom
and under water by using crossing equipment, develop an offensive
rapidly in great depth, and conduct combat operatio:ns when cut
off from its own troops; it can pursue the enemy relentlessly,
destroy his means of nuclear attack, seize advantageous positions
and other important objectives, and also set up a firm defense in
a short space of time and successfully combat the enemy's tanks.

A heavy tank division (regiment) is intended mainly for
combating the enemy's tank large units (units). Having great
fire and striking power, it is capable of inflicting decisive
defeat on the enemy's tank troops in a meeting engagement, of
breaking through the enemy's prepared defense from the march,
and of repelling the counterstrikes of his tank gr "up.ings, and
also in / one line missingJ of successfully repulsing the
offensive of enemy tanks in defense.

Taink large units and units fulfil their c";mbat tasks
usually in coordination with large units and unita f -ther
arms of troops and branches of the Armed Frces , arid wthen
operating cut off from their own troops -- abve all with
aviation, missile troops, and airborne forc's.

In fu.lf flling combat tasks, tank su nun its -must. make
extensive use in combat of concentrated fire by direct laying
at the maximum possible ranges.

13. Ai rborne troops are intended foir co imba t 'r'erati ons
in the enemy's rear as operational and tact i cal ai rbrne forces

wi ti the alim of supporting their own troo)ps advancing at high
speeds , as well as for surrounding and annithilating the enemy.
They are employed in coordination with other large uni ts and
unit.s ) f ground forces, and above all with tank and missile
troops, as well as with aviation and the navy.

-12-
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The operations of airborne forces must be distinguished
by intense aggressiveness in combat, mobility and boldness in
delivering sudden strikes against the enemy's rear and flanks,
as well as by great independence on the part of units and subunits
in fulfilling their combat tasks.

An airborne division is a combined-arms operational-tactical
large unit, whereas a parachute-landing fone line missingJ of the
enemy; the division (regiment) carries out combat tasks .with the aim
of providing support for high tempos of an offensive of
troops operating from a front, of helping them to surround and
annihilate the enemy's groupings, of preventing the enemy's with-
drawal and the moving up of reserves, of destroying his weapons
of mass destruction, of disorganizing troop control, and breaking
up the work of his rear services.

14. The missile troops and artillery of the ground forces
have very great firepower, can fire at long ranges, and are capable
of broa.d maneuver and of concentrating fire in short periods of
time. They are intended for destroying and neutralizing the
enemy's means of nuclear attack, his personnel, his tanks, fire
weapons, and other objectives.

Missile troops constitute the main firepower of the
ground forces. They consist of large units and units of operational-
tactical missiles, of tactical missiles, and of missile-technical
units. Missile units which are not included in the composition of
the ground forces and the other branches of the Armed Forces, form
the Reserve of the Supreme Command (Verkhovnoye glavnokomandovaniye).

Artillery consists of large units, units, and subunits of
gun, howitzer, rocket, and tank-destroyer artiilery, and of anti-
tank guided missiles and mortars. Artillery which is organization-
ally included in the composition of armies, combined-arms large
units, units, and subunits, constitutes the organic artillery
which /one line missing.,, in the compositioni of organic arti llery,
forms separate artillery large units and uni t.s of the Reserve of'
the Supreme Hligi Command,

15. Antiair defense troops of the ground forces are
intended for cnvoTit>ops atndimportant rear area insta1l.lations
against enemy air strikes. They consist of antiaircraft missile
units, antiaircraft artillery, subunits of antiaircraft machine
guns , radi otechcni cal , and other special uni ts of subunits . Anti -
aircraft missile urits constitute the main fire weapon of antiair
defense.

-13-
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Antiair defense troops are capable, in coordination
with fighters and independently, of destroying missiles and
aircraft, of neutralizing the air enemy's radiotechnical means
by jamming, of conducting radar reconnaissance, of warning one's
own troops and installations, and also of combating the enemy's
airborne forces.

Antiaircraft artillery can be employed to combat the
enemy on the ground, primarily his tanks, and in coastal areas -
to combat his warships and landing craft.

16. Engineer troops are intended for engineer support
of all the combat operations of large units and units with
extensive use of engineer equipment and mechanized means of
work. Their duties are: engineer reconnaissance; preparation
and maintenance of routes for movement and maneuver; support
for the overcoming of obstacles and demolitions; preparation
and maintenance of river crossings; erection of shelters at
control points and the making of component parts for structures;
setting up of various engineer obstacles; carrying out engineer
measures to eliminate the consequences of the enemy's nuclear
attacks; carrying out the most complicated work for camouflaging
troops and objectives; and providing water and maintaining
water supply points.

Engineer troops consist of combat engineer, road
construction, ferrying, bridging, fieldworks construction,
and other special large units, units, and subunits.

17. Chemical troops are intended for carrying out
measures to protect troops against weapons of mass destruction.
Their duties are: treatment of personnel exposed to contami-
nation by radioactive and toxic substances and bacteriological
agents; decontamination, degassing, and disinfection of arms
and combat. equipment; degassing of terrain and roads; conducting
radiation and chemical reconnaissance: ensuring control of the
exposure of persontnel to radiation and the level of contamination
of arms and combat equipment by radioactive and toxic substances;
and checking changes in the level of contamination of the terrain.

Chemical troops consist of large units, untt.s, and sub-
uni t.s of chemical defense, of radiation and chemical reconnaissance
and degassing of terrain [§3 or 4 words missing_7.

18. Signal troops are intended for setting up and main-
taining uninterrupted coiimunications, thereby ensuring reliable
control of troops in all their various combat activities.

-14-
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Signal troops consist of signal subunits, units, and
large units. In their composition are also included special-
purpose (SPETSNAZ) radio units intended for jamming the radio,
radio-relay, and radar equipment, and the television of the
enemy's ground forces.

19. Radio and radiotechnical troops of special purpose
(OSNAZ) are intended for reconnaissance of the enemy's radio-
relay and photo-television communications and his system for
radio remote control, radar, and radio navigation.

They consist of radio-reconnaissance and radiotechnical
reconnaissance units and subunits.

20. Motor troops are intended for ensuring troop
mobility, for bringing up supplies, and for evacuation.

21. Road troops are intended for repairing, restoring,
and building motor rorads and bridges, for maintaining them in
usable condition, and for commandant's service on them.

2. Participation of Other 3ranches of the
Armed Forces in Combined-Arlms Combat

22. strategic missile troops can, in support of the
ground forces, destroythe enemy's weapons of nuclear attack,
his aircraft on airfields, and large troop groupings; they can
destroy important installations located in great depth, upset
troop control, and also disrupt military movements and dis-
organize the work of the enemy's transport services.

23. The air forces consist of front, long-range, and
military-transport aviation, of units of automatic balloons
(avtomaticheskiy aerostat) and of space means (kosmicheskoye
sredstvo) . Depending on the purpose for which it is intended
and the nat.ure of the tasks to be carried out, the air forces
are divided into different arms of aviation: fighter, fighter-
bomber, bomber (missile carrying), reconnaissance, and support.
Front aviation also includes in its composition units of front
cruise missiles.

Froi.nt. aviation is intended for supporting the combat
operations of ground iorces. In their Interes ts , front aviation
fulfils the following tasks:

-figh ter aviation--in coordination with antiair defense
troops, it covers troops and installations in the rear
area against strikes and reconnaissance from the air,

-15-
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destroying the enemy's aircraft and unmanned means of
attack from the air; in. addition, fighter aviation
can be employed to conduct aerial reconnaissance, and
in certain cases to attack ground targets situated in
the open;

--fighter-bomber aviation-supports troops by destroying
primarily mobile, small, and newly detected targets,
especially the enemy's means of nuclear attack, his
reserves moving up and his radio-technical means of
control and it is also used for aerial reconnaissance;

-bomber aviation (missile.carrying)-destroys the enemy's
means of nuclear attack, his troops, aircraft on airfields,
control points, and supply depots located outside the
range of fighter-bombers, and it is also used for aerial
reconnaissance;

-reconnaissance aviation-conducts aerial reconnaissance
of the encmy, .the terrain, and the weather;

-units of front cruise missiles-deliver strikes against
objectives which are poorly covered by antiair defense
weapons or after these weapons have been reliably
neutralized by ballistic missiles; the coordinates of
objectives which are to be hit by cruise missiles
must: be determined accurately;

-- support aviation-lands tactical airb"irne forces fro m
helicopters in the enemy's rear, and als-> transpo rLs
subunits and supplies by air; it watches the enemy
from the air and corrects artillery fire; it carries
out. communications, radio countermeasures, and
evacuation of the sick and wounded,

Long-range aviation can be employed in the interests of
ground forces to d5Tiivr strikes against impor tant oibtec tives
in the enemy's operational depth which are nu>t attacked by
operational-tactical missiles and by front aviation.

Miilitary.~transport aviation lands one line missingJ,
transports troops andvarious loads by air.

24. Antia.ir defense troops of the country can, in lhe
in teres ts of FicinTcL re, destroy tTie i~iieiiy in the ni r,
neutralize his radio technical means by jamming, and also
annihilate airborne forces. Large units and units of the anti-
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air defense troops of the country may be employed to
defend important installations of the front and of the navy.

Antiair defense troops of the country consist of large
units and units of antiaircraft missile troops, fighter aviation,
and radiotechnical troops, as well as of special units and sub-
units.

25. The navy, in the interests of the ground forces,
and in coordination with them and aviation, destroys the enemy's
warships at sea with the aim of preventing them from delivering
strikes against troops and other objectives situated on the
coast, and his transports and landing craft with troops and
combat equipment ; i t carries out landings from the sea, covering
the troops to be landed while they are at sea, and their landing
and combat operations on the shoie ; it lands reconnaissance
parties on the enemy's coastline, delivers strikes against
objectives situated on the approaches to a defended coast, carries
out reconnaissance of the naval enemy in the interests of :roops
operating on the coast, and also carries out troop movemen s
and the delivery and evacuation by sea of supplies fone line
missing 7.

The navy consists of submarines, aircraft, surface vessels,
and coastal missile-artillery troops, which have nuclear weapons
as well as cofnventio)nal ones In addition, the navy incl.udes
services and units for special purposcs,

3. The Mios t Important Principles
of TiCmrt35b i ned~Kims Cnicit

2E. An offensive is the main form of c.ombat operalions.
Only a resolute offensive, carried out at high speeds, ensures
the comple le r ou t ' f the enemy , Under mdern c ond i ti ons ,
especially in the initial period of a war, there will often be
meeting engagemnts, the importance of which has hoc ome very
much grcater for achievi ng victory over the efne'my,

In those cases when it is impossible or inadvisable to
attack, as we. as in cases when it is essential tot c onserve
forces and means in order to support an offens ive on ".ther,
more imporutant axes, troops go over to) the defense.

I n c onnec t ion wi th the high tempo and rnbi le nature of
combat. operatitots, the role of marches, especially long -dist ance
ones, becomes considerably more important, and this calls for
a high degree of march training of troops
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27. Constant and efficient collaboration between all
forces and weapons has decisive significance in the achievement
of success in modern combat.

Collaboration lies in coordinating the efforts of troops
and means of destruction according to tasks, axes [2 or 3 words
missingj mutual support of large units and units in the interests
of the most successful fulfilment of combat tasks. Special
attention is paid to coordinating nuclear strikes with the
operations of the troops.

28. Under conditions of extensive use of nuclear weapons,
of highly mobile and fast-moving operations by troops, of the
existence of large gaps and open flanks,. the importance of
maneuver becomes very much greater. It is used to create the
most advantageous troop grouping for a swift advance into the
depth of the enemy positions, to envelop him or carry out a
turning movement, and to deliver decisive and sudden strikes
against his flanks and rear from different directions. The
unierlying principle of maneuver must be the aim to make the
fullest and timely use o.f the results of the employment of
nuclear and other weapons of destruction.

Envelopment (okhvat) is a maneuver carried out in direct
tactical and fire coordination with troops attacking frontally,
while a turning movement is a maneuver in greater depth carried
out in tactical (operational) coordination with these troops.
The- most decisive results in routing the enemy can be attained
by envelopment or carrying out a turning movement around both
his flanks.

The maneuver plan must be simple and must be carried
out rapidly end secretly and come as a surprise to the enemy.
Rapidity of maneuver is achieved primarily by carrying out
swift marches, by the forcing of water obstacles by tanks under
water and through deep fords , and also by making use of heli-
copters and transport av ix tion for moving troops, combat
equipment., amnun ition, and other supplies,

F ire mIaneuver Cons ists of concen tra ti ng fire with tle
O bject of hit li ng t he enemy's most import an t groupings atnd
objectives , as well as of covering the flanks of one's own
troops.

2;. The employment, of nuclear weapons does not do
away with the principle of massing forces and weapons on the
most imp:,oi tan t axes ,
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The massing of forces and means in modern combat is
achieved above all by rapid concentration of the fire efforts
of troops, especially the delivery of nuclear strikes, with
the aim of destroying the enemy's means of mass destruction
and his main troop groupings; this enables one to change the
balance of forces and means quickly to one's own advantage on
a given axis or in a given sector.

The constant threat of the use of nuclear weapons by
the enemy makes it necessary to get close to him quickly and to
deliver swift strikes against him, and also to make the maximrm
use of the defensive features of the terrain, Troops must be
concentrated rapidly, secretly, and only for the time required
to deliver strikes against the converging axes. As soon as the
necessity is over, the; must be dispersed immediately so as not
to present the enemy with a favorable objective for delivering
a strike with weapons of mass destruction.

30. Surprise enables one to catch the enemy unawares,
to cause panic in his ranks, to inflict heavy losses on him,
to paralyze his morale, to undermine his combat effectiveness
considerably, to disorganize control of troops, and to create
favorable conditions for achieving victory even over superior
enemy forces.

Surprise is achieved by misleading the enemy about one's
intentions, by keeping the plan of impending operations and
preparations for them secret, by using all weapons of destruction
unexpectedly, by deploying from the march and delivering swift

fr' strikes where the enemy does not expect them, by following up
success quickly , as well as by making use of new ways of waging
combat which are unknown to the enemy and by using new means of
warfare.

The enemy will a lso s trive to achieve surpr isc . Conse-
quently, it is essential to maintain a high state of vigi!ance,
to be constantly ready for combat and be capable of taking
counteraction quickly, to ensure timely detecti on and des t:ruction
of the enemy's sabotage and reconnaissance parties (detachments),
and also ti be able to provide comprehensive suppo_,rt, for the
combat operations of troops.

31. Cimbat oplerati rns at night are of special importance
under condit.l.ions when weapons of' mass destruet ion are used, when
aircraft are hi ghly ac tive, and when new technical means of
reconnaissance arc avai .able.
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Night facilitates the preparation of combat operations
in secrecy and the achievement of surprise, and enables one to
carry out tasks with the smallest losses. At the same time,
reduced visibility at night lowers the effectiveness of
reconnaissance and complicates the use of nuclear weapons,
aircraft, and other combat equipment.

Combat operations at night require a highly efficient
and constant state of training of troops, comprehensive prepara-
tion, thorough planning of troop collaboration, the taking of
additional protective measures when nuclear and chemical weapons
are used, skilful use of all means for reconnaissance, observation,
illumination, and control, especially technical ones, as well as
the timely destruction and blinding of similar enemy means.

32. There must be no set pattern for the employment
of forces and weapons and the ways of waging combat. Only a
creative approach to the fulfilment of every combat task .and
the constant use of new ways and methods ensure success in
combat, Combat operations carried out in accordance with the
very same scheme are quickly unmasked by the enemy and enable
him to take the appropriate countermeasures.

33. Success is always on the side of. the one who is
bold in combat, who constantly displays initiative, seizes
and keeps it, and forces his will on the enemy.

Initiative lies in striving ;o conduct aggressive
operations in the most complicated situation, in readiness
to accept responsibility for a bold decision, despite any
difficulties, and in finding the best ways of fulfilling the
task one has been given, Even in the event of mass losses
from enemy strikes, it is essential to exploit all possibilities
for continuing aggressive and decisive operations. Combat
operations must be conducted continuously by day and by night
and in any weather. Without waiting for any special irders
for this, the enemy must be attacked whereve.r he is detected.
Delay and passivity in combat lead inevitably to defeat,

It is not the one who, in striving to destroy the enemy,
fails to attain his goal that deserves blame, but the one who,
fearing responsibility, has remained inactive and has not made
use of all his forces and means for achieving success in combat.

34,. The great mobility of troops, the mobile character
of combat operations, rapid and sharp changes of the situation
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in combat, and the operations of large units and units
along their axes demand.a high degree of training,
coordination, and efficiency in the work of commanding
officers and staffs. To this end, commanding officers
(commanders) must assess a situation quickly and
anticipate changes in it, must constantly influence
the course of combat operations, must take bold
decisions in time, and set combat tasks to their
subordinates immediately; and they must also maintain
firm control of their troops when they are on the move,
making extensive use for this of technical means.

35. Correct and timely use of all available forces
and means, especially nuclear weapons, requires that
commanding officers and staffs should study the enemy
constantly and thoroughly, and be able to divine his
intentions in time and to forestall them. This is
attained by the timely organization of intelligence
collection, by the receipt of a continuous flow of
reliable information, by skilful and rapid use of
intelligence data, as well as by knowledge of the
enemy's combat capabilities, organization, and tactics
of operations. The main efforts of reconnaissance,
especially aerial and radiotechnical reconnaissance,
must be directed at the depth of the enemy's dispositions,
with a view to detecting his. main forces and means of
nuclear attack.

3u. Under modern conditions, camouflage becomes a
matter of great importance. Skilful and constant
application of camouflage measures facilitatEs the
achievement of surprise and enables one to conceal
the activities and dispositions of one's own troops
from enemy reconnaissance, to mislead the enemy about
the real grouping and intentions of one's troops, and
in this way to make it more difficult for the enemy
to use nuc le ar and other weapons of des t rc. t ion .

Camouflage of troops is achieved in the ifollr.ing
ways: by maintaining military secrec.y; by skilful and.
d ispersed dI isposition of troops, bases. and depots; by
exploiting terrain and conditicns of lim1ted visibility;
by using various camouflage devices; by taking steps for
rad io and radar countermeasure camouf laige and fo r light
and sound masking; by arranging dummy pos i t.i ons; by
setting up dummy constructions an d ispos it; ion arens;
by carrying out misleading moves and fointin g operations
by troops in accordance with the army commander's instructions;
by skilful execution of engineer work by personnel.

With a view to deceiving the enemy and making it more
difficult for him to determine the objectives against which to
use weapons of mass destruction, it is essential to change the
disposition areas of troops periodically in accordance with
the combat plan /one line missing.
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The state of camouflage is cnecked by 2bservation from
the groun,d and the air, by photography from aircraft (helicopters),
and also by radar, by night observation devices, and other
technical means.

37. Troops operate in march formation, combat formation,
and precombat formation. It is essential to have a creative
approach to the forming up of troops, .without allowing it to
fall into a pattern.

March formation is a formation of troops, consisting
of columns. It must ensure the following: the carrying out
of marches at high speed and of maneuvers to reach the enemy's
flanks and rear; rapid deployment into prec::mbat and combat
formation; minimum vulnerability to the enemy's means of mass
destruction and air strikes; conservation of personnel and
vehicles; and maintenance of firm and continuous control,

Combat formation is a grouping of forces and weapons
for waging combat. It must correspond to the plan of the
impending combat and ensure the following: the infliction of
decisive defeat on the enemy throughout the whole depth of the
combat task; rapid use of the results of fire strikes against
the enemy; making the best use of one's own troops in accordance
with their combat characteristics; rapid maneuver af forces and
means;re-formation and building up of strike f rces during
combat; stability and aggressiveness in defense: convenient
control of troops and the maintenance of continu:ius c >llaboration;
minimum vulnerability of the troops to nuclear and :t.her weapons
of destruction; rapid overcoming of zones ,f c:>ntfamina.ti'on and
destruction; the best use of terrain.

Precombat formation is a grouping of forces and weapons
distributed along the front and in depth with the >bject :f
maneuvering rapidly on the battlefield and depl ying into
correct format;ion, of reducing vulnerability t . nuclear strikes.
artillery fire, and strikes by aircraft, and of achieving
advances by the troops at greater speed.

38. The rapid and sharp changes of the situat ion in
combat, the great depth of combat tasks, the wide z7 ,nes of
operations, and the high speeds of advance of tro:>ps make it
essentia. to create strong combined-arms rcserves, which are
designed above all to exploit success, Combat tasks are given
to reserves (second echelons) , usualy dur:ing c 'ombat, in
conformity with the specific conditions of the situation.
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In the division (regiment) an antitank reserve is also
created consisting of tank subunits, subunits of antitank
guided missiles, and other antitank weapons, capable of rapid
mobility on the battlefield and of operating on contaminated
terrain. This reserve can be strengthened by subunits of
engineer troops.

39, The nature of modern combat demands that troops
should be supported not only by nuclear strikes, but also by
powerful fire from artillery and tanks; for this purpose,
when reinforcing a division with artillery and mortars it is
essential to set up divisional and regimental artillery groups.

The presence in large units and units of a large f~~ne
line missingJ composition for firing from concealed fire
positions, enables one to reinforce artillery groups considerably
with tank units and subunits which are in second echelons and
reserves.

In offensive combat, artillery groups are set up usually
for the period of fire preparation and fire support f'>r the
tanks and motorized infantry carrying out an offensive in the
immediate depth, while in defense they are set up for carrying
out counterpreparation and for repelling the enemy's attacks.

Artillery groups are especially necessary for regiments
which are advancing on independent axes, as well as when they
are defending fairly wide sectors.

In all cases when tanks are detailed for firing from
concealed fire posit i."ons , they must be located "r: the axes 'of
their impending operations and must be constantly ready t ;'

carry out combat tas+ks within the comp:>sitiIn af theirt own

unitts and subum..~ ;

40. Succevr fuli conduct of combat operat i"n requi res
timely material, tec hnica l, and medical support f >r troips in
:ll situat.1ons.

The psi; i li it y that, during c, mbat , t r iop: may find
themselves at: a conside rable distance f roma ttheitr supply bases,
that communicat ions r'.ou tes may be destroyed, and that tlhe
dclivery of suppl .i es and evacuation may be disrupted considerably
i ncreases t:he demanK-; on the working of the rear ,etrvices and the
rcequirements fr' ti :imely provision of troops with material supplies
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Chapter 2

Troop Control

41. Troop control embraces all the activities of
commanding officers and staffs in planning, preparing, and
conducting combat operations. The character and conditions of
waging modern combined-arms combat have considerably complicated
the direction of troops and sharply increased the requirements
in this respect.

The commanding officer bears full re:;pr. ibility f or
the successful fulfilment of combat tasks by the troops sub-
ordinate to him, This demands that he should e xtrcise firm,
flexible. and continuous direction of all the activities of
units (subunits) subordinate to him, that he sh uld have high
organizing ability, profound knowledge of the means of warfare
and of the nature of modern combat, that he should display
imagination and initiative widely, have a strong will an~d be
personally brave, that he should be able to anticipate the
course of events, take well-founded decisions quickly, and put
them into effect with determination. Personal contact between
a commanding officer and his subordinates is f prime importance.

The leading role in planning and ensuring troop control
belongs to the combined-arms headquarters [ Ono line missir.gJ
creativeness, high planning ability, and operational efficiency,

Troop control is implemented from highly mobile control
points, which are provided with communications and automation
equipment and which ensure uninterrupted direction of troops
when the commanding officers and headquarter. are at the halt,
as well as when they are on the move.

42 , Tro:>p c on t rol i ncludes the fo i:ng : the mai ntenance
of high mora.le and a high political standard among the tro'ps and
constant readinhess in their part to carry ut combat tasks;
co1ntinuous ard doetermined acqui sit ion and study ">f in fCrmat ion
regarding the -ituat i on and the deteoctiotn of the efnemy'-; intent::i ins;
taking timely de c is ions and giv.i ng tasks to su i b rdinati preparing
tr(ops for c>m:ba t opera tioins and providing for their all-rotlnd
support; planning and maintaining unintterrupted c ordinat ii; keep-
i;ng a constant check on the fulfi lment of the tas ks e t and pro-
vi ding hel1 p t.o the troops.
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Troop control must ensure speed, secrecy of preparation,
and surprise in delivering strikes against the enemy; effective
employment of nuclear and other weapons of destruction, as well.
as skilful use of the results of their effect on the enemy;
seizing and keeping the initiative; high mobility of troop
operations; timely implementation of measures to protect troops
against means of mass destruction and to restore their combat
effectiveness,

Troop control must be continuous Lone line missingj.

Continuous control is achieved by the foilwing:
constant knowledge of the situation; maintenance of uninterrupted
communications with subordinate and superior c'mmanders; dis-
persecd disposition of control points and timely changing of
their locations during combat; handing over tro'p control when
necessary from one point to another, including also to control
points of subordinate units (subunits); and also oy timely
reporting up the chain of command and by kepinzg subordinates
and neighboring troops informed about the .ituation.

Firmness of control consists of puttirg int:o effect in
a decisive and determined way the decision taken for precise
and complete fulfilment of the combat task.

Flexibility of control is achieved by quick reaction
to changes in the situation and by- timely elaboration of a
decision previously made or by making a new dec ision. When
there is no possibility of getting instructions in time from a
superior commander, a commanding officer is obliged, having
taken the responsibility upon himself, to make a new decision
and to put it into effect with determination. At the first
opportunity, he reports this to his immediate -:uperi or
commander and i nforms neighboring troops.

44. The c ommanding officer of a divist 'n (regiment)

controls tr>ps personally and through his staff. lie 13 obliged
to know at .1 t limes where the troops sub ardinate t, him are
and what they are do.ing, their state of c:.mbat offectiveness
and what they need and also to exercise his influence ozn the
course of co)nmat /' one line missing7 fo:rce- and menn, i without
waiting fo' request.s [from subordinate commandi ng -,fflcers.

In effecting t -,:,p control, the command ing "hfficer of a
division (regimeint.), aftIer assesstg the si tuat ion personally, is
ohliged t o I macc a. timely decision, to give tasks to his subordi-
nates quickly, and to keep a watchful eye on the operations of
units (subuni t.s ,
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At decisive moments in combat a commanding officer must
exorcise his influence personally on the course of combat
operations and help his troops to execute their combat tasks by
paying "visits (flights) to subordinates who are operating on
the crucial axes.

For comprehensive assessment of the situation and making
a well-founded decision, a commanding officer calls in his chief
of staff, his own deputies and the officers commanding the arms
of troops and services.

45. The divisional (regimental) staff is the main
element which plans and ensures troop control. It must .

-organize reconnaissance and obtain i nf rmat i n c -nstantly
and persistently by all forces and means ab-tut the
composition of the enemy's grouping, its state, possible
character of operations, and employment of means of mass
destruction;

-always know the position and combat capabilities of its
own troops, the nature of the terrain, the meteorological
conditions, the radiation and chemical situation, and
their influence on the execution of combat tasks;

-- work out recommendations for the commanding officer
/ one line missingJ weapons of conventlonal means
of destruction, subordinate and supporting units
(subunits);

-issue preliminary instructions to units (subunits) about
impending operations, draw up combat orders and instructions,
inform the troops quickly of their combat tasks, and put
into effect the planning of combat operations and measures
con:.erning the organization and maintenance of co'rdination;

-- rgani ze all -round support for combat *:perati ,ns , the
protecti :n of troops from weapons 'f man de;truction,
radio counte rme'asuIes, security of the tr .ps, the work
of the commandant's service and traffic contrl;

----organirze control points and communicate.)fns in goud time;

-- keep a check on the fulfilment of combat tasks by the
troops and render thci assistance.

41G. The chief of staff of a division (regiment) is the
commanding officer"s deputy and has authority to issue instructions
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in his name. He bears responsibility for organizing and main-
taining continuous control of troops and personally coordinates
the work of all staffs, of the commanding officers of the arms
of troops, of special troops, and of the commanding officer's
deputies for technical matters and for the rear services.

The chief of staff must always know the situation,
foresee possible changes in it and be ready to report to the
commanding officer the conclusions to be drawn from it and to
put forward his recommendations for a decision; he must know
the .suppositions and intentions of the commanding officer as
well as all the instructions issued by him personally to the
troops, and to see that they are carried out,

47. The commanding officer's decision forms the basis
for troop control. Before making a decision, the commanding
officer must clarify the task he has been given and evaluate
the situation. In complete details regarding the situation do
not free the commanding officer from making a decision in good
time.

When clarifying the task which he has been given, the
commanding officer must understand the plan of the senior commander,
the procedure. under which he will employ nuclear weapons and other
means of destruction in support of the division (regiment), as
well as the division's (regiment's) place and role in the task
which is being carried out by the superior formation (large unit) .

Having clarified the task, the commanding officer deter-
mines the measures which must be taken immediately in order to
prepare the troops as quickly as possible to fulfil the combat
task, and gives instructions to his chief of staff regarding
the planning of reconnaissance and the essential preliminary
orders to the troops .

48. In evaluating the situati-n, studv 1 made if the
following:

--the lo.cat:ion, composition, and state of the enemy's
grouping, the possib)le character if its operatioins,
and f i is use of nuc lear weapons

-t he mist .impoirt ant enemy objectives to be attacked with
nuclear" and chemical weapons and with c:onvent.ional ones,
and also the particu lar part of the grouping, the
annihilation of which would sharply reduce the enemy's
combat capabilit.ies;
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-the state, situation, supply position, and combat
capabilities of one's own troops;

-- the radiation and chemical situation;

-the nature of the terrain, the meteorological c onditions ,
weather conditions, the. time of the year and of the day
or night;

-the location, the nature of the operations, and the
tasks of neighboring troops.

During the study and assessment of the situation by the
commanding officer of the division (regiment). the chief of
staff, the commanding officer's deputies, and the officers
commanding the arms of troops and services report t the commanding
officer, at his request, essential details regarding matters of
interest to him.

49. In his decision the commanding officer lays down:

-- the plan of operations: what enemy i" t .1 ne ro uted and
in what order, the axis on which the main efforts are
to be concentrated, the grouping of the division's
(regiment's) forces and means and how ;iey will maneuver;

-the objectives to be attacked by nuclear, chemical, and
conventional weapons, and the order in which they are
to be used;

-the combat tasks of units (subunits) and coordination
between troops;

-- organization of control.

The divisional1 (regimental) commanding ffficer usually
makes his deci.sion on a map. As a rule, the decisi on made with
the aid of a map is defined more precisely on the ground during
reconnaissance.

50. Combat tasks are set by the divistona11 (regimental)
commanding officer to subordinate, attached, and supporting
units (subunits) in the form of combat orders and combat instructions
given in written form or orally. All I orders and combat instructions
given orally must be written down. Orders and instructions should
be brief, but not at the expense of c larity.
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In the combat order of the commanding officer of a
motorized-rifle (tank) division (regiment) , the following are
usually laid down:

-a short evaluation of the enemy's grouping and operations;

-the division's (regiment's) combat task, the plan of
operations, and the procedure for using nuclear and
chemical weapons;

-the tasks of neighboring troops and the lines of demar-
cation with them;

-the combat tasks of motorized-rifle and tank units (sub-
units), with an indication of by what and by whom they
will be reinforced and supported, and also their
demarcation lines if these are being laid down;

-the tasks of missile troops, artillery, and tanks
designated fo:r firing from concealed firing positions;

-the tasks of antiair defense troops;

-the tasks of aviation, if it is detailed to support
the division;

-the time by which the troops are to be ready;

-the place and 1ime for the deployment of control paints
and the axis along which they will move.

51. During-combat, combat tasks may be given in the
form of separate combat instructions.

Combat instructions usually indicate the c>mbat task
of the units (subunitbs), what fire strikes wi11 be delivered
in its support, and the time the troops must be ready to execute
the combat task.

52 , When tanks are detached for fi ring fram cr Cncealed
firing positions, the divisional (regiment.al) cOmanuding ofificer
determines which tank subunits (units) are to be de to i 1led for
firing fromt concealed firing positions and f ,r how l ng, allots
them among art il lery groups (if they are being farmed) , and
lays down the quant ity of ammunition to be used and the procedure
Ior building up supplies of ammunition at the tank firing positions.
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53. After the commanding officer has made his decision,
the staff immediately draws it up and conveys the combat order
(combat instructions) to the troops, and works out and puts into
effect all the measures directed toward successful execution of
the combat tasks given to the troops.

With a view to giving commanding officers and staffs
advance warning of impending operations, and providing troops
with as much time as possible to make preparations for them,
the divisional (regimental) headquarters, acting on the basis
of the commanding officer's directions, issues preliminary
instructions to subordinate units and subunits even before the
commanding officer has made his decision and before a combat order
(combat instructions) has been drawn up.

On the basis of the decision made, and guided by the
chief of staff, the commanding officer's deputies and the officers
commanding the arms of troops and services plan and organize the
combat employment of the units (subunits) subordinate to them
and assure -tone line misainW.

The measures drawn up by them are approved by the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer.

Directions regarding political work, protection against
weapons of mass destruction, engineer support for combat operations,
organization of communications, material, technical, and medical
support, as well as directions on other matters are conveyed to
those who have to carry them out by means of separate instructions.

$4. In controlling troops, the most important duty of
the commanding officer and his staff is the organization and
maintenance of continuous coordination. It is organized in the
interests of the units (subunits) carrying out the main tasks
and is maintained by all commanding officers and staffs throughout
all combat.

As a rule, coordination is organized by the divisional
(regimnental) commanding officer at the time when he is setting
combat tasks. Depending on the amount of time avai lable and
othea factors in the situation, coo rdination can be w:,rked out-
in greater deta:ilI on the ground, on relief or orci na rv maps,

As a rule, the procedure arranged for cnordinat ion is
reflected on the map on which the commanding officer has made
his decision, and when time permits--in a schedule (planovaya
tablitsa) of coordination.
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To maintain coordination, the commanding ->fficers and
staffs of large units (units), operating in coordination, must
have a correct understanding of the aim of the combat operations,
of the combat tasks, and of the ways of carrying them out; they
must always know the situation, have reliable means of cornmuni -
cations bet.veen each other and a systematic .one line nissing7.

55. A check on the timely and accurate execut~in of
orders and instructions by units (subunits) must be dane contin-
uously while controlling troops and must be directed tovard timely
prevention and elimination of shortcomings in the operations of
subordinate troops and toward the accurate execution bye them of
thr> tasks which they have been given.

The best way of carrying out checks i-s f:,r the :ommanding
officer, his deputies, and officers from the staff and he services
to make personal visits (flights) to the triops,

Checking must not assume the character of suoe; 'ising
details, nor must it substitute for the activities of c >mmanding
officers in directing the troops subordinate t: them.

56. Depending on the type and character of th combat
operations, control points are organized for troop cant oli in
a division-a command post, an alternate command post, forward
command post, and a rear area control point; in a regiment--a
command post and a rear area control point.

To enable the divisional (regimental) c ommandin officar
to observe the operations of his units (subunits), obso -vation
points are organized, and they form a component part of the
divisional forward command post .and of the regimental c 'mmand
post. Observation points are manned continuously by of icers
from the headquarters.

All control points must be highly mgail , of smal 1
coinposit ion, and / one line missingf7 in ali situati m
especially when crommanding officers and stnffs ae r t. c
mov e.

The distances betweean control points must b*e ~t, h that
they canno:,t be des troyed simultaneously by one nuc lear urst of
medi:tum yield.

The command post (KP) is the main control point. It
is set u i'tffiiiicli a~~7c, ind during combat moves on s ch an
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axis and at such a distance from units (subunits) o the first
echelon that will ensure continuous troop control.

At the divisional command post are the fall ing: the
commanding officer, the chief of staff, the chief o the political
department, the chie:fs of the operational and intel Lgence sections,
the commander of artillery, the commander of antiai defense troops
(PVO), the divisional engineer, the chief of commun cations, the
chief of the chemical service, and the necessary number of other
officers.

At the regimental command post are the f ll wing: the
commanding officer, the chief of staff and his deputy, the
regimental commanding officer's deputy for pilitical matters
the commander of artillery, the chief of intelligence, the
chief of communications, the regimental engineer, the chief of
the chemical service, as well as other officers as directed by
the regimental commanding officer.

In the absence of the commanding officer, the chief of
staff is in command in the command post.

The forward command post (PKP) is made up of personnel
detached from the divisional command post for the control of
troops during combat. It is set up in such a place and mves
at such a distance from troops of the first echelon from / one
line missing^2' combat operations, to have direct control of
troops on the main axis and to exercise influence quickly on
the progress of combat.

The personnel for manning the forward coymmand post are
detailed in every case by the commanding officer, depending on
the situation.

The alternate cnmmatnd post (ZKP) is set up at the same
time , s the command post and is intendtd f -r a suming immedii ate
cont rol of t r >ps ti n tihe ev ent the command p'. t is put out >f
action.

At it, are the fol >lowing: the deputy c ,mmanding offf.c er"
of the div is inn , the deput y chief o~f staff u i t h sa me a f the
of ficers of the st a ff, the deputy chief of t~ -f f.f art i liery,
the assistant chief of communcation, the a iitant commander
of antiair defense t. roops with a plotting b '.rd tam, some
officers from the division's political department, and the
essent.ial. su bun.it is of serv ice n personnel.
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The personnel 'of the alternate command post must always
know;' the situation and be familiar with all the orders and
instructions which have been issued to the troops.

Before assuming control of the troops, the radio equipment
of the alternate command post is used for receiving.

In the event of necessity, the duties of checking the
operations of troops may be given to the alternate command post.

The rear area control point (TPU) of the division
(regimeniTT iIlepi-yed in such a place and an axis that it can
exercise continuous control of rear Frea units and subunits.

At the rear area control point are the followi.ng: the
divi.sional (regimental) commanding officer's deputy for rear ser-
vices, together with the services subordinate to him, as well as
the artillery armament service, the technical service, and
sections (officers) of the staff and from the political depart-
ment. not included in the command post or the alternate command
post.

The commanding officer's deputy for rear services is in
comimand of the rear area c.>ntrol point,

57. The places where control points are deployed and
the axes on which they wi11 move are determined by the divisional
(;egimental) commanding officer.

When they are at the halt, control points must be deployed
in a dispersed manner, in protected localities, and they must be
carefully camouflaged. Radio sets and special vehicles must be
located in areas which are some distance away from the control
points.

In all. si txations contr->1 pints must ie in constant
readiness to move qtuickly and in an orderly way to new areas.

As a rule, contr->I p-.ints should move to new areas in
lcnps along dif.Cfere-nt r .ttes, without waiting for completion of
the engincer preparat ion *.f the places where t:hey are to stop.
ho select the place's where control points are t stop, divisional
(regimental) headquarters send forward small rec onnoitering
groups.

When con tr porints are ;on the move, cnntinuous radio
contact. with s ubr ii dinat.e units (subunits), superi:or headquarters,
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and with neighboring troops is maintained by radio sets operating
both on the move as well as at sh:rt .halts.

During combat the divisional forward command post and
the regimental command post move immediately behind the combat
formations of units (subunits) !f the first echelon. During
this, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer controls
his troops either thr )ugh pers.nal c )ntact or by means of short
messages (instructions) sent by radio while he is in an armored
personnel carrier or in a tank.

The divisional command post change-s location in combat
with the commanding officer's permiss. .n in accordance with the
advance of the combat f:ormati irs of tr:, cps. While it is changing
location, troop c.ontr.o>1 during the m >ve must ue ensured by radio
communttications with units (subunitsi, with the forward command
post, and with the reair area control point.

As a rule the al ternate: command past moves immediately
behind the dlivisimnal command p>5t, in readtneas t_ assume troop
control.

The procedure and the time for moving the rear area con-
trol poinit are determined by the divisional ;regimental) commanding
officer's deputy f :r rear services.

The locati ans f cantrol prints are reported to the senior
commander, The superi "r commander and his staff must see that
control points d, nit get cut off fr 'm the tro"ps, and must take
all steps to mainta in firm c'ntact with them.

58, Comnunicat i ns are the main means for ensuring troop
control. The'; are organized on the basis of the commanding
officer's decision and instructions froim the superior headquarters.

In a division (rgiment), a communicationt system is set
up which is based "n m hi. le c...mmunicati ,ns centers in the division
(regiment ) anci it sulbrdtinate anri c i rdnat ing units (subunits),
a nd o:n c.:mmtfunica "t1ti n h equipmen t in " .*mina id -tstaff vehicles
unnectted with 'a< h ,th "r b, v rati . and radi a.revlay channel and

netwo:rks , y wi r~ i n' r aid t v m u( 1. m'-atn .

The resp nsibnility f r the timely organization )f
c.o;,mmukntcations which util v'ure c rat r: of suuordinate and
coordinailng troops and their rtif:ienti rn, is barne by the
chief of staff of the divisi 'n (rregiment ; in the case of
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comniunicat ons f or con rol go the rear area-y te ilTfvisional
(regimental) commanding officer's deputy for rear services.

Direct responsibility for ensuring communica.tions is
borne by the chief communications officer of the division
(regiment ).

59. The radio, radio-relay, wire, mobile, and signalling
communications equipment used for troop control and also auto-
ratic devices, must be used in a comprehensive way and must
ensure reliable, secure, and rapid transmission of combat orders
and instructions and various information in all situations,

Radio is the i ain means of communications. capable of
ensuring continuous troop control under the most difficult
c ond itions,

All commandi ng officers of ].arge units and units (chiefs
of staff /four words missingJ radio sets themselves and know
how to carry on a conversation by radio.

Radio relay equipment is used for communicating with
the superior headquarters, between control points, for commun-
ication with the missile battalion, and in some cases with
units of the division operating on the main axis ,

Wire line communications equipment is used when troops
are disposed at the halt, in their concentration areas, on
defense, in a departure position for an offensive, as well as
for providing internal communications at c ,ntro:l points.

Mobile and signalling means of c->mmunications are
used in all kinds of combat operations by tr '>ps.

Vehicles used for communications purposes must have
a special recognition mark and be given priority on all roads,
passes , and cross ings ,

GO. The procedure for using caommunicati'>ns and the
working schedules of radio and radio-relay equipment are
determined by the divisional commanding officer (chief of staff)
who is guided by the plan of operations and instructi ons from
superior hieadquart ers , In this connecd:tion. the f >;lowing may
be laid down in regardi t:-> the w:rking schedu les- ,f radio and
radio--relay equi pment;

---completo prhhlbit.on on the working .f radi , and radio-
relay set s

-pr'ohibi ti ;n o C transmissions frorm s h ortwave radio sets
of 51t.rong and mediumrn power

---permi . s i n 1 /on e line missing ,7 radi o set s of all power
in net.works for intelligence, warning; control of
miss i le uni ts and antiaircraft missile weapons

-- unrestricted operation of radio and radio-relay sets.
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61. Radio and radio-relay c.',mmunications are provided
both from the means of superior headquarters, as well as from
the means of subordinate and coordinating large units (units,
subunits) ; wire lines ichannels) are laid (allotted) by the
superior headquarters ,

In all cases it is essential t: make prvision for
the possibility of being able to comniunicate with the immediately
lower echelon of commani.

Communicat ions between coordinat i ng large units (units)
are arranged on instructions from the c-°,mmanding officer (head--
quarters) organ izing the c oordinatiorn

As a rule, resp:,nsibility for estabi i Shing c mmunications
between coordinating large units (units) is entrusted in the
following way

-for communicaiti ons a long the f ront , t the tro aps on
the right flank;

-for communicati ns from the rear ti the front, to the
comma nd tng officer (headquaarte rs ) if the large unit
(un.iti in the secnd tcheix)n (r#*'serv> ' or in the rear
area;

-- for co:munications of combined-armti large units (units)
w ith large unit (units) ;)f ,trns of troops, to the
c *)mmanding :ifficer s (headquarter s of large units (units)
'. f t he arms .f troops;

-- far communicat ionts of cochmbined -arms large units and
units with units and subunits of speci al tr +ps, to
the co.mmanding of f icers and headquarters :f combined-
arms /7 Tne 11in m;ss.i ng 7,

Co2mmunicat1 ons rm.twnen a div .i, ion and c .crd.inating
large units f ther branches af th e Armed Forc:'' a re organized
through the sort °r c:.,mmande r ':r a diro t *2qcte d by}" the superior

j jheadquar tr .

If r.: insti rut. tins have been re-+'.ct* ed r+igarding the
organizing of co.mmtunicattl.+nS , r in the event f 3 ss of
contact. with the stibordinate (coo rdina ti.ng.) commanding officerand headquarters, the superior and sub°rdi nate (cordinating)
commanding offi cer and headquarters must take al.1 steps for
the immediate reestablishment of cammunica ti.ns,
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G2. Secure control of troops must ensure that all
,mensures connected with the preparation and conduct of combat

opeaLions are kept strictly secret.

Secure control of troops is achieved by adherence to
" the rules and procedures for carrying on conversati)ns by

technical means of communications; by using secrecy devices
for conversations and transmissions; by enciphering documents
and by using tables of callsigns, signals, and coded maps,

With a view to achieving security in the preparation
of combat operations and of surprise in strilking the enemy,
conversations and transmissions by technical means of communi.-
cations about matters concerning the planning of combat opera.tions
by troops, as well as about preparations for the employment o:f
nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction are for-
bidden. As a rule, esser-tial instructions on these matters

_ are ,;iven by personal contact or through ofiice.rs frum head-
quarters, or, in the event' of absolute necessity-in cipher
or by using special apparatus.

Open use of technical means of communications for con-
versations and transmissions is permitted: to warn troops,
and during combat when the situation is such that the use of

" ' technical means of communications with speech-secrecy devices
and secure control of troops (cipherl documents /~SUV 7 can
lead to delay in the transmission of instructions and reports.

In a11 cases of transmission in the clear, the numbers
and designations of units (subunits) , the positions of corm-
manding officers as well as the names of paces, must be

;;encoded..

Commnandin of ficers; and co.mmander.s 0( ai: ranks must
take measures immediately to stop any vta lat tns of c ommun icat ions
<iscipli:ne and of the rulcs for secure c >nt r-l '5f tr;opS. especially
in the operation of raCio.

632 In modciern combat, in which extrnm'sve um'" Is ma'.dc of
radiotechnica1 equipment, special imp:orta nce attaches Lt radio0
countermeasures-

aio countermeasur'(!s ar a fiyst em ->f eIas ures des ig(; ned
t) disrupt. or to dismriganizc the work ">f the' enemy's radI:>"-
technical equipment for the contr )l of his t.r oops ar.d of' his
weapons, and also to protect one's own radi.otechnical equ.ipment
against enemy *jamming . It includes the de;:ection of the enemy's
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radiotechnical equipment for control purposes and of his
equipment for jamming, the carrying out of radio deception,
antiradar camouflage, and the use of antijamming apparatus.

Radio countermeasures in a division are put into effect
in all kinds of combat operations in accordance with the plans
of the commanding officer and the instructions of the superior
headquarters.

Radio jamming and radio deception of the enemy is
carried out with means allotted by the senior commander,
on the axis on which the main efforts of the troops are
concentrated, and is put into effect suddenly and in a
comprehensive and massed way. Radio jamming must not hinder
the work of one's own radiotechnical equipment for control
and for radio communications.

The first aim of radio jamming is to neutralize the
enemy's radiotechnical equipment for the control of his troops
and of his weapons, breakdown in the work of which would lead
to the quickest fulfilment of the combat task, They include
radiotechnical equipment for the control of missile units,
the main communications of command posts of divisions (brigades,
battalions), control equipment of directing points for tactical
aviation and radar stations in the tactical zone,

64. To ensure troop control, it is essential that
commanding officers and headquarters should be provided in
good time and fully with topographical and special maps of
appropriate scales, as well as with initial geodetic data
and other topographical documents.

In a division, topographical support is planned by
the staff and put into effect by the chief of the topographical
service,

Commandant's service and traffic control are planned by
the headquarters with the objects of one line missing - of
the movement, concentration and disposition of troops, and also
for maintaining the prescribed formation and for checking that
the troops observe the measures laid down f:r camouflage. It
is carried out on movement routes and in disposition areas, in
passages through minefields and contaminated sectors, at cross-
ings and in mountain passes, in areas where loading and unloading
take place, and in the disposition areas of rear services units
(subunits).
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For the commandant's service and for traffic control a
commandant's detail is selected consisting of personnel from
traffic control subunits and from subunits of engineer troops
with the necessary means of movement, communication , and road
equipment. If the need arises, subunits of combat roops may
be detailed for this purpose. Engineer subunits ca ry out
commandant's service and traffic control at the sam time as
they prepare and maintain movement routes, crossing , passes,
and passages through various kinds of obstacles.

Direct control of the commandant's service is exercised
by headquarters through commandants of routes, sect rs, areas,
and other important objectives, as well as through fficers in
command of traffic control posts and commandant's p sts. To
designate movement routes,, use is made of special s gnposts
on which the recognition signs of large units (unit ) and
the numibers of the routes are shown.
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Chapter :3 .

Political Work Under Combat Conditions

66. The main source of combat strength of the Soviet
Armed Forces lies in the fact that they are organized,
directed, and trained by the Communist Party-the directing
and guiding force of Soviet society.

Success of troops in modern combat depends to a
decisive extent on their morale and on the level of
political and military training of the personnel. "Where
political work among troops is carried out with the great-
est possible care-there, there is no slackness in the army;
there, better order and spirit prevail in it; there, there
are more victories" (V. I. Lenin).

67. Political work must be directed toward firm and
consistent implementation of the requirements of the CPSU
Program and of the Communist Party's policy in the Armed
Forces, toward raising the combat effectiveness and combat
readiness of troops, toward strengthening the political
condition and morale, the conscious military discipline of
personnel, toward able handling of combat equipment, toward
raising the military one line missingJ tasks with a view
of routing the enemy decisively and completely.

68. Political work is organized on the basis of the
decisions of the CC CPSU and of the Soviet Government, the '
"Statutes Regarding the Political Organs of the Soviet Army
and Navy," and of instructions approved by the CC CPSU, and
also of the orders and directives of the Supreme High Command .4
and of the directives and instructions of the Chief Political Ai
Directorate of the Soviet Army and Navy.

The content of political work among troops under various
conditions of combat activity is also determined on the basis
of tihe combat orders of commanding officers and of the special
fcatures of the situation.

69. The commanding officer of a large unit (unit) bears
full responsibility for the polit ical work in his large unit
(unit.) , for the political condition and morale, and for the

mili tary discipline of the personnel.

The chief of the political department of a division
is the divisional commanding officer's deputy for political
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matters (the regimental commanding officer s deputy for
political matters), and he plans and conducts political
work himself and is responsible for its state to the command-
ing officer of the large unit (unit) and to the superior
political organ.

70. All commanding officers (commanders) are obliged
to take part daily in the political and military education of
their subordinates, guided in their activities by Party and
Knmsomol /one line missingJ using their strength and influence
for the successful fulfilment of the tasks facing the troops.

Constant mingling with subordinates; c mprehensivc and
thorough study and knowledge of their political, psych :logical,
and combat qualities, of their want.s, feelings, and needs
constitute a most important duty for all, c ommanding officers
(commanders) and political workers.

e 71. The tasks of political work under c -,moat conditions
are:

-rallying the personnel around the C mmunit Party" and
the Soviet Government; explaining to military personnel
the directing and guiding role played by the Communist
Party, and the most important decisi,ns of the Party
and of the Government; educatiog the pers on.nel in the
spiri t of Socialist patriotism, utter 1 ovalty to the
cause of Communism, to their people, M therland, the
Communist Party and the Soviet Goa ernment , tc- their
military duty and their military oath, and to their
unit (large unit) standard; in the spirit of the friend-
ship and fraternity of the peoples of the USSR, ,f
proletarian internationalism, and 2f l:y, ti ty t:. the
solidarity of all the Socialist c run t. ri".

-ex:plaining to military personnel the reassns for. and
the nat.ure and the political aims of the war, the tasks
of the Armed Forces, the internati onal and internal
pos4:ition of the USSR and of the : >unIIt 1i e .if the
Socialist Camp, the great advantag*'s ,f Sciatlism and
Comimunisn over the capitalist sys tem, whtch has out-
1i.1ved i ts day, as well as widespread propaga nda about
comhnt successes nad the advanced c omba t experience of
our Armed Forces .nnd of our allied trnops and the feats
of labor of the Soviet people and of the peoples of
the Socialist countries;
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-- inculcation in the personnel of faith in the righteous-
ness of our cause and in victory over the eremy. of a
high offensive spirit, bravery, heroism, endurance and
self-discipline, initiative and resourcefulness, honesty
and truthfulness, comradeship-in-arms, mutual support
and assistance in combat, the development of physical
fitness and the" infusion of ability to withstand all
the dangers, burdens and privations of combat conditions,
of readiness to give all one's efforts and, if need be,
one's life for the routing of the enemy and fir the
defense of the Socialist Motherland;

-strengthening of one-man command, effic:ency, discipline,
and orderliness in troops, education 2f- the pers anne l
in the spirit of implicit and exact executin of the
orders and instructions of commanding officers (commanders),
of respect for them and constant readiness to defend them
in combat, in the spirit of steadfast adherence t . the
requirements of military discipline and to the t andards
of Communist ethics and morals.

-- unmasking of the reactionary essence of capitalism; its
spirit which is against the people and ;f the aggress 2 vd'
policy of imperialist countries; inculcati.on in nilit ary
personnel o.f a burning hatred for the opp"nent, f >r the
enemies of freedom, democracy, and socialism: re:olute
struggle against bourgeois ideology and ethics;

-"-inculcat;ion in personnel of constant and high vi gi lance.
of a responsible attitude toward preserving military and
State secrets and toward guarding their : wn unit (Subuni t
against penetration by spies and saboteurs; putting into
efiect measures for suppressing and exp:sing hostile
propaganda and possible provocations on the pert -f the
enemy;

--maintenance in the personnel of an inf 'xibl e wail a ncl
de tormi nation to act in a courageous and ene rge t ic way
under condit ions of the employment, ;f w eap.ns ,f mas
destruction by the enemy, and also t expl it. in a t:imnly
:lilf ul, and rapid way the results of the emp ryment :f
these weapons by one's own troops in supp.ort , f if i11i n(g
the combat task; forestalling and deci tvs l .'~Iv su; nprssing
posstible manifestations of panic ain"ng military per onnel

--explainintg to personnel the combat tasks which have been
set, and the methods and ways of fulfilling them, cnlistin;
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the efforts of military personnel lor the attainment
of success in combat and for the exact and efficient
fulfilment of the commanding officer's measures;

-devoting tireless attention to ensuring that officers
really master Marxist-Leninist theory, modern military
science, and military-technical knowledge, and that
they develop high qualities of will power, initiati'e,
independence, and imagination; promoting responsibility
in officers for the education and training of personnel;
the improvement of political work in practice, the
organization and conduct of combat operations, and the
successful execution of the combat tasks which have
been set;

-inculcation in military personnel of faith in the p:ower"
and might of their weapons, of a feeling of personal
responsibility for mastering and taking care of mil stary
equipment, and for maintaining it in a constant state
of combat readiness and using it skilfully in combat ;

-educating the personnel in the glorious revol.utionary
traditions of the Communist Party and of the Soviet.
people, in the combat traditions of the Armed Forces,
of their own arms of troops, division, and regiment,
and in the heroic deeds of military personne 1 , in t he
spirit of combat comradeship with the soldiers of armies
of countries of the Socialist Camp; stimulating timelv
interest in and seeing that military personnel, uni ts,
and subunits who have distinguished themselves in combat
are recommended for decoration;

-studying the reinforcements which have come up and assisting
staffs in allocating them to units and subunits; familiar-
izing the new reinforcements with field condi. t.ion and
seeing th)at they are thoroughly prepared for conduct .i ng
active combat operations;

-- di.splaying concern that the personnel arc c ont.tinuousi y
suppli e(d with all the necessi ties for c omtba t and every -

day life, that their welfare and ciultura:) nee(ds are met.,
that sick and wounded get timely meOdical .help and are
evacuated from the battlefield, and also that. funeral
arrangements are made for Soviet soldiers who have falleon
while fighting for their Motherland;
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-establishing and maintaining good relations between
troops and the local population; seeing that national
possessions and the property of workers, historic
monuments, and cultural treasures in the area of the
combat operations of troops are preserved.

72. A constituent part of political work under combat
conditions is the ideological struggle with the enemy (special
propaganda) (spetspropaganda) .

The commanding officer and the political department of
a large unit organize special propaganda among the hostile
troops in the large unit's zone of operations with the object
of. demoralizing them and causing them to desert and to
surrender. For this purpose measures are planned and put into
effect for the political study of the enemy and for carrying
on special propaganda among his troops and population by means
of sound broadcasting equipment and radio sets, by distributing
leaflets, by organizing the return of prisoners-of-war with
propaganda tasks, as well as by using other forms and methods
of ideological warfare.

Special propaganda measures must be put into effect in
order to fulfil combat tasks in coordination with neighboring
large units and with large units of the armies of countries of
the Socialist Camp which are carrying out joint combat operati-ns,
the successes of our troops in combat and, above all, the results
of the employment of weapons of mass destruction being expli ted
to the maximum extent in this connection.

73. Political work among troops engaged in combat unier"
various conditions has the following aim:

-- when troops are on the move-ensuring that every effort
ismacTe~~y personnel to maintain march discipline; timely,
orderly , and concealed arrival in the appoi nted area in
full combat readiness;

-in a meet;ing engagement-maintenance of const; ant read inmm es s
cit hpi rFi STersoincl for immediate deployment into
battle formation, and for rapid maneuvering on the hatt e-
field, as we).ll as the retention of abil ity to deliver a
surprise s trike against the enemy by de terminod , enter-
prising, and decisive action and to rout him in a short
time.
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-- in an offensive-to instil., a high offensive spirit in
enlisted men,-NCOs, and officers; to develop steadfast-
ness and fearlessness in them; ability to overcome skil-
fully and quickly zones of contamina+ion and devastated
areas, obstructions, and obstacles; and also an unwaver-
ing determination to rout the enemy completely by
aggressive, continuous, and resolute action;

-in defense-maintenance in personnel of a high degree
of combat aggressiveness, steadiness, and stubbornness, jI
as well as readiness to counterattack and to go over to
a decisive offensive; ensuring that every effort is
made by enlisted men, NCOs, and officers to organize
good quality engineer work in time in areas and pos:itions ,
and that a defense capable of successfully withstanding
massed strikes from the ground and air enemy is set up
in a short space of time;

-during combat when surrounded, in breaking out of encircle-
ment, and also when withdrawing-ensuring that every effort
is made by military personnel to display endurance, stead-
fastness, discipline, and vigilance; not to allow manifesta-
tions of panic or doubts about the possibility of carrying;
out- the combat tasks that have been set.

74. The special tasks of political work in intelligence
units and subunits are: inculcation in fighting men of courage,
resoluteness, ancl boldness in action, of initiative, endurance,
and enterprise, of military cunning, honesty, and truthfulness,
alertness and vigilance, and ability to keep State and militarysecrets; ensuring that every effort is made by personnel to
detect fully and in time what the enemy's intentions are, and
the nature and grouping of h:is forces, expecially of his nuclear
attack weapons .

75. The sperial tasks .ofpolitical work among airborne
forces are: ensuring that every effort is made by the troops
to act in a skilful, resolute, and bold way when executing
combat tasks in the enemy's rear; raising the feeling of
responsibility in personnel for exact compliance with the V
regulations and rules when packing parachutes and when pre-
paring arms and combat equipment for dropp:ing, for seeing
that ammunition, fuel, and other supplies are expended in a
sensible and economic way, and that the arms and equipment
captured from the enemy are used in the best way in the
interests of combat. -
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76. The special tasks of political work among missile
troops are:

-maintenance of constant readiness in enlisted men, NCOs,
and officers to carry out the tasks of delivering timely
and accurate strikes against designated enemy objectives
in all situations;

-increasing in every respect the feeling of responsibility
in commanding officers and staffs for the timely and
accurate preparation of data for firing, for launching
missiles in the shortest possible time, and strictly
against the prescribed target (objective), as well as
for skilful and firm control of units and subunits in
combat;

-ensuring that every effort is made by personnel to pre-
pare launchers and missiles thoroughly for launching in
a very short space of time, and to adhere strictly to
the requirements of manuals and instructions for the
handling of combat equipment;

-developing in personnel the qualities of independence,
speed, efficiency, and accuracy when preparing and
carrying out each missile launching, of a determination
to achieve interchangeability of crew numbers and a capa-
bility to carry out the work successfully with reduced
crews.

77. The special tasks of political work among antiair
defense troops are:

-in antiaircraft missile (artillery) units -ensuring that
every effort is made by military personnel to prepare
combat systems rapidly and efficiently for fulfilling
combat tasks, to carry out timely inspection, arming,
and delivery of antiaircraft missiles (ammunition)
to firing subunits, and to ensure that all personnel
take orderly and resolute action to destroy high-flying,
low-flying, pilotless, and other enemy air targets;

-in radiotechnical units -raising the feeling of respon-
sibility in personnel for the detection of all enemy air
targets at maximum ranges, for ensuring that they are
firmly tracked and that accurate details about them are
reported in time to command posts.

Special attention must be paid in political work to
seeing that personnel achieve quick and thorough mastery of
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new combat weapons : t, , anrid improve thei skill and
methods of using the L .

78. The success . l isiment of the tas of
political work amon; icr combat condition is achieved
by:

-timely setting ; r poli.tical work by ommanding
officers (commn.r .i superior political gans both
when planning c;. 11il as during combat perations;
constant and ence - n.izational work on he part of
commanding office rnders), political o ans, party,
and Komsomol orj. .;;"u among the mass of r litary
personnel;

-correct outlinin: forms and methods of rty-
political work; n:y ; lating them skilfully nd
applying them in - ve way in conformity ith
the situation, w nmba t tasks which are being
fulfilled, and wH :ecial features of th operations
of troops on the :ld;

-- instructing commn.* Cficers, staff officer , political
workers, and the n. l Komsomol aktivs abo t the
content, forms, a 'ds of Party-political work under
various combat c:: and about political- ducation
work with personn e l

-- continuous and t1: nowledge on the part f the
political appara !. " military situation, the
decisions made by manding officer and t e combat
orders issued to ti one line missing;

-maintenance of n i ed contact between t e political
department (politi : paratus of the unit) a d head-
quarters, and kecpi.n cach other informed;

-correct distributin -c Communists; timely rep acement of
Party-political wnacr who have become casual ies,
strengthening of lPar v nnd Komsomol organizati ns and
all-round intensift i i i n of their activities nd
combat spirit; exte ice use of the Party and omsomol
aktivs and of army w i are bodies in accomplis ing the
tasks of political :. ; and ensuring that Com unists
and Komsomol member.; .;. an example in combat;
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-display of personal courage and bravery in combat by
commanding officers (commanders) and political workers
and the daily exercising of influence by them on their
subordinates;

-timely and continut.' flow of truthful politicalsinfor-
mation from bottom to top and top to bottom. ,

Political work must be carried on continuously and
purposefully, and the monr: complicated and intense the combat
situation, the more active political work should be.

79. On the basis of the task set and of the combat
orders of the large unit (unit) and guided by the actual
situation, the political department o.f the division (the
regimental commanding officer's deputy for political matters)
draws up a plan for political work during the period of
preparation for And conduct of combat operations.

The plan of political work is approved by the commanding
officer 'one line missingJ.

80. The chief of the political department'of the large
unit (the regimental commanding officer's deputy for political
matters) determines his place in combat in the light of the
situation and the tasks of the troops; the officers directly
subordinate to him act in accordance with his instructions.
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Chapter 4-

Intelligence

81. Combat intelligence collection is the most
important form of support for the combat operations of
troops. It is conducted by all arms of troops, special
troops, and services with extensive use of technical means.

The nature of modern combat and the employment of
nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction have greatly
raised the role and significance of intelligence and have
placed greater demands on it.

Intelligence collection is conducted in all
situations, actively and continuously, at great depth,
in advance of the front line, in the enemy's rear; and'
on the flanks of large units (units). The main efforts
of collection are concentrated in the first place on the
timely detection of the enemy's nuclear weapons and of
his main grouping of troops.

For making a well-founded decision and for the
successful conduct of combat operations, all commanding
officers and staffs must plan intelligence collection in
time and make strenuous efforts to acquire authentic.
information about the enemy, the terrain, the weather,
the political sentiments of the local population one
line missing.7 epidemic conditions in the area of the
combat operations of the troops.

82. The main demands placed on intelligence are:
continuity, timeliness, and authenticity.

Continuity of intelligence lies in conductina "
reconnaissance in all kinds of combat operations of
troops, by day and by night, in all types of terrain,
and in all weather.

To achieve continuity of intelligence it Ia
necessary to combine the efforts of all forms of recon-
naissance,:.coofdiheting, thse e.ffort.s in regard to
timing and targets, and supplementing one form of
reconnaissance by another.

r
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Reconnaissance must not cease without an order
to this effect from the commanding officer (commander)
who has set the reconnaissance task, It is only- with,
his knowledge that units and subunits (groups).engaged
in reconnaissance may be relieved.

Timeliness of intelligence lies in obtaining
intelligence data by a definite time in order that troops
and headquarters should have advance information about
the enemy, and in order that his operations should not
come as a surprise to them, thereby ensuring-that the
commanding officer has the opportunity to make a timely:
decision and anticipate the nature of impending operations

Authenticity is achieved by obtaining the fullest
intelligence data by last-minute reconnaissance, by re-
checking and thoroughly analyzing these data, obtained
at different times and from various sources, with a
view to discovering in time the measures taken by the
enemy to mislead and deceive, and also with a view to
identifying and distinguishing between his real objectives
(aims) and the false ones.

83. Reconnaissance must establish the enemy's
location, his forces, their composition and grouping,and
especially the availability and location of nuclear'and
other weapons of mass destruction; it must determine the
enemy's combat effectiveness, the nature of his operations
and intentions and of his measures to protect troops
against weapons of mass destruction; it must discover the
disposition of his fire weapons, and the nature and system
of his defense and obstacles; it must establish the
location of control points amd of radar stations, dis-
cover the system of antiair defense, and determine the
zones of radioactive, chemical, and bacteriological
contamination.

Intelligence data regarding the location of the
enemy's nuclear weapons and other important targts of
small dimension must be distinguished by great accuracy

Continuous observation is set up and maintained
on enemy nuclear attack weapons that have been detected
until the moment of their destruction.

If it is essential to get confirmation of the
presence of a reconnoitered objective in its previou'
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area or to determine its coordinates before delivering
a nuclear strike against it, last-minute reconnaissance
is carried out. For last-minute :reconnaissance,;use is
made of the most effective forces and means which give
quick results.

84. Reconnaissance of terrain is carried out with
a view to establishing the character and special features
/one word missing 7 natural obstacles and local objects,
the condition of tfie soil and of the roads and the extent
to which the terrain will have an influence on the dis-
positions and operations of one's own troops and of the
enemy's troops, and es:pecially on the employment of nuclear
and other weapons of mass destruction and on protection
against them.

85. Information regarding weather conditions and
expected changes in the weather in the area of combat
operations is obtained by the meteorological service;
this information is taken into account by the commanding
officer when he makes his decision for the employment of
his troops and of nuclear weapons and when determining
the direction in which air contaminated by radioactive,
chemical, and bacteriological substances will move.,

86. The planning of reconnaissance is a priority
duty of all commanding officers and staffs.

Reconnaissance tasks are set by the commanding
officer of a large unit (unit). He determines what;;
information it is essential to obtain and by what time;
where and on the accomplishment of what tasks the main
efforts of reconnaissance should be concentrated; what
forces and means should be employed to fulfil the recon-
naissance tasks.

The direct organizer of reconnaissance in a large
unit (unit) is the combined-arms staff. In organizing
reconnaissance, the staff draws up the plans for recon-
naissance, passes the tasks to those who will carry them
out, organizes the preparation and dispatch of subunits
for reconnaissance and communications with them, checks
that reconnaissance tasks are being carried out, and
organizes the receipt and processing of the intelligence
obtained.

87. In a large unit (unit), reconnaissance is
organized and conducted in accordance with the nature
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of the troop operations . When a new combat task is
given, reconnaissance is organized immediately, and
the forces and means engaged in conducting reconnaissance
are given new targets for the fulfilment of reconnaissance
tasks in support of the large unit's (unit's) impending
operations.

88. The depth to which reconnaissance is conducted
by a division (regiment) depends on the nature of the task
and the kind of combat operations in which the troops are
involved; and it must ensure the detection of enemy
objectives, for the employment of all combat weapons
against them at the maximum range, and provide opportunities
for timely anticipation of the course that combat opera-
tions will take.

89. Combat intelligence collection is conducted
by reconnaissance subunits of combined-arms large units
and units, and by the forces and means of air, depth,
radio, radiotechnical, radar, missile-artillery, engineer,
radiation, and chemical reconnaissance.

Intelligence collection tasks are also carried out
in support of ground forces by clandestine agents .and .n
coastal axes by naval reconr.aissance.

90. To conduct reconnaissance in advance of the
front line, on the flanks, and in the depth of the enemy's
battle formation, a division (regiment) dispatches recon-
naissance groups at a strength of a reinforced platoon
(3 to 6 armored personnel carriers and tanks, and also
motorcycles) and reconnaissance detachments at a strength
of a reinforced rifle (tank, reconnaissance) company up
to that of a reinforced motorized rifle (tank) battalion.

From a motorized rifle (tank) battalion, a recon-
naissance detachment and security subunits, reconnaissance
patrols are sent out at a strength of from a squad up tc
a platoon.

To conduct reconnaissance, a reconnaissance group
is given an axis and an objective, while a reconnaissance
detachment is given a zone or an axis.

The distance separating the reconnaissance group
(reconnaissance detachment) from the main forces is
determined by the task, and depends on the nature of the
combat operations, the composition of the subunits and
nature of the terrain. It can be: for a reconnaissance
group and a reconnaissance detachment dispatched bya
division--up to 100 km, and by a regiment--up to 50thm
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When a task is given to a reconnaissance group
(reconnaissance detachment), the following are provided;

-information about the enemy;

-the composition of the reconnaissance group
(reconnaissance detachment);

-the reconnaissance task;

-the departure point and the time when it should
be passed;

-the time by which reconnaissance is to be com-
pleted and where contact with one's own troops
should take place;

-the procedure for maintaining communications 'and
for reporting the intelligence obtained, as well
as for receiving intelligence data from airborne
reconnaissance aircraft.

If necessary, the axes on which adjacent subunits
engaged in reconnaissance are operating may be given.

In carrying out reconnaissance tasks involving
passage through the front line of one's own troops, the
procedure for this, a password, and a respronse are also
given.

91. Aerial reconnaissance in support of large
units and units of ground forces is conducted by manned
and unmanned reconnaissance aircraft from reconnaissance
aviation and from aviation operating in support of the
large unit, and by helicopters.

Aerial reconnaissance is conducted by visual
observation, by aerial photography, and with the help
of radiotechnical and television equipment. It detects
enemy troops in their disposition areas and on the move,
the presence and location of means of nuclear attackf the
firing positions of artillery, the system of engineer.
preparations, and also determines where the enemy's com-
mand posts, radar stations, and rear area installations
are situated.
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Reconnaissance tasks for aircraft are set by the
commanding officer of a large unit through the aviation
representative,

The intelligence data obtained by aerial recon-
naissance must be reported immediately to commanding
officers and headquarters of combined-arms large units
and units.

The combined-arms staff makes arrangements for
the continuous receipt of aerial reconnaissance infor-
mation sent by the crews of reconnaissance and support-
ing aircraft while airborne.

92. Deep reconnaissance is conducted in the enemy's
rear area by specially selected and trained groups with
the object of detecting his nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction, his troops in their con-
centration areas and when on the move, his control points,
and his radiotechnical means.

The dispatch of deep reconnaissance groups into the
enemy's rear area is carried out by methods and means which
will ensure that they are able to reach the intended recon-
naissance area quickly and undetected. For the dispatch
of depth reconnaissance groups, use is made in the first
place of aircraft and helicopters. The depth to which
they are infiltrated is determined by the combat task of
the large unit, and may reach 100 km or more.

For each deep reconnaissance group infiltrated into
the enemy's rear area, the following are laid down: its
composition, task and the time by which it is to be com-
pleted, the area (objective) to be reconnoitered, and the
way and time when the party is to be infiltrated into the
enemy's rear area are also fixed.

Deep reconnaissance groups are provided with com-
munications equipment which will ensure reliable c0miuni-
cations at the required ranges.

93. Radio reconnaissance is conducted with the
object of obtaining information about the enemy by
detecting, intercepting, and D/F'ing his radio, radio
relay, and facsimile television communications.

Radiotechnical reconnaissance obtains information
about the enemy by searching for, intercepting, and
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taking cross bearings on his means of radio remote n-
trol, radar, and radionavigation /portion missing '

From the information provided by radio and r io-
technical reconnaissance, it is possible to determi
the grouping, composition, subordination, nature of
operations, and intentions of the enemy's troops.

Furthermore, radiotechnical reconnaissance.
uncovers the enemy's system of radiotechnical suppor
and determines the location and parameters of his ra io-
technical means.

In planning radio and radiotechnical reconnai sance,
the following are laid down: the reconnaissance tas s and
the times by which they must be completed; the areas
(positions) for the deployment of subunits; the proc dure
for changing their location during combat; the proce ure
for coordination with neighboring radio and radiotec nical
reconnaissance units (subunits) and with radio count r--
measure units (subunits).

94. Radar reconnaissance obtains information
regarding the enemy's air, ground, and surface targe s
and determines their composition, nature, and locati n.
It is conducted by radar stations (posts).

95. Missile-artillery reconnaissance is cond 3ted
by spotter-reconnaissance aircraft and by ground rad o-
technical, radar, electronic-optical, and sound-rang .ng
equipment.

Spotter-reconnaissance aviation and helicopte s
carry out reconnaissance of the enemy's disposition reas
and his fire weapons by visual observation, by photo
graphy, and by means of radiotechnical equipment.

The main tasks of missile-artillery /~one sin
missing 7;

-detection of the enemy, his nuclear weapons, nks,
artillery, and other important objectives, an
also determination of their coordinates;

-carrying out last minute reconnaissance of ob Ct.
ives (targets) earmarked for attack by nuclear weapons;
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-servicing the firing of missile and artillery
units and subunits;

-checking the results of nuclear missile strik
and of artillery fire.

96. Engineer reconnaissance is conducted by he
forces and means o reconnaissance subunits of engin er
troops and by combat engineer scouts, included in thi
composition of subunits sent forward by combined-army
headquarters for the purpose of determining the natu e
and extent of preparation of positions and dispositi n
areas of the enemy's troops; for discovering the pla es
and nature of destruction after the delivery of nuclear
strikes; for determining the camouflage and protective
features of the terrain, the ease with which it can be
crossed by vehicles and the condition of the road ne work.
for studying the nature of water obstacles and the
possibilities of forcing them from the march, and for
discovering the whereabouts and condition of sourcesof
water supply.

97. Radiation chemical and bacteriological.
reconnaissance is conducted with the object ofprovd-
ing the commanding officer in time with essential
information regarding contamination of the terrain apd
the air by radioactive and toxic substances, as welJ:
as bacteriological ones.

It is conducted by reconnaissance and security
subunits and by specially trained squads (crews, te s)
of all arms of troops and special troops.

The determination of the boundaries, type, atd
extent of contamination and searching for detours
around contaminated .zones and for axes with the lowest
radiation levels, are carried out by radiation and
chemical reconnaissance subunits.

98. Naval reconnaissance in support of larg
units and units of the ground forces is organized a d
conducted by aircraft, surface warships, submarines and
by units and subunits of coastal missile-artillery
troops.

99. Observation of the enemy is organized i all
the various kinds of combat operations by troops an is
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co~nducted'j continuo1"sy irorm a+.1i chrvation: and forward
command posts, as we1 sa from ob.rvation points, which,
in all cases, are provided with the recessary. equipment
for commuicatiors r d movems'rit. Observtion is also
carried out from helicopters operating within the die-
position areas of one's own trsp. p ten kr -conductir.g
observation at night; use is made of devices for night
vision and of equipment for illumtnating the ground.

In a large unit (unit), the system of observation
is planned in such a xay that it x1i ersure the closest
watch on the enemy and the wh'.o.e area covered by the
combat operations,

In plannsing a systen :if o rMrsat :'in, the staff of
a large unit 'uit) mtt set tasks 'in g od time for carry-
ing ott recon! in.ijce b)y Thi"r3"t"tion, must provide for
reliable communi.ctions with observatio;n points, and
organize the collection and processing of intelligence
data.

100. Raids and ambuhea are carried out .on the
orders of comiiinffiig itiers of nrge units and units
with the object of capturizg priners ard seizing
documents and samples of theL enemy's armament and combat
equipment,

30J. tIw4."rratissiarce ine foret may be undertaken
with the o bjEEct ofi ig ma FIilig more accurate infor-
mation rega*rding the" ere'mv .r ' f mtaini.rg such information,
if it i, impr"-,1',3tj t ,sic it bv ther means. As.a ruie,
reconnrraissac:e in f-. t+tr r, unotirt ak'.t ,,r tio dcis: i of
the army commanrh r (c.2ps c.,mmandtrtg fficer.

For carr ying out recor:aissance in force, motorized-
rifle and taik urtuni±t :;ro detac.tied and, as a rule, are
reinforced toy c '.mta.tt evginterwor and chemical por .rnnel Th'
operations of tn,; ws:ur is ar " stupprted by arti .ory,
and in some c s tv aircraf t .-

102. Pri-nners iand dertera are one of the sources
from which inri4Tigei c data about The enemy are obtained.
Consequently, the scytematic capture of prisjoners is one
of the constant taisks f all sttunts and unrits engaged in
combat or reconnaissance of the entemy .
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Prisoners and deserters are interrogated in the
first place in the subunit (unit) in whose sector they
have been captured. -=

Information regarding the enemy, the terrain, and
the conditions in'the area of combat operations can also
be obtained by questioning local inhabitants. -

103. All information about the enemy obtained by
reconnaissance; must be reported in good time to-the com-
bined-arms headquarters of the .large unit (unit). -The
intelligence data. which flow into headquarters are studied,
processed, reported to the commanding officer of the
large unit (unit) and to the superior headquarters and
passed.to subordinate coordinating Pthree words missing 7
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-Chapter 5

Protection of Troops Against Weapons of Mass Destruction

104. Protection of troops against weapons ;of mass
destruction is organized with the object of ensuring that
personnel, combat equipment, and materiel sustain the
minimum losses from the effects of nuclear, chemical, and
bacteriological weapons, and that troops retain their
combat effectiveness.

It includes:

-dispersal and periodical changing of the disposition
arias of troops ; .

-camouflage of troops and use of the protective
" f.:atures of the terrain;

-selecting the most, advisable .ways of crossing
contaminated zones andiensuring the protection
o personnel in protracted operations on con-
.taminated ground; -

-preparation of routes for the movement of troops
and engineer work in areas occupied by troops;

-radiation, chemical, and bacteriological reconnaissance
and the notification of troops of radioactive.,chemical,
and. bacteriological contamination; / - . "':

-checking whether personnel have been exposed to
irradiation; -

. -carrying out sanitary-hygiend.c and prophylactic
measures;

-ensuring that the troops are provided with prot ctive
means and make timely use of it .

After the enemy has used weapons of mass destruction,
elimination of: the effects of such weapons takes place.

In organizing protection against weapons of mass
destruction, the actual and~expected meteorologicalcon-
ditions are taken into account. ---- t - , ,
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105. In making a decision, the divisional (regi-
mental) commanding officer' determines the most important
measures to be taken to protect units (subunits) against
weapons of. mass destruction. ,Depending on the situation,
he gives instructions for the organizing of reconnaissance
and observation of nuclear bursts and the spread of clouds
of radioactive and chemical°contamination, lays down the
procedure for dispersing troops and changing their dis-
position .areas, the ways ,in which contaminated zones are
to be crossed, as well as the ways in which the protective
features of the terrain are to be exploited and the nature
of the engineer work to be done on it.. After the:employ'
ment of weapons of mass destruction .by the enemy, the -
divisional (regimental) commanding officer determines
the procedure and time period for eliminating the
consequences, and the forces and means which are to be
detailed for this purpose.

On the basis of the commanding officer's decision,
divisional (regimental) headquarters, .together with the
officers commanding the arms of. troops and services,
organize -the measures. to be taken to protect unitsjand
subunits against weapons of mass destruction /~two words .
missing 7 the consequences of their use and see that they
are put into effect.

106. Dispersal -of units (subunits) is carried out
in conformity with the tasks to be fulfilled and with the
nature of the terrain.

Periodical changing of the .disposition areas of
troops is effected in accordance with a plan drawn up
in advance and must be carried out secretly and quickly,
without adverse effects on the execution of the combat
task.

107. Camouflage must 'deprive enemay reconnaissance
of the possibility of obtaining timely information about
our troops, It is expecially important that the combat
formations of missile .units (subunits) and control. points
should be thoroughly camouflaged. The camouflage must be
effective against all types. and means of enemy reconnaissance,
especially against aerial reconnaissance and radar. =;

Skilful use of the protective features of terrain
provides possibilities for considerably reducing the losses
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sustained by troops from weapons of mass destruction.
In all cases, natural cover must be made use of to pro-
tect troops. The best conditions to protect troops
against nuclear weapons are provided by terrain broken
by ravines, gorges, and large tracts of forest. In
this connection, it is necessary to bear in mind that
obstructions may be created, that fires may break out,
and that vapors of toxic substances may lie stagnant on
the ground, and bacterial agents may lie about in woods,
ravines, and hollows,

108. The ways of crossing contaminated zones and
the procedure for operations of troops in them /~~two or
three words missing 7 of the task to be fulfilled, the
nature of the enemyTs operations, the radiation, chemical,
and bacteriological situation, the state and location of
the division's units, and the features of the terrain.
In all cases they must ensure fulfilment of the combat
task at high speed and minimum exposure of personnel to
radiation.

Reconnaissance of contaminated zones is organized
in good time with the object of determining the nature
and boundaries of contamination, and also the axes with
the lowest radiation levels.

Contaminated zones are crossed at maximum speed,
as a rule, in marching order along axes which ensure
minimum exposure of personnel to radiation. Personnel
put on personal means of protection, hatches of combat
vehicles are closed, and supplies are covered.

If they come under enemy fire, units (subunits)
operate in a contaminated zone in approach march formation
(predboyev oy poryadok) or combat formation.

When the situation does not call for immediate
crossing of a contaminated zone, it is crossed after
radiation falls to a level at which the troops will not
be exposed to any considerable irradiation.

If necessary, separate subunits of a division
(regiment) may be lifted across a contaminated zone by
helicopter.

109. In cases where the situation compels troops
to carry on combat operations in a contaminated zone for
a considerable time, the protection of personnel /two
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words missing 7 by making use of personal means of pro-
tection and oT the protective attributes of combat equip-
ment and transport, by timely relief of subunits, by making
proper arrangements for rest and for taking nourishment,;
and also by making use of engineerstructures.

Relief of units (subunits) is undertaken:

-in order to rest units ,(subunits), after their '

personnel have remained in. personal, means of
protection for a considerable time;

-with the object of precluding the personnel of
units (subunits) being put out of action as a
result of irradiation ;:; F;

110. To ensure troop movement carried out with the
object of protecting them against'the effects of nuclear
weapons; movement routes for troops are prepared, and
alternate and lateral routes are selected and made ready.

When time permits, the following are arranged to
protect against the e:*fects of, nuclear weapons: for.
personnel--trenches, slit trenches. blindages, shelters,
and other cover; for combat equipment-trenches, and other;.
cover of dugout type. , _ _.

Shelters must be fitted out in a special way in
order to ensure that personnel can remain in them without
personal means of protection'when the-air is contaminated
by radioactive, toxic, and bacteriological substances.

The special fitting out-of shelters (sealing them
hermetically. and installing filtering and ventilating'

Fone line and the whole of the next page missing_7

notification of troops of radioactive, chemical, and
bacteriological contamination is organized by divisional
(regimental) headquarters, for which purpose a single and
permanent signal is fixed. Notification is implemented
by commanding officers of units and subunits on the basis
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of information from radiation,, chemical, and bact iological
reconnaissance. Transmissionof the signal by co unications
means is given top priority.

Divisional (regimental).headquarters keep its (sub-
units) systematically informed about the possibil ies of
contamination, as well astabout'the existence of eas -
contaminated by radioactive, toxic; °and bacteriol ical
substances in the zone (area) .ofFtheir. operations

113. Checking the personnel for irradiati in
order to assess the division's (regiment's) comba effective-
ness is organized by the chief of the chemical se ice.
Dosimetric readings are taken in subunits. after e h.nuclear
burst and after being on.contaminated terrain. W n troops
are on contaminated terrain for a long time, the itervals
at which dosimetric readings are .taken are fixed . the
chief of the regimental service:" All commanding ficers
and headquarters keep a record of the doses of ir diation.

114. Sanitary-hygienic and. prophylactic m sures
include the maintenance of-sanitary conditions in he
areas occupied by units (subunits) and strict adh ence
by personnel to the rules of personal cleanliness nd
of the use of food and water. The medical servic organ-
izes the protective inoculationof personnel and e
application of antiradiation preparations and ant iotics.

115. Timely and skilful 'use of personal im ns of
protection ensures reliable protection of personn against
toxic, radioactive3 and bacteriological substance - _

Commanding officers of units must take ste con-
stantly to ensure that personnel are fully provid with
means of; protection. Checking .of the technical s te of
protective; equipment is organized; by divisional ( gimental)
headquarters, and implemented'by the chief of :the hemical
service. ' ' ,

116. Elimination of the consequences of t employ
ment of weapons of mass destruction by the enemy under
taken with the object of restoring the combat eff tiveness
of units (subunits) rapidly and creating conditio for the
successful fulfilment of the. tasks which they hav been
given.
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It includes: ,

-reestablishment of the broken combat formation -
and .of the combat readiness of units (subunits) ;

-rescue work and medical and evacuation measures;

-clearing and reestablishing movement routes for
troops, restoring or arranging new shelters' and
obstacles,. as well as atheextinguishing of fires
which threaten the safety of personnel or. equip-
ment or interfere with the movement of troops;

-- special treatment of troops; , ' ?

-purifying water of radioactive1 toxic and
bacteriological substances and disinfection
of food -:.

-isolation and restrictive measures, quarantining
of troops, and combating pathogenic organisms at
centers of bacteriological'contamination. ;

117. Units:and subunits which have suffered
nuclear and chemical strikes, while continuing to.fulfil'
their combat task, evacuate affected personnel by means
of specially detailed teams,. use their own forces and
means for, preliminary special treatment of personnel,
armament, and combat equipment,;- restore if necessary
demolished'fieldworks, and also replenish their stocks
of arms and supplies.

Units (subunits) which have lost their combat
effectiveness may be relieved or withdrawn from combat
for reorganization only on instructions from the divisional
(regimental) commanding officerwho determines the time,
the axis of withdrawal, and the areas where they will
concentrate. _

In units (subunits) which have lost their combat
effectiveness, the elimination of the consequences of
nuclear and chemical strikes is'undertaken by special
detachments consisting of motorized-rifle, chemical,
and engineer subunits, as well as of subunits of thce
medical and tank-technical services,. The functions of
these detachments include rendering of medical as'istance,
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conducting radiation and chemical reconnaissance, evacuation
of injured personnel, clearing up wreckage, extinguishing
fires, arranging evacuation routes, removal of combat equip-
ment and motor and tractor vehicles from areas ;.
of strikes and providing full special treatment for troops,

118. Medical and evacuation measures are carried
out with the object of preventing and reducing the lethal
effects of weapons of mass destruction on personnel by
organizing self and mutual help, by rendering medical
assistance to the prescribed extent, and, if necessary,
by the rapid evacuation of injured personnel to medical
establishments. In the event of personnel being affected
on a mass scale, the division(regiment) may be reinforced
with medical and evacuation means drawn from the army
(division), or these measures may be carried out by army
personnel.

119. The special treatment of troops is organized
by divisional (regimental) headquarters with the help
of the chief of the chemical service.. It comprises medical
treatment of personnel, decontamination, degassing, and
disinfection of armament and equipment. Special treatment
is divided into partial and full treatment.

Partial special treatment is carried out on the
spot while troops are in combat formations, without their
ceasing to carry out the combat task. It is organized
with the permission of the regimental commanding officer
by the commanding officers of subunits and is carried out
by the personnel themselves, who thakAuse'of. standard
means, and in cases where personnel are affected by toxic
substances, partial medical treatment is carried out
immediately after they have been contaminated.

Full special treatment is carried out with the
permission of the divisional commanding officer after
the fulfilment of the tasks that have been set, on the
spot in subunits or at special treatment points, by the
division's (regiment's) chemical protection subunits
and by units of supporting chemical troops, under the
direct guidance of the chief of tho chemical service.

For the replacement of contaminated uniforms,
underwear, footwear, and equipment during the modical
treatment of personnel, the proscribed replacement
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stocks of all outfits must be constantly maintained in
units and large units, as well as in units of chemical
troops and at medical points.

120. When the enemy makes use of contaminated
insects, ticks, and other carriers of disease, disin-
fection of defensive structures, buildings, and, if
necessary, of underwear and uniforms is carried out
by personnel of subunits under the guidance of the
medical service. To exterminate insects and ticks over
large expanses of ground, use is made of special units
and aircraft fitted out for this purpose.

121. Full decontamination, degassing, and dis-
infection of materiel (supplies of all kinds) are
carried out at special treatment points which are set
up by units (subunits) of the chemical troops directly
in rear area units and subunits. Full degassing of
uniforms, underwear, footwear, and equipment is carried
out at degassing points which are set up by subunits of
chemical troops in the disposition areas of rear units.

122. Foodstuffs which have been contaminated by
radioactive, toxic, and bacteriological substances are
subjected to laboratory testing;

If contaminated over the acceptable level, food-
stuffs undergo special treatment. Foodstuffs packed in
hermetic containers are used as issued after the con-
tainers have been decontaminated, degassed, and disin-
fected. Foodstuffs which have not been packed in hermetic
containers, after receiving special treatment and the
carrying out of a check that complete disinfection has
been achieved, are used subject to the advice of the
medical service. Prepared food and bread which has been
exposed to contamination is destroyed.

123. Water contaminated by radioactive, toxic,
and bacteriological substances,-which is essential to
meet the needs of the troops, is purified by subunits of
engineer troops with the help of special means for
purifying water. The use of water for drinking and for
cooking is permittoel after checks have been carried out
that it has been fully decontaminated, subject +o the
advice of the medical servico.
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124. Isolation and restrictive measures areorganized with the object of precluding contact betweentroops which have been exposed to bacteriological con-tamination and other units (subunits) and the localpopulation. ' %t -

Quarantine is imposed and 1ifted on instructionsfrom the army commander, :who also lays down the procedurefor making use of quarantined>;troops.

The implementation of measures connected with theintroduction of essential restrLctions (observation) orof quarantine and checking that they are put into effectare organized by the divisional^ (regimental) headquarterswith the assistance of the chief of the medical service.
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Antiair Defense -

125. Antiair. defense is one of the ways in which
troops carry out combat operations:.It is organized by
all commanding officers in all situations and is carried
out with the object of inflictingdecisive defeat on the
air enemy, providing reliable cover for troops; and
creating the most favorable conditions for the achieve-
ment of success in combat . -

The antiair defense of a division is part of the
overall system of antiair defense of an army (front).

126. The main tasks of the antiair defense of
troops are: -

-timely detection of the air enemy and notifying
troops about him;

-destruction of the air enemy with the object of
repelling his strikes against troops. and objectives
in the rear area and.preventing him::from conducting
aerial reconnaissance;

-- neutralization by radio jamming of the enemy's
radioelectronic systems for guiding aircraft
and for bombing;

-combating the enemy's airborne forces while they
are being transported by air and while they are
being dropped.

Antiair defense includes combat actions by antiair-
craft missile units, antiaircraft artillery, fighter aixr-
craft, and radiotechnical units.:{.,. . -.

To a considerable extent, success in the antiair
defense of troops is made possible by the destruction
and neutralization, by means of strikes'by missile troops
and aircraft and by artillery fire, of the enemy's missile
weapons, his aircraft on airfields, his aircraft carriers,
and $lso his radiotechnical equipment for controlling and
guiding missiles and aircraft.
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To reduce the effectiveness of strikes by the air
enemy, troops must make extensive use of dispersal, of
engineer preparation of terrain and camouflage, and of
organized small arms fire against low-flying targets.

127. Antiaircraft missile units (subunits) are
capable of destroying with great effectiveness enemy
manned and unmanned air attack weapons at low (up to
600 m), medium (up to 8,000 m), and high (up to 14,000 m)
altitudes and in the stratosphere in any weather conditions
and at any time of the year or day or night.

As a rule, antiaircraft missile units (subunits)
are employed under centralized control.

Antiaircraft artillery constitutes the main means
for providing direct cover for troops and targets in the
rear area. It is capable of destroying the enemy in the
air at low and medium altitudes.

Antiaircraft subunits on self -propelled mounts
cover troops in combat (approach march) formations, or
when they are in march columns, firing from the march,
or when at the halt for short periods.

Fighter aviation constitutes the most mobile means
of antiair defense. It is capable of destroying enemy
manned and unmanned means of air attack and is employed
in accordance with a plan drawn up by the front, primarily
for providing cover for troops and objectives which are
not covered by antiaircraft missile units (subunits).

Radiotechnical antiair defense units are intended
for conducting reconnaissance of the air enemy and for
the notification of troops about him. They must ensure
complete coverage of a radar field with the object of
detecting all air targets and keeping a continuous watch
on their flights .

Radio cuuntermeasure units of antiair defense are
intended for the neutralization by offensive jamming of
the enemy's airborne radar in aircraft and unmanned
means, of his close-range navigational and bombing systems,
and also of the radio communications used to control the
enemy's tactical aviation. As a rule, these units are
employed under central control to cover troop groupings
and also to cover targets having radar contrast.
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128. Antiair defenseis set up on the basis of
providing zonal or direct cover for troops and objectives.

2. - '

Zonal antiair defense consists of organizing Pthree
words missing_7 system of combat operations-by antiaTrcraft
missile units, which are grouped in such a way that. they
can at the same timer provide reliable and complete coverage
by fire .on. a wide front and'n Thgreat,depth' for troops
(objectives).in combat formations against strikes from.
the air enemy. It is set~upiinconformity with the
maximum horizontal and vertical ranges of antiaircraf t
missilesfand can be. reinforcied'b.fighter. aviation and
by radio countermeasure .unit

'1 .. . . . . .

In the zonal antiair 'defense system, fighter aviation
destroys the air .enemy independently in the approaches, on
the flanksa and beyond the operational zone of antiaircraft
missile units;and when operations:of fighters and-antiair-
craft missile units are coordinated in regardto targets,
altitudes, and time, they destroy the air enemy within the
boundaries of this zoneKy i'

The most important individual' targets situated in
the zone of combat operationscof"antiaircraf t missile units
may be covered directly by antiaircraft artillery with a
view to strengthening their cover against strikes by the
air enemy from low .ard medium altitudes.

129. The main requirements which antiair defense
of troops are called upon to meet are constant combat readiness,
invincible resistance, and unbroken action.

Constant combat readiness on the part of the forces
and weapons of antiair defense is ensured by

-thorough training fthe combat crews o antiaircraft
-missile one line missing7;s

~-adherence by subunits of antiair defense to the
fxed procedure for combat-duty;

-maintaining antiaircraftmissile (artillery) and
radar equipment in good condition;

-timely carrying out of'routine maintenance work,
checking that the systems. are ready for action, and
careful expenditure of resources for the work
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-constant maintenance of prescribed supplie of
antiaircraft missiles (ammunition) ready f r use

Invincible resistance of antiair defense i achieved
by its zonal formation, by setting up the most fa orable
grouping of the forces and weapons of antiair def nse and
their timely maneuver during combat, by repelling the air
enemy's strikes from any altitude (direction), an applying
the most effective methods of coordination betwee antiair-
craft missile units, antiaircraft artillery, and 'ighter
aviation and of controlling their combat operatio s.

Unbroken action on the part of antiair def nse is
achieved by the capability of antiair defense tro ps to
wage intensive combat operations for a long time nder
conditions of great aggressiveness on the part of the air
enemy, by constantly carrying out reconnaissance, firm
control of fire, uninterrupted material and tech cal
support, and also by taking steps to.protect anti ir defense
weapons against weapons of mass destruction.

130. Reconnaissance of the air enemy is e of the
most important ways of providing support for the ombat
operations of antiair defense troops.

e The main task of reconnaissance against th air
enemy lies in his timely detection and the notifi ation
of one's own troops, primarily antiaircraft missi e
(artillery) units and aircraftf about him,, and i keeping
a continuous watch on his operations.

Reconnaissance of the air enemy is conduct d in
a division by the radar stations of antiaircraft issile
units (subunits), and also by visual observation f the
air enemy from control points, units, and subunit

Information about the air enemy comes to he
commander of antiair defense of the division:

-from the nearest radar posts;

-from the reconnaissance and target design ion
radar stations of the division's antiaircr ft units;

-from the command post of antiair defense . the
army.

The information obtained by troop, air, a radio
reconnaissance is made use of in support of anti r
defense troops.
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On the basis of the information received reg rding
the air situation and on the-basis of instructions rom
the divisional commanding'officerthe' commander of anti-
air defense:of :the division°=organizes antiair defen e,
communications, and control ofghe weapons for anti ir .
defense, defines more precisely their combat tasks o
the divisional antiaircraft units :(subunits), and -n tifies
the units of the division' about the air enemy .

- '131. Antiair defense of a division (regimen ) is
organized on the basis of a decision by the divisio al
(regimental) commanding officer and:Jon instructions from
the superior headquarters. , J V .. '

The grouping of the aniair defense weapons f. the
division must ensure cover 'for the units of. the div sion,
primarily those on the main-axis.

When planning combat' and during it;. the divi ional
(regimental) commanding officer sets tasks personal y and
through the commanderof 'itiar :defense for the emplo ment
of the division's (regiment ')<antiair defense weap ns,
gives instructions about coordination,' and laysadow the
procedure for material and technical support. -

132. Antiair defense of the division is org nized
by the commander of antiair'defense in person.

It is his duty: ,

-to know the division' Btask and to be famili r
with the situation all the time;

-to ensure that he recei es information regar ing.'
the' air enemy and to:'oranize timely notific tion
of the division's units; about this enemy;

-to inform the subordinateantiaircraft units (sub-
units) about: the antiair:-defense tasks and t check
that they are being -carried :out;

d-eteimineithe combat ;orrmation of antiaircr t units
(subunits); taking into=account the overall rouping
of antiair defense woapons .and to see tha his

units (subunits) change their locations in me;
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-to organize control of subordinate units (subunits);

-to organize coordination between the division's
antiaircraft units (subunits) and inform them of
the procedure for coordination with fighter
aviation, and also of the recognition signals
of one's own aircraft;

-to take steps to ensure that antiaircraft units
(subunits) receive their supplies of missiles
(ammunition), fuel, and technical equipment in
time. -

133. Antiair defense of the regiment is organized
by the regimental commanding officer.

It is his duty:

-to set combat tasks to the regiment's antiaircraft
subunits;

-to coordinate the operations of antiaircraft
weapons with those of covering subunits;

-to give instructions regarding the use of small
arms fire against low-flying targets;

-to take steps for the timely dispersal, provision
of cover for, and camouflaging of, subunits;

-to organize the receipt of signals and the notification
of subunits about the air enemy;

-to take steps to ensure the timely provision of
material and technical support for subunits.

134. Antiaircraft units (subunits) are controlled
by the commander of antiair defense, usually from the
division's command post.

As a rule, the control of the combat operations
of antiaircraft units under conditions of /two words
missing_7 should be centralized.

When the air enemy attacks suddenly from low
altitudes, when the depth of the radar field is in-
sufficient, and when there are sudden changes in the air
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situation, control of antiaircraft units (subunits) is
decentralized.

135. On receiving information about an enemy
air attack, the commander of antiair defense immediately
brings antiaircraft units (subunits) to increased combat
readiness and, if necessary, makes more precise their
fire tasks and the tasks of the radar means.

When the enemy carries out sudden air attacks,
the commanding officers of antiaircraft units (subunits)
open fire and continue to fire independently.

During combat, the commander of antiair defense
of the division continuously clarifies the situation
in the air and makes more precise the combat tasks of
the antiaircraft units (subunits), sees that they change
their locations (maneuver) in good time and checks their
operations, estimates the expenditure of antiaircraft
missiles (ammunition) and takes steps for their timely
replenishment, and also reports to the divisional
commanding officer and to the army antiair defense
command post on any changes in the air situation and
on the operations of the division's antiair defense
weapons . *

In addition, the commander of antiair defense
keeps the division's antiaircraft units (subunits)
informed about thangeasin'.the situationon thieagronnd
and:iiths.'aira'.ndvabout 'ho .oberations of one's own
aircraft over the division's area (zone).
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Chapter 7

Movement of Troops

136. In the highly mobile modern combat operations,
a considerably greater role is played by movement of troops,
especially by marches. Consequently, troops must always
be ready to move long distances under conditions of the
possible use of weapons of mass destruction by the enemy,
of attacks by his aircraft, of the existence of zones of
radioactive and chemical contamination, and of ruined
roads and river crossings. Dispersed, concealed, and
rapid movement is the best way to protect troops against
the enemy's nuclear strikes.

Large units and units can accomplish moves by
marching, can be transported by rail, water, and air, or
can be moved by a combination of these ways . The main
way of moving troops is marching.

Whatever way the movement takes place, troops must
arrive in the designated area in time and in full combat
readiness.

1. The March

137. A march is the organized movement of troops
in columns along roads and cross-country routes with the
aim of reaching a designated area. Troops carry out
marches in vehicles (under their own power), while
motorized-rifle subunits also march on foot (on skis).
When carrying out marches, tanks, launchers, and other
tracked vehicles may be transported on heavy duty
vehicle trailers.

As a rule, marching is done at night and under
other conditions of limited visibility. Marching may be
done by day during combat operations when the situation
calls for this and also in the deep roar of one's own
troops.

138. Depending on the tasks and the extent to
which personnel and vehicles have been subjected to strain,marching is divided into normal and forced marches.

The distance covered in twenty-four hours and the
speed with which troops move depend on the tasks, whether
the troops are seasoned ones, the ability of commanding
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officers to lead columns, the preparedness of drivers,
the technical condition of vehicles, the number and
condition of the routes, the weather, the time of the
year and of the day, and also on the planning and pro-
vision of support for the march,

In the case of a normal march, the distance
covered in twenty-four hours can be 200 to 250 km, and
in a forced march -- 250 to 350.km and sometimes even
more.

The average speed at which mixed and tank columns
move in carrying out marches along roads can be 15 to 20
kph at night, and 20 to 30 kph by day. Vehicle columns
can move along dirt roads at night at a speed of 25 to
30 kph, and by day at a speed of 30 to 40 kph.

In all cases, marches must be carried out at the
maximum speed possible under the prevailing conditions.

139. Marches may be carried out in expectation
of an encounter with the enemy or without any danger of
a clash with him.

In planning a march when an encounter with the
enemy is envisaged, arrangements are made above all to
ensure that the troops are in constant combat readiness
and can be deployed quickly. If a clash with the enemy
is not expected, marches are planned to afford convenient
movement, the achievement of a fast rate of march, and
as little strain as possible on personnel, as well as the
minimum wear and tears on combat equipment. With this aim,
the best roads are selected for the movement, routes are
prepared in advance, and columns are formed of units and
subunits which can march at the same speed and have equal
cross-country performance.

140. To carry out a march, a division is allotted
a movement zone or 3 or 4 routes; as a rule, a division
of the first echelon is given a movement zone,

The division's movement zone must be wide enough
to ensure the possibility of selecting a sufficient number
of routes to enable the division to maneuver in the event
of the creation of /~one line missing 7 contamination,
as well as the requirements of camoufTage and protection
against weapons of mass destruction.
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If possible, movement routes should not pass through
large inhabitated places, road junctions, defiles, and
points close to railroad stations. As a rule, the distance
between routes should be not less than 3 km.

- :; In all cases, it, is advisable to allot alternate and
lateral movement routes,'which-should be prepared at the
same time as the main routes and used as directed by the
divisional commanding officer .,

Tank subunits and missile units may be allotted :
independent routes . "

141. A regiment marches as part of the division or
independently. It is allotted one or two routes.

- When marching as part of-the division, a regiment
may move in the column of the inain forces or it may form the
forward detachment, and in a'withdrawal-the division's rear
guard. A regiment moving at'the head of the column of main
forces. is an advance guard.. 'z

142. The organization of the division's (regiment's)
march formation is determined'by the impending task, the
distance and actions of. theienemy, the number of routes,
and other factors in the situation.

When carrying out a march in expectation of an
encounter with the enemy, the march formation of the division
(regiment) consists of reconnaissance and, security troops,
the forward detachment (if one is sent out), the columns
of main forces, and columns of rear units (subunits).

If the division (regiment) is carrying out the march
in the rear of one's own troops, its march formation usually
consists of columns of main forces and columns of rear subunits.

In all cases of marching- columns of the main forces of
a division and of a regiment are~broken up in depth into columns
of battalions (batalon) (battalions) ((divizion)).

.143. The distances between units, subunits, and vehicles
are fixed in accordance with the speed at which they are to move
and with the situation, and can:be the following: between
regimonts, 5 to 10 km; between battalions (battalions), 3 to 5 km;
and between vehicles, 25 to 0 m:..
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When moving under conditions of radioactive con-.
tamination of the terrain, along dusty roads, on icy
roads, and roads with steep gradients and sharp turns,
the distance between vehicles are increased.

144.. For the timely beginning of a march and for
controlling the speed at which the; columns move, an initial
line (point) and control lines (points) are fixed, together
with the time at which they are to be passed. Control lines
are usually arranged so that they are reached after moving
for 2oto 3 hours.

The initial line and the control lines should not
be arranged at rivers, passes, and defiles.

Troops pass the initial line and the control lines
at the appointed time with the heads of their columns.

145, To preserve the personnel's strength, to check the
state0 m#A to service and carry out minor repAtts, to
vehicles, short and long halts and .day (night) rests are
arranged.

Short halts of 20 to 30 minutes are arranged after
every 2 to 3 hours of marching. The organization of the
columns is not broken at halts; the distancesabbetWen
units and subunits, fixed for the march, are maintained;
vehicles in columns of subunits stop on the right
shoulder of the road at distances of not less that 10 m
one behind the other or at distances laid down by the
commanding officer.

Long halts of 2 to 4 hours are arranged at the
beginning of the second half of a twenty-four hour march
only in cases of forced marches; when moving at night, and
in winter in sharp frost, long halts are usually not
arranged.

A day (night) rest is arranged after a night (day)
march.

For long halts and for a day (night) rest, areas
should be selected which provide favorable conditions
for protection against nuclear weapons and for the
camouflage of troops and which also have adequate supplies
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of water. Troops leave the road and station th selves
dispersed by battalions (battalions) in the are allotted
to them, in a way that will ensure the maintena e of
constant combat readiness and will enable them form
columns in as short a time as possible.

146. In marching reconnaissarce is ci ducted
with the aim of determining the condition of th roads
and river crossings, of clarifying the axis on iich cross-
country routes should be laid out; of discoveri obstacles
and contaminated zones, and finding ways of mak g a detour
around them. In carrying out marches in expecta ion of an
encounter with the enemy, reconnaissance of the xtznemy is
also organized.

If the march is taking place without a danger of
a clash with the enemy, reconnoitering groups a e' sent out
in advance to reconnoiter movement routes and a eas fo r
halts and rest.

Radiation and chemical reconnaissance s conducted
on the march by all reconnaissance subunits, su units for
march security, and in the columns of the main orces .

Engineer reconnaissance is conducted b subunits
of engineer troops included in the cromposition t reconnoiter-
ing groups and of reconnaissance subunits, and y movement
protection detachments.

147. Troops marching in expectation o an encounter
with the enemy are protected by march security tnd local
security troops. If the march is being carried out at the
rear of one's own troops, as a rule, only local security is
organized.

Mairch security must ensure unrest rict.e movemcent
of the columns of main forces, prevernt tne e'nem making

surprise attacks On the tropd ,eing pointd , nd, by
conducting active operations es rure titat ie t Cop8 get
timo and favor'able conditiots for deployxng and joining
battle; it must al3so prevent tho enrecmy's ground reconnaissance
from penetrating the zone in which the trozps b ing protected
are moving. -

For frontal protection (on the movemen route),
regiments which are moving at the head of the c lumn of
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main forces send out advance guards or advance karties. On
the movement routes of the divisionts main forces, advance
guards may be detailed on instructions from the divisional
commanding of f icer .

Regimerts which are moving behind regiments marching
in front of them are provided only with local p2rotection, and
if there is a danger of enemy ground attacks fzom the flanks
and from the rear, flank and rear protection may also be
provided.

Protection of threatened flanks is undertaken by
flank advance guards or by flank security detachments. If
necessary, stationary flank security detachments may be set
up to the sides of the.movement route to occupy and hold
advantageous lines 6bjectived on the most important axes
while the division's (regiment' ) columns are passing.

Protection from the rear is undertaken by rear
security detachments.

When moving off, eact regiment marching in the rear
of the division's main forces usually mounts a rear guard.
If the regiment moves off along two routes, a rear guard is
not detailed, protection of the columns being undertaken by
rear security detachments.

The strength and composition of the security troops,
as well as their distanee from the main forcns, depend on
the enemy's location and the niature of his .pexa.tions, on
the task which is to be fulfilled, and on the division's
(regiment's) marcn formationL and on the nature of the
terrain. As a rule, advance guards and rear guards are
sent out each at the strength of a reinforced battaliArn and
march and stattonary flank security dtetachments"--at the
strength of a reinforced platan up to a reinforced company.

Advance. guard: and rear guards are sett out to a
distance of 20 to 30 km, and march security detachmets-
to a distance of 5 to 10 km.

For .local protection, each battalion sends out
patrol vehicles to a distance of 1.5 km; in addition,
all-around observation ix organized in all subunits.
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When columns stop, march security subunits take
up favorable lines and continue to carry out protection;
in areas of day (night) rest, march security troops assume
security functions or are replaced by troops freshly
detailed for the purpose,

143. When on the march, troops are protected
against nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction
by strict adherence to the fixed distances and intervals,
by precluding concentrations of.troops near the initial
line, at halts, in inhabited places, in passes and at
river crossings, by thorough organization of radiation and
chemical reconnaissance, by timely notification of troops
about radioactive, chemical, and bacteriological /one line
missing7 eliminating the effects of the enemy's use of
weapons of mass destruction.

Partial medical treatment of personnel and
partial decontamination and degassing of vehicles and
equipment are carried out on the move or at short halts.
Full medical treatment, decontamination, degassing, and
disinfection are usually carried out at long halts, in
areas of day (night) rest, or on reaching the appointed
area.

149, Antiair defense of troops on the march is
undertaken by the weapons of senior commanders and by the
division's (regiment's) antiaircraft weapons. Especially
good cover must be provided for troops when they are moving
through passes, road junctions, and over river crossings,
and when they are at long halts and in areas of day (night)
rest.

Antiaircraft missile units (subunits) and
antiaircraft artillery of medium caliber move in the
columns of main forces or in independent columns along
separate routes in readiness to deploy to cover troops .
Some of the subunits may be sent forward and deployed
in advance at the most important points .

Antiaircraft artillery of small caliber moves in
the columns by batteries or by platoons in readiness to
open fire at short halts, and self-propelled antiaircraft
artillery is hold in readiness to open fire from the march.

For firing at low flying targets, use is made of
the antiaircraft machine guns of combat vehicles.
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At long halts and in areas of day (night) rest, anti-
aircraft subunits take up firing positions in such a way that
when marching is resumed, they will be able to form up quickly
in the columns .

150. Engineer support for a march includes; engineer
reconnaissance of the movement routes, of crossings over
water obstacles, of the areas for halts and day (night) rests
and for sources of water; clearing, preparing, and camouflaging
movement routes, river crossingsy and areas for long halts and
for rest; support of the passage of columns to move over
difficult stretches of roads and cross-country routes.

A detachment to provide'mrovement support, which usually
moves with the march security detachment, is allotted to each
route. When there is no danger of a clash with the enemy,
the detachment to provide movement support is sent out in
advance.

To prepare routes in the event of a change in the axis
of the movement, it is advisable to create an engineer reserve
in the division.

151. In preparing f.or a march, all mobile troop
supplies are brought up to norms, and technical servicing
of equipment, combat and transport vehicles is carried out.

As a rule, replenishment of mobile supplies during
a march is carried out in areas of long halts and day (night)
rests by means of vehicles, and, if necessary, also by air
transport. In addition, combat and transport vehicles can
be refuelled at short halts. When marching in the rear
area of one's own troops, it is advisable to transport fuel
in advance to areas of long halts and day (night) rest.

Rear subunits of a division (regiment) follow the main
forces in independent columns: Occasionally, some of the
rear subunits of a regiment may move together with the rear
subunits of the division.-

Technical servicing of combat and transport vehicles
in preparing for a march and during a march is carried out
to the extent that will ensure that the vehicles will stand
up reliably under the march and will arrive in the appointed
area in a state of full technical repair and readiness for
further operations.
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To provide technical help for vehicles which break down,
for their repair and evacuation and refuelling with fuel and
lubricating oil, as well as for giving medical assistance to
personnel, arrangements are made in the division. (regiment)
for technical services to bring up the rear of columns; for
the composition of these services the division (regiment)
assigns repair and evacuation means, medical personnel, and
vehicles with armored and motor-tractor equipment and with
fuel and lubricating oil.

If there are passes, river crossings, and other
difficult stretches on movement routes, repair facilities
and tank prime movers are sent forward to these places in
advance or together with the detachments to provide movement
support.

Combat and transport vehicles which have broken down
during the march are moved to the right shoulder of the road
or to the right of the road and are usually repaired at the
spot where they have broken down. If it is impossible or
inadvisable to repair them on the spot, they are evacuated
to the nearest assembly point for damaged vehicles.

As a rule, sick and wounded on the march are evacuated
by organic transport to the nearest medical posts (establish-
ments).

152. On receiving a task, the divisional (regimental)
commanding officer issues the necessary instructions regarding
preparation for the march.

On the basis of the commanding officer's instructions,
divisional (regimental) headquarters organizes reconnaissance
on the axis of the move and issues preliminary instructions
in which are laid down the axis, distance, and duration of
the impending march, the time at which the troops must be
ready to move out, and the main measures for preparing the
troops. For making a decision, the headquarters prepares
for the commanding officer reports on the enemy, the terrain,
the road network, and the radiation situation on the axis of
the move, tentative calculations for the march, and suggestions
regarding the organization of the march formation and the ways
in which the troops should be controlled and supported during
the march.

In making a decision, the divisional (regimental)
commanding officer must take into consideration the distance
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of the enemy and the possibility that he will make use of
weapons of mass destruction and deliver air strikes.

The tasks for the march are usually conveyed to troops
in the form of a written combat order, and if time does not
permit this, in the form of combat instructions.

In the divisional (regimental) commanding officer's
order, the following are indicated:

-- information about the enemy;

-- the division's (regiment's) task, the movement
routes, the initial line (point) and the control lines
(points);

- the tasks of troops operating ahead and of neigh-
boring troops;

-- the composition and tasks of the forward detachment
(if one is sent out) and of the march security troops;

-- the tasks of units (subunits), the movement routes,
the places of the troops in the march column, the areas and
times at which the troops are to concentrate on completing
the march, the time at which troops are to pass the initial
line (point) and the control lines, and the time and treas
for long halts and day (night) rest;

-- antiair defense tasks and camouflage procedures;

-- the composition of the detachments for providing
movement support;

-- the places in which control points are to proceed
and the procedure for maintanirng communications.

153. Columns are formed in such a way that the column
of each battalion approaches the initia. point at the moment
when the column moving ahead has gone past and is a given
distance beyond it.

To speed up the forming of columns, columns are formed
in the disposition areas of battalions.

The assembling in one place before the march starts
of more than one battalion is not permitted.
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154. Troops on the march must adhere strictly to the
fixed procedure, especially in regard to speed and distances.
Vehicles move only on the right side of the road, while the
left side of the road is kept free for oncoming traffic and
for passing.

The passing of one column'by another is permitted only
with the permission of the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer. To speed up passing, and also to avoii subunits
getting mixed up and to avert collisions between vehicles,
the column which is being passed stops on the right shoulder
of the road or to the right of the road.

When being attacked by the air enemy, as a rule, columns
continue to move.

Troops pass through gorges and cross bridges without
stopping and at the greatest possible speed. In moving over
bridges, steps are taken to ensure that this can be done safely.
If a column gets delayed in a narrow place, the next column
should be halted in good time in an area where there is cover.

155. Control of troops on the march is carried out from
mobile control points, the places in which these are to proceed
being determined by the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer in accordance with the-task which is being fulfilled
and with the situation. The divisional (regimental) commanding
officer usually moves at the head of the column of the main
forces.

Communications on the march are conducted mainly by
mobile means, and in subunits, in addition, by means of
signalling. To check troop movement and to convey instruc-
tions, extensive use is made of helicopters .

Before a clash with the enemy, the use of radio sets
for transmission is prohibited. For the transmission of
short radio, signals to report when heads of columns of regi-
ments pass control lines, ultrashort wave radio sets are gent
to these lines, the procedure for operating such sets being
laid clown by the commanding officer in the light of the
situation and of considerations to ensure concealment of the
march.

Radio relay and line means of communication, available
on the movement routos, are used as directed by the superior
headquarters.
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156. When there is a sharp change in the movement axis,
the divisional (regimental) commander must stop the reconnais-
sance and security subunits which have moved ahead along the
former axis and indicate the procedure for their further op-
erations.

. On the new axis, reconnaissance and security detach-
ments, detachments for providing movement support and the
commandant's service are organized immediately and sent
forward.

The columns of main forces are directed to the new
routes by the shortest and most convenient ways in the former
order or after any essential reforming .has taken place.

157. Marches in winter in deep snow and in low
temperatures require preparation and the maintenance of roads
in a usable state, the equipping of lateral routes to facili-
tate the deployment and maneuver of tro->ps, as well as a
sufficient number of passing points, pulloffs and bypasses
around natural obstacles, the taking of steps to warn personnel
about frostbite hazards, the preparation of equipment and
vehicles so that they can be used in low temperatures, and
the provision of devices and me3ans for increasing the cross-
country performance of wheeled and tracked vehicles. Vehicles
intended to transport troops are fitted out with awnings (tent)
and other coverings.

Flank march security troo.ps are sent f arward in
vehicles with an improved cros -co..untry performance, or
stationary flank security detachments are set up.

Short halts may be arranged more frequently.

Marches should end at places wnich are protected from
the wind and where there is fuel.

158. In planning marches during the season of bad
roads, it is essential to make provision for organizing
strong detachments to provide movement support, for detail-
ing primo movers to difficult stretches of routes, and for
other measures calculated to improve the cross-country
performance of wheeled and tracked vehicles.

With a view to helping vuhicles which get stuck and
ensuring that there is no interruptiono. mmvement, it is
expedient to disperse vehicles witt higher cross-country
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performance among the columns

To move tracked vehicles, if possible, use i made of
the shoulders of roads and of cross-country routes.

159. Marches through forests are supported in-
creased reconnaissance. Roads and lanes are reconr: itered
especially thoroughly and traffic control is organi d.
Control lines are arranged more frequently.

On forest roads and lanes passing points are rranged
and, if necessary, the surface of the road is widen d in some
places and trees are cleared away. Provision is ma e for
measures to deal with fires and to clear the roads f possible
log obstacles (zaval) and other obstacles.

160. Marches in mountainous country are pla ned in
accordance with the profile of the route. It is es ential
to pay special attention to the preparation of move ent
routes at sharp turns, ascents and descents, to the provision
of air cover for troops, mnd to traffic control wher troops
pass through gorges, passes and when they cross mou tain
rivers.

The speed with which the troops move may be educed
when they go through passes and on. descents and asc nts,
while the distance between vehicles is increased to the
limits of safe movement.

On dangerous stretches of the routes, barrie s and
signs which can be easily seen are set up. At narr w places,
sharp turns, and passes, towing vehicles and traffi control
posts equipped with means of cominunications are pos tioned.

Troops must have resources prepared in advan e to
cross mountain rivers and o:vercome stecp ascents an descents,
including braking equipment for vehicles and guns.

It is advisable to disperse technicN.l means bf supprt
among the columns.

To forestall the enemy in seiz in g passes, outlets from
gorges, and road junctions, fo:.ard detachments are' sent c.ut
or tactical airborne forces are landed.

With the aim of securing the flanks, stationary flank
security detachments are set up which occupy positions on
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commanding heights, in mountain passes, and on roads leading
to the movement routes.

161. In organizing marches in deserts and steppes,
special attention is paid to reconnaissance and to marking
out the movement routes, to radiation reconnaissance,. and
the securing of flanks, and also to the preparation of equip-
ment and vehicles so that they can be used in high 'temperatures
and in sandy conditions. 'The duration of marches is usually
determined in conformity with the availability of sources of
water and of supplies of fuel on the movement axis; as well
as with the capabilities of bringing up water and fuel.

Before the march starts, personnel and vehicles are
provided with enough water to last them until they get to the
nearest source of water or water supply point.

2. Transport of Troops

162. Large units and units are transported mainly by
rail (water) transport. To move troops rapidly over long
distances, use may be made of air transport. -

163. Before embarkation, troops are disposed in waiting
areas, and after disembarkation they proceed to assembly areas.

The distance of the waiting areas from the embarkation
places and the distance of the assembly areas from the places
of disembarkation are determined by local conditions, taking
into account plans to protect troops against weapons of mass
destruction, as well as of antiair defense plans, and must be
not less than 5 km. In addition to the main waiting and
assembly areas, alternate areas are selected.

Waiting and assembly areas must be suitable for troop
camouflage and must have natural cover and convenient routes
for moving into and out of them.

Troops are disposed in waiting areas with a view to
their distribution by echelons (ships and trips), as well as
to the order in which units (subunits) are to move to embark-
ation places.

In waiting areas, shelters for personnel and combat
equipment are arranged if possible in advance, wire communi-
cations are laid, camouflage work is carried out, and movement
routes to embarkation places are prepared.
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164. To reduce the time for organizing the transport-
ation of troops, divisional (regimental) headquarters must
constantly have prepared calculations for the transportation
of troops by various types of transport, which are made more
precise as the combat and numerical strength of the division
(regiment) changes.

Calculations for transportation are made with an eye
to keeping units and subunits organizationally intact and ready
for going into combat independently after disembarking.

165. In preparing for troop transportation, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer, together with
his staff, the officers commanding:the arms of troops
and the services, and the commanding officers of units (sub-
units), carry out reconnoitering with the aim of studying
the areas (railroad stations, airfields, landing strips) and
the conditions under which the troops will embark; of clarifying
the waiting areas and the approaches to them and to the em-
barkation places; of determining what measures should be taken
to-protect troops from weapons of mass destruction; for antiair
defense, camouflage, and engineer preparation of the embarkation
area and the movement routes, and to organize the comniandant's
service and traffic control; and also to determine the pro-
cedure for the control of units (subunitB) and the maintenance
of communications with them while they are embarking.,

166. In transporting troops by rail and water transport,
railroad stations, ports, and piers at which troops are to em-
bark and disembark are selected. Sometimes a division may
be allotted an embarkation (disembarkation) area.

As a rule, a regiment embarks (disembarks) at one rail-
road station, port, or pier.

167. On receiving an order for the transportation
of troops by rail, divisional (regimental) headquarters send
an accurate estimate of the number of echelono to the military
commandant of the railroad sector (station) and receives from
him military echelon serial numbers, as well as instructions
regarding the places for embarking, the approaches to them,and the time when embarking is to start and be completed.

Calculatious for the transportation of troops by water
transport are made by divisional (regimental) headquarters in
ponjunction with the military transportation organs.
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168. On the basis of the commanding officer's decision,
his instructions, and the details received from the military
transportation organs, divisional (regimental) headquarters
draw up an order for troop transportation and an embarkation
plan.

The order for troop transportation indicates: the
type of transport;. the number of echelons and their serial
numbers; the times and railroad stations (ports, piers) for
embarkation; the waiting areas of units (subunits); the
routes and the order in which troops will move to the waiting
areas and to the embarkation places; the measures to support
troops while they are embarking and while they are en route;
the quantity and echeloning of supplies; the procedure for
transporting the control element .of the division (regiment)
and the serial number of the echelon in which the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer will move; the representatives
assigned to the troop embarkation and disembarkation areas.

In the order for troop transportation issued by a
regiment, the chiefs of echelons are indicated in addition.

169. To ensure continuous control of troops while
they are embarking, communications are organized with units
(subunits) situated in the waiting areas, with the represent-
atives of headquarters at railroad stations (ports, piers)
where embarkation is taking place, and with the military
commandant. Communications in embarkation areas are main-
tained by wire and mobile means.

The divisional (regimental) commanding officer controls
troops while they are in transit by rail (by waterway) through
the military transportation organs, and when they are being
conveyed by sea transport - with the help of signalling means
and via the radio sets of naval commanding officers.

The commanding officcr and staff of a regiment usually
move as part of the first echelon, while as a rule the com-
manding officer and staff of a division follow after one or
two regiments have moved out. To organize the embarkation
and dispatch of subsequent echelons, the; deputy divisional
(regimental) commanding officer stays behind with a group
of officers.

170. Subunits move out cif waiting areas usually in
columns of battalions or companies in a way calculated to en-
sure that on reaching the embarkation place, they can start
to embark immediately.
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Embarkation and disembarkation of personnel, and
the loading and unloading of equipment, vehicles, and freight
must be done as quickly as possible, care being taken to
avoid accidents and damage to means of transportation.

While they are being transported, troops must be
in constant readiness to disembark and to continue further
movement by marching.

171. Cover against enemy air strikes for troops
being transported is provided in areas of embarkation, en
route, and in areas of disembarkation by the division's
(regiment's) antiaircraft weapons, as well as by the
weapons of the senior commander who is organizing the
transportation.

Radiation and chemical reconnaissance in the
waiting and assembly areas and while the troops are moving
by rail (water) is conducted by the forces and means of
the troops being transported. In addition, information
regarding the radiation and chemical situation on the routes
of communication must be received by the headquarters and

chiefs of echelons from the military transportation organs.

172. As a rule, troops being transported by rail
and water transport are provided with mobile material
supplies of all kinds and, in addition, with traveling
and disembarkation rations in quantities fixed by the senior
commander. Mobile material supplies of all kinds should be
dispersed among several echelons (ships) .

In organizing technical support, special attention
is paid to preparing combat equipment for transportation and
subsequent operations, as well as to putting all equipment
which needs repairing into service before it is moved off
for loading. Damaged vehicles and equipment which cannot
he transported with their subunits remain with their crews
(drivers, teams) at repair workshops and, after having been
repaired, are transported with other subunits or with repair
workshops. Combat and transport vehicles which cannot be
repaired by the time that the division's embarkation is com-
pleted are handed over on the decision of the divisional
commanding officer to front (district) repair units.

For the timely provision of medical assistance
during transportation and after disembarkation, the medical
resources of the division and of regiments are distributed
among the echelons (ships),. -
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173. To transport troops by air, airfields or landing
strips for embarkation and disembarkation are assigned.

The number of airfields (landing strips) assigned for
the emba.rkation and disembarkation of a division (regiment)
depends on its task and the plan of impending operations, on
the number of airfields (landing strips) available, on the
number of military-transport aircraft detailed to transport
the troops, on the time and the order in which units (sub-
units) are to be transportedand on codditions of the terrain.

174. On receiving an order"for troop transportation,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer and his staff,
together with the commanding officer of the military transport
aviation large unit (unit), determine the order in which the
troops are to be transported, make calculations for their
transportation, allot main and alternate airfields (landing
strips) to units for embarkation and disembarkation, determine
the waiting and assembly areas, and the procedure and the time
for the concentration of troops in the areas before embarka-
tion and after disembarkation.

On the basis of the commanding officer's decision,
divisional (regimental) headquarters, together with the
headquarters of the military transport aviation large unit
(unit), work out a plan for the transportation of the troops
which isrsigned by the commanding officers and chiefs of
staff 6f the large unit (unit) to be transported and of the
military transport aviation large unit (unit) which is to
Garry the troops; the plan is approved by the senior com-
manders who are planning the move.

175. When time permits, troops are given training
in embarking in and disembarking from aircraft (helicopters),
and in loading and unloading weapons, armored, motor and
tractor, and other equipment and freight.

In preparing for transportation," the following are
checked: that the personnel know the rules of conduct on
airfields and in flight and the procedure laid down for em-
barkation and disembarkation; thatweapons, combat equipment,
transport, and gear are ready for loading; that surplus gear
is withdrawn from units (subunits) and from personnel; that
units (subunits) are provided with mobile material supplies
in quantities fixed by the commander organizing the trans-
portation.
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176. At the appointed time, subunits move off from
the waiting areas to the iitial position for embarkation,
and on a fixed signal they embark in the aircraft: (helicopters).

The loading of. equipment aidfreight and the embarka-
tion of personnel are carried out under the direction of
aviation commanding officers.

, . , .

177. When' troopsaare transported in a combined way,
railroad and water transport areused in the first place to
transport tanks, launchers, tracked armored personnel'carriers
and prime movers9 heavy artillery1. and also heavy freight.

The time at' which -1anspor ation by each type of trans-.
port is to start is fixed with ;view ie ensuring that, if
possible, the troops going byvarious types of transport should
reach the concentration area at the same, time. If necessary,
some of the subunits mayAbe'movedto the - concentration area
by air transport at the 'ane time as transportation by other
types of :transport, starts. .

The divisional (regimental) commanding officer and his "
staff usually. travel where~mst of ,.the division , (regiment) is
being transported and where -their quickest arrival in the
appointed area will be ensured. The control of troops being
transported by other types of transport is undertaken by the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer's deputy and by -
officers detailed by the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer.

178. The transportatin vof tanks, launchers, tracked
armored personnel carriers -and other tracked vehicles on.
heavy-duty motor trailers can be carried out only on suf"faced
roads and on improved dirt- roads '-

To load combat equipment aon vehicle trailers and un-
loading it from them, areas with good roads leading out t > the
main movement routes are Selected. :

The average speediat which columns of vehicle prime
movers with heavy-duty trailers move along surfaced roads can
be 20 to 25. kph, and along improved-dirt roads - 10 to 15 kph.
Depending on the condition of theroad and on visibility con-
ditions, the distances botween ohicles can bo 50 to 75 m.

Tank and missile subunits which are not transported on
heavy-duty motor prime movers move in independent columns on
organic transport. - -

Yn transporting combat equipment on heavy-duty vehicle
trailers in winter, it .is:essential.to- include in the columns
vehicles with high cross-country <erformance fitted with attach-
ments for clearing snow off the xoad.
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Mfeeting Engagement

1ro f GeneralsPrinciples

179. A meeting eigagemerit is the form of combat
operationsin which both sidesperform the tasksthey have been
given by an, offensive. ' ' ' 'F',

A meeting engagement will occur nos t often on the
' ~deployment of the. division's -.(regiment's) main forces from

route columns fromthe te marchespcially duringahthe
initial period of ax war ve, a wd rn ro t o

r A division (regient)ycanyconduct meeting engage-
ment independently orincnuction 2with other large

units (units)sn t th a o o

m180. Thercharacteristic featureso a meeting
engagement are:.the tw eside"approach each other rapidly,
the situation is tunclear sharp changes occur in it, and
the combat operations. last; for ::a""short; time; intensive~

~fighting to gain .time', to, seize and.-keep .the initiative;
combat operations extending overawide front, room to
maneuver, and usually t prsceof open flankst.as ro

9Consequently,4 to create>Lavorabl conditions for
rotig teney, a meeting 'ongagement calls for the
following: ;

-=timnely' organizationY /T or-'2 words missing7 of
deep reconnaissance wvith t he ' aim of obtaining; relia'ble
information regarding the, advancing eniemy.;.

-- creating. thes essential 'grouping of :forces and
weapons even while the march iis ;,being ori;anized;

-- timely. adoption, of a deci sion and .rapid
transmission of tasks .t trooips;
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-- forestalling the enemy in delivering fire trikes
seizing advantageous lines, deploying the main force , and
going over to the attack;' r

,. 4  'a x -

-- rapid maneuvering to concentrate forces an
weapons on the decisive axis and delivering a strong
surprise strike °against'the enemy's;flanks and rear,
breaking him'up and annihilating him piecemeal;

a;:" ;V4

-- providing constant support for the flanks nd
rear and reliably"organizing antiair defense;

- displaying grea initiative by commanding
officers at all levels. ' : ' "

181. Reconnaissance on ithe march in expectat on
of a meeting engagement must establish as early as ssible
the movement axis of the enemyejs..columns, the stren h
and composition of,: his forces and;1fthe first plac
the presence of missile andtankyunits his deploym t
lines and approach routes to: them;'and the nature o
the terrain in the area of the 2impending meeting en ge-
ment; it. must also detect possiblesectors:;of radio tive
and chemical contamination. " " " '

If necessary, supplementary reconnaissance.i
organized .

Higher headquarters must ensure that divisio 1
(regimental) headquarters 'receive reconnaissance in rmation
direct from airborne reconnaissance plans.

182. The plan of'operations and the groupin of
the forces and means of a division (regiment) on th march
in expectation of a meeting engagement must-ensure restall-
ing the enemy in the seizure of;;dvantageous positi s and
in the deployment. of the main forces in'. combat form ion.
Reinforcements are attached inadvance'to units (su nits),
ensuring that they can go into combat yindependently rom
the march. -
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Forestalling the:enemy in opening fire and i
deploying for going over to the attack is "of decisi e
significance in a meeting engagement and can lead t the
defeat of a stronger enemy who~ is not yet ready for combat.
Consequently, it is incumbent upon commanding offic rs to
make decisions and give tasks to subordinates quick y, to
seize the initiative, and to act boldly and decisiv ly,
imposing their will on the enemy.

Incomplete information regarding the situati n
when a meeting engagement is :oined does not entitl
the commanding officer to delay the making of a dec sion.
He who waits for clarification of the situation los s the
initiative and will be defeated by the enemy.

In deploying, complicated and unnecessary
movements leading to loss of time should be avoided

183. The enemy must be thrown into confusio on
the march before the meeting engagement is joined. To
disrupt the enemy's organized advance and create co ditions
for routing him piecemeal, aircraft, missile troops and
artillery, even before the deployment of the divisi n's
(regiment's) main forces, deliver strikes against t e
advancing enemy columns,, especially-in areas where here
are river crossings, gorges, and marshy sectors.

While the march security troops are engaged n
c ombat, missile troops and artillery neutralize and
destroy the enemy's nuclear weapons, his' tanks,
artillery, his personnel, and control points, thus
providing support for the deployment of the main fo ces
and their attacks. In addition, aircraft carry out aerial
reconnaissance and provide cover for troops against enemy
air strikes.

184. As a rule, in a meeting engagement the division
(regiment) delivers stiikes with its main forces on the
enemy's flanks and rear, while part of its forces c 2ntain
his main grouping from the front. In cases where i is
essential to exploit the results of using nuclear a d
diomical weapons rapidly, as well as when it is diff cult
to maneuver troops so that they can reach the flank and
the rear or when considerable time would be needed or this,
the strike can also be delivered from the front. I tthis,
the axis on which the main strike is to be delivere is
selected in a zone where the terrain is favorable f r tank
operations.
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In a meeting engageme tthe basis for maneuvering
troops must be the aim to dismember~the enemy columns and
destroy them separately by decisive actions .

The division's immediate task'is to rout the main
forces of the opposing enemy .and to seize an advantageous
line or area. u

As a. rule , the immediate/task of regiments delivering
strikes at the enemy's flanks and-.rear coincides in depth
with the immediate task of -the'tdivision. -,-

. .~ ... ,,t ,.. .

Simultaneously with thelimmediate task, the
division (regiment) is given an axis for its further
advance to complete the rout -of the enemy and to seize
important objectives in his rears

On the deployment, of. a division (regiment) for a
meeting engagement, a strong reserve is formed.

185. To deliverza strike'against the enemy from
the rear and prevent his withdrawal~, to seize important
lines (objectives) and to hold. them until the approach
ofT the main iorces, as wel1 ast;,annihilate t he enemy's
means of mass destruction,1 usenis .made of tactical air-
borne forces. -. , ,

186. In a meeting. engagement,? it. is essential to
secure the flanks and rean by deep reconnaissance and by
moving antitank weapons~and, reserves to the flanks.

2. Marching in Expectatio Meeting Engagement

187. Before makingn decision to march in expectation
of a meeting engagement; the diisional (regimental)
comSianding officerlarifies theitask he:has been given,.
determines -thei moasureswhip ~muntabe implemented. before
the beginning of the offensiveannd which form the basis
of preliminary instruction issued-by the headquarters
organizes reconnaissance and makes the necessarycalcula-
tions for the march. a r '''Nv- .fre,
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In evaluating the situation, the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer studies first of all
when and on what lines the enemy may be encountered,
the strength and composition of the enemy grouping,and
the possibilities for maneuver when deploying and during
combat; he plans the grouping of, forces and weapons and
the possible tasks for units when encountering the
enemy, the most advantageous movement routes, the lines
(objectives) to be seized by the forward detachment and
by airborne forces and the lines where the main forces -
are to be deployed.

In his decision to march in expectation of a
meeting engagement, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer defines the following. the plan of operations on
encountering the enemy; the organization of the march
formation and the distribution of forces and weapons;
the tasks of the forward detachment and of the march
security troops; the tasks of units (subunits) on the
march; the movement routes, the initial line, and the
control lines.

In addition, the divisional commanding officer
defines the composition and tasks of the tactical airborne
forces, if they are being employed.

In planning a march, divisional (regimental)
headquarters makes provision for the timely dispatch of
reconnaissance elements, of the forward detachment] and
of march security troops; draws up and conveys to units
(subunits) the combat order for the march, and checks the
preparation of the troops for the march, their support,
and dispatch.

188. To carry out reconnaissance on the march in
expectation of a meeting engagement, the division (regiment)
sends out reconnaissance groups and reconnaissance detach-
ments. Deep reconnaissance groups are sent forward to the
area in which the enemy's main grouping and nuclear attack
means are likely to deploy. If there are sectors of
radioactive and chemical contaminatoion on the division's
(regiment's) movement axis, patrols (dozor) are dispatched
for last-minute radiation and chemical reconnaissance.
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As a rule, tactical radio-intelligence subunits,
when marching, carry on reconnaissance on the move by
intercepting the .enemy.'s conversations.

189. The organization ofthe division's
(regiment's) march formation i epectation of -a meeting
engagement is determined-by theldistance of the enemy,
by the task and plan of 'imperiding operations , bye the
number of routes, and by otheifactors inAthe situation.

As a rule, the mineforese of~the, division move
along several routes, and of a regiment -along one or
two routes.

The missile units of a'div on. usually move in
one of the columns of thediisons main f orces or along
a separate route}.

,s a rule; the tank regiment-of a motorized rifle
division moves on an axts whi. c s ensure. the delivery
of a strike against the enemy sfl'ank and rear.

The motorized rifleregi ment f a tank division
may be assigned to the f wardeitachment, but when
marching with the.: main fresitus ually moves on an
axis which will ensure rapid commitment to aombat with
the aim of containing th~ enem, smain grouping from the
front.

The tank battalion of a motorized rifle regiment
moves at full strength. Part the tank battalion may
be attached to the march securiytoops.

Artillery attached-to regiments .moves as par t -of
the advarce guard or at the head of the column of main
forces.. Artillery remaining under the direct. command of
the divisional commandings officers ually moves with the
main forces . -

To support the deployment of the division s
(regiment's) main forces and their joinin~g battle from
the march, most of the subunits of engineer troope are
attached to units (subunit ) opeting on the.ma.n axis
Subunits with means to lay minf iods are assigned to support
the regiment (battalion) deignated to contnin tho enemy from
the front. ;
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-:190. To forestall the enemy in seizing and holding
advantageous lines, when' time permits, the division
dispatches a forward detachment up;to a reinforced regiment
in strength. In certain cases a forward detachment composed

" of a reinforced companyg or battalion may be sent forward by
a regiment moving;along anindependent route. "

. , ,

In .his decision, the commanding officer of the
forward detachment defines thetfollowing: the. lines where
a clash with the enemy, mayoccur;and the plan of. operations;
the tasks and the composition:freconnaissance-troops and
up to what line reconnaissanceinust be conducted; '.the tasks
for subunits in seizing land 'holding the line allocated to
the forward dctachment:;the organization of the forward
detachumentis march. forimation<7the security measures, and
the procedure for moving.

Protection of the. forward .detachment is usually
undertaken by march secur ity detachments up to a reinforced
company. in strength. '

191. To preclude a surprise enemy attack on the
main forces, to ensure'theirVone word missing7 movement,

'deployment and orderly -commitment to combat, I division
(regiment) sends out march security troops.

Protection from 1the .front ,(on the-movement route)
when a division .is marching;along-several routes is carried
out by advance guards up to a' reinforced battalion in -
strength, sent forward by the leading regiments. On the
movement routes of the division's main forces, advance
guards may be sent.. out:'on instructions from the divisional
commanding officer.

A regiment which is marching along two routes usually
sends out an advance guard on the movement axis of the main
forces, and on the other route ' an advance march security
detachment. ,+

The distance of the advance guard from the ma in'
forces must be such as 'to ensure that combat can be. joined
in an orderly way, and can be 20 to 30 km, and that of the
security detachment - 5 to 10 km

]00-
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Protection on threatened flanks is carried out by
flank advance guards or by flank march security detach-
ments. If necessary, stationary march flank detachments
may be posted to the sides' of the movement routes to occupy
and hold advantageous lines (objectives) on the host
important axes while the division's (regiment's) columns
are passing.

Protection from the rear is carried out by rear
march security detachments.

192, The rear units and subunits of a division
on the march move in separate columns at a distance of
15 to 20 km from the main forces. -

Rear subunits of a regiment usually follow in a
separate column at a distance of 3 to 5 km from the main
forces. When two regiments are moving along the same route,
the rear subunits of the leading regiment may move together
with the rear subunits of the. second regiment.

The compos4.ion and movement routes of rear columns
are determined on 'the basis of the decision taken by the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer. Control of the
rear columns is implemented by the divisional (regimental)
commanding off icenrs deputy for rear services.

The replenishment of stocks of material supplies
in subunits and units during a march is carried out at
halts by the transfer of such stocks from divisional
transport to regimental transport and directly to combat
vehicles .

193. In organixztng antiair defense for the division
(regiment), the takswhich are being carried out by the
forces and means of the senior commander are taken into
account.

The division's antia ircraft un:its usually move
by batteries behind the march.security troops or with the
columns of main forces, in readiness for immediate deploy-
ment. Some of the antiaircraft wenpons may be assigned to
form part of tho division's forward detachment..

The regiment's anLi.air cratft, subunits move with the
columns of main forces in readiness to open fire from the
march or at short halts.
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On the march, reconnaissance of the air enemy is
carried out by the means'of'teserifer commander. Notifica-
tion of troops is usually'donei, byradio.

When the enemy attacks from the air, as a rule,
columns continue to move - ,

194. Protection of troops against weapons of mass
destruction is organized with;special thoroughness when
they have to pass through large;inhabited places, gorges,
and areas .where there are'river'crossings. Special
attention is paid to makingluse o concealed movement
routes and the protective'features of the terrain.

Detours are made, around contaminated sectors on
movement routes; and if'this is impossible they are
crossed with the use of protective equipment.

Subunits providing; special 'treatmcnt.usually move
behind the leading regimentsin readiness to set up
special treatment :points.'<' ;.

.. .. : iL, - f

195. When marching inex pectation of a meeting
engagement, a division's forward 'command post moves at
the head of the:column of min forces , and the command
post - at the head of another column or in the-rear
of the column of one of the leading regiments .

The commanding officer.-of."a aregiment and.the
regimental staff ;move at the i ad of the column of the
regimcnt's-ronin forces .

mv a The rear control point of a division (regiment)
moves at the head of the column of rear units and subunits
of the division (regiment) ,

To ensure.reliable hand unciterrupted communications
when a meeting engagement ii joined and during 'it,
appropriate radio networks which provide immediate contact
with any control point are set up already while the march
is being organized.,
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3. The Motor Ted Rifle Division (Regimen
n a ieeting Engagement

196. On encountering the enemy's forward nits,
reconnaissance elements report this, make a deto around
them, penetrate the enemy's main forces boldly, tablish
the composition and movement axes of his columns, the time
at which they pass important lines and the begins ng of
their deployment; they also detect the places whe e the
enemy's nuclear and chemical attack means are loc ted, and
watch for his reserves moving up from the depth.

Deep reconnaissance groups report everythi g
discovered, paying attention in the first place t- the
detection of nuclear attack means and of approach axes
of enemy columns, especially tank columns.

As soon as advanre gtardb join combat, rad o
intelligence is deployed and carries out intercep ion of
the enemy's radio conversations and D/Fing of his radio
stations.

The efforts of intelligence collection are aimed
at the detection of the enemy's grouping and the ature of
his operations on the axis of the division's main strike.
If necessary, divisional (regimental) headquarter send
out new reconnaissance subunits and make more pre ise the
tasks of operating subunits.

197. On getting close to the enemy, the f ward
detachment, acting boldly and resolutely, destroy the forward
subunits, seizes the designated line swiftly, and holds it
until the arrival'of the main iorc:es, hindering t enemy's
deployment by fire from al 1 . ts weapons .

On encountering superior enemy forces, the orward
detachment goes over to the defense at the- line i has
reached, repels the enemy's strikes and contains s
operations, depriving him.of freedom of maneuver or, on
instructions from the divi,,ional commanding offic ', with-
draws on an axis which will ensure the delivery o a strike
by the main forces against the enemy's flanks and ear, hold-
ing hirr up at advantageous lines'by active operat ns.
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190. On the basis of information from ai ground,
and other types of in .elligence collection, and f the
fighting of forward detachrments and advance guar s,
the divisional commanding officer clarifies the ituation
and makes a final decision about joining battle nd the
crployment of the main forces;:in it he specifies the
enemy grouping to be routed, the objectives to b
attacked by nuclear and chemical weapons; the ax s of the
main strike, ohow the troops are 'to maneuver and he
grouping of forces and weapons; the combat tasks of
subordinate units and tie main problems concerni g
coordination; the measures to support flanks and the
procedure for troop control.

Combat tasks are conveyed to units by the
divisional commanding officer in the form of short combat
instructions, which are given personnally,or through
officers from his headquarters, and when a clash with the
enemy has taken place - also by radio.

In the first place,.tasks are given to mi sile
units and to regiments operating on the axis of $he main
strike.

At the same time as combat tasks are given to
units, the main problems of coordination are als, indicated.
In this connection, an indication is given above all of
the objectives against which nuclear and air str kes are
to be delivered and the times of these strikes, he
procedure for the exploitation of the results of the
strikes by troops, and the procedure for ensurin the
deployment and supporting the attack by artiller units.

199. A meeting engagemen starts with th combat
of march security troops.

By attacking swiftly from the march, adva ce
guards destroy the enemy's march secarity troops break
through to the main forces, and by resolute acti n containthem,thus ensuring the deployment and maneuver o the
division's (regiment's) main forcos.

If the enemy has been the first to deploy with
superior forces, the advance guard halts the ene y's
advance by active operations, and in cooperation with the
forward detachment and neighboring advance guard ensures
the deployment of the main forces. The operatio s of
advance guards are supported by artillery and a craft.

-104.
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200. When a meeting engagement has been joined,
the commanding officer of-the.leading regiment, together
with the necessary number of officers, moves forward
quickly, clarifies the situation, makes the final
decision for a meeting engagement, sets combat tasks
for subunits, directs the movement forward and deploy-
ment of battalions, and ensures that the advance guard's
combat and the movement forward; deployment, and attack
of the main forces are supported by artillery fire.

The commanding officer of> the regiment which is
moving behind the leading regiment, on receiving his
combat task, immediately sends out reconnaissance troops
and combat outposts on the axis of the offensive,
makes a decision, sets tasks for subunits, a.nd organizes
their moving out to the deployment line.

The regimental commanding officer sets combat
tasks for subunits in the form of short combat
instructions, which are transmitted by radio, personally,
and through officers from his headquarters. Coordination
between subunits is organized during combat.

When a meeting engagement is joined, the divisional
commanding officer moves forward to the advance guard which
is operating on the main axis clarifies his decision and
the tasks given to units, coordinates the operations of
advance guards, of the forward detachment, and of the main
forces, supporting them by fire:and air strikes, and makes
a decision to land tactical airborne forces (if they are
to be employed).

201. After landing, tactical airborne forces attack
the enemy suddenly and resolutely from the rear or from the
flank, disrupt his orderly deployment, and compel him to
fight on an inverted front. In other cases; airborne forces,
having occupied an advantageous line, hold up by their
aggressive operations the approach of the enemy's reserves to
the battlefield.

When airborne forces are landed with the aim of
destroying nuclear weapons or control points by exploiting
gaps in the enemy troop formation, they rech the designated
objective swiftly and attack it.
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The fire means of unit.s and subunits which are
moving up deliver strikes against the enemy, assisting
airborne forces to fulfil, their trasks successfully
/ or 3 words missing7.

202. The division s missile subunits occupy siting
areas on an axis which will ensure the delivery of surprise
strikes against enemy objectives in the greatest possible
depth. After their tasks have been specified, missile
subunits deliver strikes with missiles with nuclear,
chemical, and convent ional fillter.

Artillery deploys from the march and, as batteries
are ready, opens fire independent~l.y against. t.le opposing
enemy and at his approac::hing columns, destroys his
tactical nuclear at.tack means, and neutralizes his
artillery and mortars thus provid.tng support for the
operations of advance guards and ensuring the deployment
of units and shur.it ts whic h are moving up, Ac the main
forces approach and are deployed, artil.er' fire is put
under centralized r.ontrol..

During combat artillery units (subrnits) move behind
the combat formations of motor ired rif Je and tank subunits
in readiness to fire in support of their nperations.

203. Airer-af t must in the first place des troy the
enemy's nuclear attac:k means his tank uni ts (subunits),
and his artillery,therbv -uppor ting the attar k by the
main forces. Aircraft deliver strikes against enemy .
columns moving up, his troops operating on the axis of
the divisions (regrment 's) main strike; as well as against
enemy troops threatening the ilank..

204, Ant ,a I rol I Vaporl ( t.(: lhe man;l u~ fores ' e '
t I y a1e deplyl ig an zd at i I in .t Tht ma n r I1 1oti

4 or 5 words In i ngS i ul -o I.ul :t<= 4 misi le trotots t ank
inits (subunits) and :f < t nI:' I r nt ..

As succe'ss is eh;1 ice'ed thc di1'lstrn -s ant inircraf t
weapons move by hat t e rles to ge t Inc' ith the un its which are
del iver ing t1.he ma tr. -'' tk .

Anttair.rat '-thunit t'f regliments atre dcployed and
move in the combat forma t tin- of hatt a ions, dest rcying from
the march and at short hal :t the cncmy's to -flying targets.
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205. The d1vi ion's "regiment's) main forces should
approach the enemy and deploy from columns as swiftly as
possible. Leading regiments, exploiting the fire strikes
delivered against the enemy and the results of combat by
forward detachments and advance guards, deploy quickly from
march columns and attack the enemy from the march without
waiting for the arrival of al the regiment's forces, and
develop the attack swiftly throughout the entire depth
of the combat task given them.

As a rule, the tank regiment of a motorized rifle
division delivers strikes on the enveloping flank or on the
main axis, splittirg the enemy's grouping.

The tank battalion of a motorized rifle regiment
usually operates on the main ax.t at full strength or together
with motorized rifle bat.tal.ions.

As a rule, motorized rifle subuit.s attack behind
the tanks from armored personnel carriers, f tring from
the march. Motorized rifle subunits dismount when they
come under strong enemy fire, and also when cooperating
directly with tanks under corditions of bad visibility.
In this event; the armoed personnel. arrters move in the
gaps and on the flanks of the combat formation of their own
subunits and support them w ith f ire.

The enemy's open f Larks, as well. as the gaps in his
battle format ions, are used to del iver strikes with the aim
of dismembering and destroyirg the enemy piecemea1.

Units advancing on the axis of t he areas where air-
borne forces are operat ing, without involv ing themselves in
prolonged combat. with the enemy , mo", Iorward 'O Join up
with the airbornE' forees and, having brought them under
their command, cont.t nuie to wage 'ombat operat ions together
with them.

Any sues ac h ieved hr. td be exploited boldly and
unceasing y, the cl umns mo"rl tg up 1 '"om the depth and one 's
own reserves being r:sed g rKtdcadu.iv to inc.rease the s trike
unt. il the enemy is comp c ti'v d troyrd ; w it ho:t g iv ing htm
any opportunity to ogamn1i/4' his defense and t.. regroup his
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forces. Reserves are usually brought. into combat from
behind the flanks of the first Echelon or into the gaps
between units and subunizs and are supported by concentrated
fire from artillery and misiles and strikes by aircraft.

206. Enemy troops which appear on the flank or in
the rear of a division (regiment) are attacked by artillery
fire and destroyed by our strikes at their flanks and
rear, or the enemy's attack is repulsed by units (subunits)
specially assigned for this purpose. On the threatened
/one line missing_ of the enemy, antitank weapons are
moved out, and use is made of minefields and toxic
substances.

Every commanding offrcer should know that ihen
carrying out an enveloping movement, the eneny exposes
his own flank and rear fIo: a strike.

207. When the enemy attempts to go over to the
defense, the main eff:orts of a division (regirnent.) are
directed toward preventing him from oc':upying advantageous
lines. With this aim, attacking units (subunits) destroy
the enemy's covering force, strive to break into the line
occupied by him from the march and to rout his forces which
are going over to the defense by strikes at their flanks
and rear.

As soon as the enemy starts to withdraw, the
division (regiment) immed.ntely begins to pursue him
with its main forces alonr mutes parallel to the enemy's
axis of withdrawal, while some of the forces pursue him
from the front, and strive to cut. off one column from
another and destroy them separately. In this, the tank
regiment is usua 1 ly empionyed t'i cut off the enemy on his
lines of withdrawal and to deliver strikes against his
flanks and rear.

208. In rases when the enemy has forestal led the
division (regiment) in the deployment of the main forces
and in going over to the offensivc, it is essential that
part of the forces should or upy an advant ageous line,
contain the enemy 's opern t onLs by t icro f rom al weapons,
disrupt his combat formnt tons, and rout him by a strike at
his flanks and rear by the main fc)rces from the depth.
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209. When a meeting engagement is joined,rear units
(subunits) move to their appointed areas, set up medical
points and organize assembly points for damaged vehicles,
Regimental medical points are usually set up in the rear
of the combat formations of regiments, while the
independent medical-sanitary battalion is deployed in the
rear of the division's main forces.

4. The Tank Division (Regiment) in a Meeting Engagement

210. In a meeting engagement a tank division can
fully exploit its inherent capability of great mobility to
maneuver boldly and swiftly, while its great striking and
firepower enable it to rout superior enemy forces in a
meeting engagement. It is capable of more effective use
of the nuclear strikes of its own troops and of carrying out
tasks in depth at a fast rate even under conditions of radio-
active contamination of the terrain.

Having contained the enemy from the front with part
of his forces, as a rule the tank division delivers the main
strike against the flank and rear of the enemy!s main grouping.
Under favorable conditions a tank division can rout a superior
enemy piecemeal by a blow, delivered also from the front,
which will split him apart. When operating against the
enemy's motorized and infantry units, it can deliver a strike
simultaneously from the front and at the flanks of his main-
grouping and destroy the opposing enemy completely.

211. Tank regiments are employed on the axis of the
main strike, while a motorized rifle regiment is usually.
employed for containing the enemy from the front, thereby
creating favorable conditions for tank regiments to maneuver
and to strike at the flanks and rear.

The heavy tank regi ment can operate as part of the
first echelon against the enemy's main tank grouping, as
well as in-the reserve to increase efforts as thn meeting
engagement develops or to( rout enemy tank units delivering
strikes at the division's flank and roar. In the cases when
the enemy forestalls the division in deploying, as a rule ,
the heavy tank regiment is employed as part of the first
echelon against the enemy's main tank forces.
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Delivering a strike at the enemy's flank and rear
with its main forces, the regiment contains the enemy's
grouping from the front with part of its forces. The
regiment's motorized rifle subunits on armored personnel
carriers advance behind the tanks in :the gaps or can be
employed to secure the flanks.

212. The highly mobile and swift operations of a
tank division (regiment; in a meeting engagement make it
necessary to conduct reconnaissance on a wider front and
in great depth. With the aim of increasing the efforts
of reconnaissance, when a meeting engagement is joined,
reconnaissance subunits may be reinforced by tanks of the
line (lineynyy tank), or tank subunits are sent out
independently for reconnaissance.

213. On encountering the enemy, advance guards
deploy from the march and, under cover of fire from tanks,
destroy the enemy's march security troops, break through
boldly to his main forces, and attack them resolutely.

The main forces of the tank division (regiment)
reform at great speed from march columns into combat
formation and, exploiting the results of nuclear and air
strikes, the striking and firepower of tanks, as well as
the operations of the forward detachment and of advance
guards, attack the enemy resolutely from the march, without
waiting for the arrival and deployment of all forces.

Destroying the enemy from the march by fire and
exploiting the gaps torn in his battle formation, the
regiments of the first eche:.on break through swiftly
into the enemy's depth, delivering strikes at his flanks
and rear, split nim up and rout him piecemeal, thus
preventing him from going over to the defense.

As soon as the enemy begins to witlhdraw, the division
immediately starts to pursue him. Tank regiments move
swiftly onto the enemy lines of withdrawal and, delivering
strikes at the flank and rear of the withdrawing grouping,
in cooperation with units advancing from the front, encircle
and destroy it. The motorized rifle regiment usually
pursues the enemy from the front.
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Operating on 'the axis ahere the enemy s nuclea
attack weapons are located~-tanak subunits- move forwar
s wif tly with the aim o~f. se.zng ore des troying -them.

.. _,.___ 4 ,~ l,
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On encountering an enemyewhois moving upon
various axes, the tank division first of all destroys his
tink grouping.3The forward movdmentgoil the enemysot er

-grouping is delayed..by strikes by' ircraft, 'missiles, and
artillery with the use of ~chemic alf'ammunition," as we1 as~
by the ,operationsof units and subunits specially as gned
for this purpose

n e 214.A : e units oftliew."first echelon advan ,
the division'sr egiment'resefe moves' behind the in
readiness .to go cinto combatjto'feitpl'oit success. .'<If,
necessary, tankisubunits may be'broughtein to suppor. the
operations .of the'divisorsd' eiments)'first eche >n by
direct laying offfire and by fire; fr concealed pos tions.

The commitment to'combat oftthe reserve is. su ported
byartillery.fire';and aircraft strikes';.as'well as b a
aggressive operations and :by.ifresfrom neighboring s bunits
The deployment line for committing the 'reserveto ba tie
is usually I ixed by the senior domm ander.

215. . Asa rule the commanding officer of a ank
division controls his units inzi*sarmeeting engagement rom
the forward command postwhich'isin a tank or in a
armored personnel carrier. g mI'' b

r The commanding off ic-efiof a-tank regiment dir cts
the fighting ofhis subunits from'a tank, moving'dir ctly
behind the combat formationsof battalions operating on
the main axis, for ".'

a. r' -\ .-
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CHAPTER 9

. An Offensive Agains 'IDefending Enem

1 General"Principles -

216. The offensive .as the main type combat..
operations is'0t decisive sign ificancein the a ievement
of victory over'the enemy . -' '

The fainof: an offensive is to rout th defending
enemy completelyin a short:'time' and .to seize i portant
areas. This is:'achieved;by destroying ,his main groupings
with nuclear weapons, by'powerful fireifrom all weapons,

- and by swift strikes ,bystanks' and'motorized rif e troops
'into a great depth in collabo ation with aircra t and
airborne forces '

217." An offensive agaist adefendin enemy
:starts with a breakthrough with the aim of brea ing into
his defense and °creating conditions for. carryin on mobile
and swift operations into the depth of his posi ions.

Attack'is conducted ata fast rate, a ong axes,
with extensive use of turning lnd outflanking m vemonts,
ceaselessly by day and night.

An 'offensive at a fast -rate,'is achiev d by
conducting vigorous and 'deep "recOnnaissance ; by reliable
neutralization of".the' enemy's defense" and quick exploitation
of the effects of fire strikesD.especially stri es by. nuclear
weapons; by swift advance .:by the troops through gaps and
breaks in the enemy's defenseo;by seizing defen e positions
and forcing water obstacles .from the march, by edisive
annihilation of counterattacoking enemy reserves# by crossing
or making detours-around contaminated zones and obstacles
quickly; by firm and flexible trop 'control.

:'* . ,A,~ J-

''The axes. of an offensive are determin .d by the
combat plan, the areas in which nuclear .weapond are to
be employed,-weakly held sectorsain the enemy' defense,
and features of the terrain. MThey;must .lead t the most
vulnerable points in thekenemy!s defense. and fa ilitate
fire and tactical. collaboration between tho adv ncing
troops for delivering strikes 'against the enem from
various directions. '
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218. A division (regiment) attacks a defending
enemy from the march or from a position occupied by it,
where it is in direct contact with, the enemy. The main
method is an offensive from the march.

An offensive from the march against a prepared
enemy defense position is usually carried out by moving for-
ward from an assembly. area; and against an enemy who has
gone over .hurriedly to the defense, as a rule it is launched
when combat operations develop inlthe depth.

b4 .4{1

An offensive by troops in direct contact with the
enemy is usually carried out frow a position /Pone line
missing_7. 7 ;

219. :The motorized rifle (tank) division, and the
motorized rifle (tank) regiment may attack in the first
echelon or they may constitute'the combined-arms reserve
(second echelon).:

A division of the first echelon attacks in a zone
15 km wide, and a regiment in'.azoneup to 7 km wide. As a
rule, a division'atarts'to break'through a prepared defense
in two sectors, oncentrating its 'main efforts on the. main
one of them. A regia'ent breaks through the defense: in one
sector. At the; same time as the attacking troops break
through: swiftly ,into the depth, the',hreakthrough sectors
are' extended inathe direction of=the flanks in order to
create a continuous zone':for theK division's offensive'.
When the breakthrough of 'the tacticaL depth of.the enemy's
defenRe has been completed, the( offensive usually develops
along axes. y -

A division (regiment; attacking tin':the depth of the ,
.enemy's defense in isolation froni other large units (units)

is usually not assigned a zone, but si given an axis' for the
offensive.- ' . -

220. The combat-task for the division (regiment)
is determined in conformity. with the plan of . the operation
(battle), the extent to-hich r.O.lear and other weapons have
destroyed theenemy, the forcets and nature of- his defense,
the composition of the division"(yegiment), the terrain and
other conditions in the situation.

A division of the first echelon is given an immediate
task an axis for its further offensive, and the task for the
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day. In addition, the. commanding officer is given a brief
for the next twenty-four hours ftwo lines missing 7.

The division's immediate task may be to. rout: the
enemy in the zone of the offensive, to break through his
defense throughout the whole depth of the: division of the
first echelon,.and to seize'an:area which would facilitate
further operations;under favorable conditions.

-The division's task for the day may be to seize
a position or an area at a depth of 80 to 100 km.

A regiment of the first:echelon is given
immediate and ,subsequent'.tasks'and an axis for its further
offensive. , 4.: '..

The regiment's immediate task consists of destroying
the first echelon of the enemy division in the regiment's zone
of;the offensive: In some cases 'lthis task may coincide with
the division's immediate taskW. f

The regiment's'subsequent task may be to rout the
enemy's reserves and to break through his defense throughout
the whole depth of the formationof the division 'of the first
echelon. ;' , ,

If.-the'offensive is conducted without the employment
of nuclear weapons, the divisionts (regiment=s) tasks will
usually be smaller in depth. -'

The combined-arms reserye (second echelon) of the
division (regiment)'is given: movement routes and possible
tasks. The tasks are specified before commitment: to combat.

221. As a rule, the combat formation of a. division
(regiment) in an offensive consists of one echelon with the
assignment of a strong combined-arms-reserve. The first echelon
must be capable of. breaking through the enemy's defense and
developing the offensive at a fastyrate. In the division's
reserve there may be one or two regiments, and in a regimentt s
reserve - a battalion.

When breaking through a prepared defense echeloned
in depth, the combat formation -of a division (regiment) may
consist of. two echelons.

222. On'a division's main axis of the offensive,
tactical airborne forces may be landed from helicopters in
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order to surround - the enemy seize and hold areas:(lines) on the .movement'routes of reserves crossings andsuitable sectors; for forcing watereserves, asngsdestroy the enemy's nuclear attack weapons, a l

" .Th." irore frcs 18r',usual ly composed oreinforced motorized rifle batalion tak m ereserve (second echelon) en from the division's

.cTo land the airborne ,teA necessary number,. fie t~ division, r'A Y.A

ld :::s.The preparation and planning of the airborne forcesl anding is carried:.out directly Eby' the ,divisional commnandingofficer and . his' staf f". the d coman

The departure area forttake-off is selected inplaces which have cover^ 'observtis l d wic-ensure that the 'distance .between them andthelanding areahcan be covered in the shortet'posibe ntime. lIn g selectingthe, flight path' t'o-:the landing "area heterrain the natureof the enemy's defense, and gthe'extent to which iteis to beneutralized are taken intooconsideration w4' 
.,d -

. 4 .. AAA4 A AAA

and tpeam of Asupportng te flight, the landingad'the ""combat " operations : of..the; :airborne forces ;:provis iong,is made to neutralize the enem 's ti oeaporc especillhis antiaircraft weapons 'and a procedure is also laid
down -for artillery and ria support ore th asorforces. ae t al su forhe airborneA A A

'' To"'call' for fire suprt an A fire,ar artiler foritcorrecting fire,ani artilleryofficer. with mieanas of;'commaunication 'must be ".with the commanding-officer f the rornecforcess

prprai Before'the troop ' over to. the offensivepreparetion Afire supplaid down, and' uring the offensive the' AA
troop are givend fire support e ATheA basic''elementsof, pre-paration fire and eire Pport e nuclear strikes'in con- "
junction with 'they.employment: of; chemical weapons and .with.fire from artillery and. tanks and atrikes b aircraft.

:i -yaicet
su -rt beso satpa tion in preparation :fire and ir'esupport, beside tactial iaisiles and'organic and attachedartillery of the divsion , .tank afrom the division's 

A.
reserve (secondechelon) asnawell as tactical missiles andA- artillery f disns 1n the army s reserve (second echelon)

A A
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are detailed. On behalf ,o tht; division, orme fire tasks
may be carried out by army fire weapons.

Tactical missile subul.its are not included in the
divisional artillery group.

On the decision of t.e divisional commanding officer,
a divisional artillery group and regimental a:tillery groups
may be formed from the complement of organic and attached
artillery of the division. The artillery and tanks brought
in from the reserve (second echelons)' operate as component
pa'ts of the artillery groups.

Part of the artillery subunits are assigned by the
regimental commanding officer to support battalions of the
first echelon;'during the offensive they may be subordinated
again to battalion commanding oftlicers.

224. Preparation"fire for the offensive is laid
down throughout the whole depth of, the enemy's defense, and
the main efforts are concentrated on destroying the most
important objectives.

The duration and pattern of preparation fire for
the ofEasive amk determJ ned, by the nature of the enemy's defense,
the extent to which it is essential to neutralize and destroy
the enemy's fire weapons and personnel, and the qu'antity of
nuclear munitions and conventional weapons of destruction
available.

In planning preparation fire, it is essential to
avoid routine in its pattern and duration.

Preparation fire for an offensive usually starts
with a sudden and powerful nuclear strike, followed by fire
onslaughts from artillery and from tanks which are detailed
for firing from concealed positions and for direct-laying
fire. In addition, nuclear strikes may be delivered in the
middle and at the end of the preparation fire.

Nuclear strikes are employed to destroy the most
important reliably reconnoitered objectives (targets) in
the enemy's defense, taking int.o account the safe distance
of one's own troops.

Fire weapons and personnel at centers of resistance
and at strong points, artillery and mortars, radiotechnical
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means'and control points against which nuclear strikes, are
not delivered are destroyed and neutralized by fire onslaughts
from artillery and tanks andby aerial strikes,dur.ing the
preparation fire for the offensive.> ' , -

~To~destroy fire weapons, and' demolish defensive
structures 'in the forward arealandgin~the immediate depth,-
use is made, fors direct-laying'fire, of.regimental 'and divisional
artillery gunis,'of tanks,' and -also of ,antitank.guided missiles.-

.".. '.'.

225.'VFire supportifor';attacking troops -is laid down
throughout the whole' depth of their'-combat task.' The change
from preparatiokfire to fire support must be!carried out n
a way imperceptible to the enemny and; ithout any pause.

T ' I f ( yI

SDuring preparation fie, tactical missiles are used
to destroy the enemy 's newly detected nuclear attack weapons,

44 
.I

4

his esevs' a.c ndl otrmporaint obje' ctiea stiS. .r .'

Sdl Artillery and tankd neutralizeand destroy the
enemy in istrong points which impede the advance~of'troops~
his tanks, artillery, and. antitank guided missiles, and they
prevent the enemydfrom counterattacking and maneuvering and
support the. committing to combat of reserves (second echelons)
andtheir operations inthe deptidftheenemy's defense.

Artillery and tanksroni reserves (second echelons)
usually support4'troop offensieso a'depth of 3 to 5 k.

4' r- j4 " r :" J. " " 4Fi} i ' i ' 4,'

' As .a rule,"'support for the offensive of. nits (sub-
units) of the first-echel'drais provided by concentrated fire -
and by fire againstindividual. targets. On ithe main axis onal .
the offensive, when asuffi'ient a'uantity ofartillery is
available, successive concentration-of'fire may be used.

' in.225. f ire otanlunits (subunits) which .arebrought i f'iin fromfconceleod firingpositions during
the period of preparation'fii'eand offire support of the
offensiveris planned ,by the e'cmrander of the ,divisional artillery
and " by thecommanding officers df 'atillerygroups. In addition,
thecommander o the divisional artillery ensures' that the' fire
is'tied in topographicallydetermines the procedure for directing
f ire, fixes the quantity of ammunition' to be used and the pro
cedure for bringing it upn and also organizes checks to see that
tank units (subunits) are ready tofulfil their fire tasks.

x'11 t r r Sd - . ;"4. ,..
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Fir ng positions for- tank units (subunits) are pre-
pared in advance in the area of the artillery firing positions,
onathe axes ot.the'impending, tank operations. ';As a rule, at
the firing positions tankskare disposed by companies.

227, "Aircraft support the division during the
- offensive in accordance ;with the plan of the senior commander.

In some cases fighter-bomber arcraft may 'be detailed to.
', support -the:""division's offfensive.°{Aircraft' participate in'

the-preparation fire andfire ;supportfor; the offensive,
provide cover-forrthe troops 'against.attacks from, the air,
support the landings of airborne'forces and .their. operations
in the enemy's rear area, andtalsosponduct aeriai: reconnaissance.

.Duringf'preparation "firei fori the of fensive, -aircraft
destroy and: neutralize the enemy as missile weapons and 'artillery
.one or two words missing .7 his reserves, control points, and
radiotechnical means. '' .7

During fire support of ;the offensive, fighter-bombers
deliver strikesz.onabehalf; of the division against small mobile
targets in the immediate'-depth-of=the;enemy's defense, against
newly detected nuclear attack weapons, and against reserves.
Aircraft strikes must c oincidejas- regards time and place, with
troop operationsespecially atdec'isive moments of combat.

228. 'The antiair defense of a'division (regiment)
is organized throughout .the. whole depth of the combat task and
is carried out continuouslyby its antiaircraft weapons within
the overall antiair defense systemjof the army. ,

- The' main effortes-of antiaircraft weapons are con-
centrated on covering .thedivision°s (regiment's) main forces
during the preparation for arid during the:offensive

Th grouping of antiaircraft weapons must ensure
the destruct on o the almenemy on the approaches to the troops
which are be ng covered .

229. :The main engineersupport tasks for the division's
(regiment's) offensive are: :-engineer. reconnaissance of the enemy's
defense, of ° bstacles and of the terrain in the zone of the
offensive; equipping of areas.occupied by troops before the
offensive, anc implementation of geamouflage measures;; preparation
of.routes fo ,the'moving up of tr'oops.to the enemy's"defense
position and isupport of maneuver during the offensive; .making
passages thr ugh artificial obstacles and obstructions
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equipping and maintaining crsig edae btces are
forced; setting up obstacles when repelling enemy c unter-
attacks -and, -strengthening positions.

230. To enable the divisin1 (regimenta ) commanding
officer to make adecision, recninaissance must est blish the
following: the grouping,.composition, and combat -e fectiveness
of-the enemy's troops, and-the nature of his. operat ons,
especially of hishtank units-- he places where nuci ar weapons
are disposed; the ftiring positionso1:f artillery and mortars
and the system of fire, especiallyiantitank fire; t e
forward .edge and 'the.nformation of the enemy's defense,
its <engineer. preparation andrsysteaof obstacles; t e extent
to which the-terrain is passabl, and tho natture of he water
-obstacles.

Aerial and radiotechnica. reconnaissance, especially
systematic aerial photography- are of great signifi ance for
revealing the enemy's defense.

Xmmuediately before. theoffensive is launc ed,- with
the aim of ensuring that preparation-fire is not di ected at
positions from-which the enemy2 hashwithdrawn or whi h are
weakly held, reconnaissance ini2fore i4s carried out

- 231. Before the of fensive is launched~t e division's
(regiment's) rear units land subuitis eplenish thei stocks of
mobile supplies~vevacuate..the~sick and wounded from units and
medical posts, carry out techriidal servicing of com .at and
transport vehicles, and also evacunte equipment whi h has not
been repaired. . .. .

During the offensive,stochks of materiel. re replenished
in such a way that the troops have 2all that-they ne d for the
next twenty-four hours ofac wombat, Dungthe offen iven rear
units. (subunits)are deployed a ially oricomplete y in places
indicated by'th e divisional eg (regimental) commanding officer.

The division's:medical bttalionand the ndependent
medical detachments of the army move behind the div sion's
combat formations°and wheninecessay, are deployed successively
indesignated areas. Regimental mrdica1-posts prov de mredical
first aid directly in the.combat formations of regi ents
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2. Offensive Against a Prepared Enemy Defen ive
- ; Position from the March

Offensive by a Motorized Rif le Division (Reg ment)

232. An offensive, from the' march from n assembly
area is the best way of achieving'secrecy of preparation,
operational surprise, and'; ninimumlvulnerability of troops to
iweapons of mass-destruction git thdsame" time it Calls for -
thorough planningeof preparation fire; 'of'the mov ng up of
units (subunits) to the enemy's:defense position and their
timely deployment for going over:to the attack in an orderly
and swift way . .-

The division (regiment) moves up from the assembly
area in a broaddzone and on as. many routes as posaible,',usually
under cover ofstroops who areein'direct contact with the enemy.

233. 'The assembly.areaof;tahe division; is designated
at such a distance';from the enemy'tiat the :troops are concealed
from .his ground'radar reconnaissance- and are out of range of
.his"tactical missiles andflonglargeartillery, while the time
needed for moving up to the. forward edge .is. as short as possible.
To deceive the enemy and to avoid creating a pattern, the
assembly area of :the division may be designated at different
distances from the~forward;edge and ito the side of..the sector
where the'breakthroughis to takeplaae. ci e

In the assembly area,' troops are disposed in dispersed
order along the movement routes -'ii the grouping laid down for the
offensive. Units are disposedb; byattalions with their attached
reinforcements. a - ° r - -

- The antiaircraft weapons of=.the division (regiment)
are-located :in.firing positions,'ready to repel ehemy air
attacks. - - -

In disposing the troops.the greatest p ssible use is
made of the protective and. camouflage features of, the terrain,
and shelters are arranged for personnel control oints; combat
equipment, transport, and materie. -r:

234. To-ensure the orderly moving up o troops and
the simultaneous "beginningof the attack; the fol owing are
laid down: movement routes,M.a departure line, control and
deployment lines for units (subunits), and also a attack
line. To protect one's own troops-from nuclear -s rikes which
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are being delivered against strong points in ;the enemy's main
defense line, a line is fixed which units (subunits) must not
cross before delivery of the ;nuclear strikes. J

- For each regiment, one or4,two routes are usually
prepared up to the first deployment line. "Subsequently. the
number of movement routes;:isaincreased :with the'aim of ensuring
the the deployment of -subunits"'into'approach march and combat
formations. In addition, in 'thedivision one, or two alternate
routes and lateral roads are prepared. -

Theline for deploymentiiinto columnstof- battalions is
,usually fixed at:8. to 12 km,'on te'assumption that units of

':the first echelon ,will'reach t7and 'deploy after .preparation
fire has started.' Th A1lne4 o deploying into columns of

'companies can be 4 to 6 km away< t

The attack line 'is designated. as near as possible to
the forward edge of . the enemy's'defense, behind natural features
which provide cover againsetant.itank and mac hine gun fire.

235. In preparing fs 1 an offensive, reconnaissance
of the enemy ia'carried outrth oughthe whole depth of the
division's (regiment's)' domb'attask.'" With thies aim,; after re-
ceiving the task .the headg artersimmediately organizes recon-
naissance of <the enemy by4 toghneal' means' and by observation
and also issues instructions'tS' onduct reconnaissance of move-

-ment routes,deployment.lires and areas of firing positions.
At the same time, it obtainesfrom the headquarters of the large

- unit (unit)"operating ahead details about "the enemy and about
'obstacles, and coordinates :withg'the.headquarters concerned the

''.procedure for'conducting:reonnaissance until the offensive
starts. - , &

'.4

Aerial reconnaissaince is conducted to a depth of
200 to 250 km.It must.=reveal' above'all the enemy's defense
in the immediate depth': With this:aim,'vertical and oblique

',aerial photography is carried 'ont2 'The interpreted photographs
are sent immediately to theadivisional commanding officer,
and subsequently maps :with theidetails filled in are delivered
to battalion":(batalon .idiviiong)'commanding officers.

"us is Torotnduct reconnaissance for the attacking troops,
use is made of the fortes arid means of large units'(units)
which are in direct contact;w th'the enemy. On instructions
from army; headquarters, they bnay'carry out reconnaissance in
force during which the;divisional commanding officer and regi-
mental commanding officers, with officers' from their headquarters
and from the arms of troops study the"enemy, especially his ' -
system of' fire, in the zone 'ofihe impending offensive, from
observation posts. -( = ,
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~ 23' (The proceduret'folldwed by the divisional

(regimental) "commanding officer and his staff in' planning
an offensive kdepends on the amount of time available and on

All measures int planning an .offensive must be imple-
mented secretl3and quickly, taking finto account that as much
time as possible.should be allotteito. prepare the troops for.'
the impending operations '- (,

On receiving th combattaskw, the divisional'
(regimental) commanding officer c1arifies it, gives ins-
tructions to. his'statf. re;gardinthe organizing of 'reconnaissance
and regarding the.inecessary preliminary~ instructions afor the
preparation.of'troops for the attack and also about the pro-
cedure fore reconnoitering. u

After assessin'thensituationthe divisional
(regimental) 'commanding "offic stdiied theo enemy, especially
throughout -the :depth of .the .immediateltask,the' support
available for; aind the combatcapa o ities of. histh'own troops,
"the ,radiationand hemicalsituatiori and.the nature of the -
terrain;, he determines the'ttaskifor~f ire weapons , and f or'
motor ized trif le and t ankV units $(subunits) ,.as t we ll -as the >

procedure for.moving outothe assembly area,' and he then makes
aidecisioniand'sets, the tasks. :when-necessary, 'to clarify -
individual matters, the divisional "(regimental) commanding
officer calls inthis chief ofstaffeand the commanders of the
arms of troopspand foservides: a a a t p

'. 237 When setting" the comat' tasks ethe divisional
commanding offi"er lays down in hisdider 'the following

-for :regiments of heffirst echelon -- their .
-reinforcements, theimmediate and subsequent
. tasks, the axes of .further advance, the move--
ment routes from themassembly area, the procedure
for deploymentst and the attack line;

--- forthe combined-armsreserves (second echelon)--
the possible combat tasks and athe procedure
or 'moving;': § "t

- for. tactical missiles,artillery, and tanksa
brought in for firing from concealed firing
positions -..eAtheduration and pattern of preparation
fire, the tasks during preparation .fire and~during
fire support for the offensive, the composition of

. ."artillery groups the'procedure for moving out to
f trin'{g positions ,the stime by which they are to be
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;occupied, and the time by which troops are to be
ready to open ire -

- for the antitank reserve and the mobile obstacle
detachment - the pmposition, the. procedure for
moving," and po sib' .' deployment 'lnes;

for antiaircraft uni~t - the-tasks for c overing
more:- troops whilehe yrnmoving up to the attack

line and duri.g they:offensive.

In. addition, the divis'ional commanding officer defines
more precisely the targets for irtrikes by aircraft operating in
the division's zone of the offensive; and sets them further'

2tasks. t V s ;

For the tactical airborne forces, if they are .being
used, he- lays 'down the composition the combat, task, the time ,
when the forces are: to be ready:fortake-off' and the procedure .
for landing, the measures to bertaken to' support .the. landing
and the operations of the airborne(fforces, and the communications
procedure. 4. ->

238. 2' When setting-combat Etasks, the regimental com-
manding officer lays down in the combat the following:

- for battalions-of the -first echeson - their re-
;;inforcements ,;the immediate "and -subsequent tasks -
the:axes'of, furtherg;advance, the movement -routes

'romthe assembly2.area',;the procedure for deploy-
4 ment , and .the attack ,line , a

-:for the tank battalionW-- the task and the allocation
of tank subunits for=,the direct support of motorized
riflebattalions, ,+ r;

- 'for, the' combined-arms-reserve (second echelon) -
the composition, the possible combat tasks , and " .

._the procedure for :moving; < Y

- or attached and reg'imental' artillery- -- the tasks
' or the period "of .preparation -fire and-fire suppor t

'-:fot the of fensive, ; the number ' of guns'~and combat -
vehicles Ltth'ant.itank guided missiles =brought' in
fordirect-laying fire, the firing positions,' the
time :and procedure';for ocupying them, and also

2' w, the time when tho t ronps are:-to be ready to open
>fire; 2 -, 22 j.
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- for the a titank reserve - the composition, the
procedure ifor movingr and possible deployment

239.is Immediately.'after he combat orderghas been
issued , collaboration is organized in the division 'in regard
to tasks, axes, lines,land ,timing ,;and in .the regiment - in
regard to tasks,' lines and .timing <It is worked ,out in greater
detail throughout the depth of the $immediate task.' .

While reconnoitering is going, on, the tasks of units
(subunits) and the pro edure for collaboration are clarified
on the ground: '° .

In planning ollaboration, the divisional:' (regimental)
commanding officer pays the main attention to coordinating the
operations of units (stibunits) with nuclear strikes, with artillery
fire, and with strikes by aircraft: and he lays down the sequence
of operationsawhen attacking the'enemy forward edge and seizing
important objectives in the depth of- his defense, the measures
for supporting the cumfnitting to'combat of.the combined-arms
reserve (second echelon) , as ;well; as-the measures for repelling
the enemy's counterattacks; and ,he also establishes the general
reference points and s.gnals. - iji

In coordinati ng the operations of units (subunits) when
they are moving up to the forward edge of the enemy's defense, the
divisional (regimenta;) commanding officer specifies the lines
for deployment into columns of battalions and into 'columns of
companies, and the attack line. - ".

.. ." ... .5 ..

If airborne forces are operating on the division's
(regiment's) axis of the offensive, the procedure to be followed
by the advancing troops for.joining up with the airborne forces,
the signals .for mutual; recognition and target designation, and
the radio procedure for communications with them, are laid down,

240. To male more ,precise the decision made and the
tasks of units.(subunits), and to coordinate the procedure for
collaboration, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer
carries out a reconnoitering on the basis of a plan worked out
by hi.s staff. - '-f r

During the reconnoitering, the following are made
more precise:
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-- the forward edge and the approaches to it, the
strong points, the disposition of fire weapons,
particularly antitank ones, gaps in the enemy's
defense, and the presence of obstacles in front
of the forward edge; -

- the axis for theznairi strike the sectors where a
. 4 ;breakthrough is tobe made and the axes on which

>. regiments are to'advance,, the combat tasks of '
units (subunits) .Y '

-- the objectives against- which nuclear strikes are
to be delivered arid targets which are to be dealt

'with by chemical.weapons, artillery fire, tanks,
and strikes by aircraft;

'-the firing positions for tactical missiles,
artillery, and tanki and the time and procedure
for occupying.then;.'

-'the procedure for:$'roop collaboration, including
collaboration with'units (subunits) in direct con-
tact with the enemy, and cooperation with adjacent
troops; , .;;;

'4:. - the movement routed; .thie control lines, the deploy-
ment and safe distance lines, the attack line, and
the number and location of passages through obstacles;

- the places where control points are to be deployed.

With the aim of accelerating the work on the ground,
reconnoitering in a division"(regiment)'may be done by several
reconnoitering groups. ".

The mainwork in making more precise the. combat tasks
and the procedure for collaboration between troops is done by
the divisional (regimental)D mmanding officer assisted by the
commanding officers of regimente,(battalions) and the commanders
of the arms of troops . - "A"'-K.

Elaboration of movementaroutes, determination of
measures for their preparation, and the organization of commandant's
services and of traffic control are carried out by -independent
reconnoitering groups.

r 'Nt
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After the divisional (regimental) commandin g officer
has carried out his reconnoitering the commanders of the arms
of troops and ~services and also the commanding officer of the
artillery group carry out work onthe ground with their sub-
ordinate com t nding officers andgommanders during which they
make more precise the procedure for the combat employment, of
units (subunits), arms of troops, and special troops in fulfilling
their tasks:Ftt x F

241R On the basis of the commanding officer's decision,
divisional (regimental) headquarters, together with the commanders
of the arms of troops and services, works out the combat order,

:F"instructions for the support of troops, the plan for moving up
* units (subunits) to the .attack line, and lit conveys these to
the troopswha will carry 'them 'out;:it -organizes the commandant's
service and traffic control) sets up the division's forward
command post (regiment's command post),: organizes control, and
also checks oni the preparation 'of ;the troops and the engineer
equipping of thovement routesa 'd firing positions.

242 In organizing the commandant's, services, divisional
.(regimental) 'headquarters designates route commandants and allots

them the necessary forces and means for traffic control.

Traffic control posts'are set up in advance at
departure points, at control lines 'and lines for deployment
into columns bf battalions and of: companies, as well
as at the line which the troops must not cross before the
delivery of nuclear strikes.F F

243.. Engineer support for the offensive is organized
by the unit engineer on the basis 'of the divisional (regimental)
commanding:officer's decision In.doing this, the main efforts
are directed toward ensuring a fast.'rate for the offensive,
the moving of? troops to .the attack' line, the equipping of the
firing positi'ons of the artillery's tactical missiles, and the
making of pasgages through obstacles..:

To .move units and subunits to the assault line, use
is made of'existing roads, while cross-country routes are also
prepared. The preparation of routes is carried out by the
forces and means of the division and by engineer-road subunits
attached to ity

" Passages through ones aown obstacles are made before
the offensivl is launched, and through the enemy's obstacles --
as a rule during the fire preparation by means of explosives,

:F .. .
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and by the forces and. means' ofthe division's reinfo cements
-together with subunits of engineer-troops of the uni s which
are in direct"contact with the enemy'"Subunits of e gineer
troops ensure the movement of:troops through- the pas ages.

When the attack starts f, in addition passag s through
mine fields.are made by .tanks'equipped with devices or clear-
ing mine fields. A' - At A''

For engineer support ofy the offensive, as rule,
motorized rifle and tank units and subunits are rein orced by
subunits of engineer troops.'

. ::..t" ~J~
- 244. While troops are moving to the forwa d edge,

the divisional commanding officer controls them from the for-
ward command post, and the regimental° commanding off cer -
from the command post, which' are 'set .up 'on the divis on's
(regiment's):> main axis.The divisional"(regimental) commanding
officer arrives. with a group of staff officers at th se posts
not later ,than the time at'whichthe troops begin,to move for-
ward from the assembly area4& "I <. -

-Control- of troops"when they are moving up s carried -
out by wire and mobile means of communication, and f om the

.beginning of .fire preparation,- also byradio.

' The division's ;command post moves behind t e troops
of the first echelon in readinessito'take'over contr 1; when
the units of the.first echelon dbepleyit occupies a position
which has been prepared forn<it in advance.

A- -A

The regimental deputy commanding officer 1 ads the
regimental column moving up.-

:. Zero hour "Ch" :for'the attack as well as the time
for the delivery of nuclear strikes are communicated by the
divisional.(regimental) commanding:,officer to cumman ing officers
of subordinate units (subunits).-through the herfdquar ers in the
assembly area 74 to 5 hours befori'ethe troops start 't move up.

245. Troops begin to move :up from the assembly area
at the appointed time upon receiptof a signal from the divisional
commanding officer.. .' . ' '

-. .. - .. *' . '

range The first to move out areitactical missiles and long-
range artillery, and also antiaircraft, weapons detailed to cover
them." Then;the rest of the artillery and the tanks, brought in

'Al ' .. -12 'A, f
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for firingtfrom concealed firing'positions, move out with .a .
view to being-ready to open fireAglgto 2 hours befote the

' attack starts." H-hour").,Ammunition for artillery an tanks for
preparation fire and fire suyf~ fis delivered to fiting positions
in advance. 11 r -l? r L

i ts of the ira echelons out in
;;folumns of regiments or columinsgof battalions. Battalions move
together with .the reinforcements" attached to them. Antiaircraft
subunits ofa c the regiment are d istribute d-among the columns . As
they approachithe enemyd defensehthe regiments (baitalions)

Rof the first echelon deploy successively into columns of,"
battalions and columns of ompanieson,thealines ind cated to

'e chemical defense-'ompany moves behind he division s
irt echelon.in readinressitseloyin order to proide full

special treatment to subunitscwhich have been exposea to radio-
active and chemical contaminatioii

ngineer subunits de ailed to support the oving of
troops to-the attack linemove out in advance to secors o
the routes which are difficult to cross and assist the columns

to pass through them. --

The combined-arms reserve (second echelon) of the
Segiment moves 8.to 12Jcm behind the battalions oft e first

echelon, and the combined-armsreserve (second echelpon) of
the division:-- 15 to 20 km behind the first-echelory. In some
eases, the combined-arms resee b(second echelon) o a division
may start to move out of. the assembly area when the irst
echelon begins the attack.mi-at.' -'

aa 'The first echelon ofntihe division s (regi ent's) rear
a reatroops moves behindmthe at achelon of the t oops moving
out. tr.1

Y'

The second echelon ):ear area troops St rts to move
out of the assembly area at the time laid down.

" " :;246. If the enemycarriss outscounter pr paration

while the troops are movingupto the attack line, he divisional
commanding officer, byustngthe artillery, tactica missiles,
and tanks for firing from concealed .firing position , which had
moved out earlier takes step to neutralize the en my's fire
wea pons . o frn fo p
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Units (subunits) disperse and speed up their movement ;
if necessary, thpy make detours around contaminated zones and
areas which are:,under: heavy bombardment.

S .When the subunits of the ffirst echelon lose their
'combat effectiveness, they;are replaced by the combined-arms

-:reserve (second echelon) of .the regiment. Simultaneously with
this, the divisional (regimental)?commanding .officer takes
measures to eliminate the effects of nuclear attack.

,* 3/ ~ ~ t ,;. ,3 . 3 '.

When conducting counterpreparation against the enemy,
".on instructions from the army'conmander, preparation fire may
"start before the appointed -time.:;4, ,; ,'

" -247..- Preparation fireystarts'on a signal from the

divisional commanding officergsimultaneously on all sectors where
the breakthrough is to be madea,> ;>

,: ;:.During preparation fire thedivisional (regimental)
-'commanding officer observes:ithresults of nuclear strikes and

the fire of artillery and .tanks'and also-observes the operations
of aircraft. At the same time the ground:'zeros (centers) and

: heights of ,nuclear, strikesiare:determined, and the:tasks of
:firo weapons for the period of preparation fire :and fire support,.
especially'.ini'neutralizing:newlygdetected sites of.missiles, guns,
mortars, and other weapons, areuma'de more .precise. When subunits
of the first echelon move up.to;thegobjectives to be attacked,
.the divisional'.(regimental) commanding officer gives the signal
"to commencef ire support. ," t 3- '-

248. During preparation'f ire, tank and motorized
rifle subunits continue .to, moveyto the .enemy's- defense, deploy-
ing successively on the lines designated for them. . On approach-

-''ing'the attack line, subunitsj adopt combat formation, quickly
clarify the objectives to be attacked and-the passages through
mine fields, and on a signal,;from the'divisional (regimental)
commanding officer, go over to the attack.

The signal to startthe iiovement to the 'attack is
'given by the divisional (regimental) commanding officer on .the
basis of the zero hour ("H.hour"'and the distance of.the attack

.line, and in such'a way :that the regiments of the first echelon
attack the enemy simultaneously. ;

Tanik and 'motorized cifle 'subunits, supported 'by artillery
ire and firing on .the move breakswiftly into the. forward edge of

the enemy's~defense, destroy his personnel and-fire weapons, and

-1~~29- r -.; 3 " ' -.
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continue the advance without stopping, The troops which are in
direct contact with the. enemy destroy and neutralize his fire
weapons primarily on the e f lankgsof>the attacking troops .'

On axes where strong :points in the forward edge have
been reliably'neutralized, mototized rifle subunits attack in
combat formation from armored personnel carriers immediately
behind the tanks. p , '' t 'j3 '

'r. - 3 1 'tr.

On those axes where the enemy is putting up resistance,
especially. with antitank weapons;motorized rifle subunits attack
on foot. The armored personnel carriers continue to move forward
and support the attack of'their subunits with machine gun fire.

249. ?During the breakthrough'of the enemy's defense,
the divisional (regimental) :commanding officer makes the tasks
of the troops more preciseconcentrating the main efforts on
axes where there have been successes.

The offensive of the troops is supported by concentrated
fire from artillery and tanks firing from concealed firing positions
and by ,direct-laying fire. t

t

When enemy nuclear;"and "hemical attack weapons are
detected the divisional (regimental) commanding officer takes
steps for their. immediate destru ion.

Unita..(subunits'.of the first echelon, supported
by fire from all'eapons and exploiting'gaps and breaks, boldly
make detours around strong points and centers of resistance,
destroy the enemy in them by'blows against the flanks and rear,
and move on swiftly into the;depth of the enemy's defense. On
those axes where: the enemyjdoesnot put up any organized resistance,
motorized rifle.subunits move:i-forward in armored personnel carriers
behind the. tanks." During"the' offensive, close support tanks may
become separated from motorized rifle subunits, without loss of
collaboration and communications-with them.

Troops of' the first echelon, while developing the.
attack in depth, at the samejtime°extend the sectors where the
breakthrough has been madein"the direction of the flanks,
destroying the enemy throughout the whole zone of the division's
offensive. -"

To develop the'breakthroiugh at a fast rate, special
importance attachen to resolute operations by the tank regiment,
which must. break through boldly into 'the depth and destroy the
defending enemy and his reserves by daring blows from the march.

r,
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Aircraft support the attacking troops, neutralizing
and destroying the enemy's nuclear attack weapons, his artillery,
and his immediate reserves, as well as other important targets.
When tactical airborne forces are dropped, aircraft cover their
flight to":the area where they are to be dropped and support
their combat operations.

250. Obstacles and natural obstructions detected
during the breakthrough are circumvented. If it is impossible
to do this, passages through mine fields are made by tanks

equipped with devices to clear mine fields, as well as by
subunits of engineer troops advancing in the combat formations
of battalions of the first echelon.

Zones of radioactive contamination are crossed on
axes which will ensure the fulfilment of the combat task and
the exposure of personnel to the smallest dose of radiation.

251. The fire resourcos or a division (regiment)
are relocated during the attack in such a way that they are
able to provide support for the troops to attack at a fast
rate.

Tactical missiles change location by batteries. In
some cases, a missile unit may change the location of all its
component parts at the same time,

The moving of artillery to new firing positions is
carried out in such a way that a large part of it (two thirds)
can support the attacking troops with fire.

The moving of antiaircraft units is carried out
successively by batteries or groups of batteries in such a
way that continuous cover for the attacking troops can be
provided. Antiaircraft self-propelled mounts move directly
in troop combat formations, destroying the enemy in the air
from tho march or from short halts.

252. During the offensive, divisional (regimental)
headquarters must make more precise the tasks of reconnaissance,
must know the location and state of its own troops and control
them firmly in combat in accordanec with the commanding officer's
instructions, must not allow uhLts (subunits) to be cut off
/ one lino missing_7 manouvor by forces and weapons for the
swift advance of troops and the :ryouting of the onomy.

During the offensive the divisional (regimental)
comnanding officer moves behind the first echelon in such a
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way that he is able to exercisemhis personal influence con-
stantly on the operations of units (subunits), especially on:
the axis of the main strike. -

253. If tpe enemy .deivers nuclear strikes, the
divisional (regimental) Commanding officer takes decisive
measures to continue the offensive by troops of the first
echelon, forming composite detachments if necessary or
committing to combat the'combined-arms reserve (second echelon) .

At the same time';4thesdivisional (regimental command-
ing officer takes steps to reestablish"the combat effectiveness
of units (subunits)'which have beenisubjected to nuclear attack;
he moves the antitank reserve; and:the mobile obstacle detachment

" to the threatened axis. 'i'' '-' '
{ i

254. During the;'offensive' reconnaissance elements, as
they move forward, pinpoint the areas.where the enemy's nuclear
"attack- weapons, strong points, hnd ,centers:of defense are sit-
uated, the nature -of the operations of :enemy reserves, the loca-
tions of control points and radioelectronic means, and the pre-
sence and nature of obsta~cles and1 natural obstructions.

Reconnaissance groups are usually dispatched to
carry out reconnaissance of the enemy._

Deep reconnaissAncegroups dropped in the rear are
given specific tasks for: further reconnaissance of the enemy's
missile units and reserves. ', " -

The division's'radioreconnaissance subunits operate
directly behind the combat'formations'of units of the: first
echelon. They carry -out.reconnaissance at short halts by
intercepting radio transmiasionsi>and *also by D/F'ing. -.

-Aerial reconnaissance 'establishes the existence of
enemy defense lines .in°:the deptl',"watches for reserves moving
up, and -determines the3.disposition areas of the firing positions
of tiissiledts and artille .as well as the locations of
control points and other objectives'.

Divisional headquarters'and theheadquarters 'of. a
regiment receive aerial reconnassance reports directlyfrom airborne aircraft. - = '

255. -The routing of:,the enemy reserves which are
moving up for counterattack is achieved by strikes with nuclear
and chemical weapons, by concentrated artillery fire, and'direct-
laying fire from tanks,as well as' by strikes by aircraft, and
is completed by. a ;swiftstrike by:'the advancing units '(subunits)
against the counterattacking enemy'at the same time as they -are
developing the offensive in depth.=:

' y" In the event of a counterattack by powerful enemy. for-
ces, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer moves the
antitank reserve, the mobile'obstacle detachment, and .part of

1



the forces of the first echelon onto the axis where his tanks
are threatened. Units (subunits),which have been given the
task of repelling the enemy deploy from the march on the indi-
cated line and destroy the enemy ;by fire from all their weapons.
Simultaneously with this, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer neutralizes and destroys the counterattacking enemy by
powerful fire strikes, while the main forces deliver strikes
against his flank and rear and continue the attack in depth.

256. During the development of the offensive,"the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer moves up the com-
bined-arms reserve (second echelon) at a distance that will
enable him to commit it to combat in time to build up the
strike and develop the success of the first echelon. If
necessary, part of the forces of the combined-arms reserve
(second echelon) or all of them can be committed to rout a
counterattacking enemy.

The combined-arms reserve (second echelon) is
committed to combat in the gaps between or from behind the
flanks of units (subunits) of the first echelon. It is :
essential to replace quickly reserves that have been expended.

The task is given to the combined-arms reserve (sec-
ond echelon), or is made more precise immediately before it is
committed to combat.. In doing this, the divisional (regimental)
commanding officer indicates the nature of the enemy's opera,
tions, the deployment line and theltime'at which it is to be
reached, the immediate task and.the axis of further advance,
what reinforcements there will beand the procedure for collabor-
ation with units of the first echelon and with adjacent troops.

The committing to combat of the combined-arms reserve
(second echelon) is supported by artillery fire and strikes by
aircraft, and is covered by antiaircraft weapons. Nuclear and
chemical strikes may be delivered against the most important
objectives. The divisional (regimental) commanding officer
ensures the timely shifting of artillery fire to support the
combined-arms reserve (second echelon).

257. On receiving his Combat task, the commanding
officer of the combined-arms reserve (second echelon) immediately
organizes reconnaissance, communicates to commanding officers of
subunits the latest information about the enemy and the positions
of the troops operating ahead, indicates the deployment line and
the time it is to be reached, the immediate task and the axis
for further offensive, and the procedure for collaboration bet-
ween the regiment's subunits, with adjacent troops, and with
the artillery.

The combined-arms reserve (second echelon)- moves up to
the deployment line in dispersed ordergand at great speed. On
approaching the deployment line, subunits of'the first echelon
deploy into combat formation-andsupported by fire from all wea-
pons, attack the enemy from the march or continue .to move in
approach march formation, with close support tanks ahead of them.
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258.: During the comple tnof the breakthrough of
the enemy's defense, the divisional, (regimental) commanding
officer makes more precise theitask of units > (subunits) or
sets new ones, directing their Jefforts to the rapid develop-
ment- of success in depth' ands id' ithe;directions of , the f lanks .
If necessary, forces and weaponsare regrouped on the- axis
where the greatest success has' been attained. ';"

' To seize important positions' and targets in -the depth
and crossings over' water obstacles' ,as'well as to fulfil other
tasks, the divisional commanding officer, and sometimes-:also '
the regimental commanding'officer, sendsh:out'a forward, detach-_,.-
ment. It is formed of the'regiment!(battalion) df,'the'first'
echelon which has achieved'the greatsti success 'or of sone in'
the combined-arms reserve','dThevregiment (battalion)' assigned
to form the forward detachmentis reinforced, by artillery,. and
subunits of engineer troops' wit'h crossing 'equipment, while the
motorized rifle battalion:is:inaddition, also reinforced by
-tanks ... t ;,°; -: . '

" The divisional .(regimental)5'commanding officer indicates
to the forward detachment;what'its composition will be, the axis
for its operations , its task and?,the"stime by ;which.,it.is to be
fulfilled, and also'the 'way~in whicb it will be supported by- air-

.craft and artillery. < - f ' f'-: c-' f, -

259., -The 'commanding officer,'of the unit'(subunit)'--
assigned to form the forward detachment, on-receiving his task,

" sends out reconnaissancesforceaadetermines the-procedure for
moving the detachment and-the composition°of.march security ':
sets tasks' to subunits, andorganizes collaboration., 'i N

" - In carrying out-ats ta sk;'the-forward detachment
pushes on resolutely into the:depth, without getting involved
in. fighting 'to"take separate atrongpoints,7 and from the-march '
seizes the indicated position(objective):nd,'holds it until it
is reached ;by the' division.:s (regiment's) main forces.: - - : -

" 260, A-swift an'cVdeep breakthrough by the attacking
troops may create favorable-'conditions' for surrounding'the-
enemy. The. division usually'carries-iout an encircling operas
tion in collaboration with other larg units' (units), and with
airborne forces by..moving'.its Unitssubunits) onto;the flanks
and rear of the enemy and ,outting his routes of withdrawal.On
the axis / o.ne line:. missing 7 the offensive until the immediate
task has seen completed.. k 6 'd

-The destruction of Asurrounded enemy is achieved by
coordinated strikes by the attacking troops with the aim of
splitting ,him up and annihilating' him piecemeal. The sur-'"
rounded enemy. is destroyed-by nuclear and chemical weapons,
by fire from artillery and tanks, and strikes by aircraft.
The areas ir4 which nuclear and chemical weapons are to be used
must be known to the ,attacking troops. -
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Units advancing toward each other must know the axis
of each other's operations, the lines where they are to meet,
the boundaries of artillery fire, the prearranged signals for
meeting, and the signals for-coasing fire. In addition, they
are duty bound to mark clearly the positions of' units and
subunits for their own aircraft. -

Attempts by the enemy to break out of encirclement
must be countered by massed artillery fire, aircraft strikes,
and the employment of nuclear and chemical weapons against
groupings which are preparing the break out, by setting up
obstacles and maneuvering reserves tofard the axes of the
breakthrough, with the aim of routing ,the troops which are
breaking out by strikes at their flanks and rear, or by block-
ing their route.

261. In cases where the enemy's defense is laid out
on the basis of a plan to hold up the attacking troops from
the front with small forces,. while the main forces are to be
used to deliver counterattacks from previously prepared lines
in the depth of the defense, the destruction of the covering
troops is accomplished by specially assigned units (subunits)
which must destroy the covering troops quickly, push on into
the depth, and seize from the march the enemy's prepared lines
for deploying to counterattack.

The main enemy grouping while still in a disposition
area, and especially when it is moving up to counterattackis
destroyed by nuclear and chemical.weapons, fire from artillery,
and strikes by aircraft. The division's main for s are employed
to deliver a strike against the flank and rear of he enemy troops
which are moving up to counterattack, and to develop the offensive
in depth.

262. The reserve division (second eche n) of the army
is committed to combat from the march mainly in g s in the combat
formations of the attacking troops.; The division oves up to the
commitment line along as many routes as possible, a grouping
which will ensure rapid deployment and minimum vu erability to
enemy nuclear and aircraft strikes, with reconnai ance subunits
and movement protection detachments in front of i . If necessary,
to seize an advantageous line for deployment, for rd detachments
or advance guards are sent forward, and under the cover the
artillery and tactical missile subunits deploy.

While the division is approaching the c bat commitment
line, the divisional commanding officer communica s to the units
the latest information about the enemy and the po ition of the
troops operating ahead, and makos more precise th tasks of units
of the first echelon and the procedure to be foll ed by them in
deploying and collaborating.
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The division moves up t6 the combat commitment line
in march formation. On approaching the: combat commitment lines
units of the first echelon deploy into combat formation or
continue to move in approach-march formation. '

To support the commitment 'of the-division to combat,
on instructions from the senior};commander, artillery, and air-
craft are brought in, and strikes by;;nuclear weapons may be'
delivered against the most important'enemy objectives.

Offensive by a Tank Division (Regiment),

263.. The-tank divisionswhchl has great fire and
striking power and great mobility' is: capable. of breaking
swiftly through the enemy's defensegfrom themarch, of develop-
ing an offensive resolutely at a>t.fastyrate,' and of conducting
combat operations successfully ;when cut4 'offfrom the army's
main forces. - '' "4

s ~ 444'> 1 ':

The tank division may attack in the.-first echelon
or it may constitute the army's reserve (second echelon).
When attacking a prepared enemy defense in the first echelon,
it is employed on the main axis 'to destroy the enemy's main
grouping . t C Q,

264. The, tank division 'inthe first echelon is
given its immediate task, the axis for further advance, and
the task for the day in seizing an' area (line) up to 100km
in depth. In addition, the tank'division's commanding;
officer is briefed on:-the possible tasks'for the division
during the next two to three days' of combat operations .

* '- ,4

The immediate task'of-the tank division is usually -
to break through the enemy's defensethroughout the whole
depth of a division of the first echelon andto destroy his'
immediate reserves. -

The immediate task' of the. tank regiment of the first
echelon is to destroy the units in the4 first echelon of the
enemy division operating in its zone of attack and to break
through the main posit Lon in the defense. In some cases,
this task may coincide with the-division's immediate task.

The tank regiment's subsequent, task may be to
break through the defense throughout ,,the whole depth of a
division of the first echelonand todestroy the enemy's
divisional reserves in collaboration'with adjacent troops.

The general reserve (second echelon) of the tank
division (regiment) is givela disposition area, a time, move-
ment routes, and possible combat tasks: . 4 4,

265. 'The combat formationHof' the tank division
(regiment) on the offensive .usually consists of dne echelon
with the assignment of a strong reserve

r4 a'4 45 4 k a '



S'a rulo, tho firsttijcholon-in' theocombat.formation
of tho tank division (regiment) consists of tank-regiments
(battalions) roinforcod with.motz'izod riflo subunits.;;.;,

During the breakthrough of the onomy's dofonso,
subunits of.tho motorizod riflo regimont are attached to'
tank rogiments of the first ocholon. ;If-in tho division's

- zone of offonsivo thor nr strotches"'of terrain and water
- obstaclos which tanks would .find difficulty in crossing, the

motorized rifle regiment may,;advanc'r"in;;the first echolon.

The hoavy tank regiment f3' ';4 wordsamissing ~ in
the reservo of the division,for ;- 4 words missingj in
combat with tank [~-4 words misaing in -the depth of his
defonse 3 -4aords missingJ for firing with / -- 4 words
missing. ' In individual cases' /73 -- 4 words missingj
strengt oned defenso /~3-- 4 words missingf 'oporato in the
first ~3 - 4 words m ssing', f'

266. In pro aration for d--4 words .missingj -
division is located 3 -4 words missing7 area, which,-as
/3 - 4 words missingj sido sof the axis of [3 - 4 words
missingf operations.

In the assembly area, thelivision (rogiment) is
deployed in .a dispersed mannor, and ;the regimonts (Qattalions)
are arrangod along tho movement routos' and at the side of .
thorn ia grouping plannod for the''offonsive. The-troops mako
the maximum use of tho protectivo features of the terrain and
equip various sheltors. :Enginoor preparation in the assembly
area should be carried out if -possible before the arrival in
it of units of the'division. r- - '

Whilo the division (regiment) is'in this aroa, spooial
attention is paid to ensuro:the concealmont of tho dispositions
of units (subunits) and to camouflaging the tankR against aerial
reconnaissance and enemy agents, as well as against the enomy's
radiotochnical means. The movemont of all types of transport
must bo seoverely rostricted. ,

267. The division (regiment) moves out of the
assembly area on a wido zono and secrotly. Tank battalions
movo out mainly off roads along cross-country routos.

With the aim of ensuring an ordorly,.moving of tho.
division (regiment) to tho sector whore it isto break through,
its timely deployment into combat formation and tho achievo-
mont of a concerted attack, cross-country routes are staked
out, and the departure line, control lines, and deployment -
lines for units (subunits);and also the.:attack,lino,.aro fixed.

268. Reconnaisennce of'tho -enemy is conducted through--,'
out the whole depth of the tank division's (regiment's) combat
task. SpeCial attention .is=paid by"roconnaissanoe to the-timoly
detection of the enemy's antitank defense system, of the areas
where his tank rosorvos aro situated; and the:.axos on which
they will operato, and also sto .dotormining the' nature of the .
terrain in the division's (regimont's)'zono. of tho offensivo
and whether-thore are any antitank obstaclos.: With'this aim,
after receiving the task, hoadquarters;immodiatoly organizes '.

reconnaissanco of the pnomy' by-tochnical moans and .by obsorvation ''
and issues instructions to conduct roconnaissanco of movement;;:.. -" .
routes, doploymont lines, and areas ,for firing positions" ::
Simultaneously with this, it receivos information about the
enemy and about obstacles from the hoadquarters of the- large
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unit, (unit) operating ahead coordinates with it the procedure
for conducting reconnaissanc until:. the offensive starts,' and

- also puts, ina request to liihef headquarters for' aerial
reconnaissance. ,

269. On rece ivinguthe'combat task, the commanding
officer of the tank division ( egiment) makes a'decision,
sets tasks to units (subunits) and oiganizes'collabor'ation.

"Asa rule, ..the making of' a decision', the setting
of tasks for the troops, sandthe, organizingeof collaboration
are done on a map and then made more. precise during reconnaissance
on the ground . .. . ;, Su>

-In making a decision, the: divisional .(regimental)
commanding officer makes/a' specially thorough study.,of the -
enemy s antitank defense' y edgeand in the
depth, of, the dispositionsof:his:tink reserves and the=
possible axes on which theyi'willoperate, of the passability
of the terrain, and of. the presetnrce"of obstacles and natural
obstructions. , " ' - - 'Q*M '1, -4'

., Y ( S t .

'In setting tasks, :thesdivisional" (regimental),com-
manding officer lays down in his combat-order-the following:

- for regiments (battalions) of the first echelon--
the reinforcement ,eapoans, the immediate, and sub-
sequent tasks,,the- axes for further. advance,:the
routes for moving the procedure for'deployment,
and the attack elne . -e

- for the generaleresbeive (e'ond echelon)-the
* possible combat itasks; and ,movement' routes , ;the
I proc:edure for briiging, in thd division's reserve

(second, echelonrijo- firing from concealed firing
positions, what:,rif l'O'stibunits are. to be used to
prepare and deliverammunitions to tanks, the -;
quanttty of ammtnitior~to be expended, and the
procedure for acimulating stocks of it at firing
positions; -

-- for tactical miss.tles and artillery-the duration
and pattern of preparation- fire,, the tasks during
preparation fitre 'and during ,fitre support of ,the
offensive, the'timecatahic.hf irtlng positions are
to be occupied;, and the time.at which troops mustbe ready to open,.fitre ..

- for ant taircraft".uniis .(subunitts)-the tasks for
covering trcops when-they"are moving up from the,"
assembly area, when -they are at 'deployment "lines-
and during the offensivetthe firing positions,
and the time at .which}they are to be occupied.

* , , ' G
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In addition, the divisional commanding officer makes
more precise the objectives: for strikes 'by, aircraft assigned
for support,- and sets them additional;tasks. for destroying the
enemy and conducting aerialreconnaissance. .

-d The: time at whichnuclearnstrikes'are to be delivered
and "H-hour" ' are communicated -by the divisional
(regimental) commanding offiderto-commanding officers of units
(subunits) through his staff>in theassembly area four to five
hours before the troops start tomove up

270.. Collaboration in the tank division is organized
in regard to tasks axes "lines fand timing 'and in a regiment-
in regard to tasks, lines and timing; It is organized in
greater detail throughout, thegdeplh of the immediate task.

Collaboration isorganized in the form of short
instructions on matters that were not dealt- with when the
tasks were set. 4 " ,

In planning collaboration,;the divisional (regimental)
commanding officer. is obliged to ,

- indicate at what-time and against what objectives
nuclear and chemical strikes are to. be delivered,.
the safe distance lines, and the ways 'in which
units (subunits) are to bperate. with the aim of
rapid exploitation of'the results of. the employ-

- ment of nuclear and chemical .weapons;
.-. . F1 

" ,

- coordinate the: operations of units . (subunits)
between themselves andwith adjacent troops in
regard to lines and axesswhen attacking the
enemy's forward "edge and developing the fight
in the depth of his defense;

- determine .the methods of making passages through
obstacles and the order in which subunits are to
cross them :

S-- specify the procedure for the moving up and
deployment of units (subunits) and coordinate .
their operat.ons=with-troops who are in direct
contact, with -the enemy :

- determine the procedure for the operations of units
(subunits) if the enemy counterattacks;

-- fix .the general ref erence points andsignals for
collaboration. , ' 4

39 r .L
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In addition, therdivisionalicordnanding officer determines
the procedure for transferring;command of the motorized rifleuunits
attached to- tank regiments of the first echelon and for the further
employment of the motorized riflebegiment..

271. 'To make morezprecise the decision made the tasks
of units (subunits) ;':and collaboratibo the divisional ;(regimental)
commanding officer usually carries ut'a4 reconnoitering during
which he deterin~nes the following:. ;t;

- the contour of the;forward edge, the strong pointst, he
disposition of:antitank;weapons and.obstaclesthe gaps
in the enemy's 'defense,theiexistence of sectors of ter-
rain difficult sto cross'iniffront: of the forward edge and
in the depth of ther deferise ;

- the axis .for- the main+ trike;-the sectors where break
throughs are 'to be' made'ani the 2axes° on which the regi-
ments will advance;the combat tasks of units (subunits)-;

-- the enemy objectives against which it is planned to use
nuclear and chemical weapons, fire from artillery and
tanks, and strikes by a ircraft; j

- the firing positions of tactical missiles, artillery, and
tanks detailed to-fire from concealed .firing positions,
and of antiaircraft:units (subunits) ;and the time and
procedure for. moving :them to' the' firing positions;

- the procedure for collaboration of units (subunits) among
themselves and .with troopsnwho are in direct contact with
the enemy; ,

- the places where and .thetime when passages through ob-
stacles are to be madethe ways in which they are to be
marked, And the proceduresfior crossing the obstacles;- -

- the movement routes'the control lines, the deployment
lines, and the attack' line;'

-- the places where control po nts are to be set up.

272. Divisional (regimental) headquarters, together ,
with commandex's of the arms of troops"and the'services works
out the combat order, instructions for the support-of troops,
and the plan for moving units" (subunits)'to the assault line,
and it conveys these to the troopslwho will carry them out,
organizes commandant'ssorvice and'traffic control, sets'up
the forward command post of the division (command post of the
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regiment) organizes control),and also checks on the preparation
of the troops and the engineer:"equipping of movement routes and
firing positions i ' ..

.n organizing:the commandant,'s service divisional
(regimental) headquarters'appoins commandants of routes and
assigns the necessary forces andeepons.

.Traffic control posts, are set.up in-advance at
departure positions, control-lines ',and,at lines where deploy,-
ment into columns of battaliorisaiddcolumns of companiesi is'
to take place, and also on the~attack line. '

Subunits of ,engineer troops with mechanical equipment
and prime movers are'sente.forward "in advance to sectors of
terrain which are difficultto cross.

* 273. In .organizing engineer support for an offensive
by a tank division (regiment); thedmain attention :is paid to
supporting the moving ufrof units:andsubunits to the attack
line, to the crossing of;obstacles.by-tanks, and to ensuring .
advance at a fast rate s

- To .moVe up a tank;divisiori from the assembly area,
besides using the existing:roadsg as many cross-country routes
as possible are staked out arid crossings over obstacles are
constructed. Usually-not aesthattivo. movement routes are
prepared for each regiment tf the first;echelon,;and also one
or two reserve°routes erdi i' ndd:lateral .roads.

Tanks cross mine';fields through passages 'made by
subunits of engineer troop anrid also make use of their own
equipment for mine clearance;;4, _ .

In forcing water obstacles from the march in the
depth of .the enemy's defense tank.units and subunits cross
over captured bridges, through fords, submerged., and on
crossing equipment. ; s r

For engineer 'support-tof4the offensive, as a rule
tank units and subunits'are reinforced with subunits of
engineer troops . -v--.: > ;

274. When the troops oarmoving up to the forward
edge, the divisional commanding officer controls them from.
the forward command post and thecommanding officer of a
regiment -- from the command:fost, both of which are set up
on the division's main axis:.The divisional (regimental)
commanding officer with a group of officers from his staff

,Y~~ .4 4
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arrives at the indicated postb y the time .the troops begin
to move up from the assembly 'area." '

The divisiont s command post moves with the troops
of the first echelon ,in readinesse.totake' over control.
When the units of the first echelon 'deploy, it takes.up a
position which has been equipped for it in advance.:',

' . When the troops'move forward to the attack line,
they are lead by the deputy regimental commanding officer.

275. The tank division' (regiment) starts to move
from the assembly areagtto they attack' line on the instructions
(signal) of the divisional (regimental)Ycommanding'officer ;
and its move, is made secretly,;at great'speeds and'in a-
grouping which will ensurespeedy deployment and orderly
shift to the attack from:the'march, and also minimun. vul-
nerability to enemy nuclear strikes. . ... .

Missile subunits, artillery, and tanks brought in
to fire from concealed firing positions, ;as well'assome of
the antiaircraft units,-take up th'eir;firing positions in -
such a manner that they' will be'Zteady"to open fire and'cover
the advancing units of the divisionl.5 to 2 hours before

*- -. .the attack is launched("H"- our) '> ,

As a rule, the movingp' and occupation of the firing
positions is carried out atenight with the help of night vision
equipment or under conditions :of limited< visibility with obser-
vance of measures for camouflage..

Regiments of'.the f irst, echelon of the tank division
move out of the assembly. areaincolumns of battalions or
columns of regiments, with :march protection detachments on
each of the routes. : , y ., ;

The ger)eral reserve (second echelon) of the division
(if it is not brought in to fire from concealed firing posi-
tions) moves up along several'routes at a distance of 15 to 20
km behind the regiments ofdahe first echelon.

276. Before the tank division goes overto the
offensive, preparation .fire is'ilaid down during which special
attention is paid to neutrallzing=the enemy's system of antitank
defense and, in the firsetplace, rto destroying his antitankguided missiles. . - ', '-2 s °

Preparation fire for the offensive usually begins' with
a surprise nuclear strike of'high yield, followed :by shelling by
tanks firing from concealed firing positions and by artillery.
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- .. Nuclear strikes are. delivered mainly aga st the
enemy's nuclear attack weapons9 against his most,£ ortant
.defense centers, .and. against heistank :reserves.

Artillery and tanks/firing from conceale firing
positions destroy and neutralize the enemy's tanks artillery,
antitank weapons, and :personnel'4in strong points

'Aircraft deliver:'strikes against objecti s. in the
depth of the enemy's'defense which are not destroy by
nuclear weapons and art illery fire.: '<;

To annihilate ^fire,,weapons and destroy d ensive
structures in the forward area :and inz:the -immediat depth,'
extensive use is made of, tanks and antitank guided issiles
for direct-laying fire. ' " 'Y" _ gi

The organic and-attached artillery of'th division
is usually attached to regimentsof the,first eche on. Part
of the artillery; mainly:,long-range weapons, ' remai ,at the
disposal of the divisional'ommanding officer.: ' ,

When divisional artillery gets considera le re=
inforcements for the period of preparation fire; a tillery
groups are formed . -' , .

Fire support for the. offensive is carrie out by
aerial strikes and fire"from'tanks and artillery .t roughout
the whole depth .of the division's:combat task.

- Artillery and'tanks: neutralize'and destr y. the'
surviving and newly detected;anttankweapons, art L1ery.
and tanks of the-enemy;;' prevent;theenemy from co nterattack-
ing, and support the commitmentitocombat of the r erves
(second echelons) and their operations in the dept of the
enemy's defense: Tanks firing from'concealed firi g positions
support the offensive up,=to a depth of: 3to'5 km. o destroy
reserves deploying fora counterattackantitank g ided missiles,
andseparate strong points extensive use is made f concentrated
fire by tank companies and battalions of the first echelon and of
the reserves at long range (three to five ikm)..
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Firing positions for tanks rought in to ire from
concealed firing positions are seleated near the a roach
routes in such a way that the tank units,(subunits), after
carrying out their fire.. tasks;anould be' able to t e their
place in the combat formation of? the'division (reg ent) at
the proper time. The necessary.quantity of ammuni ion is
brought-up in advance to the;firing positions of t nks, while
motorized rifle subunits are'deaiedsfor the task of -preparing
and passing the ammunition from the ammunition sto ks on the
ground to the tanks. '

During fire support, aircraft deliver strikes against
mobile and static targets in the. immediate depth and against
newly detected nuclear attack weapons and reserves of the enemy.

277. During fire support'; tank units (subunits) of
the first echelon move up 'to the attack line, deploy into com-
bat formation, and on a: signal'romn the;division.al (regimental)
commanding officer, go over.:tothe;attack. When approaching
the attack line, commanding offcers of subunits specify the
targets to be attacked and the lpassages through obstacles.

When the attacking subunits reach the attack line,
tanks and artillery detailed fordirect-laying fire increase
the weight of their fire', ; ^ .' - ,

At the same time: ;the' subunits in direct contact with
the enemy employ all their fire weapons to destroy the enemy's
detected antitank guided missiles, his entrenched tanks, and
antitank guns . s r-;

Tank subunits and themotorized rifle subunits attached
to them, supported by all-forms of fire and by aerial strikes,
and firing from tanks and with small arms, break swiftly into
the forward edge of the'enemy's defense, destr.py, him, and move
on without stopping." y "" *s

278. Continuing thel offensive, tank subunits: destroy
the surviving fire weapons and'personnel in the enemy strong
points by firing and delivering strikes at .them from the march.
Against antitank guided missile,; entrenched tanks, 'and .guns,
use is'.made of concentrated f ire from tank platoons and companies.

Strong pointsbwhich'hold-up the advance of subunits of
the first echelon are neutralized by fire from tinks and artillery,
are blinded by smoke, are, circumvented and are destroyed by strikes
against their flanks and -rear'delivered by subu$ ts assigned for
this.. purpose from the resbrves or second echelo s.
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279. During the breakthrough of the enemy's defense,
the divisional (regimental),;commanding officer concentrates his
main efforts. on the axesjon'whichnthe greatest success has been
achieved, striving to ensure ..;swift,advance by the troops into
the depth. v; " +

Units (subunits) of the'first.'echelon, while develop-
ing the offensive into the depth, at the same time extend sectors
of the breakthrough toward the f.lanks, cut.-off .the enemy's lines
of withdrawal, and, in collaboration with adjacent troops, des-
troy the enemy throughout the wholeazone of the division's
offensive by strikes at his flariks:and rear.

For the swift crossing of'areas subjected to nuclear
strikes and of areas in which the enemy:.is not putting up any
organized. resistance, .tank subunits;make- extensive use of.
approach march formation. ,

280. Counterattacking units (subunits) of the enemy
are neutralized by aircraft strikesiby concentrated fire from
tanks and artillery, and are 'destroyed by an attack.from .the
march. The main forces advance, resolutely into the depth with
the aim of reaching the flank and .yrear of the enemy's main
grouping and routing it. -< -

In repelling a counte attack (counterstrike) delivered
by superior enemy forces the ,tank"division's -commanding officer
dispatches onto an advantageous:lines a heavy tank regiment and
antitank weapons and, employing strikes 'by nuclear and chemical
weapons and fire from tanks and artillery, inflicts defeat on
the counterattacking enemy and then completes his rout with a
strike by Ithe main forces., " . K.

281. During the offensive, all commanding officers
and headquarters must constantly Conduct reconnaissance of the
enemy, must know the position and state of their own troops,
must control their troops firmly;in'combat without- allowing
units (subunits) to lose contact/ wth the enemy, must maneuver
their forces and weapons quickly' and exploit any success -
gained for a swift advance by the troops.

During the offensive, the tank division's (regiment's)
commanding officer moves behind the first echelon in such a way
that he is constantly in a position to exercise his personal
influence on the operations;of units (subunits), especially
on the axis of the .main astrike:' ' ,

282. During the offensive, reconnaissance detachments
and groups penetrate boldly±into .the depth of the onemy's defense
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and establish the places where ,his nuclear weapons, antitank
weapons, and artillery;arealodated, 4 the°approach of enemy '
tank reserves ,-his defensive; irie; in depth, and where obstacles
and natural obstructions ie

Deep reconnaissance groups, dropped in the rear, are
given specific tasks for.' theireconnaissance of missile units
and subunitsand also of reserves .- 

Radio.reconnaissance 'subunits conduct reconnaissance
on the move by intercepting radio transmissions and by D/F'ing
from short halts. i

Aerial reconnaissance clarifies :the 'existence 'of
enemy defensive positions; in the depth, Ewatches' for, reserves
moving up, determines, thedisposition areas;of ;the firing: -
positions of missile units, ;and also the placeswhere there;
are control points and other targets..

Divisional headquarters and regimental headquarters
receive aerial reconnaissance intelligencedirectly from air-
borne aircraft. . : ,' ~

283. The success gained by troops of the first
echelon is followed up by concentrating fire against -the
most important enemy .objectives=bythe;continuous advance .
of units (subunits) of the first echelori and also -by. com-. .
mitting the general reserve :(second .echelon) to combat. The
tank regiment (battalion)'initlh6general reserve- (second echelon)
is usually committed to :combat'from:.the. march;into the gaps
between or from behind the''flanks,of- units (subunits) of the
first echelon. Exhausted resei'vesiare replaced quickly.

The committing to combat of the reserve (second
echelon) is supported by all forms of fire and covered by
antiaircraftweapons. " °'

The reserve (second echelon) moves up to the combat
commitment line in dispersed -order'at a fast speed.. On approach-
ing the combat commitment;lin- subunits, if-necessary,. deploy
into combat formation anc"supprted by fire from all weapons,
attack'the enemy from the march and in collaboration with sub-
units of the first echelon destroy him and advance swiftly intothe depth.- . -

284. As a rule, zone of radioactive contamination are
crossed by a tank division (regiment) without halting the offensive.
Tank regiments cross contaminated zones [by, the shortest .axes with
the lowest level of radiation The motorized rifle regiment makes
detours around contaminated zones -orcrosses -them behind: the tank
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regiments after a drop in the high levels of radiation. If
the situation allows it, the tank division may make detours
around zones of radioactive, contamination with all its units.

285. During the development of the offensive, the
tank division and tank regiments:may send forward detachments
to seize crossings over water obstacles, important .lines and
objectives, and also for ;rapid linking up with airborne forces.
The forward detachment is formed;of:units (subunits) of the
first echelon which have achieved'the':greatest success or of
units (subunits) from the generalreserve (second echelon).
In expectation of having to force."awater obstacle; a motorized
rifle :regiment may be detailed ,fromnthe'tank-division to the
forward detachment. Units;(subunits)which are detached to
operate as forward detachments".are; reinforced by artillery,
antiaircraft subunits, and'subunits of engineer troops.

Without becoming involved in the combat; forward
detachments penetrate swiftly into the depth, seize the. object-
ives (lines) indicated to' theme and hold them untdl the main
forces arrive.

286. After breaking through the enemy's'defense,
the tank division breaks away;boldly:from the main forces of
the army and, making broad'use of "maneuver and :not getting
involved in protracted fighting for}"the"capture of separate
points of enemy resistance, develops:success swiftly into the
depth. Supported by aircraftandmissile troops and collaborating
with the airborne forces;. it'pitsup:the enemy groupings, routs
his reserves: in meeting engagements ;prevents the enemy from
setting up defense on intermedihte'lines; destroys his nuclear
attack weapons , and disorganizes the work of his rear services .

When the tank division (regiment) is operating in
isolation from the main forces of the army; special attention
must be paid to securing the flanks"and rear. With this aim,
reconnaissance and.protection on:thefilanks are reinforced,
and echelon formation is adopted for the combat formations of
units (subunits). The mobile :obstacle detachment and reserves
are pushed out to the threatened flank. --

- 287. The tank division of the reserve (second echelon)
of the army has the task of building up the strike and swiftly
developing success to a great depth. ',

The division is committed to combat from the march
into the gaps between large units of the first echelon or from
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behind their flanks1 The division moves up to the combat
commitment line at great speedihnmarcti formation in a
grouping which will ensure rapiddeployment and the minimum,;
vulnerability.' of the txoops to enemy nuclear;'strikes; with
reconnaissance subunits and movement;, protection detachments
in front of it. If nedessary;,the' division (regiment) may
send out advance guard' orgforwardidedtachments. To ensure -"

secrecy and to achieve surprisefin;at tack. 'the< division moves
up to the combat commitment linedusuall.y at night or under
conditions of .limited #isibilitywith; the use of night
vision equipment and. with the observance of camouflage measures.

Units. of they first echelon ,of -the'division, on
approaching the combat commitment line;,adopt combat formation,.
destroy the opposing epemyfrom the&march,; and advance swiftly
into the ;depth. to carry out ;the tasksthey have been set.. .If
the enemy does not puttup an organizedresistance, the division:
is brought into the zone of .the;;offensive .n. approach march .:
formation or in columns . approach march

For supporting the commitment of the division to
combat, on instructions from the;commranding officer /ffour
words missing 7 aircraft and artillery are brought .i,.. while I'.
nuclear, strikes may bey delivered and other. means of mass
destruction may be used against the enemya's:most important
objectives . _ ,1 >

.' c ,.a"', ._ ' 2 , ,

3. Offensive Against a Prepared Enemy Defensive Position'
When in Direct Contact awith Him

288. An offensiv& againsta prepared enemy defensive
position when in diredt contactiith him is usually carried out
by troops who have begn on the defensive after the necessary
regrouping and occupation'of aedparture area. ,

When conditions are- favorable for the concealed
approach and deployment of<>.troops infront of. the forward
edge, the offensive when in direct =ontact with the enemy
can be started by troops moving into the departure area from
the depth. .

289. In attacking when in direct contact with the
enemy, the division (regiment) is. allotted a departure area
which must ensure concealed ,disposition of the troops and
steadiness on their part if;' the; enemy goes over to the
offensive. In the departure areakthe personnel, combat
equipment, and transport must' be i'nprepared shelters which
provide protection againat nuclearstrikes and against fir4
from conventional weapons. f < . , .
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The departure area is prepared in keeping .i'Fone
line missing 7 with the plan worked out by the divisiorial . .'
(regimental)~headquarters._sThe preparation of the departure
area is carried out mainlyat nightt'in.the' guise of strengthen-
ing the defense. Objectives whiche.are prepared and equipped
during the night are ithor.oughlycamouflaged before daylight.

When preparing a'departure area,' existing pits and,
other shelters, trenches and communication trenches are com-
pleted and new ones are'dug'firingipositions for: tactical'
missiles, artillery, tanks;and, antiaircraft weapons are
equipped, assembly areas ,for.tanksare prepared, structures
are established .for control points, ;the/combat formations
of troops are camouflaged againsttenbiground andairobser
vation, and roads and cross-country routes:are prepared;
sectors of terrain in the departure area are cleared' of mines.

290. For::the disposit on ;of the tank regiment and
tank battalions of motori'zed'rifi egrinents -before"the offen-
sive, assembly areas arealotted ata distance of eight to
twelve km- from.the forward sedge-iiiisuch a: way that the tanks
are able .to reach-the attackslineduring the period 'of' pre-
paration fire. In the assembly;areaUthe tankiregiment.
(battalion) is disposed in dispersedorderr(by companies), :
and the tanks are in shelters.and 'are thoroughly. camouflaged.

291. As a rule; the :division (regiment) moves into
the departure area at night and secretly in accordance with: a
carefully .worked out plan. -u ' ; .

Newly arriving large .urits (units) move into the -
departure area at. the same time as the troops previously.
operating in this area are :relieved. '

When occupying the departure area, the first to move
up and deploy are tactical missiles and artillery brought in
to destroy the enemy's nuclear attack:.weapons and to engage
his artillery; as well asisome of the°antitank~and'antiaircraft weapons.
Then the rest of the artillery and t tanks which 'are taking part
in the preparation fire move up. Simultaneously with this,
communications, observation points and posts and also control
points are deployed . . ' < F t

The :rest of antiaircraft weapons move'up in such a,
way that they can cover the main forces of the division (regiment)
reliably while these are moving up and occupying the departure
area - -

* ~ ~ ~ ... :. .. , ,'r,.
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Motorized rifle units (subunits) of the first echelon
ove into thee departure a usuall during the night before

the offensive

They move up subunits along roads and prepared 7cross
country routes. - On approaching'the line which is surveilled. bythe enemy's ground observatioriposts,. motorized rifle'subunits
dismount in places. where'therebis°cover-and move into .the areas
allocated to ithem by concealed oitesVgcommunication trenches,:
and trenches .. . 4 " .

{ /. fi , ,, "C . .,-.

The combined-arms rreserve (second echelon) moves up
to its allocated dispositionarea during the night'before the
offensive, ad sometimes after ,theoffensive has'been launched.Tflk u ifF f tp fnse has bee'lunced

Tank units attacking' inehe first echelon, and close
support tanks of motorized, rifle subunits, usually occupy the
assembly areas during the 'night beforethe offensive.

292. The work of theYdivisional"(regimental)-
commanding officer in planning;';the'offensive is usually:
carried out 4n the ground.and mnist be'completed before the
troops move into the'departure area , _ ..'e

- Onlreceiving thi combat task', the divisional (regi-
mental) commanding officeroclarifies'it'. and and gives direct-
ions to his staff regarding'the'organizatbn of reconnaissance'
in the impending zone of:,the offensive sand also .regarding :the
necessary preliminary instructionsor'the preparation of ,
troops for the offensive, thetimwhen tasks are to be set,and the procedure for work'on the' oround. ............. . w.,. "4 ,; , '

When making a'decision-and setting tasks thedivisional (regimental) commanding officer, besides -general
problems, determines the cdeparture'areasfor the offensive
and the time' when they are Stos'b eccupied" ,theassembly ''"

areas for tanks and .the .procedure for their advance to the
attack line,j the areas where: thecombined-arms reserve
(second echelon), the antitank}reserve, and the movement
protection detachment are to be'disposed, and the routes to be
used by them in moving totheforward'edge: ..

If the occupation of'the,.doparture area is to bepreceded by egrouping'and Ireliefaf'troops, then the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer;.gives" instructions about the
procedure for doing this.
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293. In carrying ou.t<~;econnoitering,t:t divisional
(regimental) commanding officerdetermines. the foll ing: the
forward edge and the approaches to it, and the stro points;
the disposition of fire weapons';especially antitan weapons;
the gaps in the enemy's combat/formations,.and whet r there
are obstacles ih front of the'forwardedge;'the axis of the main
strike, the sectors where -regimentsof-the first ec lon are
to break through the defenseigthexis of attack of egiments
(battalions) and their combatjtasks ;;the enemy obje ives
against which nuclear strikes are. tobedelivered .a. ,against
which chemical weapons;-artilleryffire, fire from t ks,,and
aircraft strikes are tobenuised;Ythe departure area for regi-
ments . (battalions) of the 'first echelon and the rou s for
moving to them; the assembly'areas and deployment 1 es for

- the attack by tanks and.:theprocedure to be followe by them
in passing through the corbatformations of motoriz rifle
subunits ; the areas where reserves-(second echelon) re to be
disposed and the routes for theirapproach to the f ward edge;
the firing positions fortactica-1missiles, artille , and
tanks detached for firing.from conjceiled firing pos ions; the
procedure for collaboration beiweentroops; the- nat e of the
work to be done by engineers to tcompiete the prepar ion of
the departure area; the'number of-passages through stacles
and where they are to be made;'the places where con ol points
are to be set up. - -

In addition, the regimental commanding of cer
specifies the firing positions for guns and tanks d ailed
for direct-laying fire, and, for the combat vehicles f antitank
guided missiles . .: ' U

294. The forward command post~of the div ion- is set
up on the main axis of the offensive in' aplace fro which the
divisional commanding officer can personally observ the oper-
ations of the troops and .direct them) while the com nd post
of the division is set up behind the combat formati s of
the regiments of the first echelon

The command post of : regiment is usually ituated
in the system of trenches arnd ccUnmunication trenche behind
the combat formations of. battao the first ec lon.

295. When preparing;forthe offensive; t ops
occupying the departure area retain the previous ro ine in
their conduct and in the working of communicationsa d remain
in readiness to repel possible strikes from the eno on the
ground and in the air.
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Attempts by th .nemy blish the dispositions
of the division (regiment) by',rec'onaissance in force are
repelled by detached fire weapons:of subunits of the first
echelon and by part of the artillery. s

If it is detected that the enemy hc.s withdrawn his
troops from the :forward edge int?'6'the'"depth of his defense,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer immediately
reports this . to the commander of the army "(commanding officer
of the division) and moves forward part.of, his .forces and
weapons in pursuit of the enemy i4'-

Armored. personnel arrierstof motorized rifle sub-
units of the first echelon are disposed in dispersed 'order in
shelters on the axes on which their subunits are operating..

296. In occupying a departure area, the divisional
commanding officer, on the:.basis of directions from the army
commander, .takes steps in caseithe:;enemy carries out'.counter-
preparations, and possibly anoffesive:' ::rWith this aim, tasks
are given to missiles, artillery;raind'aircraft to neutralize -
the enemy's fire weapons participating in the counterpreparation.

During the enemy'saounterpreparation, the fire wea-'
pons and aircraft detailedy oxthisdtask":neutralize the enemy's
guns, mortars, and 'other weapons paticipating in the counter-
preparation; personnel,: excludingobservers and crews of fire
weapons, remain in shelters iri eadiness'to take their places
immediately, to repel .the "Tenemy'sDattacks T enemy's offensive
is repelled by all fire weapons ' .'

After, the enemy has carried out 'counterpreparation,
the divisional (regimental) 'conanding officer clarifies the
state of his troops and takes measures for the rapid restoration
of the combat effectiveness and readiness of his troops for
an offensive. If necessary , ,units '(subunits) of the first
echelon, which have suffered heavy*losses, are replaced by
the combined-arms reserve (second echelon).

In- some cases, .on .instructions from the army commander,
preparation fire and a transition to'the. offensive can be started
immediately after the enemy begins counterpreparation.

297. In carrying°out preparatiori fire for the
offensive, nuclear strikeslagainst.the enemy first position
are usually delivered with ammunitioni of. low yield. The
ground zeros of nuclear bursts are iselected taking into
account the safe distance of one:'sjbwn troops. Targets in
the enemy's .forward edge are destroyedand neutral' zed by
fire from artillery and tanks ffiringfrom conceale firing
positions, and also by fire from guns and tanks d ailed for
direct-laying fire, and by antitank guided missil
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For more certain destruction and neutralization of
the enemy in the forward area and"in the immediate depth,
close support tanks of..motorizedrifle subunits are. brought
in. With this aim, they move up during:the period of: pre-
paration fire to the line indicated:to .them and destroy: the
targets allocated to them by concentrated direct-laying .fire
from the spot. f ^

298. During preparation fire, Dall'commanding officers
are at their control points and'observe~the:results of :the
employment of nuclear weapons, ofAartillery fire, and of air-
craft strikes and, if necessary se'additional tasks to fire
weapons for the neutralization of;objectiveslwhich have :not
been subjected to the effects'ofinuclear weapons; they'also
check on the readiness of units (subunits).for going over, to'
the attack. "' ;

When nuclear strikes are&delivered against the f or-
ward edge of the enemy's defense, ubunits of the first echelon
remain in shelters in readiness to go over to the attack quickly
on receipt of a signal. S

299. The order (signal) forstarting the movement
of tanks and motorized rifle'subunits: into the-attack is given
by the divisional (regimental)'commanding'officer on the basis
of the time fixed for the attack and the distance of the tanks
and motorized rifle subunits from the forward edge of the
enemy's defense. '

Having received the order (signal)'a tank regiment
(battalion) starts to move from;the assembly area to the
attack line. In approaching. this:iline, the regiment (battalion)
splits up successively into columns of companies (platoons),
then deploys into combat .fomat-ion and attacks -the enemy from
the march. ' -' ,

In those cases when tanks have been on the defensive
in direct contact with the'enemy "they move into the attack
from the firing positions they have been occupying.

At the established hour'(H',-hour), the tanks and .
motorized rifle subunits, supported by :artillery fire and'
aircraft strikes, break swiftly into the forward edge of the
enemy's defenso, destroy his personnel and fire weapons, and
advance without stopping.

When the tanks and motorized 'rifle subunits start
to move into the attack, guns detailed 'for direct-laying fire
direct their fire at"'the forward edge of the enemy's defense,
taking care not to hinder the movement of the attacking
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'__ in
subunits. A large part 'of the'accompanying guns operate in
the combat formations of motorized rriflesubunits, and,by firing
from short halts, support the attacking'subunits. -

Motdrized rifle subunits usually'attack on foot or
from armored personnel carriers' behind ;tanks / firing from the
armored personnel carriers onythe move.

4. An Offensive Against an^Enemy Who'Has
'Gone Over Hurriedly to the Defensive .

During Combat Operations ,

300. An, offensive 'against,,an ,enemy ,who has gone over:
hurriedly 'to the defensive can, take place rwhen combat <operations
are developing in the' depth,;when:=the'enemy will strive to delay
the advance of our troops by going overto the,defensive on pre-
pared and advantageous lines a ,r ".. : '

A hurriedly occupied defense as characterLzed by the
following: incomplete readiness, andias-a result of this,
decrease in stability, an inadequately organized system of
fire, poor engineer preparation-of positions;; carelessly'
organized collaboration and -lack offfirmness in control,, as
well as poor mastery.,of the'"terrain,$ A 7:,;

The breakthrough of a hurriedly occupied enemy defense
is carried out from the march. The attack~by:units of the first
echelon is usually carried out independently as they approach
the defense line. ., , ,

301. The division (regiment) is given an immediate
task, and an axis of further advance. .

-The immediate task:bf thet division usually consists
of destroying the main forces of the opposing:enemy grouping
and of breaking through the defense throughout, the whole of
its depth. *,

The immediate task of a regiment of the first echelon
usually coincides in depth with the:task of the division.

The division breaks through the enemy's hurriedly
occupied defense on a wider front and wtthconsiderable gaps
between the regiments *of the first echelon. '

The grouping of the division'-'t(regiment's) "forces
and weapons is formed in conformity, withithe plan of impending
operations during the approach' toathe -enemy,!s defense. ' A
large part of the forces and weapons is included in the com-
position of the first echelon. The tank regiment is employed
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in the first echelon on the axis o fthe main strike with theaim of splitting the. enemys combat formation throughout thewhole of .its depth. ,,

302.e To disrupt 'an orderly occupation of thedefensive position bythe enemy, strikes by aircraft andartlley aemd. Nuclear and chemical .weaosaeepoeagainst the reserves moving up cal weapons are employed

enm' With the aim of seizing important objectives -in the
enemy's defense,.adcrai oniios:f or. the maain: forcesto go into combat from theosmarc't d o the regment send out forward detachments and advance guardshe-regi-

ee hprevent theu derly deployment of troops by the
enemy when he is taking up a :defense . line :and to disrupt 'con-trol, tactical airborne forces 'arel anded;a. to dsu cn

303. Themain task ofreconnaissance is-to establish
. the composition and groenemyof 

thh.e I or-irward edge, the organization of 'the&defense ndof the systemof fire, the presence of gaps andpenfeanks in ohis scombatformations, the disposition areas ofhisreserves n nd thelocation of obstacles. s , rs e

a Reconnaissance of 'the enemy is planned in advanceandis conuce y reconnaissance lf'dtchments; deep recon-'-:naissance groups, and also, bysnrectnaiscance groups rfromregiments of the first echelon. an g from ,. .

x Radio recnaissnce ubUntsoperate on the mainaxis immediately behind thenorward detachments and advanceguards .> They conduct reconnaissance .on'the :move: by inter-cepting radio transmissions and alsobytirectio bfinding
from short halts .. r

Aerial reconnaissance of the enemy is conductedmainly visually;, the data: being ;transmitt~iety:rm.~.from airborne aircraft. d directly from
304. , : ° .. , "304. The spocial eature in planning an offensive

agails t An enemy 'who .has -gone ovDer;°hurried Iy"to ;°the:.defensivelies in the fact that the makinof hrridlyito'the etngvof combat tasks, and the forming of thedpcisin, t acseltinthe breakthrough is done while movingroupi to accomplishdefense. The divisional (regimontu commandnge offcermakes the decision on the basisgof datafom reconnaissancebefore reaching the enemy' s.dfene y from rs

?I
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Tasks are given to;units (subunits) in the -form of
short combat instructions coinveyed by radio or through-officers
from headquarters . Simultaneously with the-setting of 'tasks,
instructions are given on.matters'concerning collaboration.

' AI T setting combat tasks', !,tthe divisional (regimental)
commanding officer lays down the "following :

" ' - .^ i. ., . ' aY t - L i l . .M 2 f .(

- for the forward'detachment:(advance guard) - the
reinforcements, ithe'axis of:operations,, the area

'(line) in the enemy's defons'e,which -must be seized
and held until' the division's (regiment's) main
orces approach and deploy, °A]

- for regiments° (battalions)of the main forces the,
- reinforcements;the combat tasks, and the axis of

furtheradvance i ? - A A 3

-- for tactical missiles and artillery - the tasks for
-, supporting the comba tof forward -detachments and

- advance- guards, =andalso the'tasks for the"period
of preparation fire and fire support for the- ''

offensive of the main forces. -

- During preparation fireand fire support, extensive
use is made of tanks for concentriated adirect-laying fire at,
long ranges : " -

305. The breakthrough of a hurriedly occupied enemy
defense usually begins -with'fighting: byAthe forward detachment
and advance guards who, .operating 'innagvigorous and bold way
on a broad front, burst swiftly itieeenemy's'defense and
break -up his combat formations, .-' -n -

R- A - '. \. .A.

The forward deta hment =attacks the: enemy from' the-
march and, exploiting gaps and :breaches, develops the. offensive.

By decisive operations-the advance guards destroy
the enemy's covering subunits;'setze the most important strong
points and his centers of resistance" ;thereby ensuring 'the -

deployment of the division's .(rgiment1's)"'main forces "for
launching an attack from the march and \swiftly developing
th.e offensive. A - A .. A:

306. The divisional;commanding officer and the "
commanding officers of regiments:of-the first echelon move -
behind the forward detachments-and advance-guards and'on °' A

the. basis of data from reconnaissance and of the fighting - - -

of the forward detachments and advance guards, specify their

.. .1.
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tasks to units (subunits),ofthe first echelon, to tactical
missiles; artillery, aircraft and also the procedure for
collaboration.

307. Tactical inissiez artillery, and tanks brought
in for direct-laying fireadvanceat the head of theycolumns
of main forces or along ,independent routes. As theyedeploy
at firing positions, they supportfthe fighting of the forward
detachments (advance guards) and support the offensive from
the march of units (subunits) of; the-first-echelon. ".Artillery
usually occupies firing positions near the movement routes.

Before the main'forces go :into the attack, prepara-
tion fire is carried out -for a short' time on the axis. of*'
operations of regiments'of th&'first. echelon. At the same
time, aircraft deliver strikes'and on"the' main ais strikes
are delivered by nuclear and .chemical weapons.

During the preparatien fire,: the enemy's fire weapons,
centers of resistance, and control points are neutralized and
destroyed. Tanks and guns: assigned for direct-laying fire
first of all destroy his antitank weapons. ,

" 308. The division's, (regiment's) main. forces approach
'the attack line in columns" and"in approach march rformation.

Regiments (battalions)' of the first echelon~as they.
approach, deploy successively into combat'formation and, exploiting
the success of forward detachments andadvance guards,and -
supported by fire from artilleryZ-tanks,'and aircraft,. strikes,
attack the enemy swiftly;&' eIotorized rifle subunits usually ;
operate in armored personnel carriers' together with tanks,
dismounting on axes where 'the enemyis putting up strong fire
resistance. Having burst into ,they enemy's defense, units
(subunits).exploit open flanks and, gaps' in the enemy's combat
formations, attack him resolutely on the flanks and in the
rear, and break through his defensethroughout its whole depth
at a high speed . 2

When fighting in the:depth, the divisional (regi
mental) commanding officer directs- his main efforts toward
breaking up the defending enemy and'destroying him piecemeal.

The division's (regirment'i combined-arms' reserve :
moves behind the first echelon in readiness to develop -its :
success.

-The enemy's reserves moving up for counterattack are
destroyed by concentrated fire from artillery, tanks, aircraft,-
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and by resolute strikes from themarch by units (subunits)
of the .first echelon The ant ank reserve and the mobile
obstacle detachment are dispatched to the threatened axis.

When the enemf w t raws he divisional (regi-
mental) comnanding officer immediately organizes his pursuit.

- 309.' Control.pointsaof the division and of: regi-
ments move at the head of marcihf!lumns;5' and by:he' time
preparationdfire begins:'theyideplnony theyaxes of-the often-
sive of the main forces "asclose as possible :to the;combat
formations of the firs 'chelon Duringcombat, troops are
controlled;from mobileposts, andalso'by the use:of heli-
copters specially equipped'with means of communication."

r-. .t c. .-

310. If an attempt to break" through a hurriedly
occupied enemy defense from the" march-has failed, the divisional
(regimental) commanding offiderplans an'offensive which involves
a short period of preparation'for!an attack in the shape of a
simultaneous strike by most' of the iorcesrotfsthe division -
(regiment) . - s 2

- +~ ,4Iz N s'

Abreakthrough'invoI ringa short period of prepara-
tion for the attack may,:becarr'iedout on the axis of previous
operations. or the efforts mayb switched to a new axis .

Units (subunits)'whchhave.made direct contact with
the enemy consolidate the lines they.have gained and take steps
to repel possible enemy counterattacks:'.

311. The divisional (regimental) commanding officer
carries out combat reconnaissance 7of- the enemy's defense and
specifies their combat'tasks to=units (subunits) and the pro-
cedure for collaboration between'.the units (subunits). Special
attention is paid"to the'detcti'o;ofobjectives for neutrali-
zation and destruction by nuenag>weapons," and by fire:from
artillery and tanks All:the.work in preparing a breakthrough
must be carried out in the shortes possible time

A breakthrough of a.hurriedly, occupied defense
involving a short period:ofNprepa'ation for the attack is
usually carried out after:powerfull preparation fire, during
which strikes with nuclper and 'chemical weapons may be delivered
against targets in the enemycs'defense. -

Fire support for the off ensive takes the form of
concentrated fire by artilleryandtanksfrom concealed firing
positions, and also of aircraft strikes and direct-laying.
fire from tanks at long ranges. ' ' + ,-.,
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Any success gained, even on a narrow fro ; is
immediately exploited to developthe offensive in le direct-
ion of the flanks and for a swift-breakthrough of e enemy's
defense throughout its wholedepth. <

5. Forcing of Water:Obstacles

312. The conduct 'of an offensive into g at depth
and at a fast rate -often compel troop sto force w er obstacles.

The employment of .nuclear weapons, the e stence of
amphibious vehicles and modern crossing equipment, s well as
the capability of tanks to;cross through deep ford and sub-
merged, permit the forcing of water;:obstacles from' e march
at a fast rate. ' -

When an attack is<developed successfully , as a rule
water obstacles are forced.from themarch on-a bro front.
If forcing from the marchthas failed, it is carrie out after
a short period of preparation h

313. Success in for ing from the march -achieved
by the following ways: T f' y

- conducting reconnaissance on a broad fro simultaneously
at the water obstacle-and on the opposit bank, and using
various forces and means for it ;

- making the adecision in good time and pla ing the forcing
before the troops approach the water obs dle;

- destroying the enemy by-istrikes with nucl ar and chemical
weapons and by fire fromconventional wea ons on the
approaches to the water obstacle and on t e opposite
bank; .

- thorough organization, surprise, and rapi ,forcing
on a broad front, seizingthe enemy's und maged
crossings, and also-by swift development f the
offensive un the opposite bank.

- timely moving up of'crossing:equipment to the water
obstacle, rapid equipping of crossings, a d skilful
handling of crossing equipment;'

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. -'- 1 2 t . . - " - . - . h' . _ -

- timely construction ofr passages througho a stacles on
the shore and in >the water,

- reliable covering .;of one's own troops and crossing'
against enemy air strikes - . r

-- .. ai _ .r
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To force a .water obstacle,,it is advantageous to
make use of sectors: where,'thhebankscare accessible and where
there is a valley providinggodcanouflage and facilitating
rapidity.of operations and- also those sectors where the
enemy's defense is weakest,- w *, ' ' *.. .

314. Reconnaissance in expectation of a. orcing.
operation must establish the 'following" ..

- the composition and nature of .enemy -operations on
the approaches to'the watereobstacle; the7 formation
of his defense on ,theyopposite bank, the .veakly.
manned sectors, of defense $the',disposition of his
."'"reserves, the existence of underwater and; other ,

obstacles, and also of coutaminated sectors;

- the- width, depth, the nature of ,the 'bottom and of.
the banks of the.wate obstacle,' the presence of
hydrotechnical structures .''

-- the condition of the existing crossings and whether
-. ':there are.fords, the most'suitable sectors for tank

" . .. crossings through'deep'fordsand submerged ,.>for
equipping 'landing-and ferry, crossings, and also for
laying bridges , <. . ' .

For the reconnaissanceof crossings by tanks sub-
merged and through deep fords; iengineer scouts with special
equipment are included in the composition of reconnaissance
elements . . . . : :

Aerial reconnaiss'ance of the enemy at the water -
obstacle is carried out mainlyvi1sually the data being
transmitted direct from airborne aircraft

-315. When carrying out aryoffensive involving the
forcing of a water obstacle°,the division:(regiment) may. be
set the same combat tasks in depth as' when it -is attacking
under normal conditions. ' .- -.

The pattern of the-division's (regiment's) combat
formation for forcing depends onthe plan of operations on the
opposite bank, the extent dto; wh:Ic% theenemy sh 'to be. destroyed
with nuclear and other weapons,'andialnoon the availability of
crossing equipment. The grouping= of., the 'division's '(regiment's)
forces and means for the' fDrc ng is 'formed during the approach
to the water obstacle " "

S .
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To forestall the enemy 'intreaching the water obstacle
and seizing the crossing, the"ld.vision° and regiments of the
first echelon send out forward detachments,, and the division
may, in. addition, land tactical airborne forces. With the aim
of destroying the enemybefor'e&thedwater obstacle and of sup-
porting the rapid moving up of the main .forces to the sectors
where it is to be forced, regiments of the first echelon send

- out advance guards : : , ,. .

Forward detachments (advance guards) from regiments
are usually detailed in the strength of a reinforced. motorized
rifle battalion . . '

316. When forcingsan. bstacle, the division (regi-
ment) organizes landing, ferry;and=bridge crossings,.crossings
by tanks submerged, and crossings'by fording.'-;The number of
crossings .is determined by",the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer on the basis of the:availability of crossing Fequipment,
the nature of the .water:obstadle, and the procedure established
for. the crossing by the troops'.i '

317.. .With the aim of ensuring'that troops .reach the
water obstacle in an orderly way'and of precluding congestion
of troops, a commandant's service is:organized at .crossings;
its main tasks are .traffic controlwhen'.the troops reach the
crossings, checking that'caimouflage measures are observed, in
departure areas (embarkation'places).and on the move, and
maintaining the procedureF1aid down at the crossings.

To direct the croaing of troops .on landing and=ferry .
equipment and over bridges, crossingcommandants are appointed
±'rom among commanding officers ofsubunits (units) of engineer
troops: which have. equipped these crossings.. On crossings for
submerged tanks, commandants are appointed from among officers
of units which are crossing.' ;', " -.

318. The tasks of engineer support for the forcing
of a water obstacle are thetfollowing: conducting engineer
reconnaissance of. the water:obstacleg;-equippingFmaintaining,
and camouflaging the crossings and ;approach:routes: to them;t

'making passages through obstaciesintihe"water and orithe banks;
direct support-of the crossings byroops;,organizat'ion of a'
rescue and recovery service and'lproitection'of crossings from
floating mines, as. well as agAinst enemy:sabotage operations.

: 319. When planning h offenive; :the" decion to
force a water obstacle from the 'march is made-on the basis of
reconnaissance data about the"enemy and on the water obstacle and
is made more precise when the torward 'detachments and advance
guards begin to force the obstacle.

6, - r '
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-In setting combat r the forcing of a water
obstacle from the march,, the divisional (regimental)>commanding
officer lays down' ther following:4' ''

' .. t ..

- for the forward detachment (advance guard) - the
reinforcements bthedxis -of, operations ,.the sector,

* .where the obstacle ht~/begfforced and the task on
the opposite" bank tliedjrocedure'.for' destroying, the
enemy, in front ff;-thegater -obstacle ;:;. .

. r rfor the'tactical airborne forces - the combat task
the time at which ithe orces, are ~to be ready and thle
procedure for ladn te measures to support, the
'landing and".the~operations.of 'the troops, the pro-
cedure or commu ricatoi& -s 3

-for regiments' battaions)'of the main forces -- the
sectors where the obsacleils toebe forced and where
:the crossings are togeimade, the ~tasks'on' the oppo-
site bank;. the~rir nfddenents in crossing'equipment,

"":the procedure forjarrivingat the water obstacle;.

-- for tactical missles and' artillery - . ta t

support the fightiro f (forward detachments and
- advance guards fas wellias 4.the stasks during',the

* preparation ffre ;"andisfire. support, of troops wheon
they'are forcing Athe obstacle; -rce -'.

-for the combined-armsk eserve - the, time and.pro-
cedure'to move u ftothe water obstacle, and to
cross it, the'possib1i tasks on the, opposite bank;

- for antiaircraft .unitsf(subunits) - the procedure
for covering troops.iwhile they are arriving at the
'water obstacle,. whilethey are forcing'it, and when
they are on the .oppos'iteibank'h.

- for engineer units>(subunits) -- the tasks in pre--,
' paring cro sing' a nd o ppoiting th e for co th

water obstacle.';n ,uppr n e ingo.the'>

320. The forcingof 'the water obstacle isusually
begun by the forward detaehments:'and.advance guards. Forward

detachments and advance guards approach-itaswiftly. Exploiting
the results' of fire strikes"and.'the.'operations of airborne-
forces, they force the water obstacle from the march, advance
quickly into the'depth, break u' theenemy combat formations
and destroy his troops piecemealss i , he

. the ar on th ;pcs' ak ..
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Tanks attached to forward. detachments~ (advance guards)
cross to the opposite bank behind motorized rifle subunits on
tracked, floating ;' ferries ' or over captured crossings, whieh
are held until the arrival of' the division's; (regiment's) main
forces . - - t. '

To support the forcing operation the commanding
officer of the forward detachment (advance guard) makes -'
extensive use of guns, tanks, and antitank.guided missiles for
direct-laying fire. "

The divisional commandingjofficer and commanding-
officers of regiments of the first echelon move behind the
forward detachments (advance 'guards) 'and on the basis of, the
results obtained by them in forci'ng the water obstacle,
make more precise the decision, the tasks of units (subunits),
and the procedure for collaboration, and also direct the
moving up of the first echelon and ,of the crossing equipment
to sectors where the forcing is taking.place.

321. Tactical missiles ,artillery, and also tanks
brought in for direct-laying firat ,;long ranges, move up
independently behind the-forwa'rd'detachments (advance guards).
As they approach and deploy at.'firing positions, 'they support
the fighting of the forward':detachments (advance guards) and
neutralize and destroy the' enemy in strong points in the -
sectors where .the forcing'istaking'place, thereby ensuring
the moving up and forcing of, the waterobstacle by units
(subunits) of the first echelonfrom themarch.

Aircraft strikesas'we11l as stri:es by nuclear and
chemical weapons,'are delivered 'mainly'against the enemy's
reserves which are moving up 'for counterattacks .

322. The division's -(reginent's) main forces move
up swiftly to the water obstacle along as many routes as
possible, and, exploiting the-results-of fire strikes and
the operations of forward detachments and advance guards and
covered by fire from artillery,/ tanks:and:guns brought in
for direct-laying fire, as well as:'by'aircraft' strikes, they
force the water obstacle on a wide front from the 'march.
Regiments (battalions) of, the first'~echelonr without'halting
after the forcing and without waiting for all the; forces-to
cross, swiftly. develop the attack into the depth, delivering
strikes simultaneously against:.the flank and rear of the
defending enemy, with the. aim of linking up the sectors in.
which the obstaclo is being forced Iby regiments throughout
the division's whole zone'of offensive.

m*) ' I ;y' :v' 't3.
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- If necessary, the divisional (regimental) commanding
"officer maneuvers his troops to sectors where the forcing is
proceeding most successfully,'and;aiso supports the units
(subunits) attacking on the opposite bank with all the forces
and resources at his command ;.;On :-the. flanks and on axes of
possible enemy counterattacksantitank weapons are brought
\p:. and artilleryf ire is prepared': '

-; . ..: m ; '

323. In those cases when .he enemy's main forces
are disposed in depth and. are'dused: to deliver counterattacks
from previously prepared :lines -,thedestruction of his sub-
units fighting defensivelydirect 1at the water obstacle
is accomplished by the forwardsdetachments and advance guards.

* The enemy's maingrouping°'is destroyed by, heavy
fire strikes in its disposition ;areas and when moving up for a
counterattackand is also attacked, on'its flanks and rear by
the troops who have crossed.=f, -

324. Motorized riflie;subunits and their reinforce-
ments force the water obstacief-inforganic amphibious armored
personnel carriers or in attached:'amphibious vehicles. At
the same time, the obstacleias'ffrced, by. tanks of the motorized
rifle regiments, which cross thirough fords on self-propelled,
tracked :ferries, and "subnergd -prpeled

The artillery attached to"regiments, the antiaircraft
subunits of regiments ," and parVaffthe division's antiaircraft
weapons cross to the opposiatebankbehind. battalions of the
first echelon while divisionaIarti llery: and tactical missiles
usually cross behind regiments df 'the'first echelon. Tactical
missiles cross by batteries in onnstant readiness to deliver
strikes against the enemy.' -.

The divisional regimental), commanding officer moves
to the opposite bank behind the .irst echelon.

.325. Tank regiments of:motorized rifle and tank
divisions force the water'obstacleby crossing through fords,
including deep ones, on af phltioei tracked " ferries , over
bridges, and submerged. Reconnaissance of sectors suitable
for tank crossings through fords and submerged is carried
out by forces and means assigned for this purpose and included
in the composition of reconnaistnce groups, as well as by
special patrols. : ' 5

Tanks are prepared in advance for crossing submerged
while they are approaching;thewatez' obstacle, and the prepara-
tions are completed at the places-nearest to it which provide
cover * , -
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Tanks cross submerged on a wide front at several
places, usually after the opposite bank has been captured and
after thorough reconnaissance of the water obstacle. With
this aim, tank regiments of the tank division are reinforced
by subunits of the motorized rifle regiment.

Having crossed the water obstacle, tank subunits
emerge on their allotted axes and fulfil the combat tasks
which they have been given.

326. The combined-arms reserve of the regiment and
of the divisionbefore forcing the water obstaclesmoves up
closer to it, and crosses in a way which will enable it to
enter into combat at the appropriate moment in order to
exploit success on the opposite bank.

The combined-arms reserve crosses by using the existing
crossings and on organic, amphibious armored personnel carriers.

The rear units and subunits of the division (regiment)
cross to the opposite bank by echelons over bridges or on ferries.
The first to cross are the regimental medical posts and the
necessary transport with ammunition.

327, With the aim of protecting the troops from nuclear
weapons while they are arriving at the water obstacle and while
they are forcing it, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer must not permit congestion of units (subunits) while
they are approaching the water obstacle and at the crossings,
must select the sectors for battalions to make the crossing
in a way that will ensure that two of them cannot be knocked
out simultaneously by one nuclear burst of medium cyield ,and
he must also take measures to move the troops forward rapidly
after they have forced the water obstacle.

328. In organizing the forcing of a water obstacle
in a short time, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer
carries out a thorough reconnaissance of the enemy and of the
water obstacle, sets or makes more precise the combat tasks
of units (subunits), tactical missiles, artillery and tanks,
organizes collaboration, carries out the necessary regrouping,
moves crossing equipment up secretly to the sectors where
crossings are to be made, and establishes the procedure for
forcing the water obstacle.

The regrouping of troops must be simple, and as a
rule is carried out at night or under other conditions of
limited visibility. In the departure area, before the fording
takes place, the personnel, military equipment, transport, and
crossing equipment are housed in' shelters. F
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* 329.:The forcing bttiheswater"obstacle is carried
out on:a wide front by all'the'forces of the.first;'echelon
and begins during prepara'tiori'fire for the offensive, which
must continue until thesubuits which have crossed start to
go over to the attack - <27 ' s> "

Subunits of the 'first echelon embark in self-pro-
pelled crossing equipment at places,, which provide concealment
and move up to the water;obstacleduring preparation fire
under cover of the troops loca ted'on the bank. x

The moving up starts izvaccordarice with the time
fixed to force the obstacleandttie, time, required,, to cover
the distance between the "embarkationiplaces and thewater's

Tanks equipped for crossing submerged move up on
their allotted axes asthe,opposite bank is captured and
as the crossings become ready.%

330. " The. beginning :of th forcing ("H"-h our) is
considered to be the moment when-subunits of" the first echelon
push off from their ownbank: +:' 'Y

9 Units (subunito) ithe tfirst echelon, exploiting
the results of nuclear strikes,"strikes by aircraft, and :fire
from all weapons, force the water;obstacle swiftly and develop
the offensive on the opposite'bank without stopping.

Fire support starts when :the first echelon goes over
to the attack on the opposite bank. In forcing wide rivers,
fire support starts from themoment units (subunits) of the
first echelon push off tfrom theirown: bank.

6. Special Features of an Offensive at Night

331. Extensive'useshould be made of night conditions
to conduct offensive operations with decisive aims. A night
offensive facilitates thedelivery'of surprise strikes and
continuity of combat operations, and .it also makes it'more
difficult for the enemy to take countermeasures.

A night offensivecan start with a breakthrough of
the enemy's defense' or't 61 yst low:as a development of day-
time combat operations. F -' ''-

Success of combat.operati6ns at night depends on
thorough planning and o the training of troops, and also on
skilful handling of night vision devices sand illumination
equipment . 166
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332 A breakthrough of the enemy's defen at night
is planned in advance. , Troops and' headquarters mus be as
capable of conducting .offensive=operations at night s by
day. A breakthrough at night will'be planned more 'ten when
troops are in direct contact with 'the enemy.-

In drawing up~he combat'formation of the ivision
(regiment) , forces and ; weapons are;,assigned for .the irst
echelon in sufficient strengthtto:ensure' the fulfil nt of the
tasks set fore the:night;withoutithe:combined reserv (second
echelon) having to be .committed tocombat .

- The tankregiment f thedivision is usua y employed
as part of the combinedaarmsreserve (second echelo and is
committed to combat at daybreak inorder to develop he success
achieved at night .

The tanks of motorized rifle regiments ar attached
to companies and operate in tieir-combat formations.

. Tactical. airborne forces: are landed in gre t depth
and in such a way as to ensure that they link up wit the
attacking troops in'the daytime

In~ breaking -through the enemy's defense at night,
the division's -(regiment's) combat task may be the s me in
depth as during an offensive by day .The troops are given
lines which they must ;seize successively; during the ight.

The axes of the, offensivey should lie along terrain
with the smallest possible number'of"natural obstruc ions,
where there are reference:points :easily:discernible n the
dark, and should lead to the designated objectives b the
shortest route.

333. In the decision of the divisional (r gimental)
commanding officer, in addition to' the usual problem , there
are laid down the following: >.measuris to camoufloge the troops
from enemy observation by nightvis'ion.tjquipment.whe moving
them tfp-to"the f-Fward 'edge 'of 4:defense.: or .when cupying the
departure position -for -the2 dffens'ive; measuires to en re that
the offensive is not interrupted at daybreak, and ao the
procedure to provide illumination support.

Illumination support for:the offensive by. oops at
night is primarily providedf orobjectives located i the depth.
Illumination .of targets n he immediate vicinity is arried
out in a way that will not hinderthe use ofnight v ion equip-
ment . -

67 . , .
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When planning illumination support, the fo lowing
are normally envisaged: the illumination of targets for
artillery and aircraft in the depth of the enemy's d fense;
the positioning of illuminated reference points (mar ers)
to mark' the axis of the offensive, . light signals for mutual
warning, for target designation, and for maintenance of
collaboration, and also for marking the front line an lines
reached; the blinding of enemy observation points an fire
weapons and measures for combating his night vision quip-
ment.

With the aim of maintaining secrecy of pre aration
and the achievement of surprise in the offensive, th xou-.
ting system of illumination, of using night vision eq ipment,
and of signalling resources should not be upset befo e
the beginning of the attack.

334. As a rule, a breakthrough of the enes y defense
at night is implemented after preparation fire. Str kes with
nuclear weapons and aircraft are usually delivered against
enemy objectives located in the depth. When nuclear weapons
are used at night, consideration must be given to the blind-
ing effects of light radiation.

During the preparation fire, artillery and tanks
concentrate their fire against strong points in the orward
edge and in the immediate depth of'the enemy's defense on the
axes of the offensive by regiments of the first eche on.
Tanks and guns assigned forddirect-laying fire, usin night
vision equipment, neutralize and destroy enemy fire eapons
in the objectives of the attack of tank and motorized rifle
subunits.

In addition to its usual tasks; artillery estroys
enemy radiotechnical means and night vision equipmen .

With the aim of achieving surprise, and if onditions
are favorable, the offensive can begin without prepa ation fire
and without using illumination resources . In this c se, artil-
lery, tanks, and other fire weapons open fire at the eginning
of the attack or on a signal from the attacking troo .

Fire weapons detailed to combat enemy arti lery and
mortars must be in constant readiness to open fire i ediately
against targets that have been previously reconnoite d or
have newly appeared.
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335. At the appointed time, motorized rifle subunits
of the first echelon, with close supporttanks in the combat
formations of conmpanies, attack resolutely the objectives
they have been given and develop:,the offensive into the depth.
Illumination is co-ordinated with the advance of troops and
their operations in such a way as to preclude the illumination
of the attacking subunits and not to interfere with the use
of night vision equipment'

Bold and daring operations by subunits become of
special significance, as well as the display of great ini-
tiative by all commanding officerswith the aim of rapid
exploitation of favorable features in'the situation for the
fulfilment of the task they have been given.

From the beginning'of the attack, a large part of
the artillery attached to.the x'egiment is subordinated to
battalions and companies in order to support their independent
actions in developing the'offensive in-depth. The signals for
artillery to switch and cease fire are given by commanding
officers of battalions and companies. Specially detailed
batteries fire illuminating and incendiary shells with the
aim of starting fires in the enemy's dispositions, in order
to illuminate the terrain, to set up lighted markers (ref-
erence points), and to facilitate fire adjustment. Guns
are detailed to fire tracer shells to indicate the axis of
the offensive.

Aircraft, in addition to fulfilling basic tasks,
are brought in to create lighted reference points in the
enemy's dispositions and to illuminate his most important
targets.

During combats illumination resources are controlled
by the commanding officers to whom they are subordinated. The
direction of illumination carried out by aircraft is exercis-
ed through representatives of the air large units.

336. To repel enemy counterattacks at night, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer organizes additional
reconnaissance, especially on the flanks, with the aim of
detecting in time the :.moving up of the enemy's reserves;
he organizes continuous illumination of the terrain on the
axes of possible counterattacks and also prepares artillery
fire and aircraft strikes against the counterattacking enemy.

The most advantageous way of destroying a counter-
attacking enemy is by a strike against his flanks and rear by
the attacking troops while he is moving up and deploying.
Before the attack, accompanying tanks and guns lay down con-
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- d entrated direct-laying, fire ,at ong'.ranges . , With' this aim, .
intensive illumination of-Fthetenemy1must; be carried out.

' ' 337.- In shiftinfffbminight to;day combat operations,
the divisional (regimental)coinmanding officer must not, permit
a- decrease in the rate offthe offensive, and -must ensure that
the troops move' forward swift1qyat"daybreak;'he must also be -

=ready to repel possible enemrycotinterattacks . With these aims ,
additional'reconnaissance'is organized, combat tasks and pro-
blems concerning collaborationgar made>moreprecise,, tactical
missiles and : artillery,- especially;antitank.artillery, are -
brought up,-=antiair defenseriss trengthened and if-necessary,
the combined-arms reserves are 'onmitted -to combat.

338. If the night offensive'is a development of com-
bat operations during the day,;theytransition to the hight
offensive is carried out 'without' ajbreak.--, . ' '

It is carried out both byg'the main forces as well
as by the division's (regiment's)' combined-arms reserves or
by specially assigned units (subunits)'.' 'In implementing the
offensive, extensive use is made;bf:;gaps in.the enemy's com-
bat formations. - . . 1 -' t

Troops are prepared for night operations before
nightfall during the daytime offensive.,

7. Capture of-a;:own

339. As a rule, towns'a recaptured by a strike
delivered by attacking troops'from-the march.. Success in
capturing a town is achieved ;byrouting the enemy's main
forces in the approaches to it and by"forestalling him in
reaching the. town. ' 4 ' .; .;

When the offensivedevelops successfully, the town
is captured by a simultaneaus strikei by:forward detachments
and advance guards from variousisides" mainly from the flanks
and rear. If the enemy defends the towristrongly and it has
proved impossible to seize it from the idarch, the troops
blockade the town. . " . -

The division's (regiment's) ma in'forces, without
getting involved in combat for the .town; make detour around
it and advance swiftly into the depth. .

In cases where it-is impossible to by-pass the town
it is captured by a simultanooun attack by the attacking
troops from the front and the fianks -

340. The decision to capture a town is made when,
the offensive is being plarin d and aismade more precise while
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the troops are moving up todt on the basis of 'intelligence
data and of the fighting of forward ;detachments and advance
guards . ,

In preparing. the offensive, the commanding officer
and staff of the division (regiment) study the layout of the
town in advance and the nature of the buildings and of under-
ground structures. _ "-.

All commanding officers down to'companies inclusive
are provided with large-sca l mapi (plans , photographs) -of the
town with the important objectives and structuresthe capture
of which would facilitate, the'fulfilment of the task set marked
on them. :

341. On approaching a town, reconnaissance must
establish: the axis of-withdrawal of. the enemy's main forces;
the nature of the defense in, front of the town and in it, the
composition of the garrison,' its readiness for- combat, the
location of the control points and communications centers.

Reconnaissance a carried ;outAby reconnaissance
patrols and specially trained, groups°

842. When .capturing :a town. from the march, forward
detachments and advance: guards; destroyte withdrawing enemy
by decisive attacks, move-forwardswiftly to the approaches
to the town, and attackhit" fromyvarioussides.

To support the'troopsti fcapturing the town and
destroying the enemy garrisongor;to'seize important -objectives
on routes leading from the town to the rear, tactical airborne
forces may be landed by the ,division.

Exploiting gapslandweakly manned sectors in the
enemy's combat formations, as well as the results of fire
strikes, the forward detachments, advance guards, and airborne
forces break into the town-from-the march and seize the most
important objectives and main atreets'

Success in destroying; the enemy garrison is achieved
by swift and coordinatted'operations by-the attacking troops
with the aim of breaking up a'nd annihilating the enemy piece-
meal. The destruction of' tho en'emy in the town must be com-
pleted in the shortest possible period of time. The troops
attacking from various sides must know the axes of .each other's
operations, and also the signals for .ceasing tro.
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Having destroyed the defending enemy, the troops
consolidate~ the most importantfobjecties with part of their
forces and immediately leave the town.

343. In .cases when an attempt to seize the town
from the march with the forces ofiforward detachments and
advance guards has failed ,Qthey blockade the town. With
this aim,.it is essential tocapt~uyreithe most important
objectives in the outskirts ofth'e town and to cut roads.

Enemy attempts to leave° , e ;town;are beaten back by
fire from artillery and tanks, .and tal'so.by-aircraft strikes.
Mine obstacles are set up on the garrison's possible axes of
withdrawal. With the aimn'ofseizing°important objectives and
hastening the capitulation ofrthe®defending enemy, individual
attacks may be made. =

Fighter aircraft and- antiair defense weapons block-
ade the besieged garrison from the a ir and cover' their own
troops against enemy air attacks.'' X .

In the cases when'.a town astrongly fortifJied-and
its capture could lead to protracted fighting, it is advisable
to leave part of the front:of encirclement;open in a favorable
sector, let the enemy out,'and' destroy him outside the town by
fire from all weapons and by decisive attacks from previously
prepared lines. ~e

344. .ITf'the divisions'main forces are being employed
to capture a large town. the:offens ve is usually launched after
a short period of preparation: ,f ', _

The combat tasks .~for thedivision and for regiments
are determined on the basis of the t'nemy's dofense, the layout
of the town,and also on theway niuclar 'and other destructive
weapons are to be employed. ,; ;

The division's immediate task may consist of routing
the enemy garri.sonand reaching =thes'opposite outskirts of the
town. The immcdtate task of aregiment usually consists of
destroying the opposing enemy andtreaching the important main
streets or the center of the town, rnd its subsequent task -
of completing the rout of thewenemy garrison and reaching the
opposite outskirts of the towri, .

345. As a rule, the. div in's (regiment's) combat
formation is drawn up in one-echelonrwith the allocation of
strong combined-arms reserves; before :being committed to combat,
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the reserves are disposed outside the town or in its outskirts
in several places at street intersections. The tank regiment
is usually employed as part of thencombined-arms reserve.

,- t 
..

346. Tactical missiles, artillery, and tanks brought
in for firing from concealed;;firing positions move up to their
firing positions under cover 'of forward detachments and advance
guards . - ;

Before the town is attacked by the division's
(regiment's) main forces, fire-preparation is usually carried
out mainly by howitzers and mortars. - The fire of. guns and
tanks assigned for direct-laying'fire, as well as of grenade
launchers, assumes. special importance. Large-caliber guns
may be brought in for direct-laying fire.

*, '. ", '.

Aircraft are used to. neutralize.the'enemy,in strong
points which are het up;in'verystrongly constructed buildings
and to deliver strikes against enemy reserves moving up and
against his nuclear attack,.weaponsarand artillery.,-

Nuclear.weapons are' usually employed in cases when
the enemy has turned the town 1into a strong center of resistance
and it is impossible to capturetit'by using conventional weapons
of destruction, while to leave1the townswith an enemy garrison
in it would,;be inadvisable~y> ; K.

347. The division's (regiment's) main forces move up
to the line seized by forward'detachments and advance guards,
deploy from the march into combatformation; deliver swift
strikes against the enemy, break him upand destroy him piece-
meal. .,

Regiments and -battalions advance in the town mainly
along the principal main-streets:,:esorting.extensively to
bypassing and enveloping movements igClosesupport tanks of
motorized rifle subunits are attached to companies and platoons
and operate in their combat'formations:.Strong points are
captured by strikes at their flanks and rear.. Individual
objectives in the town are attacked by reinforced battalions,
companies, and platoons, widespread use being.made of direct-
laying fire from guns, tanks, grenade launchers, mortars, and
of smoke agents : ,, .. -

Underground structure iand transportation systems are
used to infiltrate reconnaissance and sabotage groups into the
enemy's rear, as well as subunits for the purpose of attacking
his strong points from the rear.
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To protect flanksrand ,toa~Yrpelenemy counterattacks
from the rear, covering detachments are left. Important -
captured objectives are consoidated.f Surviving enemy groups
are destroyed by subunits specially assigned for this purpose.

After destroying the ene~y garrison and capturing
the town, the. troops move out ofdit imiediately

348. In capturing theftown' as a rule, the division's
antiaircraft weapons deploy in its outskirts " ir. squares; parks,
and away from high buildings. :Antiaircraft assault guns move
behind the attacking .battalions of 'thefirst echelon f '=

349.: When a town"is being;,captured, subunits of
engineer troops conduct engineerreconnaissance of ,the enemy's
fortifications and obstac.les,'and :alsofof."the underground struc-
tures in the ,town; they make'passagesthrough obstacles and
obstructions, blow up buildings 'whictia:recbeing defended by
the enemy, support the forcing ofbriiversand canals in the
town, and adapt underground structures;asicontrol points and
medical posts .

8. "The Division (Regiment in a Joint
Offensive with Large. Units arships)

of he Navy

350. . Offensive operationsdbyilarge units (units)
of ground forces together withIa(gge ,units (warships) of
the ravy take place when the: division,(regiment) is put
ashore as a seaborne landing forc ,Kwhend.an offensive is
being conducted :along a seacoasto d along-the bank of a- -wide
river, and also when an offersivef'islaunched with the aim
of reaching a sea (river) shore . , - -

351. Operating as an operational.tactical seaborne
landing force, -the division-(regimerit)can.capture an important
area or objectives on shore and afacilitate:the success of troops
attacking along the seacoast; it may-bo landed to capture an .
island or group of islands: as well2ias sectors of coast line
on the opposite shore of. sea:straits with the aim of facilita-
ting their forcing by troops -or of yupporting the passage
through them of wars hi ps .

For landing operations, as-a rule, the division
(regiment) is reinforced by ;unitsr(subunits) of amphibious
tanks and by aritialir defense'weapons. To accelerate the
landing of troops of the first 'chelon°r helicopters may be
attached to the .landing force5  Tank subunits and units are
provided with amphibious equipment.. , . .,
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Tank units supplied with individual amphibiou
equipment, may be employed to deliver a strike against t e
enemy's rear, carrying out., maneuver at sea under their own
power, and they may also operate as forward detachments n
the capture of islands, beachheads,,and objectives .on th
opposite shores of straits With these:,aims, they are r -
inforced by amphibious tanks and motorized rifle subunit
in amphibious armored personnel carriers. The operatio
of these units are conducted in close collaboration wit
aircraft and with warships of the .avy.

352. A seaborne landing'force is usually lan d on
an unfortified coast, and sometimes in a port.

As a rule, the division's first echelon is la ed
from special landing craft. The remaining units (subun s)
of the division may be carried to the landing area in t ns-
ports, and in some cases also in warships. If these un ts
(subunits) cannot be disembarked directly onto the shor ,
they are landed on the shore after transferring to land ng
craft and assault craft.

When the water obstacle.is not a wide one, and when
the weather is favorable, amphibious tanks and tanks pr vided
with individual amphibious equipment can cross the sea nder
their own power or may be towed by warships.

Before the seaborne landing force is landed,o simul-
taneously with the landing, airborne forces are dropped (landed)
to seize and hold a sector of the coastline, and also pre-
vent enemy reserves from moving to the landing area.

353. To destroy and neutralize the enemy's ti-
landing defense, as a rule, * preparation fire r
the landing and fire support for the operations of the anding
forces on shore are carried out.

Nuclear strikes are delivered in the first p ace
against the enemy's nuclear attack weapons, his most 1 portant
centers of resistance, and his reserves in the immedia e depth.

Preparation fire for the landing is provided by the
detachment of warships (by warships) detailed for fire support
and by aircraft until the landing and ass lt craft ca rying
the battalions of the first echelon approach the landi g points;
it is also provided by missile troops of the ground fo ces not
included in the composition of the landing force. De nding
on the composition of the landing force, the detachme of
warships detailed for fire support can be divided int groups
of warships for fire support to correspond with the n ber of
regiments in the first echelon of the division.
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Fire support for the landing force is provided by
the fire weapons ..of warships ,by aircraft, and by the artillery
of the landing force until itshas carried out its tasks .on
the shore. -

In some cases with the aim of:.ensuring surprise, the
landing force may be landed without preparation fire.

354. The division'islanded on a front of 20 to 30
km.. A regiment of tho firstiethelon is allotted a landing
sector up to 10 km in width,=hile:a' battalion is given a
landing point. A regimentiusually lands.at -several points.
The distance between adjacent .landing points must be such as
to ensure collaboration.betweensubunitslin conducting com-
.bat operations and ~to exclude:the, neutralization of two
points by the explosion of; one'medium :yield nuclear shell.

355. When a division'(regiment) carries out tasks
as a seaborne landing force, thelarge' units of warships
(individual warships) of the riavy and aviation are entrusted
with the following;

- transportation ofathe division (regiment) by sea
and landing it on the shore; ' ,

- protection of the landing force against strikes
from enemy warships and aircraft during the embarka-
tion, ;the sea crossing, whiled landing, and during
combat on shore; -

- neutralization and:destruction of the enemy's
missile weapons and artillery, his strong points,
and reserves. located'directly on the shore and
immediately. behind it;JK

- making channels through obstacles at sea, and through
antilanding obstacles in the. water - together with
subunits of engineerttroops in the landing force;

- supporting the landing of 'the division :regiment)
and its operations on the shore;

- ensuring the delivery of reinforcementsD in men and
supplies to the landing force, and the evacuation
of the sick and wounded, f

356. To carry out the "ask of transpor ing and land-
ing the landing force, a ianding detachment is fo med and a
naval officer is appointecj tocormand±itF.To him aire sub=
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ordinated all the combat- and landing craft, -. transports,
and assault craft which-are "taking-part in the landing oper-
ation. The commanding officeriof;the'alanding detachment is-
responsible for the embarkation, the sea'crossingsand the
landing of the landing force: in the designated area.

The commanding officer of -the division. (regiment)
being landed is usually =appointed 4to command the landing -
force. From-the moment the lorderis i'eceived to' embark in
warships, and until the landing 'of; the?'division's (regiment's)
main forces on shore is completedRhe :is'directly subordinate
to the commanding officer ofthe:landing detachment.

While the landing forceis crossing'the sea and
during the landing of the.first:;,eche lon,' the commanding officer
of.-the landing force andla representative of the avia.tion,.
detailed to support the landing'are-on.'the same warship as
the commanding officer of the.landing detachment.

The deputy commanding officerof the landing detach-
ment and the deputy commanding-officer 'of.the landing force
with a group of their staff officers are on another warship,

- 357,. Preparation of the'division (regiment), ofthe large units of warships,(individual warships), and of
aircraft for the landing operations includes -the following:

w ,vr' '

- planning the operations of the'landing force, of
the ships in the landing detachment and of 'air-craft; 4 , ,t ,

1 4. 4rr +' +

- preparing the fleet's :landing 'and assault craft,
and the guns, combat'e'quipment, -and other freight
of the division: (regiment) for loading and landing,
and also tanks for.crossing water--obstacles under ~
their own power, r ! ,, ' '4

-- training;-troopsdin embarkation, landing, and con-,.
":ducting combat operations to seize the shore,

taking into account :the.nature of the enemy's anti-
landing defense in the area of impending operations;

- -preparing measures' for reconnaissance, .for ithe'pro-
tection of troops against-weapons of mass destruction,
for antiair defense,; oamouflage, navigational-hydro-
graphio,and other kinds of support,

358. The operations of the division (regiment) and ofthe warships in the landing detachment for the landing are planned
- 7 7- ' , r -, -
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on the basis of the task set by'the senior commander.

The commanding officer'lof ,the landing detachment,
together with the commanding officer of the division .(regi--
ment), work out a plan for ;the landingr which provides. for. the .
following -u

-the -overall goal ;ofthe operations;, the 't-ime'.and. -n "
place for" landingthe landing force and the tasks -
on the shore; ... - , . ^- '.

.;" t' 'a., . ,. ..r ~ .

the:,tasks 'to be fulfilled"on the ..instructions,of i'-Y -*.
ther senior commander byfnuclear and other-.weapons

'of. destruction totdestroy' and neutralize the enemy's
antilanding defense cin'stallatipns; ian'd.also, measures
to cover the landing force from the sea- and against
strikes from th air

- the sectors, points, and procedure 'for landing--the,'
units (subunits) and their.tasks when operating on
shore; . ;

- the.composition .;]the place," the tasks, and the '
time for landing:airborneoforces;

- the time, places: (areas) ;,and procedure for con- .
centrating the.division (regimnent) and the wr^- ,.

i ships of the. landing 'detachment';",. - ,

- the distribution of troops in landing and assault
craft, the points, time and procedure for.embarking
(loading) ; .. viV l ' gf4p

-- the layout of the landing detachment's march formation
" and the procedure 7'for crossing', the sea;

- the. layout ofthe'combat:formation dftthe landing
- detachment and =the' tasks'of warships "and aircraft ,

- in supporting-th selandingofthe'division (regiment) ;

-- the procedure for carrying out preparation.fire ;and
fire support of the 7operations.of the landing force
on shore;, - ' ' ; '; '' :. ' '':

-- measures for. support of all kinds for the landing
force dur.ng concentration.and embarkationwhile:
at sea, and during the landing

- 178,. ,
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- organization of control and communications for the
period of the -landing operations;

- the procedure ,for, organizing the landing base and
its defense. g e

On the basis of the plan for landing the landing
force, confirmed by the;senior commander- the commanding .
officer of the landing detachment gives =the combat order .
for the landing, and the coinmaling,:officer of the division (regi-
ment:give$ the combat< orders;:for embarkation and the route
to be followed, for landing and .conducting combat operations
on the shore, and he also gives directions regarding collabor-
ationin accordance with. whichr the plan is .:
drawn up . . .

359. For the disposition Hof- troops directly before
embarkation (loading)', assembly areas providing for. dispersed
and concealed disposition of -troops .and possibilities for them
to move out quickly for embarkation' (loading) are allotted
and equipped . ! .* ,. .

For orderly embarkation and for the maintenance of
order., commandants of embarkation points.are appointed on
instructions from the commanding officer of the landing
detachment, and officers from: h landing-force are assigned
to assist them. ad fr a assigned

While troops are disposed in waiting areas, and during
their embarkation (loading) cover; for them against enemy air
strikes is provided by the. weapons;:of the senior commander and
by the antiair defense weapons eofthe landing force and of war-
ships. - .

To ensure a quick landing :of subunits and their
independence, they are embarkedcin ships together with the
reinforcements attached 'to them; ;Combat equipment is distrib-
uted in a way that will ensurevits rapid unloading for partici-
pation in combat. Freight of the same type,. including ammunition,
is distributed among as many ship as possible...

360. To achieve secrecy of operations :and to ensure
protection of the landing: force against attack by the enemy's
nuclear weapons, the embarkation of; troops and the;loading of
combat equipment: and freight,"as well5 'ta8th .landing forces' sea
passage should be carried<out aindispersedorder,,with observance
of camouflage measures.-With'thja aim, as a rule, the embarkation
and the task forces seacrossing is carried out at night and in

-. - 4'i o.~ , . 9
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other conditions of limited visibility by several landing
detachments consisting oft, groupsof warships: Each- group
of warships must. transpor4 not moreathan one regiment. -

a '/' l . . } 4. 7 +cY 5 ' F r :t}

' '361. On approaghing then landing area, and during
the landing, the commanding officer of the landing detachment
together with, the'commanding;;officeiofythe-landing force may,"if necessary,- change tie pointsefforthea landing:;on the, basis

>of the,-task given to. the -landing force':.fort operations on shore
and the counteraction of theonemyittaking: into account also
the rapidity' and ,conveniencelwitht which the landing'can be
made.. The- final'decision'inthe' eection of points, for the
landing is .made by thecommanding officer of ,the landing
detachment.

' .'When the landing force approaches the landing area,
the warships providing fire support;.together with aircraft,start preparation fire upon a signal from'the commanding
officer of the landing detachment: 'r ',

- Channels are made through the mine fields and anti-.
landing obstacles in the approaches to' the landing points, and
are subsequently cleared and widened by obstacle clearing .
groups . ,, ' rc 4;';.;-, y -'

.As a rule, amphibious tanks enter the water before
the landing craft reach the landing points,, and' they.proceed
to the shore under their own power. ,

-After the amphibious{tanks and tanks supplied with
individual amphibious equipment"the landing craft carrying
subunits of the first echelon approach the landing points.

S.If, the .assault craft: cannot go right up to- the shore ,subunits. are put ashore ,in ;amphibious armored "personnel carriers
or by jumping into the water' ifi'ts'depth at the landing placeis not more than. one meter'. 'Tanks, armored personnel carriers<-
(vehicles) , and artillery prime movers 'are :unloaded .into the
water if the depth at the'place ,of unloading and the -nature
of the bottom allow them to moveto-the shore under their own
power. . L , -Y

To ensure rapid capture of the landing points .directly
before the landing craft approach the shore' if circumstances
are favorable, some 'r the 'subunitseof 'the first echelon-may belanded on the shore : eonighelicopters .<The helicopters, may. takeoff from coastal.airfields;,(landingstr:

4,ips) or from specially
,equipped warships (transports) 'if:-the e. are such< in the com-position of the landing detachment"" " j
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362. -,Subunits of theyfirst echelon which have been
landed deploy from the marchtintocombat:formation and, supported
by gunfire from the ships,;artillery', and tanks,' and by aircraft
strikes, go over'to the attack ,;destroy theenemy on the-shore,
and, exploiting the results of;;ndclear strikes and the operations
of airborne forces, develop the' attacki'nto the depth.

Missile, subunits and artillery, as they are .unloaded
immediately deploy and support the combat operations 'of the
troops which have .,been' landed . >

_.363. The divisional (z.egimental) commanding officer
and his staff go ashord'after 'the landing of the, division!s
(regiment's) first echelon. *, , r ,

After going ashore the' divisional (regimental), com-
manding officer is obliged to clarify the situation,-the .tasks
of units (subunits)' on 'shore,' and the; procedure for scollabora-

tion, to take steps for':rapid'exploitation of-successrfor: the
destruction of. the enemy,betweenathe.landing points and the.
axes of advance of units' (subunits) >for the prevention or
delay in the approach of enemy3reserves to the, area, of combat
operations, for the consdlidation;of;,the captured .shore,' and
for consolidation of the division's (regiment's) flanks .

364. During the combat operations of .the' landing
force on shore, the large units ofdwarships (individual war-
ships) and aircraft provide;fire u'pport for the attacking
troops and cover the lariding area against strikes by'enemy;
warships and aircraft,. and, also prevents.his. reserves, from _
moving up to the landing area'.yThe "commanding officer of the
landing force (commandingofficers of, regiments and battalions)
must have with him representatives of 1'the ,large unit of ,warships
(individual warships) providingfire support and of aviatio'ri..

When the landing of trthe landing force has been com-
pleted, the ships of the landingfdetachment are brought in:
for fire support of the operations ofi=the'landing force on
shore, for covering the-landing base against enemy strikes
from the sea, for ensuring'the:ansportation of materiel
to the landing force, and, for evacuating the sick and, wounded.

365.; To ensure:the :landing~ of the' main forces 'of
the landing force and their replenishment.with all kinds of
supplies and personnel, to'store'materiel,'and to evacuate'
the wounded, a landing baseofor the''landing force is organized
and equipped withmorages depots approach routes, and
navigational protection." ,, , ' '
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To equip- the landing basesand"protect it, the
necessary forces and means are assigned- and -placed under the
command of the commanding'officer ofethe landing' detachment
on the decision of the senior commander.

A naval off icer,,who is, subordinated- to the con-
manding off icerl of ,the ~landing detachment, is appointed 'tocommand the landing, bae

366. Ian area whereithere are reefs the landing
of a seaborne. landing force', after the islands on the outer
edge of the archipelago have';beentcaptured , becomes .a series
of repeated ct ossings from island< to island with -the aim' of'
reaching the rnainland, externsive,use being made of armys
ferrying and landing equipnaent' amphibious tanks, and landing
and assault craft....

1!: \ -7 -.
Wh T en , a he sebon landing foe ; ' d "poertatng in tthe '

s 367'. When attacking along a seacoast or along the
bank of a large river, as -well as with the aim of reaching
the sea shore the divisioal.-(r:egiiental). commanding officer,-.
in addition to the usualsmatters", provides-for the following:
planning of colJlaboration' with large unitsa (warships).of. the

Aavy, brought in to assistwthiebttackingtroops ; the landing

ifnding'officerofsub - ops;thelanding, eahet sapitdt

if" ":commnc earyn nitsedrawnfronmthe division as a sea-
borne landingn f orce Fmeasure afoer;theidefense of the coast eline
irn the rear of the attaclkingtzojswdithtihe::a'im of preventing
enemy land ingl, a welluii eaipi biooi water lobstacles
during the offensive l thei desg ar and for crossing
marshy sector of-iterraieoi the _oast-line.

-d368 Large units of warsipysler(ndividualw -rshi s .
of the lavy and units of' oastal missile artillery-troops, as
well as air crft may .bhe brought inwhn the d ivision (regi-
ment.; is attacing along asea coastjlire to support the attacking
troops, to'esure the lariding ofsubuinits as a seaborne landingf orce, to preventhe snemy f i om ikingiaid ingain the rear ,
to cover the :division (regiet) izi dinst istrikes from d enemy
warships and ,aircraft while ±t ik'oferaing on the coast= and
forcing watet obstacles','to preventtheenemy from evacuating
and supplying his troops b sea; to-ensuro the transportation
of materiel, land a ls o /~hone lineiniss ing '. 7,-

369.h: F, fe t a pport the division (regiment),

wa is-369;. fiare it ofr trrsis:oopiida ashp)"

washis and -units of coastal missile-artillery troops are
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usually assigned from the forces of the bavy, the tasks which
they are to carry out being given to them by the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer. In doing this, the fire of
supporting warships and coastal artillery units is planned
against targets in the enemy'.s defense which, in the prevailing
conditions, cannot; be neutralized by the division's (regiment's)
weapons. -

For collaborationbetweei' the division (regiment)
and warships, coastal artillery units of the tfavy and aircraft,
common reference points, signals for collaboration, mutual recog-
nition signals, signals for calling, and signals for switching
and ceasing fire are arranged, as well as methods for indicating
targets.

370. Subunits drawn from the division (regiment) may
be landed as a seaborne landing force with the aim of seizing
and holding an important objective or area in the depth of the
enemy's defense, for disrupting the enemy's control of his
troops and the work of his rear services, as well as for cap-
turing islands located near the coaht.

The seaborne landing force is landed from ships of
the navy and from self-propelled ferrying equipment of the
division .(rdgiment) ;'.)A2llthe ships and assault craft are
formed into a landing detachment. Usually, a naval officer
who is subordinated to the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer is put in command of the detachment.

Cover during the sea crossing and the landing and
support for the operations of the seaborne landing force on
shore are provided by naval forces and aircraft.

9. An Offensive in Mountainous Country

371. Combat operationsof troops in mountainous
country are influenced by: the very broken nature of the
country and the existence of obstacles which are difficult
to surmount; the limited number of roads and difficulties in
moving along them; the possibility of landslides, especially
in the event of nuclear bursts; the screening effect of
mountains on the functioning of radio and radar, and of radio-
technical and sound reconnaissance equipment; the possibility
that toxic substances will lie stagnant for a long time in: -
gorges and deep valleys; rapid changes in the weather during
twenty-four hours; loss of power in engines and greater
expenditure of fuel.

372. An offensive in mountainous country is usually
carried out in a situation when troops are in direct contact
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with the enemy and is conducted on several" axes,' mainly alongroads, valleys, and mountain .ridg~esin'combination with flankingand enveloping movements and theiemploymentrof airborne forces.

In wide valleys, f oothills; and, when a sufficientnumber of 'roads are available;:the offensive may be carriedout from the march by applying the usual conditions.

373., When attackin mountainous country, thedivision is given an, immediate, and adysubsequent task-'and a K-task for the day. - Zf ;

The immediate task'-of the division may be to routthe defending units of the ,first-Ochelon of the enemy's divisionin the zone of the offensive'andito capture' his main defensiveposition. t' - -

The subsequent task of the division consists of -developing the offensive'intothe-depthwith the aim ofdestroying the enemy's reservus" and 'breaking through his ,defense throughout the whole depth of' the d±iision in thefirst echelon. > - y j ,:

The division's task for'the day may -be to rout theenemy's approaching reserves and to seize important objectiveswhich would support the development of the offensive into thedepth. ;; ,.;

A regiment of the "first aechelon is given an immediateand a subsequent task and an axis ofpfurther advance.

The regiment's tasks invdepth usually coincide withthose of the division. ,, -; ,.

374. The division (regiment) breaks through theenemy's defense in the mountains tin a wider zone which,depending on the nature of the terrain, may-include: for thedivision, two or three or more axes; for the regiment, one ortwo axes .

The division's (regiment;s' combat formation is drawnup in conformity ;with the. plan:-of impending operations, and theimportance and capacity of the eparate axes; For attacking onseparate axes, the first echelon is composed of regiments (bat-talions) reinforced with artillery,.ainly howitzers, with mor.-tars, and with subunits of engineer and chemical troops. '
The combat formation of the division (regiment) .includesflanking detachments composed of-reinforced motorized rifle subunits.
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The tank regiment of :he motbrized rifle division
is usually employed in the combined-arms reserve (second echelon)
and is committed .to combat iin;order to develop the success of
regiments of the first echelornon terrain on which tanks can

1 7 ' ""

When tank subunits dare Acarrying out independent
tasks for seizing road junctions passes, inhabitated local-
ities, or heights subunits'of -'motorized rifle and engineer
troops are attached to them' ' , d '

375. Reconnaissance:must establish: the axes on
which it is possible to lay out cross-country routes; the
places where there are .mountain obstacles, thernature of ..the
obstacles and also the ways ofmiking'detours:xnouiid; them;
concealed approaches, emerging on.the flanks and in the rear
of the enemy; the existence of sources of water.

376. In making adecsiion for an offensives in
mountainous country, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer, in addition to ,the usual problems, determines the
composition and tasks of =flanking detachments and the pro-
cedure for collaboration betweei them and the units (subunits)
attacking from the front. klI -

In organizing collaboration, the divisional (regi-
mental) commanding officer4indicates',- the axes on which the
flanking detachments are.to 'no the procedure to be followed
by them:in doing so and'the linea'"from which they must go into
the attack; the procedure for-combined operations for the des-
truction of the enemy, and also"the signals for control and
mutual recognition. <, ,:

377. Preparation fire and fire support of the
offensive in mountainous country is carried out taking into
account the nature of the enemy's"defense.

When the enemy's defenseis' laid out in many tiers,
his manpower and fire weapons in:all the tiers are neutralized
simultaneously. Particular care ais taken to neutralize strong
points adjoining the axes of"'thaeffensive

Tactical zitssiles are employed to destroy and attack
the enemy's nuclear weapons and troops in passes, gorges, and
ravines, and also when theykare-crossing mountain rivers and.
other. places which are difficult"to cross. When selecting
objectives for the'delivery of nuclear.strikes, it should be
taken into account that this may lead tb'the creation of
obstructions and wreckage, and this may cause difficulties
for the advancing troops . "
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e . Artillery and"mortars"destroyiand neutralize the
enemy's manpower and fire'weaponsp-in strong; points on heights,
ridges, on reverse slopes, and'in shelte's . The-fire of guns
and tanks detailed foridirect 'fird at long ranges is of spe-
cial importance in mountainous country '

, Aircraft are employed to:attack- the enemy's troops
in areas which are:inaccessible;'=to;'artillery fire, in gorges
and defiles, and also for:adustment of artillery fire and -
for reconnaissance.

378. Regiments'(battalions) of the first echelon,
supported by artillery fire and~aircraft~strikes, attack the
enemy swiftly along valleys°§and' mountain roads in combination
with movements for outflanking ,(enveloping)his positions;,
capture the ommandingheightstand:passes, and 'break through
boldly into the depth of'hisidefense. ,

Commanding heights;and mountain passes which are
defended by the enemy are usually,captured by. units (sub-
units) attacking from the frontain collaboration with flank-
ing detachments and airborne:forces, if:.these are landed.

.. 4) .y~n: (v rrl -n n 4t.t . - " :

Flanking detachments, exploiting concealed ap-
proaches, sectors of mountain terrain-which are difficult to
cross, and gaps in the enemy's combat formation, break through
boldly into the depth ofathe'defense,Cseize commanding heights
adjoining the'mountain pass and then,bystriking :at the enemy's
flanks and rear, together with units (subunits) attacking from
the front, capture the pass, -. '

Airborne forces; operating rndependently or in
collaboration with flanking ;deachnment ,'seize crossings
over rivers, bridges (crossings) overcanyons", road junctions,
and ether:'iiportant- objectives ahd'assist :the division's. '
(regiment's) mainiforces" to break<up the enemy's defense
and to destroy him piecemeal. ;.-.

The combined-arms reserve (second echelon) of .the
division (regiment) moves'at.full~strength on the- selected
axis or in dispersed order onseveral axes inreadiness to.
develop the success of usit '(subunits) of the first echelon,
and to repel enemy counterattacks.

379. Subunits of engineer troops,. in addition to
their usual tasks1 carry:'utblastingoperations with the<
aim of making passages throvh obstructions on the axes of
the attacking troops; they layout cross-country routes and
passing areas on narrow stretches of mountain roads, erect
special bridges (crossings) and cable roads across mountain
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rivers and gorges (canyons) "an carry out camouflage work
and also arrange points where the personnel can warm them-
selves .

380. Control of troops during combat in mountainous
country is carried out from static and mobile posts.

Control points must be close to units (subunits)
operating on the main axis. To cope with sectors of mountain
terrain which are difficult to cross, use is made of helicopters
specially fitted out with means of communication.

The difficulty of observation and sharp changes in
the conditions in mountainous country make it essential that,
.in addition to control points, a thick network of observation
points (posts), situated on cmmanding heights, should be
organized.

Communications are maintained by radio and by mobile
means organized by axes. For communications with units,
especially with subunits, which are operating cut off from the
main forces or on terrain which1is difficult to cross, use is
also made of helicopters.

381. Rear area units (subunits) of the division
(regiment) are dispersed by axes. On each axis stocks of
supplies necessary for. waging combat and feeding the personnel
are arranged, and vehicle transport and helicopters for bring-
ing up supplies and for evacuation, and also medical and re-
pair subunits, are detached. In certain cases, pack transpor-
tation and teams of porters are organized.

10. An Offensive in Deserts

382. When planning an offensive in deserts, the
following are taken into account: the possibility of moving
without roads; the difficulty of camouflage and orientation;
sudden changes in the temperature during a twenty-four hour
period; frequent winds carrying large quantities of sand,
which impedes observation and gunfire, and also has a damaging
effect on the working of vehicles; on armaments, and other
technical equipment; the lack of water and fuel over long
distances; the possibility of greater and more protracted
contamination of the air and ground with radioactive sub-
stances owing to the accumulation of dust and the spreading
of such substances together with drifting sand.

383. In desert operations, reconnaissance is carried
out on a broad front, on : axes, and to great depth. The
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existence of considera le gaps in the enemy's defense enables
reconnaissance subunit to penetrate deeply into his disposi-
tions, and to reconnoi er his nuclear attack weapons, reserves,
control points, and ot er objectives.

To convey de p reconnaissance groups to the enemy's
rear and to his open f anks, extensive use is made of heli-
copters. 

Aerial reconnaissance, which has greater possibilities
in deserts, becomes of great significance.

384. As a rule the division (regiment) attacks a
defending enemy in the desert from' the march on a wide front
on the most accessible separate axes, which lead to the rear
of the enemy defending important areas and objectives. The
forces and the composition of the troops for operations on
the axes are determined by the combat task and the possibili
ties of supporting them with material and technical supplies.
As a rule, regiments attack: on one axis. In certain cases, a
regiment can attack on two axes, concentrating its main efforts
on the main one of the two..

To seize roa junctions in the enemy's rear, to
destroy his nuclear att ack weapons, his control points, and
communications centers; and to disrupt the work of his rear
services, the division ;(regiment) may detach a flanking
detachment, usually consisting of a reinforced motorized rifle
(tank) battalion.

385. In drawing up the combat formation,: of the
division (regiment), special attention is paid to ensuring
that regiments (battalions) can operate independently. With
this in view, a large part of the artillery and other re-
inforcements are attached to them.

The division's combined-arms reserve may be created
on one or two axes of attack and committed to combat at
different times. During the offensive, reserves move in more
dispersed order along the front and-into the depth. The
divisional (regimental) commanding officer moves the antitank
reserve and the mobile obstacle detachment nearer the threatened
flank in readiness to maneuver them rapidly onto other axes of
the offensive.

386. The even nature of the terrain permits the
extensive employment of dropped and landed tactical airborne
forces in order to destroy the onomy's nuclear and chemical
attack weapons, to seize and hold individual objectives, and
sometimes also to cover the flanks.
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To ensure concealment and surprise, it is advisable
to land (drop) the airborne troops at night.

387. A switch of the troops to the offensive is
preceded by preparation fire, which is usually directed against
individual centers in the defense and against strong points
and which can start at different times on each axis.

During the preparation fire, extensive use is made
of guns and tanks assigned for direct-laying fire.

Fire support for the offensive is usually accomplished
by concentrating fire against individual strong points and tar-
gets which are hindering the advance of the troops. The divis
sional (regimental) commanding officer must make provision
for switching fire to secure the flanks, and to support the
operations of flanking detachments and airborne forces.

The lack of a soundly developed geodetic grid makes
it necessary to tie in firing positions and observation points
with the local system of coordinates on a scale /~one line:
missing 7.

388. Nuclear and chemical weapons are employed to
annihilate the enemy's concentrations outside inhabited
localities, and against his reserves moving up on the flanks
of our troops; against aircraft on .airfields, and also to
destroy supply depots. They are employed taking into account
the need to preserve sources of water for use by our troops.

389. In an offensive in deserts, aircraft are
brought in to deliver strikes against strong points and centers
of resistance and against reserves, especially when these con-
centrate near sources of water and when they appear on the
flanks of troops which are attacking in support of troops
operating in the enemy's rear, and to adjust artillery fire.

Air transports and helicopters are employed to drop
(landing) airborne forces, to lifting troops from one axis to
another, to deliver foodstuffs, water, and other freight, and
also to evacuate the sick and wounded.

390. The special features of engineer support of an
offensive in deserts are: marking out the movement routes for
troops with stable, easily visible signs and setting up of
additional reference points; laying and maintaining cross,,
country routes over salt marsh and sandy sectors of the
terrain; arranging and maintaining water supply points;
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carrying out measures for camouflage, taking into account
the nature of the terrain and the vegetation. Standard
camouflage equipment is used :f or:the camouflage of troops .

391. Communicationaxin the division (regiment) are
planned with a view to ensuring reliable control of troops
operating on the axes, and also of the flanking detachments
and the tactical airborne forces. Aircraft and helicopters
are widely used for communications.

To control troops operating at a considerable
distance fromithe main forces, auxiliary communications
networks may be set up. a

392. Material, technical; and medical support are
organized according to the operations of troops on each axis
so that the troops can conduct successful combat operations
when cut off from the main forces for a considerable time.

Rear area units (subunits) are disposed in more
dispersed order and nearer to the sources of water. The
timely bringing up of water and fuel to the troops is of
special importance.

As the troops advance into the depth, intermediate
depots may be set up and additional water supply points are
arranged.

When carrying on operations in deserts, special..
attention is paid to protect weapons and equipment from dust
and sand. Vehicles are provided with reserve filters and
equipment to improve their cross-country performance over
sandy terrain.

11. An Offensive Under Arctic Conditions

393. The combat operations of troops under arctic
conditions are influenced by: the almost inaccessible nature
of the hilly and boggy tundra terrain; the limited number of
roads and accessible areas for troop operations; the difficulty
of carrying out engineer work in rocky and boggy ground; the
severe climate with a long winterand complicated meteof+ological
conditions; the polar night and the polar day; ionospheric
and geomagnetic disturbances (storms). When troops move, the
speed of vehicles is considerably-slower and the expenditure
of fuel greater.

394. In operations under arctic conditions, recon-
naissance must establish above all the whereabouts of the
enemy's main grouping and the axis of its operations, where
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his nuclear attack weapons are disposed, and the whereabouts
of flanking detachments. .

Reconnaissance is conducted mainly by small subunits
on skis or in vehicles with high cross-country performance,
which operate, as a rlle, off roads, andto penetrate into the
depth of the enemy's defense exploit concealed stretches of
terrain and gaps in his combat formations,=as well as darkness
and other conditions of limited visibility.

- For conveying-deep reconnaissance groups into the.
enemy's rear and reconnaissance' elementsto .open flanks,
extensive use is made of helicopters."'

Aerial reconnaissance and observation of the enemy's
operations from helicopters are of great importance .

395.. As a rule,,anoffensive against a prepared
enemy defensive positionstarts''iAra situation when troops
are in direct contact with the enemiy.

On terrain over; which tanks and armored personnel
carriers can move off roads, troops can attack from the march
from an assembly area, which s usually selected nearer than
under normal circumstances . -

396." As a rule, the:offensi're under arctic conditions
is conducted along roads'and'rivers, as well as on other access-
'ble axes. T .

The division (regiment) attacks on a vwider front than
under normal conditions. Regiments and battalions usually oper-
ate on separate axes.

The efforts of troops are concentrated on the captire
of inhabited localities, road junctions, passes,. defiles, heights,
wharves, crossings, and airfields.

397. As a rule, the combat formation of the division
(regiment) is drawn up in-greater depth with strong reserves
(second echelons). Regiinents and battalions, operating on axes,
are allowed great independence in fulfilling the combat tasks.

The combined-arms reserves (second echelons) in the
departure-position for the-offensive"are disposed along roads
or-on .lateral roads, echolond, in depth.

Sometimes antitank reserves may not be formed in
divisions. In such cases the antitank reserves of regiments
must be in greater strength
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Flanking detachments: are also included in the com-
position of the division's (regiment's.) combat formaation,
and their tasks may be thiefollowing: to seize road junctions,
bridges, and other important'ohjectives in the enemy's rear;
to destroy the enemy's nuclear attack weapons, his control
points, communications centers and radar stations; and also
to disrupt the work of his rear'services. The flanking
detachments are usually compose'dofgreinforced mountain
skiing and motorized rifle subunits' In areas where there
are lakes, they may operate in amphibious vehicles.

398. When attacking under arctic conditions, a
large part of the artillery is attached to units operating on
separate axes. Fire maneuver becomes important, as well as
the moving of artillery,'especially mortars, by means of
helicopters to support the operations of flanking detachments
and battalions which are attacking at a considerable distance
from the main forces. '"

The missile battalion may be employed by batteries,
together with regiments operating-on separate road axes.

Tanks usually attack along roads, valleys, plateaus,
river beds, and other more accessible axes in close collabora-
tion with motorized rifle subunits.

399. In planning an offensive against a prepared
enemy defensive position, it is essential, in addition to the
usual measures, to do the following: equip in advance heated
shelters for personnel in the departure area for the offensive
(in the assembly area); prepare:weapons and combat equipment
for use in low temperatures; take steps to improve the cross-
country performance of wheeled and tracked vehicles and artillery;
prepare routes to Mye c up :opand also to bring. rear units and
subunits closer to the troops.

Great attention is paid.to hydrometeorologica. support.
Information regarding possible snowfalls and blizzards is given
high priority and is passed to ail personnel.

400. The special features of engineer support for
the offensive under nxctic conditions, are: making passages
through snow and ice obstacles; maintaining roads ronstantly
in a pasMsble condition and preparation of cross-country
routes for the movement of troops; equipping and' mnintinning
crossings over ice and constructing heated shtulcr.

Usually one route is prepared for each regiment of
the first echelon. In selecting axes for roads under winater
conditions , use is made of lakes and rivers
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Routes are built by specially formed detachments, the
composition of which includes subunits of engineer troops with
mechanical equipment for road work.

401. Communications in the division (regiment) are
organized on the assumption that units and subunits will oper-
ate at considerable distances from each other. To ensure
communications, extensive use is made of radio and radiorelay
stations, helicopters, cross-country vehicles, skiers, rein-
deer and dog teams, and also of blinker signaling.

If it is impossible to arrange direct communications
with troops operating on various axes, relaying stations and
auxiliary communications centers are set up.

402. The shift to the offensive by troops is pre-
ceded by pteparation fire.

Artillery, and also tanks brought in to fire from
concealed firing positions, neutralize and destroy strong poinits
in the forward area. and in the immediate depth of the enemy's
defense, his artillery and mortars,' his control points and
his radiotechnical resources. During preparation fire, exten-
sive use is made of guns and tanks assigned for direct-laying
fire. To destroy the enemy on reverse slopes, batteries,
platoons. and guns make use of flanking fire.

Nuclear weapons and aircraft are employed to destroy
the enemy's reserves and centers of resistance situated in the
depth, and to wreck road junctions with the aim of preventing
the enemy from maneuvering his troops.

If there are defensive structures of a permanent
nature, preliminary destruction of the most important targets
may be done before preparation -fire.

Together with fire for annihilation and neutralization,
extensive use is made of harassing fire, expecially in winter.

403. In deep snow, motorized rifle subunits attack
on skis, making a detour around the enemy's flanks and reaching
the rear of his strong points. An attack in armored personnel
carriers is possible over frozen snow crust or on icy stretches.

Close support tanks of motorized rifle subunits usually
attack in the latter's combat formations, and when the terrain is
not difficult for tanks to cross -- ahead of them.

Fire support of the offensive is carried out by con-
centrating fire against individual targets and sometimes,
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especially when operations arbeing conducted along narrow
road axes, by successive concentration of fire..

- Flanking detachments ,usually begin operations when
preparation.f ire starts:.Exploit'ing gaps, and open flanks in
the enemy's combat format ions,'they penetrate secretly into
his defense and, by. deliver'ing, asstrike againstshis rear and
flanks, facilitate the des'tructionby; units '(subunits) of the
first echelon of the defending enemy and his reserves which
are moving up. J

The combined-arms reserve '(second echelon) ,of the
division (regiment) is committed to combat'usually on terrain
where there are roads in the gaps between regiments (battalions).
If necessary, it can be committed through the combat formation
of the first echelon. . '

Before being committed to'conbat, the combined-arms
reserve (second echelon) movesnearer the first echelon.

f.The existence .of 'open ,flanks and big breaks and gaps
calls for constant planning of ''p'otection -for the troops and
above all, for tactical missiles,;: artillery, and control points,
especially during the polar night,4in snowstorms and in fog..
In addition, it is essential to assign special subunits to
destroy enemy reconnaissance and'sabotage groups.

When fighting in; tho' depth4of the enemy's defense,
the main efforts of the attacking troops are concentrated on
destroying enemy troops coveringi,oads, accessible axes, passes,
defiles , and inhablted localities.

404. Tho forcingof" bays (fiords) is done in circum-
stances when the tide ebbs and flows slowly.

In areas where there are lakes',' reinforced subunits .
amphibious vehicles are dispatched,.toreach the enemy's rear and
flanks; they cross the water obstacles quickly, attack the enemy
suddenly, seize important 6bjoct'iires and hold them until the
main forces arrive. - 2';

In planning an offensive involving crossing stretches
of ice, it is essential to detQermine.the- thickness and state of
the ice, the weak spots which limit the use of heavy combat
equipment, and also whethe r there 'ard'artificial obstacles on
the ice; to clarify the weather'forecst:and its effect on the
state of the ice; to planmovementaroutes and mark them out,
taking stops if necessary to strengthen the ice in some sectors,
to clear the snow and to remuove various obstructions (hummocks,
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mad405 frtefloIn plnig'rear. area support, provision ismade~~ fo th'oloig supplying tahe-:t roops with warmclothing, footwear, heated tents~skis , ;fuel, heating andlighting equipment; m~king extensive;:use of helicopters andcross-country vehicles, ,and .also bf;:dog sled teams to delivermateriel and to evacuate .the: sickryand' wnunded; measures forhblping the personnel to avoid 'scurvy, catching cold, andgetting frostbittn ;-'"~

For protection against inseats "pers~onnel-must beprovided with mosquito nets-"and specialointments (liquids).
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jet ..-

Landing Operations end the Combat Operations
of an Airborne 'Division (Parachute Regiment)

1.~ :General Prince p1'

406. The airborne division (p 17huii; 0  inen uconstant com'bat. readiness for: landing nd forcoducting combat1 oe ra-''tions ir the enemy's rear aea

Operating in the enem's rear area, the division (regiment)can:.fulfil the following tasks :Vseize' nd 'hold important areasim
junctions; bridgeheads and crossings ;over water; obstacles, mountainpasses and passages; seize islands straitszones~on sea communications,
and stretches of seacoast in areaswhereseaborne'aning forces arebeing put ashore; seize airfields to facilitate thelanding of ones e .
own troops;- deste p ladn ofon.owntrops d~toy.. weapons.:of masdestruction; "important, headquarters,centers of communications proadoandydrotechical";struct hes aqre

407. The division is ljnded~inthe enemy's'rear area bparachute drops or by parachute drops com bie~d: with airborne landings,as arl, ionrun. A.1 regiment -'is landied" biy parachute drops .iu one
run 4 ,r.,

The time for the drop and the measurea to secure the landingand to support the combat operations ard.determined by the senior

The responsibility for the drop a for landing the division(regiment) at the indicated time'and 'in' the~~apointed area. devolves onthe commanding officer of the large tunit'of tnilitarytranspor aviation.

a 08.e heuccessful employment of,,the division (regiment) isachieved by the- following: -r a=~-.,.

- surprise when dropping in the enemy's rear area;
adrop in .areas where there~are Ab large enemy forces or- where such .forces have~bgen':reliably neutralized, especially
the enemy's tank its °d e dallargel y

- reliable neutralization of ftheens i defenseon oairnes antfair defensweapons on the flight route'j)$ '
support of the division's (regimentts) combat operationswith missile troops, and by aircraft and artillery oftroops attacking from the fro{t.

' . -- ' . v1x--.. 3 C- 7 r"':'
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In case there is a rapids change in the situation reserve
strips onto which parachutists" cande 6pp(aircraft can land must be
allotted. .t

412. To prepare a division) (regiment) for an airborne'-
landing and for combat operations'; d'epartte area foz the landing
is fixed. . It includes the -disposition'areas of units, assembly areas
for units and subunits before>they moveto 'the 'airfields, .as well as
airfields for .military transport aircraft . '

413. The dropping :and landing'of the ,division (regiment) in
the enemy's rear area are precededAly .p arEE ation fire for the land-
n; which is conducted by missile troops and aircraft.: " It is carried

out with the aim of destroying,(neutraliing)theenemy's antiair; defense
weapons on the flight route and"in-the )nding area' his manpower and
fire weapons in..the landing area adhe' easaddaentto it, as'ell
as his reserves and aircraft rhicE ma$'bthr eaten :the division's (regi-
ment's) operations. Line line imissingi7

Fire support for the combat operations of-a'division (regiment)
starts as .soon as the troops have.,landed in the enemy's rear area.

During fire support, the enemy'e surviving and newly detected
missile units, artillery and 'atiaiicra btteries, and aircraft are
neutralized and destroyed, as yell as hi elerves which are moving to
the area of the division's (regiment's) cmbat~operations.

414. The antiair defense of the division (reginent), while it -
is being prepared for combat arfd:during combat in the enemy's rear area
is carried out in the following ways; ' >

in the departure ref the ng - by troops of the
antiair defense'' the Acoitry oof the ground forces in
collaborationith thed;fighters covering the .given area;
as a rule, the divisioi!s (regiment ts) antiaircraft
weapons are employedtoeover; the ..troops only until they
are taken to theairfl eoyadli e

- during the fligh dto the landing area - by specially
detailed fighter tfrcrat't and the antiair defense weapons
of the troops ove. whose zone ;the airlift of the division

- (regiment) .is beis' ,aed ; .

- in the landing arand white -onducting combat operations
-. by fighter airo ftde ailed tto'.provide cover, and also
by the antiaircraft eapond of the division (regiment)

While it is in 'the departure ereafor the, landing, the division
receives -information about ther nenyi itheir; from the nearest radar'
post of the antiair defense trp'a of the :ounty. oro , ne line mise.in7.
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.415. Material support, for the div.sion (regiment) is'provided
on the instructions of: the cenIor',commanddr dturing, preparation for the
aurbirbe kabdubg abd fir cinbat 'ioer itihdfrem the nearest depots of a
formation or from central depots' and dturidg combat'operations-frcm air-
fields designated to provide s ch sup'yot;

2. planning Lariding Operatibns and ;.......
' -. ~ ',. Combat Operations

416. An airborne lariding 'and combat operations. are planned
on the basis of the combattask' that 'ha beenireceived. The commander
who is planning the airborne 1.nding us'ually indicates ,the following to
the divisional (regimental) commadin 6fi er-

-:the landing areaaninformation about the enemy nit and.
in areas adjacent to it, p ' '°'i ''

- the task and the objectives-firs the landing area end in the
area of combat operations which are ?to.be neutralized by
nuclear and other weapons beforeithe landing takes place,
as well as the procedure for-collaboration",with missile
troops, the aviation 'C(avy); and with large units attacking
from the front; .. ' z 'tr '? bg c ;t

-- the composition of the militaryr transport aircraft force ,
assigned for the landi -

- the departure area for the.landing, 'and the time and pro-
cedure for the conceitratio theze ofthedivision (regi-
ment) and' of thre militarkyt ranport aircraft;

-- the procedure for providing air; cover in the departure area
for the landing, during the flight and-during combat oper-
ations . ' , tx,. , .

-- the procedure for' maintaining coimunications and mutual
,information, as well s signalling collaboration; " .

- measures for materi3l telchnical, and medical support;

the time of readiness for 'the landing. -

417. Reconnaissance^on behalf of .the division (regiment) for
preparation for the landing andcombat operations is organized and carried
out on the order of the senior ob niander. It-must establish:

-- ' -.J forces, composition, gruping, gand nature of operations of
ofne enemy in.the landing area and-adjacent areas, especially
of his missile and 4tark troop 4 'fas wvell as'the radiation situation;

- the forces and. means:of eremy antiair defense on the flight path
and in the, landing ar as>)'; , ~ - .. .7

- the .nature of the terk.ain 'and the condition of roads, the presence
of strips and airfields suitable for dropping troops, as well as
the presence ard natue aof ntilandirig obstacles in the landing
area -+1 .

- the political oriehtation of the population and the sanitary-
epidermolog .cal. atuatio zi he area of combat operations;

.. ~. ~i/ 1 fr l
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-'weather conditions in the landing area, and expected changes
in the weather. ' ; ,, i k ...-,

In order to examine the enemy and the terrair;. extensive aerial
photography of the area of the landing and area of comba'c operations is
carried out by order of the division: commanding officer.- Immediately be-
fore the beginning of the landing, ;information about the'enemyland
weather conditions is made more precise. - >.'e ,

Reconnaissance by the division~'s forces and means is carried. out
from the moment of being dropped.in the erieu&s arear area.. The reconnaissance
tasks are set before the landing .akes2pl.cie and are made more "recise during
combat operations. abunits assigned to conduct reconnaissance imay be dropped
in the direct vicinity of their allotted objectives ormay, be sent out from
the landing area. ' t -' > ' ' ft ., : ;

418. In clarifying the task which :he has been given, the . 0.. must
understand the senior commander.'s planthe:procedure:for the employment of.
nuclear weapons in support of ;the division;(regiment) and' thei influence on .the fulfilment of the combat task the duration of the combat operations inthe enemy's rear area, and the arrangements for collaboration with missile
troops, aircraft, and with the trobps moviri to, link up 'with the division
( r e g i m e n t ) . " ft 'ft f t " ' '. " , "f

In assessing-the situation the C.'0. studies the following:

-- the forces, groupingsand the possible nature of the enemy's opera-
-' tions, especiall.y of'his taiktro'ops ''}the objectives'which are to

' be seized, the nature of the ahtilanding obstacles cnd the most
;, important targets andobe'tives which''it ,is -essettial to' neutralize

and destroy before the landing begins and during the combat operations.
- the radiation and chemicla3ituatiin in the landin 'area and in thearea of combat operation

- the state'and'composition o the troops being land d what supportthey have, and their combat capabilities;

- the tasksand nature of the operations ,of large un ts and units
'which are moving forward to link up with the division (regiment);

- the .compoaition and capabilities of theimilitary transport aviation
- the terrain from th standpo:n lnding conditions and fulfilment

of the combat taskj k : d d fulfilment
- weather conditions ,u4he time d the year and of the day or night.
In assessing"the situation (the C, 0: makeai use of all availableintelligence, :maps, aerial;photographs, diagrams, 'and descriptions of the areaof impending combat operations. ' t f c t of t

419. In his decision to carryout an airborne landing and combatoperations, the C. 0. determined the following "Y
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- the plan of operations h tinemy to destroy after the
landing has taken place anid during the subsequent, operations -

-- the grouping of forces and Weapons,sthe way in which theyare to maneuver, and the pi-oaedure for landing them;

- the enemy objectives which'are to be,attacked by nuclear,
chemical, and conventional weapoins 4before the parachute-

4 'Sc.' ' 4. { r4,"sr I ~ ~t

the combattasks f units seubunimy the procedure forlanding them, and collaboration btethe troops; -ra

the stocks, of materiel and the pocedure for landing them;

t, NM .. , , 2 r.

organization of control.

The divisional (regiiental) 0 makes his decision on thebasis of a map and of aerial photographs. 'Thia decision 'is made moreprecise after the landing in thehenemy's rear aea.

.. . r 4 4 .,

42O. The battle order for a' a1.borne landing and combatoperations. usually lays down the .follow

-- a short evaluation of thesenemuis grouping and his operations
in the landing area and of 'his nearest reserves;
.he division's (reg entS bat task,the plan of opera-

- tions, and the enemy objectiYesin the landing area and init vicinity which-are to b 'dentroyed by nuclear weapons;

the tasks of adjacent troops .

- the combat tasks of units (subun -ts) and the procedurefor landing them;

the tasks for the artille1 a

- the tasks for aireaftj ' t ho e
- the time at whic troops are to be ready for the airborne

landingd 
-,.A .

- the place and time a hil t points are to be set up.

During combat operatios ecomattasks are-set or clarified bymeans of short combat instructinsswicchare pssed on through staif
officers, by signal cocmmunication faailities; and also by personal visitsto subordinates. . 44 +
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421. in planning colaboration the commanding officer must
coordin~ate: .the operations of units (subunits) among themselves, indi-
cate the procedure to be followed: by~ aircraft and artillery in support-
ing them while they are fulfilling the immediate task and during subse-
quent operations, and he mustalsocommunicate .thesignals for calling
for, a.itching, and ceasing fire !signal 'ortarget"indication, mutual
recognition signals with aircraft and troops operating from the front,
and other signals. .. y:2

The planned collaboration 'i ored out on models of the
terrain, maps, and aerial photographs of thiarea of the impending
combat operations. In doing this, not only available intellience -
about the enemy is taken into account,4 but Eone line missin /.-

To implemente collaborationith the. division during combat,
aueiation representatives with means of communication are landed in the

enemy's rear, area. -s f ' s , .mutual

422. The airborne op n tii oni;peara in the departure area
for the landing on the basis ofhe decisioniade for combat operations,
and the planning is done by thicomisndihgofficer andstaff of the.
division (regiment) with the aistance'ofthe commamding officers and
staffs of large units and units of military transport aircraft.

In planning the airborne landing ' the.tdvis alstaff&
together with the staff::n of the large unit of military transport
aircraft,draw up a schedule which dhows.thebla2ing:om what run, in
what group, from what airfields, by watdlarge units: (units) of military
transport aircraft, onto which landing swtripiand'in what combat order
the units (subunits) are to be landedthe tim for take-off; the height
from which the parachute drop wil, be. aeth bginning and end:.; of
the parachute drop onto each landing st +;p.'1 p t. - d

After the landing schedule has beenrorked out, the staff..
draws up a scheme for moving the .troops into the assembly areas. The
scheme contains the following: the movement' rputes,' the departure lines,
the control lines and the time at' whichheyareoea dte o be fas ed, mea-
sures for combat support, the measures fo'providing commandant's ser-
vicer , and the time for cotncentrating in ,the assembly areas.

423. -When planning nairborn-"ai n e lig :avolving- several runs,
the composition of the troops 'on ach 'uix1 deter:Lned by the combat task,
the situation, and' the capabilities of the ilitary transport aircraft.

The troops included in 'the 'first) rw'.u:sually consist- of parachute
units reinforced with antitank artillery-and subunits.of- engincer troops
capable of seizing the landing area and ensting the safety of the para-
chute drops from subsequent runs.
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leading aircraft asind c frm h

. 424. In planning the air o~ oiein, tetmeicacuated on h baurs therY e ef4 the beginning of the pa-

by the begining of the parachute' drop "NHhour"' is determinedby heseio-..c- R.er . m an omuiae to'the~ 1 Ctaking inoaccount' the time' tli lb r' fo te troop. t,0. vup to the airfields, for the loadini ,o coSnbat e uopr.n the trpto forethe embarkation of the personnel in aircraft andpforttan feight, for
miitaytransport.to the-lnin rea e gt o th2 . the.' departure a 

C 0r1and headquarters :of thN division~ (regiuft) g~'i poC. na oeo. hairfields.t Asa rul they are 1 nded an ae ips dw naring theflgrote landifferhnt aiCcraft his d~eputy, and .the chief of staffaen iffermmntircraftwh eac ompani ed by a group. of officers withtrol bf troops. During the flight the +"enst Ctinpenden cn-
fy the situation in the lancing'are&aa hb area :ust cmatinoelytioar,'aa ruunit e oammu o ,o a on

itt 426. In the departurerea foithi ding,.communicationswith mta tenira o r ... withcollaborating troops, and
the headquarters which'is usinafte asrboided: nntro.Cuni ion s fromuis(ubuits) arehpriided pnfetl~n a' inhica diso-swtand res (channels.vision?8v(regimentes) 

lineand mobile means
quarters; on reaching;assembl a n assied bythe higher2 head-cations centers of military. t a . mough mn -

Duri g fl ght ro m Iap o ai a i n an d to ule hens.
networks of, ilitary trspotaiad thrugh h db

operationis is radio.an means.e are o mb

in h thcom unicato pvi made for establi hing
comatt icalions withmphes lwng in-the division . with regiments,r n Th battalic anieo Wh are operatinr independently; in theremert ith anpealon companies, and sometimes with platoons which

are oembrkationoth pedependenti, aicaEad.o.th lgt'ft

41 ' Y4 " v h - t

Y ~ ~ ' ;anl. anh 'is, u..;uin h '
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Communications with troops operating from. the front, with
aircraft, and with large units of the )'2v ;are planned over special
radior.networks (point to point radio nets on instructions from the.
senior commander. " . - , r-+ C

r', :J>..yF
428S. Engineer preparation: of the departure area for landing

includes the following: engineer'reconnaissance of the terrain, the
construction of shelters for .personnel; forcombat equipment and for
other materiel, and of water supply points and structures for head-
quarters; also the preparation of roads and the camouflaging of
troops.

429. Protection of :toops.agaaist weapons .of mass destruction
includes the following: radiation';chemical and bacteriological
reconnaissance; notification oftroopsdispersal and camouflage of
troops and making use of the. protective features of the terrain;..
carrying out medical and hygienic.and special prophylactic measures;
elimination of .the effects of the enemys ;use of weapons of mass -
destruction;. providing the .troops"'with protective devices and ensuring
that they make use of them in good time., ' e:,

Individual means of protection and instruments for radiation
and chemical reconnaissance are :landed &t the same time as the personnel,
while degassing sets ready for use are landed together with combat
equipment. r * . . v.

Partial medical treatment of the;persoA'nel,-decontamination
and degassing of arms, equipment, and clothing during combat operations
are carried out- on the instructions of uniiit c.Ci' O.'s without impeding
the execution of the cobat task. "

-430. Readiness for the airborne landing ialdetermined by the
senior commander. .... :......

By this time troops must be i'ithe assembly areas, ready to
move out to airfields for loading and:embarking in aircraft. The combat
task is usually conveyed down to NCOs aidenlisted men before they move ,
to airfields for embarkation in aircraftt.

3. Conduct of Combat Operations.

431. In conducting combat operations in the enemy's rear area;
the division (regiment) must uwieisly;on iae it t vrAwticis, .;eteplutely
and boldly. deliver surprise and swift;:trikes'against "the enemy's
flanks and rear and destroy.hii before he can put up any organized resis-
tance; it must defend captured areas firmly and fight when encircled by
superior enemy forces. ,, , 5
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ments to deliver strikes from t flan .ndthe rea are the main ways
in which units: (subunits) opese~,ind theenI' rear area.-

Airborne operations -ard c b pertions at night onstitute
the usual form of operations bUftd'e vi[odnegiment). Nigh1t
facilitates the surprise appearance of, rops in the' enemy's rear area
and helps to confuse him about e rea land.ingarea and the strength of
the troops -that -have' b'een- landed tas acilitates the execution of
tasks with minimum losses. i' -* '

., ...- ** : ".

The speed with which troops are bronght to combat-readiness
and the immediate launching of combat operations by them are of decisive
signficance for the. successful fulfilmentof the combat task. .*

t32. .The combat operations d th d.dviis ion (regiment) in the
enemy's rear area begin immed.iately afterithe landing, in accordance with -
the plan laid down, taking into account the'local situation. u . o

" r. f A. , w

The subunits detailed for reconnaissance move up quickly to
the objectives which are to be seized, dfine" the enemy's forces and
their composition by w heconnaissancei f s orce, determin the most
favorable axes for emerging on the enemy's'flanks and in his rear area,
and also detect the enemy's reserves:moving up to the area of dthec v
division's (regiment's) combat ope'rations especially his-tanks.

After landing, the divisiona'(regimental) C. 0.,..-. immedi-
ately establishes commlnicationsew ith, thep C.20 - of subordinate
units (subunits) and with the sellice >cotmnder.;: :- on the basis
of information received during ther flightffroh''existing reconnaissance
and from subunits which have landed first, he-clarifies the combat tasks
to units (subunits) and takes steps to-muster them guickly and move them
up in good time to capture objectives. , (

The personnel of subunits brn thmselves to combat readi-
ness quickly and in respo. e to signals from C. Q.'Do of companies -
and battalions assemble on the axes of theirfurtheroperations. Com-
bat equipment: is collected by teams 'is b"ought to combat readiness;
and directed to its units (subunitss .a i a. .'; r o

On those landing strips where the enemy is putting. up resis-
gtance to the mustering of troops, platoons, companies, and combat

Sequipment teams, without waiting for ordere from the senior command
tttack and destroy the epemy nearst to athem, and after thatem

link up with their own subunit.

- r-

Th eeo- e . f sb nt: r g -the ne -ocm a r a.

nes qucky ad n ssp ,;e t sgnas'fron C':Q.p" o..ompni a ,
and________ batlosasml nt'eae.:f:terurhroeain.Cm
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As the units (subunits) muster and assume combat (approach.
march) formation, they move forward swiftly to the objectives which
they are to seize and attack .theenemy resolutely. The attack is
usually launched from VNr4 ousi, axes. ' ::

,. .. ,; ,";

The move to the, bjectives is carried .out quickly .and "
stealthily, and with the implemertation/of reconnaissance and pro-
tetfe: measures, and on axes which lead to the ;.d:ec flanks and
rear one line missin7 of the enemy, toforestal, him in taking up -

a defensive position, the .troops can move up in motor transport or as:
a landing.force on assault guns. .~

Reserves are employed to repel the enemy's counterattacks,
to increase the power of the strike,4to exploit success, and also to
secure the flanks and the .rear area. ;.

Covering subunits quickly occupygthe lines (areas) allotted
to them in readiness to repel enemy counterattacks,-especially of his
tanks. -

In seizing objectives, bold and daring operations by small
subunits and wide display of initiative-by all e C. OCsa' are of special
importance, . >:

433. When landing at night, as a rule, subunits and units pro-
ceed to muster areas which areselented near the landing strips of sub-
unitson the axisoftheir approach to the ;bjectives which are to be -.
attacked and, as far as possible,.iin placos where there are reference'
points which are clearly visible at night. ; ~+

The mustering of personnel and of.equipment is carried out
with the help of radiotechnical and night vision equipment.

In the muster areas', theC.. O.s .:of units ,and subunits
bring subunits to combat .readiness, clarify. thetasks, and send out
reconnaissance and covering parties. Subunits should remain in muster
areas for a short time only.

434. When objectives are being captured, the artillery destroys
and neutralizes .the enemy's fire Weapons ,and manpower,;it neutralizes
artillery and mortars that have been spotted; prevents counterattacks by
the enemy's tanks and infantry, and the approach of his reserves.

While objectives are ieing seizedg a large part of the artil-
lery uses direct-laying fire and operates in-the combat formations of
rifle subunits. . .

- 20-
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Subunits of assault guns are . mpiayedfor direct cslose "supbor
of the offensive of rifle subunits, andogperate in their combat formations.

.. *F L iyf1 7.,~ 7' '. r r

435. Frm te bginnng fetenaachute dtrop aircraft pro-vide cover for the diis ion against strikes from the enemy in' the air,destroy and neutralize his manpower,'artillery, and tanks which are hindering the capture. of objective,'carry6'ut'reconnaissance, and deliver'strikes against the eguemy's resorved moving ii p 'r ' ec 'p

o While-the division is fightingaicraft operate mainly whencalled for from the airfields''where they ard- on''aler., The divisionalcommanding officer sets or clarifies the taiks' for aircraft through theaviation representatiye within the limitations of the flying resources -(letnyy resurs).laid down .bythip omm'lefrof tr'npstof the front.e h

436. When fighting is~going on for the capture of objectiver,antitank weapons are disposed in' sucha way that they can repel apossible attack by eni tanks from-any axis. Forthis it is essential
that assault guns, PTUIS ( antitndguide'dissiles), and subunits ofengineer troops with theans to 'adtilp obst~oids 'should operate in thecombat formations of bubuniscalihontthe'attack' and of subonitsdetailed to cover the, flanks andrea r reare:'oi'dalso essential toreinforce reconnaissance Torceorin'the lanks:.and~ intthe rear in goodtime, to make provision' for deployment linsifor the antitank reserve,
and to set up mine-field obstacl~es, on xes threatened by tanks.'

437. The division's '(r ii to),antidircraft subunits, ircollaboration with fighter aircrft, metroy the'enet y in the airn repelhis strikes against the troops, and'pretent'hitifrom conducting aerialreconnaissance, whileconcentrating thir thn e'fforts on covering thecommand posts and the. units'and'subunits'6iperating on the main axis;

In the casa when the 'airborny landingis-tcarried out in severalruns, antiaircraft subunits are landedon tihe first rundand after they
have reached the ground, they are deployed in the'areas of the landingstrips to cover the troops to be landed on' iubsequent runs.

In all cases, antiairs artilery'subunits must be re dyto fire at the enemy's tanks.

Reconnaissace of theeemy e a s conducted b thedivision's radar -postj and by visualeUnits and subunitsopen and conduct fi arfe independe t..airirat7  4\o?4 t

c 38. When pbjectives are be g captued units and subunitsof engineer troops re onnoiter rou teon hich troops can maneuver andmove to the objective to be at aikdte yadtnup obstacles when counterattacks are being rep lled, carry out demolitions on the most probable
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routes which the enemy will use to move to th area of combat' operaitions,
and clear the seized areas of inines o he division (regimezit) or for
troops attacking from the front.

439. The division (regimet inthe enemy's rear qrea goes
over to the defense to hold-captured areas"rtbidgeheads moutain pai
and passages, end other important-objectives until its own t oops arrive.

For going over to the defense, the division (regim ) is
allotted an area. The width of the front to be defended .is etermined -
by the combat task, the nature of the terrain, and also by t e anticipat-
ed operations of the enemy. - -

The division's (regiment's) defense is .organized axes and
takes the form of independent company and -platoon strong po s, and .in
some cases - of battalion areas;with gaps;between~them, com ed with
vigorous operations by part of the forcesdt.the"extensive e of
obstacles on the approach routesa of the enediftroops; as wel as with
bold counterattacks. Every area of.'defenseand strong'point ust- be
adapted for all-around defense and if possibley should be able to lay -
down intersecting fire with adjacent ~strong points (areas of efense).

Strong points and areas of defense are disposed in uch a way
that they should be able to bring their fire to bear. on the e emy's most
probable movement rputes. - -

In the gaps between strong pointe and areas of defe se, mine-
fields are arranged, ambushes are organiied, rsecurity detachm nts are
sent out, and reconnaissance is conducted continuously. They must also
be covered. by artillery fire from'the depth. Ta:o;-vu: oro di 20c:". :1

Reserves are disposed in areas whichensure.:that 'th troops
can reach the main axes quickly to deliver strikesagainst-th enemy's
flanks and rear area or tp occupy:.tacticallyadvantsgeous lin s. s

To gain time, to wear down the enemy while he is ap oaching
the area of defense, and to confuse him about its real forwar edge, .
forward detachments composed of a:freinforeed compan'y::(battali ) may be
parachuted from aircraft during the airborne operation or may e sent .
out, after they have landed, to a distance o 20 and more fr the
forward edge of the defense. : t -

0. As a rule, the switch to theeenae iis done der
enemy pressure and is organized in an extremely short time.

A defense is sot up firstof14 al by part of the fora a, which
seize tactically important lines and pointesimmediatelyafter the troops. -

have landed. Subaequently, .as the-eney. is destroyed in'the 1 ding ' " - "
area and as the deaignated objectives are se ied, :the area of efense is ;
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*extended, and the rest of the iisioa_ (regiments) forces shift to
the defense. r

The forward edge of the efnse is selected with a riew to
making use -of natural.'lines and loc& ob.ects, facilitating the planning
of a system of fire. . . }

The system of fire in'defense'is organized on the basis of -
fire collaboration from all kinds of reaponsg and a 'system of.jobstacles..
It :nust provide for the repulseof enemy tank assaults from any':axis,
the concentration of massed fire quickly on anyffthreatened alis, cover-
ing fire for -gaps and open flanks, the laying down of flanking fire,
crossfire, and surprise fire at very cl.ose'range (kinzhalnyy ggon) on
the approaches to and in the depth of the defense, and it must also provide
for rapid switching of fire by .f ire ljapons.M ' ' , '

x41. Antitank defense is or~ganied for the whole depth of the
area being defended on the axes. threatendd':by tanks. Beside9 the usual
measures, when the division (regiment);is ' indefense' in the enemy's rear
area, special importance attaches to -ambushes'against tanks dn axes
threatened by them,. on the approaches to the area of-defense; in the
battalion areas of defense, and also in the gaps between them. .

Firing positions for artillery are selected on axes threaten.-
ed by tanks. -. r~k%.7' C.

Subunits of assault guns form the basis of the division's
(regiment's) antitank reserves. ,

42. The sequence of the work for engineer preparation of
the terrain is determiied by the commanding officer. Usually, in the
first place, mine-field obstacles are set up on the most threatened-axes
in front of the strong points (areas of 'defense) and 'in 'the gaps '
between them; demolitions are carried 'out and obstructions are 'arranged
on the approaches to the defense;' 7the -personnel' dig themselves 'in and
local objects are adapted for defense;trenches are dug for rifle sections,
which are then joined by communioation trenches to-form platoon positions;
pits are dug for guns, mortars, and esaault3 gunh,. and structures are
set up for control points and communicafbon aenters.

Subsequently, the main~ positfon in strong poihts (areas of
defense) are extended and consolidateca, ndl&ternate positions :for
artillery and assault' guns, as well e.sdeploymeit'lines for the anti-
tank reserveare also equipped) 'the system of obstacles is extended
and movement routes for the troops are "prepared.

.}~~ i 1 c;
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3. Action against the 'enemy moving up to the division's
(regiment's) area of:defense is'startedin .the distant approaches.

The forward detachmentsa ofl.the division and of regiments,
operating from atm1ushes and caerying.odt' aids on'and delivering surprise
strikes against enemy columnagforce'the enemyito deploywear'him down,
inflict losses" on him, and create favorable-conditions to deliver
strikes against the enemy with nuclear;'weapor a and by aircraft...

As soon as the enemy goes 'into the atack, artillery and rifle
subunits concentrate their fire first;of all 'on beating off the enemy's
tanks, cut off his infantry from'the "tanksaind annihilate, it." Artillery
and aircraft also deliver strikes against the combat formations of the
advancing enemy and his reserve CAC.' N 'r)C

If the enemy drives a wedge ini the defenseothe divisional
(regimental) commanding officer, by making useo f'all: his fire weapons and
by setting up obstacles, must stop the enemy troops from spreading along
the front and into the depth; he musti prevent the arrival of the enemy
reserves and must destroy the enemy by decisive strikes by his reserves
from the flanks and rear area.; CC- y..3 C ' ; ., --

C .. . 'Cs-" . . cp r ,, - s*, "

- As the troops operating from the front approach, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer establishes communications
with the commandingj officers of units and' slarge units arriving in the
division's (regiment's) area of combat operations and clarifies the
combat tasks, the time, the procedure or" inking up,'and the mutual -

recognition signals. " . ;

' Aftrr linking up with the troop& operating from the front, the -
division (regiment) carries out the taskshset by the senior d

4 The move of the civision (regiment) in the enemy's .rear
area to another area of combat _operations is undertaken in order to -
fulfil new tasks and to withdraw the troop sfxom'being subjected to an
enemy strike. , C f"- r 5 ,C - -

The move must be carried out quickly and stealthily, must "come
as a surprise. to the enemy, and's a rule Should take place at night and
under .conditions of limited visibility ' -C C

As a rule the move is ofthe ivision's
(regiment's) forces. are fighting, the efleiny TVThe withdrawal from combat
is carried out under-cover of units (stbunita;) aigned for this purpose,
which continue to hold the positions they vae occupied for the period
of time laid down by the commanding officer. C
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When the division (regiment)+±g being moved, the grouping of
forces and weapons must be such as tozn~ure that units and subunits can
go on fighting independently during 'athemove. For' this purpose, artillery,
subunits of assault guns, and subunits bf se(ial troops are attached to
regiments (battalions) and operate 'indtheir columns.- 3 .

As a rule, the units; (subunits) move along several routes,
circumventing large road junctions, and inhabited places, taking advan-
tage of folds in- the ground and of'natural' cover.- Each column must->
have security detachments aheady in the, rear area' and on the flanks.
To accelerate the move, use is made of allgthe available means of
transport, including transport captured from the enemy.

445. Bridgeheads and/crossings over water obstacles are . -

seized and held with the aim of helping the troops attacking from the!
front to cross them from the march. -r'

- ..tr .- , .td. .

The division (regiment)'is usually parachuted/onto sectors
of the terrain adjoining a river. 'In -thosecases'when 'the enemy has
taken up a defensive position oii the river n gcod time, nuclear strikes
are delivered before the troops are'dropped.' . - .

The size of the bridgehead yto be seized is determined by its
purpose, the extent to.which there is' protection against weapons of mass
destruction, the state, of the terrain arita he situation. It must''
afford protection for the troopgthat-ar:frosingfrom enemy ground
observation and from direct- laying .a'at.lefy c fire.

The terrain in the area of the bridgehead must facilitate the
organization of a firmidefense, aboveall against; tanks, while stretches
of the water obstacle must be convenient, to arrange crossings.

When crossings exist at the water obstacle, as a rule the
division (regiment) is parachuted onto both ,banks of the water obstacle,
and its main force is dropped to seize'the bridgehead.

To capture existing crossings and to prevent their destruction
by the enemy, subunits prepared fOr this purpose are dropped, into the
immediate neighborhood of the crossings.l ^t.

On the axis of the enemy a probable pproach to the bridgehead
forward detachments may be parachuted'.:cnt" out) fromh the division
(regiment)'

446. During combat operations ao capture a bridgehead, the
divisional (regimental) commandirig'officer concentrates his main' efforts
on the fastest possible capture of.commanding height; dams, stone build-
ings, and defensive structures oneth& bank, the loss -of which would deprive
the enemy of the possibility of keeping the crossings under fire.

'. 
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After landing, subunits detailed to seize crossings break
through swiftly to them,.attack ,.nddestroy thejsecurity detachments,
seize bridges, moorings, .ferris;:;: and other amphibious equipment, con-
solidate. their hold on them, and preventtheir destruction .by, the
enemy. As a rule, strong pocketso bffiesista nceare, blockaded and
outflanked. Their destruction is accuiplishe fter the subunits have
reached the water obstacle. ' '< A

As the te.sks of destroying the enemy are accomplished, units
(subunits) go over to the defense of the bridgehead in the indicated
areas. When there are no crossings: defense of the bridgehead is usu-
ally organized on one bank of the water obstaele,

447. Subunits of ehgineer troops, .tn addition to their
normal tasks of supporting combat operati.ons, clear the captured cros-
sings of mines and maintain them' in :working order; carry out engineer
reconnaissance of the water obstacle.arid of the' approaches to it with
the aim of finding suitable places for teteroops advancing from the
front to cross the water obstacle; theyequip, the approaches to the
water obstacle and the batks for the °cropsing gather together local
crossing equipment for the need8 of the division..(regiment), and prganize
the protection of the crossings -againist tloating mines.

If the enemy has a naval floti11a't"his ldisposal, subunits of
engineer troops set up obstacles in the rivers'

448. Before the troops attac'kingfrom the front approach, the
divisional (regimental) commanding offi$eraend~sthem information about
the enemy, the nature of the water obstacle aid the approaches to it, the
state of the captured crossings andof the local crossing equipment, the
sectors which are convenient for the arranging Of crossings, including
the crossing of tanks submerged, and abott'the .routes for reaching the
river. -. S , '

When the forward units, of theiat ackig troops reach the bridge-
head, the. commanding officer takes steps.t help them to. cross the water
obstacle. After the attacking troops havecrossed the .bridgehead, the
division (regiment) fulfils;,tasks set b theenior comande ' .

449. Depending on the size 'of t'he.±landaB the.forces of the
enemy, and the nature of the defense, tha capture of islands is accom-
plished by the division (regiment,) independently or in a combined operation
with a seaborne landing -force. -

When an island is to be captured independently, forces and
weapons are distributed in a way to ensure thesrapid capturefirst of
all, of those objectives the loss of whig would sharply reduce the
aggressiveness and steadiness of t9e onemy' defenseand 'ould facili
tato the rapid capture of the whole i nlard.Pazdtn Q the forces are
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assigned to disrupt communications, to blow Tpobjectives on lines of
communication, to create - and i'otbther kinds of sabotage action.

In seizing an"idlanc. in a combined operation with a seaborne
landing force, the division (regiment):captures important areas and
road junctions in the depth of thesialand or on its :coast with the aim
of preventing the enemy from movi nghis reserves, and also to secure the
landing of the seaborne lenditingorce. d

450. During co ibat operationsthe commanding officer moves
his forces and weapons with a view t cuttig off and isolating the
independent garrisons and Sto seizing impottant objectives as quickly as
possible.

As the objectivis are captured, units (subunits) go over to
the defense. In the firs place, defense is organized in those areas
where the enemy can carry out airborne (seaborne) landings. On stretches
of coastline which it is ifficult tb readh, ecurity detachments
patrolling, and observation are or ganizedA'

The division's regiment's)main forces are disposed on the
main axis in readiness fo' vigorous operations to annihilate enemy
airborne and seaborne lan ings . c - <" Y"

451. When sec inof a seaborne landing force,
the division (regiment five. words missin to hold sectors .of
the coast in the area whe e thejseaborieNlaiding is to take place or to
prevent the enemy's rese es from approaching the area where the sea-
borne landing is to be male.

In fulfilling t ska for the capture of sectors of the sea-
coast, the division (regi ent)^estroys missile launching sites, coastal
artillery firing position , strong pointsgand defensive structures
situated on the coast and aboveall the fire eapons vhich are hindering
the landing of the seabo e landing force, oi'ol points, and communications
centers.

To prevent the nemy's'reserves from approaching the area.
where the seaborne landing has taken placethe division (regiment)
seizes and holds areas ins the depth f the coastal strip on the enemy's
main movement routes. . ..

452. Units and large unite of the navy may fulfil the following
tasks. for the division (r giment): ' - '

- neutralize ith nudlear and other weapons of destruction
objectives n the enemy's coastal defense 'uring-the land-
ing operation and during combat operati':,;
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- cover the seized sectorsof+coastline (island) against
strikes by enemy" warehis.and against ;enemy seaborne
landing operations,; "'< ,

- blockade ports. that have no .been ':occupied, anchorages
for warships, anda sectors where the enemy could conveniently

.land, troopsr; ,4; 1',"''

- help parachutists ho are forced to bail out of aircraft
over the sea (rescue service), , k

- deliver materiel and combat'equipment, and evacuate the
sick and wounded: ' s

' 4' 4444 T'

453. In mountainous country'airborne forces are used mainly
to seize and hold mountain passes, passages road junctions, and other
important areas with the. aim'of helping the troops attacking from the
front to cross these areas quiskly;'and of preventirsthe approach
(withdrawal) of the enemy through these,;areas.

The most widely used kind of landdng4 A'trce in mountainous country
is a regiment :or a battalion. A disiiorisay be employed for the
simultaneous capture of several mountain passes or of an important' area
(road junction) in the enemy's deep reararea: -

When operating in mountainoue country, units and aubunits
must be capable of fulfilling combattasks'independeritly. for a consider-
able period. of. time.. For this',they are beinforced with combat engineers
and artillery and are provided with additional tocks. of materiel.

In mountainous- country, landirigs are made onto a tlimited. number
of landing strips. As landing stripsduse can be made of gentle slopes
on the sides of mountains, of mountain p lateaus, ofvalleys and, under
winter conditions, of frozen lakes. " r""'

If the landing strips a'e below the area of combat operations,
then heavy freight can be dropped directly ortothe area to be seized
after the units have reached it.'. *'1 x , ' -'

454. The operations of units (subunits) in seizing airfields
depend on the. state of the ground and t'he entiair defense of the airfields,
and also on the extent'to which itis neutralized before the airborne
landing takes place.

In conformity with this1 airfields many be seized by units
(subunits) dropped directly onto the airfield or some diotance from it,
the troops then mnoving to it.
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When eizing an airfield the obectives for the operations
of the troops ae ground and satian i t'efenseweaponsaircrafticontrol
points, commun ations centersradiotechnicai equipment, and depots of
ammunition and uel." r '

Afte landing, subunits assigned to seize airfields immediately
move to their lotted objectives, attack the enemy iesolutely, and
seize the targ ets quickly. An impora nt e is played. in" this by
subunits of ass ult guns whichoperatiras acomponent part of rifle
subunits, attac first of all the enemy' fire weapons and his aircraft.

- To p pare a landing strip j n $which ones own aircraft can
land, the c ding officer assigns combatengineer and rifle subunits
with the necessa means. First: 'ofka1l.9 taakeff end landing strip
is cleared of maged equipm nt and Craters in it'are filled in.

r55. The capture and destruction of the enemy's nuclear and
other weapons of mass destruction mayTbe carried out by units specially
assigned for tlis purpose, aswell as- ihi ts wh'ich are carrying out
other tasks in the enemy's roar area:? n al3dcases when a division
(regiment) is parachuted into the enetnmyswreaZ area,provision must be
made for the reconnaissance and annihildtion''of nuclear and other weapons
of mass destruction. '" ,

The objectives to be attacked by units (subunits) may be the
following: .>'

-- artillery weapons for nuclear attack, guided missilee and
free rockets, delivery aircraft, and winged missiles;

-- dcpots and bases for the;atseinbly and storage of nuclear
camunition and other weaponsOf mass' destruction, com-

onents of fuel for missiles and also the launch pads
( aubchers) of missile weapons; ,-

-- xadiotechnical means for guiding missile weapons.

456. In making a decision to-seize and destroy nuclear attack
weapons, besides the usual matters, the -divisional (regimental) commanding
officer determikes the composition of the subunits which are to undertake
these tasks, ofd the subunits which are to act as covering troops, of the
reserves and t ir task, as we]las the rdas (ini which the troops are to
assemble after ulfilling the task and the dequence of subsequent
operations.. ,

Subu ts detailed to eize and destroy' nuclear targets, after
landing move st althily to their allocated objectives without getting
involved in fi ting with secur t jsubtinit' andattack' the enemy from

...
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the Usarch'.;.;L . Captured atomic artiflary' launchers, components
of fuel, launch pads, and nuclear"cbarges,;depending on the tasks, are
put out of action, blown up, or prepared for evacuation. -

After seizing and destroying thei objective, subunits move
to the assembly aress.

The capture and destruction ;ofnuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction while they are on the move is accomplished
by subunits undertaking surprise operations from ambushes and by raids.

457. Disruption of the'enempascontrol of troops and the work-
in of his rear services is a constant task in .all forms .of the division's
(regiment's) combat operations in the enemy's rear:area. In some cases,
units may be parachuted for the specifica task of disrupting the enemy's
control of troops and the. work of his rear seevices.

Disruption of the enemy's control "of troops is achieved by
destroying headquarters and by denolishing. centers 'and lines of communications,
radio stations, and radar sets.

Disruption of the working of the enemy'a rear services is achieved
by the destruction of the most importanatob ectives in' the enemy's rear area,
of depots and materiel base .hia'rntLoe jnctiis and bridges, and by damag-
ing railroads and roads, lings of .communieationfindustrial enterprises,
power plants, pipelines, and' other objective*, as wtil as by broaking up
the movement of transport on the enemy'a comuunicatioa routes.

458. In 'etting tasks to-disrupt-thaeenemy's control of -troops
and the work of his rear services, the folloing are usually laid down:

- the objectives and the order ;which they are to be destroyed;

- the procedure for collabo ation vth other units operating
in, the enemy's rear area;

- the prcaedure for maintaining comtunications;

- the nature of subsequent opora'tions.;

459. After landing, tiie&ivisies'f(rgiment's) rear services
collect supplies quickly and cohcentrat!i±' their allotted areas in
readiness to replenish the supplies of isn'IBand subunits immediately,
and also to receive the sick andvounded.: .L'>'

Areas for the disposition of rear units and subunits are
selected near roads, if possible in places vhiah re inaccessible for
tanks and where there is cover aainst abservation from the 4ir.
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:During combat ,operattia, suppliee'axea delivered speciajlly,
assigned units of militaYr :trazisport; aircraft, Ptam supply' fields, the
supplies being dropped, as a rule; y>.ue..Q rci "~nomto
that the aircraft have r ae: f;;eet~ni"ate~ree:lc gnfrt tin

advttc he ropf ot~sito 'colotad trsport .the applies.

When supplies are delivered by tt'; landin method, es a.
rule laningstris ar prpared ini areas-which are not sus eptible to

enemy ground observation. r r a >,,te''
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CHAPTER 11

Pursuit'

460. Pursuit may arise as a result of the unsuccess-
ful outcomb for the enemy of a meeting engagement, of a success-
ful development of the offensive by our troops in the depth of
the enemy's defense, or in the event of premeditated withdrawal
by the enemy.

The rout of aiwithdrawing enemy is achieved by
attacking his main forces #ith tactical missiles, aircraft
strikes, and artillery fire, and also by employing the pur-
suing troops to split him up and deliver strikes in collabor-
ation with an airborne landing.

The pursuit of the enemy is carried out frontally
and from the flanks ,at as fast a rate as possible and with
the straining of every effort, on routes parallel with those
of his withdrawal, as many routes as possible being used .

461. The enemy's withdrawal is usually done by
surprise disengagement from our troops; consequently, his
retreat can only be detected if continuous reconnaissance
is carried out by commanding officers and headquarters of
all arms of troops. When an enemy withdrawal has been detected,
additional reconnaissance is organized, including reconnaissance
in force, which must establish when the enemy's main forces
start to withdraw and the routes taken by them; the strength,
composition, and axis of operations-of the enemy's rear guards;
the preparation and possible occupation by enemy troops of
defensive lines in the depth; the presence andhnature of
obstructions and obstacles on the axes of pursuit; and the
sectors of terrain contaminated by radioactive and toxic
substances.

462. On receiving information that the enemy is
preparing to withdraw, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer is obliged to do the following: set tasks for additional
reconnaissance of the enemy; create, the essential grouping of
forces and weapons and to set tasks to units (subunits) for going
over to a resolute offensive with the immediate task of breaking
through and reaching with the main forces, especially tanks,
routes parallel to the enemy's withdrawal and which lead to the
enemy's flanks and lines of communiation; determine the com-
position and the axes of operations of advance guards and
columns of main forces, and of tactical airborne forces; andto coordinate their operations with strikes by tactical missiles,with artillery fire, and with aircraft operations.
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463. The division '(regiment) goes over to the
offensive independently, the decision made by the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer being reported at the same
time by him to the army commander (divisional commanding
officer).

The frontal pursuit of the retreating enemy is
carried out by part of the:division's (regiment's) forces
with the necessary support -The division's (regiment's)
main forces overtake the enemy swiftly along parallel
routes, come out on his flanks, cut off the routes by which
his main forces are withdrawing, and by resolute strikes
from the flanks and rear'destroy them piecemeal.

464. Units (subunits) pursuing the enemy from the
front destroy his covering subunits by resolute operations
and, exploiting the intervals and gaps in the enemy's com-
ba't formation, break through swiftly to his main forces,
and, in collaboration with troops pursuing the enemy on parallel
routes, destnuy them.

465. In pursuit, the tank regiment (battalion) is
employed mainly for deep penetration of the enemy's routes
of withdrawal. .

During the pursuit, the tank regiment (battalion)
breaks swiftly through the movement protection troops and,
moving through the gaps between the retreating columns, quickly
attains the enemy's routes of withdrawal and destroys his main
forces by resolute operations.

466. To seize crossings over water obstacles, road
junctions, and other important objectives on the enemy's
routes of withdrawal, forward detachments are detailed from
the units pursuing the enemy on parallelt routes.

The forward detachments, without involving themselves
in fighting with the enemy's covering troops and retreating
units (subunits), swiftly reach the enemy's routes of with-
drawal and, by resolute operations carried out independently
or in collaboration with a tactical airborne landing, seize
the allotted objectives and haulp the division's (regiment's)
main forces to surround and destroy the retreating columns
and reserves of the enemy. "

467. The enemy's reserves which are moving bp
or counterattacking are attacked with nuclear weapons,
artillery fire, and strikes by aircraft, and are destroyed
by part of the division's (regiment's) forces.
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In the cases when the 'enemy has managed to disengagefrom the pursuing units (subunits): and to set up a defense onan intermediate line, the;divisional(regimental) commandingofficer organizes a breakthrough of the defense from themarch.

468. Tactical missilesare :used to destroy themain forces of the retreating enenyyhis nuclear weapons,and his reserves which are moving'up:'. Strikes are deliveredagainst concentrations of.enemy troops when they pass throughdefiles, gorges, and over''crossings withthe object of holding.;eup his withdrawal and theyapproach of fresh reserves.

Artillery destroys and neutralizes with its fire themanpower and fire weapons of 'coveringiunits; it fires at theretreating enemy when he is passing :through road junctionsand gorges, over crossings and bridges; it prevents the approachof his reserves and hinders~the setting:up of a defense onintermediate lines. - L, w . SS'- u -

Chemical weapons are used in the pursuit againstthe retreating groupings and reserves-of 'the'enemy and alsofor contaminating road junctions defiles, and crossings onhis routes of withdrawal.>-' '- Y , 4

Antiaircraft unita;(aubun t~g),: moving directly inthe columns or in. the combat:$formations of units (subunits),cover the division's (regiment's tactical missiles, artilleryand man forces. - ant.ill,

469. Aircraft delive' bombing and attack strikesagainst the enemy's means oft-mass=destruction, his retreatinggroupings and reserves, especially'his'leading (advance guards):retreating columns, and they alsosupport the operations offorward detachments and tactical'airborne, forces, as well ascarrying out continuous reaonnaissance ofe the enemy.

470. The division's (regiment's) engineer subunits,operating as component parts-=of reconnaissance and forward de-tachments and of tactical annairborno .anding conduct engineerreconnaissance, carry out'demo1itions,-;and.Met'up mine fieldobstacles on the enemy's outesoti(dwithdraal,- and also pSro-vide support for the uapture and .hodingaof important objectives(areas , lines) . - ' . <,x -° ° ; 
-'

Movement protect on dticmente ;lay cross-countryroutes, clear roads and reistoro bridges On'the division's(regiment's) axe d .. a andtogether'with landing andcrossing subunits oreantno-.re pravchnoye podrazdeleniye)provide support for the terobstacles from the
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The division's mobile obstacle detachment moves-
together with advance guards on the main axis in readiness
to set up mine field obstacles:on :the enemy's routes of'
withdrawal and on the routes of counterattacks by hiss tanks.

471. During thedpursuit; the divisional commanding
officer controls his units from the;mobile forward command
post, and the regimental cammandin officer - from then
mobile command post. : T '

When the pursuing units (subunits) close ups into,
columns, the division's forward .coimmand post (regiment's
command post) moves at the'head of the column of main: forces
or with the advance guards.

When the division:.(regiment) deploys into combat
formation, the division's lforward command post (regiment's;
command post) is located behind the units (subunits) of the
first echelon in a po3itionfromswhiciithe divisional
(regimental) commanding officer canobserve the operations
of units (subunits) on b the main axis : ;

472. During the pursuit ,4art of the transport
with ammunition and fuel, ah well :%a medical subunits- and repair
services, move behind the divis ona's: (regiment's) main forces .
The rest of the rear units (subunits) mhove in the columns on
the axis of operations of the main forces.
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CHAPTER 12

Defense

1. General Principles'

473. The dim of defense is to repel the offensive
of superior enemy forces, to inflict considerable losses on
the enemy, and to hold important areas of ground, and thereby
to create favorable conditions for going over to a decisive
offensive.

Defense enables one to win time, to economize forces
and weapons on some axes, and to create conditions for an
offensive on others.

474. Modern defense-is based first of all on
powerful fire strikes from all kinds of weapons,uon broad
maneuver of fire, ' forces and weapons, and on counter-
attacks, while at the same time holding on stubbornly to
important areas which intersect the enemy's probable axes
of thE of.enaive, as well as on the extensive use of obstacles.

rhe use by defending troops of nuclear and chemical
weapons enables one not only to repel. an offensive by superior
enemy forces, but to break up an enemy attack which is being
prepared or which has started by inflicting defeat on his
main grouping and by going over from defense to an offensive
in a short space of time .

475. The defense must be firm and vigorous, anti-
nuclear and antitank, capable of withstanding strikes from
the enemy's nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction,
his aircraft and artillery, of repelling massed attacks by
the enemy's tanks, of preventing the landing and operations
of airborne forces, and if the enemy drives a wedge into the
defense -- of destroying him.

This is achieved by the tellowing:

-- timely detection and immediate destruction of the
enemy's weapons of mass destruction; detecting
and inflicting defeat on his main grouping by nu-
clear weapons and fire of all kinds in the distant
approaches, in front of the forward edge, and in
the depth of the defense;

-- organization of the defense in great depth and in
a varied way, skilful use of the terrain, engineer
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preparation of it, and camouflaging it thoroughly
with the aim of confusing the enemy about the real
nature of the defense; _:

- a cleverly planned system of fire, above all of
antitank fire, in combination with a system of
mine fields and(other obstacles, and also by quick
restoration of a system of fire that has broken
down;

- dispersed and concealed disposition of forces and
weapons, their broad maneuver onto threatened
axes, and the conduct of swift counterattacks;

- reliable protection of troops against weapons of
mass destruction and the ability on the part of the
troops to operate for a long time on contaminated
terrain;

- endurance, steadiness, and stubbornness on the part
of the defending troops;

- firm and skilful Troop control, timely planning
and continuous maintenance of collaboration,
quick restoration of a defense system that has
broken down, and comprehensive support for the
combat operations of troops ;

Defending troops have no right to leave the areas
(positions) they occupy and to withdraw without an order to
this effect from the senior commander,. .. . They must
he ready to operate without being in tactical contact with
adjacent troops and when encircled., -

476. For defense, the division is allotted a
defense zone (polosa oborony), a regiment - a defense sec-
tor (uchastok oborony), and a battalion - a defense area
(rayon oborony).

The width of the front in defense is determined by
the availability of nuclear weapons, the division's (regiment's)
task, its composition, and the nature of the terrain.

In defense, the width of the division's defense zone
on the main axis may reach 20 to 30 km; of a regiment's defense
sector - about 10 km; and of a battalion's defense area -
about 5 km.

In defending terrain not all of which is accessible
for the operations of troops, and in defending a seacoast, the
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width of the division's (regiment'd) front in defense ca be
even greater.

The depth of the defensive layout must provide
for an increase of resistance against the enemy, for free-
dom of maneuver by troops, especially of second echelons
and reserves, and for the disposition of all units (sub-
units) in dispersed order .with the aim d8 protecting them
against weapons of mass destruction. It can be: for the
division - 15 to 20 km, for a regiment - 7 to 10 km,
and for a battalion -- about 3 km.

In defense, the motorized rifle, tank (heavy
tank) division (regiment) can be in the first or in the
second echelonand also in the reserve.

The division which is in- the second echelon (reserve)
prepares and takes up a defensive position on the most impor-
tant axis or is disposed, concealed and dispersed, in a given
area xn readiness to launch counterattacks (counteratrikes)
or to maneuver onto threatened axes,

477. The grouping of the division's (regiment's)
forces and weapons and the layout of its defense must con-
form to the combat task, the features of the terrain, and
the nature of impending operations, and must provide for a
firm defense, decisive destruction of the enemy, especially
his tanks, the firm holding of important areas of terrain,
and possibilities for maneuvering forces and weapons and
launching counterattacks.

In each case, the grouping of forces and weapons
and the layout of the defense must be different, must not
fall into a definite scheme or pattern, must confuse the
enemy, and must induce him to deliver nuclear strikes
against areas which are not occupied by troops.

470. The division's (re iment's) combat formation,
depending on the si ua on, may cons a o wo or one ec helons,
and the smaller or larger part of the forces and weapons may
be detailed to form the division's (regiment's) first ©chelon.

The tank regiment of a motorized rifle division
is usually employed in the second echelon and occupied a
defense sector on the most important axis in readiness to
launch a counterattack or to repel enemy tank attacks from
prepared firing lijes. In some cases, the tank regiment
may be used in the first echelon; then as a rule, it is
reinforced by motorized rifle subunits.
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The tank battalion of a -motorized rifle regiment
usually constitutes the regimental tank reserve and occupies
a defenise area in the depth in readiness to launch counter-
attacks, to repel enemy tank attacs from prepared firing
lines, and also to close breaches which have arisen as a
result of nuclear attacks. Ifnecessary, part of the tanks
may be attached to motorized rifle battalions to strengthen
their antitank defense. *-<.

Tank subunits of the tank regiment, and of tank bat-
talions of motorized rifle regiments, which are outside the
limits of the first position, must be prepared to fire from
concealed firing positions.

479. The layout of the defense must conform to
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer's plan and
the features of the terrain,: and it must provide for in-
creasing the weight of fire"_ and'olf resistance against the
enemy and for the possibility of drawing him into prepared
pockets of fire, and it must destroy him by powerful fire
strikes from all types of weapons and by counterattacks.

The division's defense'zone includes several
positions, switch positions siting areas of missile sub-
units, firing positions of artillery and tanks, positions
for antiaircraft units (subunits)-and antitank reserves,
and a system of obstacles.:'

In the regiment's defense sector in the first
echelon, two or three positions are prepared.

The forward edge of each position is selected
along a line which has the greatest number of natural anti-
tank obstructions and which facilitates the setting up of
obstacles both on the forward as well as on the reverse
slopes of heights, avoiding outstanding local objects and
any kind of a pattern. The forward edge of the defense is
usually fixed by the army commander and made more precise
on the ground by the divisional commanding officer. The
number of positions in the defense zone and their demar-
cation are determined by the divisional commanding officer.

As a rule, positions are selected behind natural
antitank obstructions. The demarcation of the positions
must ensure good observation of the enemy and delivery of
fire in front of the forward edge, on the flanks, and in
the gaps. The terrain in front of the positions should
make observation difficult for the enemy and shobld impede
the deployment of his troops for an offensive.
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The distance between positions depends on the
nature of the terrain. It must vary greatly and at the
same time must exclude the possibility that troops occupying
two adjacent positions may'be' put out of action simultaneously
by a hit by one nuclear warhead of medium yield.

Depending on the situation and the features of the
terrain, the main efforts of the defending troops may be
concentrated on positions, which vary in depth.

With the aim of confusing the enemy and reducing
the effectiveness of his fire strikes, it is essential to
avoid straight lines in the demarcation of positions and
trenches, to create alternate and dummy areas and positions,
to avoid disposing subunits on the summits of heights and
other points wi^.h stand out:sharply, while filling the
latter with dummy defensive structures and preparing to lay
down fire on them, as well as to put Adnto effect continuously
measures for concealment.

The basis of each position consists of company
strong points inserted in the positions, and in certain
cases also battalion areas, between which gaps of one to
two km are permitted.

The disposition of company strong points and of
battalion defense areas in the positions must be such that
they can lay down intersecting fire on the enemy's most
probable axes of an offensive.

Strong points are fitted out with trenches, com-
munication trenches, shelters, and other defensive structures,
and strong points of tang subunits - with trenches for tanks
and for attached motorized rifle subunits. They must be pre-
pared for all-around defense and above all for combating
enemy tanks, must be well camouflaged and interconnected
along the front and into the depth by a single system of
fire, by obstacles, and, if possible, by trenches and
communication trenches.

480. With the aim of confusing the enemy about the
layout of the de~ense,,of securing the first position against
a surprise attack by the enemy, of repelling his reconnaissance
in force and thus compelling him to deploy his forces prematurely,
a forward osition may be set up three to five km in front of
the forwar o of the defense zone.

The forward position is selected usually behind
natural obstructions and has such engineer preparation that
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it is indistinguishable from other positions in the defense
zone. An extensive system offengineer;obstacles is created
at the forward position. _

For the defense of the forward position, reinforced
rifle (tank) subunits are detailed from regiments of the
first echelon, which set up company and platoon strong-points
prepared for all-around defense

When there is no forward position, each battalion
in the first echelon sends out=combat outposts to secure
the subunits defending the first position against surprise
enemy attacks and to prevent the enemy from carrying out
reconnaissance. Under conditions of direct contact with the
enemy, the tasks of cobat outposts devolve on the subunits
wiich occupy the first trench of the first position.

Under favorable conditions, expecially when troops
are not in direct contact with the enemy, a security zone
about 15 km in depth may be created in front of the ivsion's
defense zone; the security zone is defended by forward detach-
ments composed of reinforced motorized rifle (tank) subunits
with the aim of delaying the enemy's offensive, of compelling
him to deploy and to attack on an axis that is unfavorable for
him,&Mand also with the aim of detecting the enemy's grouping
and intentions. The forward detachments cover the most
important axes, making extensive use of obstacles and carry-
ing out demolition.. They are supported by fire from artil-
lery and tanks firing from concealed firing positions, as
well as by aircraft strikes: Control of the forward detach-
ments is exercised by the divisional commanding &"i:er.

Reconnaissance in front of the security zone is
carried out by the forces and means of the division and of
regiments in the first echelon.

481. The system of fire in defense consists of
the preparation of fire strikes by missile subunits, artillery,
and tanks at the approaches to the defense and of creating
zones of continuous fire from all kinds of weapons in front
of the forward edge, on the flanks, and in the depth of the
defense; it also consists of concentrating fire quickly on
any threatened axis or defense sector. The s~rstem is
arranged on the basis of close collaboration between nu-
clear and chemical strikes, fire from all kinds of weapons,
and strikes by aircraftin combination with a system of
engineer obstacles and natural obstructions.
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The system of fire must ensure the following:

- the destruction of the enemy's nuclear attack
weapons, and the bombardment of his troops in their
concentration areas ,: when they are moving up and
when they are on their deployment lines, or in
their departure areas for the offensive;

- support for the subunits which are defending the
forward position, and also the security zone;

- the repelling of massed attacks by the enemy's
tanks and infantry;

- destruction of the enemy who has driven a wedge
into the defense, and the provision of powerful
preparatory and supporting fire for units (subunits)
during counterattacks; -

- laying down of fire in gaps and on the flanks, and
also covering fire for engineer obstacles and natural
obstructions .

Effectiveness of fire is defense is achieved by
its accurate, massed, and surprise use.

With the aim of laying down massed fire in short
spaces of time against the most important enemy groupings
on the approaches to the defenselon the flanks, and in the
gaps between units, areas under fire (fire pockets) may be
created in advance, and concentrated and barrage fire dre
planned. The destruction of the enemy ip these areas is
achieved by powerful fire strikes from all kinds of weapons
and by aircraft strikes. ;

Fire weapons should be disposed in a concealed and
dispersed manner and in such a way that flanking fire, cross
fire, and surprise fire at very close range~of great density,
especially antitank fire can be brought to bear on the enemy
from reverse slopes of heights and from the depth.

All fire weapont must be by for broad maneuver,
and also for conducting fire at night and under conditions
of limited visibility.

482. Ant n d n represents the basic factor
in the defense of large units and units; consequently, its
planning is one of the most important duties of all commanding
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officers. The division's fregimen fa),antitank defense is
orge.nized throughout the whole, depth2of the defense and
above all on the axes vulnerable ta taznks': .5K0Y

The system of antitankIefensezincludes the following:
company strong points with antitank ,eapons' disposed in them;
tank ambushes; firing lines prepared; for occupation by tank
subunits and antitank reserves; tanksof second echelons and
of reserves, and antitank reservesf'artillery, disposed on
axes vulnerable to tanks; antitankebbstacles.

The destruction of thetenemy !stanks in their con-
centration areas and when they aregmoving.up and deploying
is achieved by nuclear strikesf by.aircraft strikes, by
concentrated and creeping barrage-fire-from artillery and
tanks firing from concealedufiringpositions', and, in front
of the forward edge and- in the depthfoi the, defense.- by
the fire of antitank guided .misilesgof artillery and tanks
using direct-laying fire, and of-other weapons,in combination
with antitank obstacles and natural obstructions.

The disposition of-ant tankcp*eapons must ensure
interconnected fire along.t he°:frontaniui depth, the possi-
,bility of switching fire, movingobstaoles and conducting
guided antitank fire, as wellasiiniuim vulnerability to
the enemy 's fire . In :thisaonnotijon'guns,-tanks , anti-
tank guided missiles; and other -ihttinankoeapons should
be disposed in such a way thattheycanlay; down intersocting
fire from the flanks and from the depth on axes vulnerable to
tanks. Their disposition in line is not permitted.

483. In defense, - rconnaiesaoe: must -detect the -
enemy's main forces while they arestin on the march and
must establish the axis on which:they :are mioving, their
composition, and their- concentrnatiand deployment- areas;
especially of missile units irtillery,-and tank troops;
it must determine the placeswhere control points and radio-
technical means are located' it must dalo detect preparations
for, and the time for deliveri g,-nuea:; strikes and for the
enemy's going over to the offeire: f K

During c(ombat., regonnr e'mu.t can s arify the
enemy's grouping, estahlish',the appoach i p the axis
on which .the enemy's reservs arorto be acoumted to com-
bat, and :the'.landing -of his oairbor toroes. .-

The fulfilment of these'tsk is'accomplished by
use of all the various kinds ofreconnaissance means and by
a unified system of. observation befre then front, on the
flanks , and in the gaps
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Deep reconnaissance groups are usually sent for-
ward to the probable concentration areas of the enemy's main
grouping. Reconnaissance cg'oupa3are sent out onto the
flanks and into the gaps of the enemy's combat formations.

When the division goes over to the defense, sub-
units of tactical radio reconnaissance occupy a position
as close as possible to the forward edge of the defense on
the probable axis of the offensive of the enemy's main
forces.

484. The main tasks of engineer support for the
defense are the following: preparation of positions and of
firing lines; erection of structures for control points;
contruction of engineer obstacles; preparation of routes;
preparation and maintenance of crossings over water obstacles;
obtaining and purifying water and maintaining water suppily
points; carrying out engineer measures to camouflage troops
and objectives.

The system of engineer obstacles is created in
combination with the system of fire and natural obstructions
and taking into account the movement of one's own troops.
It must conform to the plan of combat operations, must
facilitate the infliction of onsiderable losses in man-
power and equipment on the enemy, and the splitting up
and driving of the enemy into areas favorable for the
defense with the aim of destroying him by fire.

The system of obstacles is based on mine field
obstacles and above all antitank mine fields covered by
fire. Before combat starts, minefield obstacles are set up
in front of the forward edge and in the gaps. Antitank
mine fields in the depth of the defense are laid mainly
during combat on the axes of the.enemy's offensive; for this
purpose the terrain is reconnoitered in advance and in con-
formity with the plan of combat° and taking into account
the system of fire, the possible places and lines, and forces
and means, for mine-laying are determined. On axes vulnerable
to tanks, on which: it is proposed to maneuver and to launch
counterattacks, controlled mine fields (upravlyayemoye
minnoye pole) are laid.

435. Missile units, a rtillery, and tanks, brought
in to fire from concealed firing positions, are given the
following tasks:

-- attacking the enemy in hie concentration areas, when
he is moving up and when he is deploying;
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-- participat ing in, counterpreparation,

- -repelling the attacks~ !f enemy tanks and infantry
in front of the forward edge of the defense;

- destroying the enemy who has driven a wedge into
the defense.andhis'ese .jes which are moving up;

-- supporting the counterattacks of second: echelons
(reserves) .

In fulfilling these asks r'missile' units, destroythe enemy's means of mass tdestruction, hisItanks and man-
power,:.his major control pointeand other importantobjec-tives . . ita oh impotan o

In addition, artillery and tanks brought in tofire from concealed firikgspositions neutralize the enemy'sartillery,.antiaircraft hweapons * and radiotechnical means,provide covering fire fo gaps; ffank, and breaches whichhave been caused by: enema nuclear strikes support thesubunits fighting in deteze 'ottbe; forward position, pro-vide covering fire fora ongnineozobstaoles , and destroy theenemy's night vision equipment -Te' artilery is also giventhe task ofilluminating$theyterral -

To repel the attacks yof the enemy's tanks'andinfantry in front of th tor aard~odge;and in the depth ofthe defense, concentratedfire +nd tanding barrage fire areprepared. On the most impOrtainflt axsvulnerable to tanks infront of the forward edgo 'caeepingkbariag fire is prepared.The right to call for standing nd:creping bariage fire tobe laid down by supportin artiy^ (tanks) in front oftheir subunits -(units) in"ranted to..11 commanding officers,from a battalion command ing'ffice'. upwards -

486. From organic ahr achedldivisional artillerybattalion and regimental hrtillery groups re formed in ,cgi-ments'of, the 'first °echelon. While countorpreparation isbeing carried out and while enemy attacks are being repelled,tanks from second ochelons and r~e rves are added to tio com-position of artillery groups; °

To support battalions of the first echelon, artillerysubunits are detailed frm the artillery attached to the regi-ment . . sk.r1,
-~ ~ ,'' -'

--Missile subunit-ar'e disposed in defense to as tobe able to deliver strikes .agaist the enemy in his concenr~ion}aroas, when he is ovingtjpand deploying for' an
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offensive, and also so thpt fire can be switched both along
the front as well as into the depth.

With the aim of being in constant readiness to
destroy the enemy's nuclear attack weapons and other
important objectives, a duty missile battery is detailed.

Artillery disposed in concealed firing positions
on axes vulnerable to tanks must be ready to destroy the
enemy's tanks which have broken throughby direct-laying
fire from the positions already occupied and by moving to
prepared positions .

To move missile subunits"and artillery, alternate
siting areas (firing positions) and movement routes to them
are prepared in advance. If necessary, siting areas and
firing positions are protected by antitank obstacles.

With the aim of confusing the enemy about the
grouping of the artillery and the system of artillery fire,
use is made of roving guns (combat vehicles) and batteries.

Tanks brought in to fire from concealed firing
positions are disposed by companies .,

487. In defenses aircraft are employed on in-
structions from the senior commander , Their tasks
are the following:

- destruction of the enemy-in his concentration areas,
when he is moving up to the forward edge of the
defense, and when he is deploying for the offensive;

- participation in counterpreparation;

- support of the defending troops by destroying the
enemy's nuclear attack weapons, his groupings
which have driven a wedge into the defense, his
reserves, control points, and radiotechnical
means;

- support of counterattacks and counterstrikes by
their own troops-

- cover troops against strikes from the enemy in
the airy

-- destruction of the enemy's airborne, and, on coastal
axes, also of his seaborne, landings;
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- conduct air and radiation reconnaissance.

488. With the aim of disrupting the enemy's attack,
counterpreparation is planned and carried out against the
enemy's main grouping in its concentration areas, when it
is moving up to the forward edge of the defense, and when
it is deploying for the offensive.;

Counterpreparation is accomplished by powerful
strikes by missile troops, aircraft artillery, and tanks,
use being made of nuclear and chemical ammunition.

For counterpreparation,> missile subunits and all
the divisional artillery located in the sectors and on the
axes on which counterpreparation is being conducted are
brought in, and also part of the artillery from adjacent
sectors, as well as tanks detailed to fire from concealed
firing positions. In additioncon instructions from the
senior ^v commander ;':"' , units of# operational-tactical
missiles, divisional artillery from second echelons of the
army (corps), and aircraft may be brought in to participate
in the counterpreparation. In all cases, fire weapons
brought in for counterpreparation must be dispersed.

In some cases, following the counterpreparation,
and in accordance with the plan of the senior com- .
manider: , a strike may be delivered in front of the forward
edge of the defense with the aim of completing the rout
of the enemy troops in the first' echolon.

All preparatory measures for conducting counter-
preparation must be carried out in the greatest secrecy.

489. The protection of troops against weapons of
mass destruction is achieved by making use of the protective
features of the terrain, by constructing shelters for troops
and control points quickly,. by fitting them out in special
ways; by changing the disposition=areas of second echelons
and reserves periodically; by detecting areas contaminated
by radioactive and toxic. substances in good time, by moving
subunits out of areas with a high level of radiation, by
evacuating affected personnel quickly from areas of nuclear
bursts and giving them the necessary help.

The chemical defense company is disposed behind thedivision's first echelon in readiness to provide full specialtreatment for troops who have been subjected to nuclear andchemical strikes.
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490. Antiair defense is planned throughout the
whole depth of the division's defense. The most thorough
cover is provided for troops defending important areas of
ground, and also for second echelons and reserves.

The grouping of antiaircraft weapons must conform
to the tasks being carried out by the troops being covered,
and it must ensure the timely repulse of strikes by the air
enemy from any direction. It is set up with a view to
destroying the air enemy in the approaches to the troops
being covered, to moving the antiaircraft weapons quickly to
deployment lines for counterattacks and also with a view
to combating the enemy's airborne forces while they are air-
borne and when they are being-dropped.

Antiaircraft subunits of regiments operate in
their combat formations, providing cover first of all for
tanks and artillery. Some of the antiaircraft self-pro-
pelled guns may be deployed within, the bounds of the forward
position.

491. The task of combating the enemy's airborne
troops which have landed within the bounds of the positions
in the division's defense is given to the troops defending
these positions. To combat airborne forces, part of the
forces of the second echelon, reserves, artillery units and
subunits, and aircraft are also brought in. The enemy's
airborne forces are annihilated immediately.

Divisional headquarters determines the areas of
possible enemy airborne landings, organizes a watch for them,
and works out measures to destroy them if they are landed.

492. The division's (regiment's) control points
are disposed in areas which are difficult of access to tanks
on one of the positions in the depth of the defense, with a
view to convenient troop control.

From the composition of the command posts, obser-
vation posts are assigned and are sot up on the main axis
and on the axes of counterattacks.

The division's alternate command post is set up in
an area which ensures reliablo troop control if the command
post is put out of action.

The rear control point is located in the disposition
area of rear unite (subunits).

11
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Until the enemy starts the offensive, troop control
is conducted mainly over line and mobile means of communications.
Radio and radio-relay communications must be organized and
prepared to start operating and be in constant readiness to
ensure troop control. Such communications can be used during
this period to communicate with reconnaissance troops,
to direct the fire of antiaixcraft i.subunits, and also to
transmit notification signals.

493 . In defense, with, the aim of deceiving the
enemy and reducing the effectiveness of his nuclear strikes,
the disposition areas of reserves, missile subunits, artillery,
antiaircraft subunits, and cont:ol points are changed periodi-
cally, and use is also made of smoke screens.

A change in the disposition areas must be carried
out secretly, as a rule, under cover of darkness or under
conditions of bad visibility, with the strictest observance
of concealment, in conformity with the proposed combat plan
and with the permission of the senior commander.

494. In subunits and attfiring positions, addi-
tional stocks of materiel are set up.

Rear units (subunits) are disposed in dispersed
order, in sheltuks, and in areas difficult of access for tanks.

2. The Motorized Rifle Division (Regiment) in Defense

495. The division (regiment) goes over to the
defense under conditions when troops are in direct contact
with the enemy or when there is no contact with him.

When going over to the defense under enemy pressure,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer takes steps
first of all to consolidate favorable lines, to organize a
system of fire, above all of antitank fire, to secure the
flanks and gaps, to protect the troops against weapons of
mass destruction, and,when the enemy is conducting vigorous
operations on separate axes, to inflict defeat on him by
artillery fire and counterattacks by. tanks, compelling him to
go over to the defense.

In all cases, it is essential to give the troops
as much time as possible to organiza defense.

496. The divisional regimental) commanding officer
makes his decision and sets taake usuzally on a map, and then
makes them more precise through reconnoitering.
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The basis for the divisional (regimental) command-
ing officer's decision concerning the defense lies in deter-
mining the areas of ground which must be held to ensure
steadiness of the defense, and the areas in which it is pro-
posed to inflict a defeat onsthesenemy by nuclear and chemical
weapons; it also lies -in determining the grouping of forces
and weapons and the layout of the defense, taking into account
the nature of the terrain and the requirements for maneuver.
The decision made must provide for;the best use of fire
weapons, and above all of nuclear and antitank weapons, tak-
ing into account the features of the terrain, for the reliable
protection of units and subunits against weapons of mass
destruction, and also for the launching of decisive counter-
attacks and for maneuver during combat.

497. Reconnoitering is conducted with the aim of
clarifying on the ground the following*

- the most probable axis on which the enemy's
main forces, especially his tanks, will attack,
his deployment lines or his departure areas for
the offensive;

- the areas on the approaches to the forward .

edge, in which it is proposed to inflict defeat
on the enemy with nuclear and chemical weapons,
artillery fire, tank fire, and air strikes;

- the demarcation of the forward position, of the
forward edge, and of positions and defense sectors
(areas) ; the areas for the disposition of reserves ,
and alternate and dummy areas and positions (in
addition, the regimental commanding officer
clarifies the company strong points);

- the system of fire and the tasks for fire weapons,
the main and alternato positions of launchers,
the arena for the firing positions of artillery,
tanks, antitank guided missiles, and antiaircraft
weapons, and the firing lines of tank subunits
and the antitank reserve;

- the axes for couhterattacks and. for maneuver by
the second echelons and the reserves, the deploy-
ment linos on each axis, and tho routes for moving
to them;
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prprt 1o th, jaens zone (seAtJcto) the

. .

i~ .

".- the" nature .:of n!te procedure ".for' engineer
preparation of; "th ;7diefense zone' (sector), the
preparation ot;<routes"tor moving and maneuvering<troo s,-the 1in",o "= bi g an aeueigt linesfori mobile mine-laying
(podvizhnoy eminirovaniye) and alsouthe .pro-
cedure for.using engineer vehicles and a. ans cf
mechanization; :

" :< l.i , 1.

- the measures for securing gaps and flanks;

- the measures forasupporting the operations of
troops attnight and under other conditions of
limited visibilityV

- the places for Control points.,

If aircraft have been assigned to support the divi-
sion in combat, the divisionaltoommanding officer clarifies
their tasks and the objective'gainst which.strikes are to
be delivered. , k . .

498. In his combat., order, the divisional 'commanding
officer gives information abodt the enemy, the division's task,
his plan, the demarcation of the forward edge of the defense
and of positions, and the task=sot adjacent troops, and he
lays down the follow in ;

-- for reginnts of 'thefirst echelon - the rein-
forcement, weapons, pthe-tasks, the defense sec-
tors, 6ndrhateda'tand'.:ipi:At.Areas 'the :main
efforts,ane'itebe oonentrated, and also the
demarcation lines;-

-for regiments otthe second echelon - the rein-
forcement weapons, the tasks, the defense sec-
tors, the axes and rdeployment lines for coutiter-
" ttacks;:.the. tiringtlines, bttank subunits and
the routes-for moving-to'them, .and the.tasks for
closing breaches whichh-'ave been caused by enemy
nutlear trikes

- for missile subunits 'inthe siting areas, the
tasks, the.time at which they are to be ready to
launch missiles, and the duty battery;

-- for artilier~ ' the tasks, the composition ofI.artilery,,groussthsfrocedure .for bringing in
tanks to-firer , from(Concealed firing positions,
the timeil Y'hich i.illery is to be ready to open
fire, and'the pr'oedure for bringing it in for
coutiterpre'aratio;
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-- for antiarciaft- ' .bun tgthe procdure for
covering troops and .objectives and the time at
which they are toy be' ready - ,

- for reserves and to ,the mobile obstacle detach-ment - te ~tas k;, t e compositon,. the. disposition
areas, the firiglinesi neffor=mobile mine
laying) and theroutes leading out to them;

-- the tasks for secuting aps and flanks;

-- the . ies at . hich th t, ena positions Fare
to be occupied and whez the system of: fire is
to be ready; i _

... : ~ ~ ' nts th ti:e whenf~~. Cy v . - '
-- the places for contrg ol 9p and the time, when

they are to b< deployed. -,

When a forward position a, created, its $orward edge,the forces and weapons aseigned forjts defense, and the natureof its engineer preparation are laid- downtin the order.

489. In his combat orde 'jgthe regimental commandingofficer gives information abo tthe.enemy* the regiment's task,his plan, the derarcation of thoIor~adsposition, of the'forward edge of t.he defense:land oj Ofpaoitions, and 4he tasksof adjacent troops, and he lays lofnhe following

- for battalions inh- the
at t~a:hed and supportingtsubunits,. te:tasks the
def'nse areas, the.o mpany;strong poiints, thepro' cdure fotr securiig<ps and flank>(, the
demarcatton line: betw 5e battalions; ,nd for
the battaltin (battalions" of the seco n~o"t comined ar resrve1 n additon --
theaxes and deploymnt, in's for cougterattacks
and the routes foar ovi to them

- for the tank battal oit of the mo!torizo$. eiflorep me'nt -- thep4oedure or emp loying tanks,the tass, the ,ompany ,trong point , ;the firinglinen to repel ;the atacoks of enemy t'". kw, andthe axe, and deployment es' for coudterattacks;

-- for nrtilbr1 and? mortamrbianits-... - t e sotors
r[ ior i, as a6 indin barragei re, the taake<' j ovdi gcovering ire gaps,flanks, and breachee: eaaed by'enemy- 'clea

j strikes , the tasks; eiupporting coun rattacks jand the. time a kbniits a to ready u ta a.
to open fire . I,
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- for the antitank reserve and for the mobile
obstacle detachment -- the composition, the tasks,
the disposition areas9 the firing lines to repel
the attacks of enemy tanks'(the lines for mobile
mine laying), and the routes leading to them;

- for the antiaircraft subunit - the tasks for
engaging low- lying targets and the firing
positions; _

- the times at which the defensive positions are
to be occupied, and when; the system of fire is
to be ready;

-- the places for control points and the time when
they are to be deployed.

500. Collaboration is planned on the ground through-
out the whole depth of the enemys sprobable axes of the offen-
sive, on the axes on which one's own troops are to counter-
attack, and is achieved by coordinating the efforts of the
following:

- missile subunits, artillery, and tanks, brought in
to fire from concealed firing positions, with air-
craft strikes against Cone line missing 7, when
moving to the forward edge of the defense and
deploying, when fighting-in the security zone
(if one is created), and in the departure position
for the offensive;

- subunits defending the forward position, the artillery
supporting them, and also of aircraft;

- units (subunits) of the first echelon, and of fire
weapons and aircraft when repelling enemy attacks
in front of the forward edge of the defense;

-troops in the first and second echelons, of the
reserves, and of fire weapons and aircraft when
destroying the enemy who has driven a wedge into the
defenso, and in conducting counterattacks;

- antiaircraft units (subunits) and lighter aircraft
in covering troops against strikes by.. the aerial
enemy

When planning collaboration, special attention is
paid to coordinating efforts inawitching fire and maneuvering
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forces and weapons, with the aim of maximum exploitation of
the results of one's own nuclearastrikes, in timely reinforce-
ment of the defense on threatened axes, in the launching of
decisive counterattacks, and the elimination of the con--
sequences of the enemy's employment of weapons of mass
destruction.

Divisional (regimental) headquarters tie in the
questions of cooperation between subunits of different arms
of troops and special troops, adjacent forces-jand aircraft.

501. The divisional commanding officer organizes
a system of fire for missile subunits divisional artillery,
tanks brought in to fire from concealed firing positions,
and for the division's antitank reserve, tanking into ac°ount
the nuclear and aircraft strikes which are to be delivered
in accordance with the plan of the army commander (corps
commanding officer).

The regimental commanding officer organizes a
system of fire for organic and attached artillery, mortar,
and tank subunits, starting at the maximum range of fire.
He is the main planner of antitank fire on the regiment's
defense sector.

502. For defense at night, the divisional (regi-
mental)commnndang officer makes provision for the following-

- the procedure for going over from day operations
to night operations and the essential changes in
the disposition of troops and the system of fire;

- the reinforcing of reconnaissance and protection
trops and of observation of the enemy with the
employment of night vision equipment, as well as
of the defense of flanks and gapa

- the procedure for illuminating the ter rain and
measures to combat the enemy's means of illumina+ion
and night vision equipment

- measures for ensuring the safety of on 'is own
troops from the light radiation of a nJclear burst;

- tnsurting orientation, rocognition, a;rd targtt
indication;

- the measures for trDops to go from night to day
operations;
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- the recognition signs of one's own subunits and
the signals for target indication.

In counteratcking at night, special attention is
paid to ensuring the arrival of the counterattacking troops
in the deployment lines, to the timely preparation of artillery
fire andcof air strikes, and to illuminating the enemy. The
plan for a counterattack:' at night must be a simple one, and
the counterattack must be carried out quickly and suddenly.

503. The work of engineer preparation of a defense
zone (sector) is usually done simultaneously throughout the
whole depth in succession, thus ensuring that the troops are
in constant readiness to repel .the enemy's offensive and are
protected against weapons of mass destruction. The work is
carried out by the troops themselves and by subunits of
engineer troops secretly, taking into account that the posi-
tions may be under enemy observation, with the maximum effort
and with the greatest use of means of mechanization, local
building materials, and prefabricated engineer structures
and constructions. On the first position, engineer work is
usually done at night and in poor visibility.

On going over to the defense, subunits at the same
time as organizing the system of fife start to dig trenches
and to equip positions for fire weapons, to arrange the
simplest shelters for personnel, and also to prepare routes
for maneuvering.

Simultaneously with this, subunits of engineer
troops begin to set up antitank mineitlelds in front of the
forward edge, .in the gaps, and on the flanks, make pre-
parations to set them up on the main axes in the depth of
the defense, and they also start to arrange structures
for control points and medical posts.

Subsequently, trenches and commur:ication trenches
are dug, the equipping of firing positions for antitank
weapons, missile subunits, and ar tillery is improved, firing
lines, blindages, and shelters forpersonnel are equipped, as
well as shelters for equipment and supplies of materiel, the
network of routes is extended, alternate and dummy areas and
positions are equipped, and water supply points are arranged.

The work of engineer preparation of a defense zone
(sector)is planned, organized, and directed by the divisional
(regimental) engineer on the basis of. the decision made by
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer.
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All engineer work and measures to organize the
defense are conducted with the observance of camouflage
measures.

504. As soon as the enemy starts fire preparation,
missile subunits, artillery and tanks, firing from concealed
firing positions, in collaboration with aircraft, destroy the
enemy's nuclear weapons .of attack and his artillery, as well
as his tanks and infantry moving up or preparing to go into
the attack. Antiaircraft subunits, in collaboration with
fighter aircraft, destroy the aerial enemy, preventing him
from delivering strikes against the defending troops and
against other objectives.

The personnel of motorized rifle subunits remain
in prepared shelters and under other cover in readiness to
take their places immediately to repel -the enemy's attacks.
Those assigned as observers remain in their places through-
out the whole of the division's defense zone and conduct
observation with the help of periscopes. During the eriemy's
fire preparation, commanding officers personally maintain
observation ofi the enemy's operations and of. the dispositions
of their own troops from previously prepared shelters, with
the help of periscopes and other:technical means.

Reserves and mobile obstacle detachments are moved
into areas which have been subjected to enemy nuclear strikes,
with the aim of closing breaches ii the combat formations of
troops.

If enemy airborne forces are landed, and if sabotage
and reconnaissance groups (detachments) penetrate into the
depth of the defense, they are to be wiped out immediately.

505. The divisional-(regimental) commanding officer
and headquarters must establish in good time the enemy's pre-
parations for an offensive, his grouping, especially of his
tanks, and where his nuclear attack weapons, control points,
and radiotechnical means are disposed.

Having established that the enemy's main forces are
moving from the depth and deploying for the offensive, the
divisional commanding officer reports this to the army c.om-
mander (c6rps commanding officer), clarifies their tasks to
missile subunits, artillery, and tanks participating in the
counterpreparation, and gives the order (signal) to open fire.

The enemy's main grouping of troops is destroyed by
nuclear and chemical strikes and by fire from artillery and
tanks, starting at the maximum ranges.
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The aircraft participating in the counterpreparation
destroy objectives which are: not being attacked by nuclear
weapons and artillery, delivering strikes in the first place
against the enemy's nuclear attack weapons;" his artillery,
tanks, and infantry, which are ready to attack, and also
against his control points.,

When part of the division's forces are delivering
a strike in front of the forward edge of the defense, the
divisional commanding officer, if necessary, clarifies their
tasks to units and subunits participating in this strike,
and also the procedure for their collaboration with missile
subunits, artillery, aircraft, and units -of the first echelon.

506. While the enemy's reconnaissance in force
and the attacks of his leading subunits are being repulsed,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer supports
the subunits defending the forward position by fire from
artillery and tanks detailed for this, as well as by fire
from other weapons, with the aim of breaking up the enemy's
attenmpts to reconnoiter the forward edge or to break into
it from the march.

To confuse the enemy, subun~its and fire weapons
which have disclosed their locations must change their posi-
tions. Paths made by the enemy through our obstacles are
closed immediately.

507. As soon as the enemy goes into the attack
the fire of the defenders is brought up to the maximum
intensity. The main mass of fire is concentrated on the
destruction of the enemy's tanks and infantry.

The artillery inflicts attacks on the enemy's tanks
by a creeping barrage and, disrupting the enemy's combat
formations, creates favorable conditions for their subsequent
destruction by fire from antitank weapons. On the most
important sectors in front of the forward edge of the defense,
the artillery lays down a standing barrage.

Antitank weapons and tanks usually open fire at
ranges at which the enemy's tanks and armored personnel
carriers can be effectively attacked. Rifle subunits, to-
gether with tanks and artillery, doetroy the enemy's tanks
and armored personnel carriers, cut the infantry off from
the tanks, and then annihilate the infantry with fire. Enemy
tanks which have broken through are destroyed by all antitank
weapons disposed in the depth.
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Defending units (subunits) attack the most threatening
enemy groupings with strprise concentrated fire from all weapons ,
inflict losses on them, and do their utmost to stop the enemy's
advance .

Nuclear and chemical strikes are delivered against
the enemy's second echelons and reserves, and in some cases
also against his troops in the first echelon oni the decisive
axes.

Aircraft destroy the enemy's newly detected nuclear
attack weapons and deliver strikes against his second echelons
and reserves, his artillery, and his control points.

When repelling assaults at night, artillery and
aircraft, in addition, illuminate the terrain, using star
shells (bombs), and cause fires to break out in the enemy's
dispositions.

508. When the enemy drives a wedge into the defense,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer takes steps to
stop the enemy's further advance into the depth and toward
the flanks, to split up the combat formations of the attacking
enemy, and to inflict the maximum losses on him by massed
fire from all types of weapons, including weapons in sectors
which are not being attacked, and air strikes.

To strengthen the defense on decisive axes, reserves
and mobile obstacle detachments are brought in, and forces and
weapons are thrown in from sectors which are not being attacked.

Subunits which find themselves in the enemy's rear
continue to hold the positions they: have occupied. When
circumstances are favorable, they conduct counterattacks on
the enemy's flank and rear. The divisional (regimental)
commanding officer must support their operations with the
forces and weapons at his disposal.

509. The divisional (regimental) commanding officer,
while delivering fire strikes against the enemy who has driven
a wedge into the defense,: at the same time must mount a counter-
attack with forces drawn from the second echelon and the re-
servos .

Counterattacks are conducted swiftly and, as a rule,
from the march against the flanks and rear of the enemy who
has broken through, usually at the moment when the advance of
the attacking units has, as a result of losses suffered by
them, lost itts impetus or been stopped, while the enemy's
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nearest reserves approaching from the depth have been
halted or have suffered considerable losses from nuclear
and chemical strikes, from.the -ire of the defending troops,
and from air strikes. . The main element of the counter-
attacking troops consists of tanks.

Before a counterattack is, launched, all fire wea-
pons bombard the enemy, aircraf tdeliver strikes, and his
reserves are cut off . Nuclear and chemical strikes are
delivered against the enemy who has'broken through in such
a way that one's own troops should not be hit or be hampered
in maneuvering by the. contamination ;of the terrain.

If the enemy drives a wedge into the defense at
the point where the division's (regiment's) troops link up
with adjacent troops, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer is obliged to inflict losses on the enemy by fire
from all weapons, to take eteps to prevent the enemy from
spreading in the direction of the flank and into the depth,
and, when circumstances are favorable, to destroy him by a
counterattack made by the division's (regiment's) second
echelon in collaboration with adjacent troops.

Successful development of. the counterattack must
be supported by all the forces and'weapons at the disposal
of the divisional commanding of fer'.

After the counteratta3ck has been carried out and
the position restored, all commanding officers and head-
quarters, without waiting for orders,-take steps for the
rapid restoration of the broken system of fire, especially
antitank fire, of collaboration, of the rtserves, second
echelons, and of obstacles.

510. When the enemy uses nuclear weapons on a
massed scale and when he builds up a clear superiority of
forces and weapons, especially of tanks, counterattacks
may not be carried out. In such a case, the division (regi-
ment) defends the prepared; position stubbornly, inflicts
losses on the enemy by bringing the fire of all types of
weapons to bear on him and by using obstacles /~ one line
missing 7 and prepares conditions to launch a counterstrike.
Subunits and units, fighting on the flanks of the enemy
grouping which has broken ;througgia hold switch positions,
and prevent the breakthrough from being extended in the
direction of the flanks, thereby securing deployment lines
for a counterstrike (counterattack) by forces from the
second echelon of the army (corps).
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511. The commanding officer of the division
(regiment) in the second echelon must always know the sit-
uation on the probable axes of impending operations,
must watch for changes in it and be in constant communication
with army headquarters (divisional commanding officer), as
well as with the commanding officers of divisions (regiments)
in the first echelon and with the army (divisional) reserves.
To obtain reliable information about the enemy and about the
state of one's own troops, divisional (regimental) headquarters
send officers forward to the units of the first echelon engaged
in combat.

Having received an order to launch a counterstrike
(counterattack), the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer informs his subordinate commanding officers about
the axes on which the enemy is operating and the lines
which he has reached, about the state of units of the first
echelon, and the procedure in which the army will use nuclear
and chemical weapons, and he gives the order for the counter-
strike (counterattack). The division's (regiment's) march
to the area of combat operations is organized. taking into
account a probable encounter with the enemy who has broken
through. As a rule, the tasks for fire weapons in supporting
the counterattack, antiaircraft weapons, the procedure for
deploying troops, and for collaboration are determined at
the same time as the march is organized~and are made more
precise while the division:(regiment) is moving to the deploy-
ment lines. Rapid and thorough planning of the counterattack,
especially of the neutralization of the enemy by fire, and
the secret moving up of troops, are of decisive significance
in ensuring its success.

For a counterstrike (counterattack), the combat
formation of the division (regiment) usually consists of one
echelon, together with the assigning of strong reserves. As
a rule, the tank regiment of the motorized rifle division
and tank battalions of motorized rifle regiments are employed
in the first echelon on the axis of the main strike.

The division (regiment) carries out the counter-
strike (counterattack)by the metlodsused for meeting engage-
ments.

512. In winter, the division's (regiment's) defense
is organized on general lines. Tn the first place, attention
is paid to defending road ,junctions and inhabited localities.

The forward edge of the defense and positions are
selected if possible behind obstruotions which are difficult
to surmount in winter (ravnhes, water obstacles with steep bank) .
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All shelters in frontlof the forward edge which
could be used by the enemy are destroyed or mined, and must
be under fire from artillery, tanks and other fire weapons.

Some of the subunits and fire weapons are pre-
pared for maneuvering, for counterattacks, and for securing
gaps and flanks on crossi-country vehicles and skis.

Engineer support of the defense in winter, in
addition to the general measures, 'consists of arranging
places where personnel can warm themselves, of making
trenches and communication trenches out of snow with
coverings, of setting up additional obstacles on sectors
of terrain and on axes which the enemy's tanks ard infantry
can cross, of creating dummy structures out of snow, as
well as of clearing roads and cross-country routes and laying
winter roads across virgin snow for one's own troops.

In the construction of all defensive structures and
obstacles, the depth of the snow cover is taken into account.
Steps are taken to ensure that mine;field obstacles are in
constant readiness for action, and measures are also taken
to maintain winter camouflage. '

513. Defense in a forest is based on a system of
fire from company and platoon strong points prepared for all-
around defenso, in combination with counterattacks and with
the use of obstacles. Bulges in the forest should be used
to organize flanking fire and cross fire.

Ambushes are arranged and patrols are mounted in
the gaps between company (platoon) strong points.

Special attention is paid to organizing cross fire
and flanking fire on axes which are suitable for an offensive,
and to holding the areas which intersect the enemy's most
probable axes of attack.

Depending on the situation, the forward edge of the
defense is selected in front of the edge of the forest or
is withdrawn into the depth. In the latter case, combat out-
posts are pushed out to the edge of the forest.

Second echelons and reserves are also disposed in
strong points fitted out for all-around defense which cover
with their fire: roads, forest clearings, and lanes.

The defense's system of fire in a forest is organized
so that all obstacles, roads; and'lanes can be reliably swept
with fire and that intersections of roads and lanes come under
cross fire.
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Preparations are made for artillery and tanks
firing from concealed firing positions to lay down fire on
separate sectors of roads, 'on places where lanes intersect,
and on roads in the near' and distant 'approaches to the for-
ward edge of the defense, and against the most important of
these targets--preparations for nuclear strikes are made.

The special features of' engineer support of a
defense in a forest are: clearing of zones for observation
and fire; arranging forest obstructions; preparing additional
roads; carrying out measures to fight forest fires, and clear-
ing routes of obstructions which have 'been caused by nuclear
strikes.

The elementsofsurprise and speed in the carrying
out of counterattacks by small forces become of great sig-
nificance. To ensure secrecy of movement and the best way
of finding one's bearings, the axes for the counterattack
must be thoroughly studied, prepared,' and clearly marked
out on the ground.

rin A large part of the artillery is attached to
regiments (battalions) of the first echelon and is em-
ployed mainly for direct-laying fire.

Tanks of motorized rifle regiments are employed
to carry out counterattacks as component parts of second
echelons (reserves) and to reinforce companies of the first
echelon, and also for cperations from ambushes.

3. The Tank Division (Regiment) in Defense

514. The tank (heavy tank) division can operate
in defense both in the first as well as in the second echelon.
It is able in a short space of time to set up a vigorous,
firm defense, capable of withstanding massed enemy nuclear
and air strikes and of repfelling an offensive by his tank
groupings successfully.

The tank division may go over to the defense as a
component part of the first echelon of the army, as well as
when it is cut off from the approach of the main forces.
The special features in going oyer to the defense when cut
off from the army atre the' following: the defense is organ-
ized in a very short time, hurriedly, when in direct con-
tact with the enemy and under pressure from his superior
forces, when the division (regiment)'has open flanks.
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515. Defense by. a tank division (regiment) in
the first echelon is based on the firm holding of important
areas of ground, on powerful directalaying fire from tanks
and fire from tanks firing:from concealed firing positions,
on rapid maneuvering by units and subunits with the aim of
building up pressure on threatened axes, and on strong
counterattacks by second echelons (reserves).

516. The grouping of forces and weapons of the
tank division in defense must provide for bombarding the
enemy in the approaches to the forward edge, for the firm
holding of positions that have beenoccupied, for the carry-
ing out of decisive counterattacks'and for the maneuvering
of troops from the depth and from sectors which are not
being attackedwith the aim of building up pressure on the
threatened axes and of quickly closing breaches which have
been caused by enemy nuclear strikes: The division's first
echelon may consist of twoto three regiments, and the
second echelon of one to two regiments.

Tank regiments (regiment) in the division's first
echelon are allotted defense sectors and are usually rein-
forced by subunits of the motorized rifle regiment.

As a rule, the motorised rifle regiment is employed
to reinforce with its subunits the tank regiments in the first
echelon, and in some cases may, as part of the division's
first echelon, defend an independent sector.

The tank regiment in the dlivision's second echelon
prepares one or two positions in the depth of the defense
along the front of the whole division or is disposed in
dispersed order in an assigned area in readiness to carry
out counterattacks or to occupy a prepared defense sector.

The heavy tank regiment is usually employed in
the second echelon to carry out counterattacks or to repel
the attacks of enemy tanks from prepared positions.

517. The defense zone of the tank division
includes several positions, siting areas of missile sub-
units, firing positions of tanks,,artillery, and of other
weapons, and a system of obstacles.

The basis of each position is formed by company
strong points prepared for all-around defense, comprising
platoon strong points. Motorized rifle subunits occupy
positions in front of tank subunits, in the gaps between
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them, and on their flanks. "They are included in the strong
points of companies and of platoons. .

The gaps between company strong points are covered
by flanking fire from tanks firing .from strong points and by
obstacles; in broken country tank ambushes and motorized
rifle subunits may, in addition, be, located in the gaps.

The forward position (if it is created) is defended
by subunits of regiments in the first echelon.

In front of the defense zone, in its depth, as well
as in the gaps and on the flanks of units and subunits, tank
ambushes and observation are organized and patrols are
mounted. The disposition of tank ambushes and their oper-
ations are coordinated with the operations of other units,
subunits, and the artillery.

518. The basis of the system of fire of the tank
division in defense is fire from tanks and artillery in
combination arith nuclear and chemical strikes, air strikes,
and obstacles. /~One line missing 7 flanking and cross
fire and fire collaboration betweein .hem.

On the most probable axes of operations by tanks,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer makes pre-
parations to switch and to concentrate the fire of artillery
and tanks for the annihilation of theenemy in front of the
forward edge and in the depth of the defense.

The divisional (regimental) commanding officer pays
special attention to organizing the system of tank fire to
cover the gaps and flanks, and taothis end the fire and
maneuvering of tank subunits aze prepared in advance.

To confuse the enemy about the real system of fire
and the disposition of forces and weapons, use is made of
roving tanks, tank platoons , guns, and batteries, and dummy
firing positions for tanks and artillery are prepared.

519. All tank isubunits disposed outside the
boundaries of the first position must be prepared to fire
from concealed firing positions with the aim of bombarding
the enemy, especially when he is moving to the forward edge,and when repelling his attacks.,

On the basis of the decision made by the divisional
commanding officer, theo ommander of the tank division's
artillery is obli$ed to lan 'the tire of tank subunits brcught
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in to fire from concealed firing positions, to tie them in
topographically, to fix the quantity of ammunition to be
expended and the procedure F two WOrds; missing 7.

The commanding officer.of ;the tank unit (subunit-)
is responsible for the timelyplanning of fire, for the , .:
occupation of concealed firing;positions by the tanks, for
the preparation of ~mountsta - for' firing, and for the timely
opening of fire. -

520. . When the tank division is in defense, the
main efforts of antiaircraft weapons are concentrated on
covering defense sectors on the main axis and missile sub-
units in the areas occupied bythem as well as on covering
the movement of units and subunits when they are moving to
deployment lines for counterattacks, and during the counter-
attack.

521. On receiving the task to go over to the
defense, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer
makes a decision on a map, which he makes more precise if
there is time, on the ground, during reconnoitering.

After making hdecision, the tank division's
(regiment's) commanding officer issues a combat order, which
is recorded in writing and registered by his staff, plans
collaboration, and gives instructions about various forms
of support.

522. In his combat order, the tank division's
commanding officer gives information about the enemy, the
division's task and his plan, the demarcation of the for-
ward edge of the defense and of positions, and the tasks
of adjacent troops, and he lays down the following:

- for regiments in the first echelon - the re-
inforcements n weapons and subunits, the tasks,
the defense sectors, on which axes and in which
areas the main efforts are to be made, and also
the boundary lines;

- for regiments in the second echelon (reserves) -
the tasks, the lines to be prepared for defense
(disposition arer*- , the axes for counterattacks,
the deployment l.nes, and the routes for moving
to them;

- for missile subunits -- the siting areas, the tasks,
the time at which they are to be ready to launch
missiles, the duty battex'y;
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- for artillery - the tasks, the procedure for
bringingin tanks to fire from concealed firing
positions, the time at which the troops are to be
ready to open fire, the procedure for being brought
in to carry out counterpreparation;

- for. antiaircraft units (subunits) - the procedure
or covering troops and targets and the time at

which they are to be ready;

- the tasks for securing gaps and flanks;

- the times at which the defense is to be occupied,
and the time at which the system of fire is to
be ready;

- the places for control points and the time at which
they are to be deployed.

When a forward position is being set up, the order
gives its forward edge, the forces and weapons assigned for
its defense, and the nature of its engineer preparation.

' 523. When setting combat tasks, the tank regiment's
commanding officer lays down in his combat order the following:

- for battalions in the first echelon - the attached
and supporting subunits, the tasks, the defense area,
the company strong points, the procedure for securing
gaps and flanks, the boundary lines between battalions;
and for the battalion in the second echelon (reserve),
in addition, the axes, the deployment lines for the
counterattack and the routes for moving to them, and
the procedure for bringing in tanks to fire from
concealed firing positions;

- for subunits of attached artillery and for tanks brought
in to fire from concealed firing positions - the
sectors in which concentrated fire and standing bar-
rage fire are to be laid down, the tasks in supporting
counterattacks, and the time at which they are to be
ready to open fire;

- for the antiaircraft subunit -- the tasks to combat
low-flying targets and th~ firing positions;

- the times at which the deftense is to be occupied and
the time at which the system of fire is to be ready;
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-- the places for control points and the time at
which they are to be deployed.

524. In planning collaboration, the tank division's
(regiment's) commanding officir pays special attention to co-
ordinating the efforts for destrbying the enemy, especially
his tanks, in the approaches to the forward edge, as well as
to coordinating the operations of;units (subunits) to support
counterattacks and the maneuver of troops to the main axes
vulnerable to tanks and to areasagainst which the: enemy is
most likely to deliver nuclear'strikes..

525. On going over to the defense, units (subunits)
begin to dig pits for tanks;;artillery, and other fire weapons,
and also arrange shelters for personnel. Subunits of engineer
troops equip positions for missile subunits, set up antitank
obstacles, taking into account the axes on which counter-
attacks are to be launched and troops are to maneuver, and
they also equip shelters for control points and medical
posts. On the axes on which counterattacks are to be made,
mainly controlled mine fields are set up.

In addition the regiment (battalion) in the second
echelon (reserve) prepares routes leading out to the deploy-
ment lines for counterattacks.

526. Having established that the enemy's main
forces are moving from the depth and deploying for an
offensive, the tank division's'commanding officer reports
this to the army commander (corps commanding officer) and,
having obtained permission to carry out counterpreparation,
gives the order (signal) to missile subunits, artillery, and
tanks participating in the counterpreparation to open fire
against the preallocated and newly detected targets.

In some cases, exploiting the results of successful
counterpreparation, the divisional commanding officer, with
the permission of the army commander, and in accordance with
a previously prepared planmay deliver a strike with part of
his forces in front of the forward edge of the defense with
the aim of routing the enemy units which have suffered most
during the counterpreparation.

527. If a forward position has been set up, the
subunits which are defending it repel the enemy's reconnais-
sance in force and the attack of his leading units (subunits).
The divisional (regimental) commanding officer supports the
operations of the subunits defending the forward position by
fire from the artillery and tanks detailed for this purpose.
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528. The divisional commanding office is obliged
to make use of all reconnaissance forces and mea to estab-
lish in good time enemy preparations for an offe ive.
Before the enemy starts preparation fire, tank c ws take
their places in the combat vehicles, while the r t of the
personnel take cover in prepared shelters in rea ness to
take up their places immediately to repel the en y's attack.

During this period, observation of the nemy is
increased throughout the division's whole zone, w h the aim
of timely detection of the moment when the enemy, oes over
to the attack.

529. As soon as the enemy moves into e attack,
fire is increased to the greatest intensity. Ta s using
direct-laying fire and firing from concealed fir g positions,
and artillery, by means of creeping barrage and c centrated
fire, bombard the enemy's tanks and infantry. Mot rized rifle
subunits, making use of all weapons and in combi tion with
tanks, artillery, and antitank grenade launchers, destroy
the enemy's tanks and armored personnel carriers, cut off
his infantry from the tanks by fire from machine uns and
submachine guns, and destroy it.

The tank division's (regiment's) comma ing
officer concentrates the fire of all his weapons gainst
the most threatening enemy grouping, striving to nflict
the maximum losses on it and to stop its further dvance,
and if necessary moves forward tank and artiller subunits
from sectors which are not being attacked and fr the depth
to the threatened axis.

530. The divisional (regimental) comme ding officer
must keep a continuous watch on the course of th combat,
must always know the situation, and when'making decision,
especially one to commit the second echelon (res ve), he
must assess it thoroughly and comprehensively.

The regiment (battalion)in the second chelon
moves up to the deployment line for oounterattac on the
order (signal) from the divisional (regimental) mmanding
officer, counterattacks the enemy from+ the march and des-
troys him in collaboration with other units and bunits,

In those cases whore it is inadvisable o carry
out a counteattack, the regiment (battalion) in he second
echnlonon orders from the divisional (regimenta commanding
officer, repels the attack of the enemya tanks b firing

1.
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from the positions it occupies, and also from prepared
deployment lines on the most important axes. and then an-
nihilates the enemy by a counterattack.

Attempts on the part of the enemy to reach the
flank or the rear of the division (regiment) are repelled
by fire, by counterattack, and also by transferring sub-
units from sectors which are not being attacked or from
the second echelon of the reserve to the threatened axis.

531. When the tank division goes over to the
defense at night, supplementary reconnaissance is organized,
security detachments are strengthened, and important approaches
to the forward edge of the defense are mined. Some of the
tanks and other antitank weapons, together with rifle subunits
ire moved up to the selected forward edge to cover units and
subunits occupying the defensive positions. Officers are
assigned to act as guides to lead units and subunits out to
their allotted defense sectors (areas). At daybreak, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer clarifies on the
ground the defense sectors (areas), the tasks of unite (sub-
units), the system of fire, and organizes the creation of
additional obstacles.

For successful defense at night, all fire weapons
are prepared before nightfall for conducting fire with the
help of night sights. Zones and sectors of fire are indicated
by reference points which stand out in the darkness. A pro-
cedure for illuminating targets .which is brought to the
notice of all personnel, is arranged.

As night falls, some of the fire weapons are moved
up to temporary firing positions nearer the forward edge of
the defense. Before daylight,'these weapons are moved back
secretly to their previous positions.

During the night, not less than half of the per-
sonnel of subunits defending the forward position and dis-
posed in the first position must remain in constant readi-
noss to repel surprise enemy attacks.

To carry out counterattacks at night, the axes for
counterattacks and the routes for moving up second echelons
(reserves) to deployment lines are:reoonnoitered before night-
fall, pnths through obstacles are marked out by signs which
are noticoable in the dark, the, procedure for collaboration
between second echelons (reserves) and units (subunits) in
the first echelon is clarified, artillery fire and aircraft
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strikes are prepared, and measures for the illumination of
the enemy when launching counterattacks are fixed.

532. The tank division operating in the second
echelon is intended for delivering an army counterstrike
(counterattack) or for the firm defense of important lines.

When the tank division is in defense in the second
echelon, it is allotted a wider front than in the first
echelon. It is given several axes for counterattacks. On
each of the axes, main and alternate deployment lines are
prepared which, if possible, should coincide with the switch
positions and ensure the launching of counterattacks against
the flank of the enemy grouping which has broken through.

The task of the tank division in a counterattack
(counterstrike) consists, of routing and destroying the enemy's
grouping which has broken throughin collaboration with large
units of the first echelonand of restoring the situation.

The combat formation of the tank division when
counterattacking consists of one or two echelons. As a rule,
the tank regiments and the heavy tank regiment are allotted
to the first echelon. In some cases, the motorized rifle
regiment may operate in the first echelon. As a rule,the
heavy tank regiment is employed on the axis of the main
strike.

Before the counterattack is launched, fire strikes
are delivered against the enemy grouping which has broken
through.

On the axes of the counterattack, the necessary
routes and cross-country routes are prepared. Pits for tanks
and guns are dug on the deployment lines.

533. To support the commitment of the division to
combat, a forward detachment or advance guard from regiments
in the first echelon is sent forward to the deployment line.

A forward detachment is sent forward in those cases
when the enemy might forestall our troops in seizing the
deployment line, and also when moving up to a new, previously
unforeseen axis for the counterattack.

Depending on the distance to the deployment line,
the division (regiment) moves up in columns or in approach
march formations. In all cases, the way in which the division
forms up must make provision for an encounter with the enemy
while it is still on the march to the deployment line.
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Missile subunits and artillery move up together
with tank units in order to be ready in time to support
the counterattack.

The division's antiaircraft weapons move behind the
advance guard (forward detachment) in' readiness to deploy in-
to combat formation and to cover-the division's main forces
on the deployment lines, for the counterattack and during the
counterattack. Antiaircraft subunits of regiments move at
the heads of columns of their own regiments in readiness to
open fire from the march and at short3 halts.

The repair and evacuation means and regimental
medical posts move to the deployment lines for the counter-
attack.

.Ii

534. On reaching theideployment position, the
advance guards or the forward detachment occupy prepared
positions or a natural favorable line and support the de-
ployment of regiments of the first echelon into combat
formation. -

After an artillery bombardment, the regiments in
the division's first echelon attack the enemy from the march,
together with the subunits and units on the defensive there,
and, supported by artillery firen exploiting in so doing the
results of nuclear strikes (if they have been delivered) and
strikes by aircraft.

During the counterattack the units of the division
must conduct the offensiv at a fat rate untilsthe enemy
who has driven in a wedge has been completely routed, and
until the situation has been restored.

The division's second echelon may be committed to
combat to increase the weight of the strike by the regiments
of the first echelon and to complete the rout of the enemy
who has driven in a wedge.

After completing the rout of the enemy who has
driven in a wedge, the lines seized are immediately con-
solid ated .

535. In those cases when the situation is such
that it is inadvisable to launch a counterattack (counter-
strike), the tank division in the second echelon,on orders
from the army commander, firmay defends a position on the most
threatened axisv. In such case, the divisional commanding
officer is obliged to set new tasks to units or to clarify
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them, and if necessary to organize the moving up of units for
operations on a new line and to coordinate their operations
with the artillery and aircraft.

536. When the tank division goes over to the
defense in isolation from the main forces of the army, the
divisional commanding officer pays special attention to
reconnaissance and to securing the division's flanks and
rear.

Under these conditions( it is advisable that the
division's second echelon (reserve) should include a tank
regiment (regiments) in readiness to move up and to deploy
on the division's flanks...

4. Defense of Water Obstacles

537. A water obstacle is a natural obstruction,
enabling one to organize a firm'defense with small forces
and on a wider front.

Defense of a water obstacle is usually organized
on one's own bank. Depending on the width of the water
obstacle and the nature of its valley, the forward edge of
the defense is selected as near the water's edge as possible
or is withdrawn into the depth to'a favorable line, while
on the bank a forward position is set up and obstacles are
arranged. When there are bridgeheads which it is essential
to hold, the defense of a;water obstacle can be organized on
both banks .

Second echelons and reserves are disposed in areas
from wiich they cun move up quickly and secretly to any
sector where the enemy mayccross and destroy him by a decisive
counterattack. Depending on the width of the defense zone,
the division's second echelon may be disposed in several areas
on the most important axes.

Provision is made to assign the necessary forces
and weapons for the annihilation of airborne forces.

538. The system of fire must provide for the des-
truction of the enemy in the approaches to the water obstacle,
in sectors where the obstacle is to be'forced, and on one's
own bank, and also for the oreation of pockets of fire.
Special attention is paid to organizing flanking fire and
cross fire, which will provide a reliable guarantee of hit-
ting the enemy on the water, in combination with engineer
obstacles. -
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Islands in the water obstacle and prominences on
the shore are occupied by subunits specially assigned for
this purpose, with the aim of preventing surprise forcing of
the obstacle by the enemy, and also to conduct flanking
fire along it . ;

In sectors where there are suitable crossings for
the enemy's self-propelled ferrying equipment and tanks,
especially along the bottom and submerged, the density of
antitank fire is increased and various engineer obstacles,
as well as tank traps, are arranged.

539. For the timely detection of enemy preparations
and of enemy forcing of the water obstacle, reconnaissance is
organized with the task of establishing the following: the
moving up of the enemy's;main forces to the water obstacle,
their strength, composition, and the-axis of their movement;
the areas in which ferrying equipment is concentrated and
the axis of its movement; the places where nuclear weapons
are disposed and the firing positions of artillery; the
sectors where crossings are'being:.prepared, the areas and
time at which troops embark in ferrying equipment, and the
axis of their movement.

The carrying out of these tasks in the division
is undertaken by deep reconnaissance groups, by reconnaissance
groups operating in the approaches to the water obstacle, and
by aerial 'and radio reconnaissance. In addition, continuous
observation is organized in units and subunits, especially
in sectors which are most accessible for forcing the obstacle.

540. In defending a water obstacle, nuclear and
chemical weapons are employed against the enemy's main group-
ing in the approaches to the water obstacle, against his
nuclear attack weapons, the areas in which ferrying equipment
is concentrated, the most important crossings, his control
points, and against the troops which are crossing.

Artillery and tanks brought in to fire from con-
cealed firing positions prepare to .lay down fire on the
possible concentration areas-of the enemy's main forces
and of his ferrying equipment, as well as on the sectors
whore the enemy is likely to cross and on the approaches to
them.

Some of the antitank guided missiles, tanks, and
other fire weapons are moved up closer to the bank to destroy by
direct-laying fire the enemy who is attempting to force the
water obstacle.
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541. Aircraft detect the moving up of the enemy
to the water obstacle and ,his preparations to force it; they
deliver strikes against the enemy's nuclear attack weapons
and his main grouping, preventing the enemy from approaching
and forcing the water obstacle; they destroy the ships of
the enemy's river flotilla and his ferrying equipment and
also cover their own troops.

542. The main efforts of antiaircraft weapons are
concentrated on covering the units defending the sectors
which are most suitable for crossings and also on covering
second echelons (reserves).

The grouping of antiaircraft weapons must make
provision for switching the zone of fire' to the approaches
to the water obstacle, taking into account the need to pre-
serve the antiaircraft weapons intact during the enemy's
firo preparation.

Subunits which are defending islands are reinforced
by antiaircraft subunits to destroy targets at low altitudes.

543. The special features of engineer support for
the defense of a water obstacle lie in strengthening 'it by
scarping the banks, by mining the approaches, fords, and
sectors suitable for forcing, by mining the river itself,
by setting up barrage fire by controlled mines on the sur-
face of the water and in places where the enemy is likely
to make landings, and by maintaining crossings and removing
them quickly if the enemy threatens to seize them.

Local crossing means are concentrated on one's own
bank, and if necessary are destroyed.'Hydrotechnical structures
which can be used to flood the terrain are placed under guard
and preparations are made to demolish them, and when it is im-
possible to make use of themand if the enemy threatens to
seize them, they are demolished in accordance with a previously
fixed procedure .

Crossings which are in use are removed or destroyed
on orders from the divisional commanting officer; the approaches
to them are mined and are covered by fire.

544. With the aim of stpping the enemy's approach
and preventing the forcing of the water obstacle by him from
the march, strikes are delivered against his main forces by
aircraft and by artillery fire at maximum ranges. As soon as
the forcing starts, the enemy is destroyed by fire of all kinds.
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If the enemy crosses. the water obstacle, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer is obliged, by
using all kinds of fire, to prevent' the" crossing of the
enemy's following echelons and reserves and , by launching
decisive counterattacks, to destroy the enemy units which
have crossed . Counterattacks must be made before the enemy
manages to consolidate his hold on the bank which is being
defended, and must be continued until he has been completely
destroyed.

If the enemy transfers his efforts to other axes
(sectors), the divisional (regimental) commanding officer
takes decisive steps to switch his fire and to move his
forces and weapons quickly to these axes (sectors).

5. Defense of a Large Town

545. A town with firm stone buildings and an
ect: 1itvo network o' underground structures can be quickly
turuod into a strong center of defense.

In organizing the defense of a large town, it io
essential to bear in mind the possibility that, as a result
of nuclear strikes, large ruins may be caused, streets may
be blocked, a high level of radioaotive contamination may
ensue , and fires may break out.'

546. It is usually planned to defend a large town
in the approaches to it. If necessary, troops may set up a
defense in the town. In so doing, a large part of the division's
(regiment's) forces is disposed in several places in the out-
skirts of and outside the town with the aim of preventing the
enemy from by-passing and enveloping the town, while in the
town itself company and platoon strong: points are set up on
the probable axes of the enemys aoperations.

The tank regiment of the motorized rifle division
is usually located outside the town and is employed for counter-
attacking the enemy troops by-passing the town, while the tank
battalion of the motorized rifle regiment operates, as a rule,
by platoons from ambushes or with single vehicles in the com-
position of subunits defending strong points.

It is advantageous for the forward edge of the
division's defense zone to be:n front of the town.

In defending a town, the division is given a defense
zone in which the town itself is included. A regiment is
allotted a defense sector.'
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To set up strong pointsuse is made of pecially
solid corner buildings with semibasements and bas ents in
order to bring streets and squares under fire.

Each strong point must be fitted out fo all-around
defense, and there must be coordination of fire w h adjacent
strong points. Supplies of ammunition, foodstuff medical
equipment, and drinking water are set up in stron points.

In the gaps between strong points, as w 1 as in
the streets of the town, obstacles are set upthe pproaches
to which must be brought under flanking and cross ire and
must be mined.

547. In defending a town, thesystem of fire is
based on a combination of flanking fire and cross ire from
small arms, of guns mounted for direct-laying fire of tanks
and antitank guided missiles, as well as from mort s and
artillery disposed in concealed firing positions.

Antitank reserves are disposed near stre inter-
sections in readiness to move along the streets, a ng side
streets, through gardens .and courtyards.

Antiaircraft subunits are employed takin into account
the destruction of the air enemy in the approaches o the town.

548. The special features'of engineer s port in
the defense of a town are the followings the fitt g out of
separate buildings, of parts of the town, and of t town as
a whole for defense, taking into account the neces ty of
providing protection against weapons of mass destr tion;
setting up obstacles in the approaches to the town and in
the town itself .

For the movement of troops, paths and pa ageways
for men and vehicles are arranged within parts of he town,
and underground structures are fitted out. Undorg und
structures which are not used are blocked off, whi exits
from them are covered by fire. The basements of s ne
buildings are equipped as shelters.

549. Fighting in a town usually breaks into a
number of separate local battles to hold strong po ts. The
subunits defending strong points must defend each ilding
stubbornly, even when they are surrounded.

Enemy units (subunits) which are strivin to by-
pass the town are destroyed by fire from weapons o all kinds,.
by aircraft strikes, and by counterattacks launche by second
echelons and reserves. Counterattacks with small rces may
be carried out with the aila of recapturing strong ints seized
by the enemy.
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6. Defense of a Seacoast.

550. The defense of a seacoast is under aken with
the aim of preventing the landingof. enemy seaborne and air-
borne forces on the coast. If the enemy does land, the de-
fending troops must wipe him out on the-shore or throw him
into the sea.

On a seacoast, the division carries out a defense
independently or in collaboration with large units of the
navy.

The width of the division's defensive front may be
as much as 40 km and more and may include several sectors
suitable for landings. The regiment may defend a front of
up to 15 km.

Large units of the itavy detailed on instructions
of the senior comroAnder. Z>'i are employed, as a rule,
to support the division and to destroy the enemy's airborne
forces. Units of coastal missile-artillery troops of the
navy are brought in to support the defending troops on the
most threatened axes. In some cases, artillery units of
coastal missile-artillery troops located in the division's
defense zone are placed under the direct command of the
divisional commanding officer.

551. The areas most firmly held are those where
there are fleet bases, ports, and stretches of coast suit-
able for the landing of enemy forces. With this aim, on the
axes of approach to these placese positions and separate
strong points are prepared, also lines or defense sectors
for reserves, axes and deployment lines for counterattacks,
and routes for movement. On stretches of the seacoast with
difficult access, security detachments and reconnaissance
are organized, and separate strong points are prepared.

The forward edge of the defense is selected as near
as possible to the water's edge,*while on a low-lying coast
it may be withdrawn into the depth to an advantageous line.
If the coast is high, then in places suitable for the landing
of enemy forces, tunnels (caves) may be constructed in which
antitank weapons, tanks, and machine guns are placed.

The system of fire is organized with a view to
attacking the enemy both on the water as well as on the shore
with flanking fire and cross fire.
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Until the enemy has revealed his intentions, posi-
tions prepared directly on the coast may be occupied by part
of the forces. In this case, the division's (regiment's)
main forces are disposed in dispersed order in the depth in
readiness to occupy these positions and to wipe out the eneny's
airborne forces. On unoccupied stretches, patrols are mounted
and observation is organized.

The division's (regiment's) combined-arms reserve
is disposed in several places near roads. The distance of the
reserve from the coast must ensure that it is disposed in a
concealed way, that it can maneuver on any axis and can launch
a timely counterattack before the enemy who has landed has
consolidated his hold on the shore .

Artillery and tanks assigned for direct-laying fire,
and antitank guided missiles, must be ready to move to the
shore to previously prepared positions to destroy the enemy's
landing-debarkation means and amphibious tanks when they are
approaching the shore .

In areas suitable forthe, landing of enemy airborne
forces ,permanent observation iseset up and preparations are
made to move subunits to these areas and to lay down fire.

552. The division's missile subunits and artillery,
in collaboration with coastal missile-artillery troops and
warships of the navy, are employed to-bombard the enemy's
warships, his transports with seaborne forces, and his landing-
debarkation means when they approach the shore, starting at
the maximum ranges, and to annihilate the seaborne and airborne
forces during the landing and during combat on the shore.

On stretches suitable for the landing of amphibious
tanks, tank traps are arranged, and the system of antitank
fire and obstacles is strengthened.

Some of the antiaircraft weapons are positioned
directly on the coast in readiness to fire at the enemy in
the air, and also at his warships and landing and assault
craft.

553. In support of a diviion defending a seacoast,
aircraft carry out reconnaissance, lay mine obstacles, destroy
the enemy's airborne forcos, warshipse, transports, and landing-
debarkation means in the approaches to the shore, and alsocover their own defending troops and the ships which aro
supporting them.
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554. Warships of the navy-carry out reconnaissance
and observation on lines allotted to-them, prevent the enemy
from carrying out reconnaissance, destroy transports and
landing-debarkation means 'with ,enemy troops, deliver strikes
against his ships, lay mine obstacles on the most probable
axes of movement and landing of forces, help the defending
troops to destroy the airborne and seaborne forces which
have landed, blockade seaborne forces from the sea in col-
laboration with aircraft, and also pursue the withdrawing
enemy. , '

555. Reconnaissance'by means of naval means and
aircraft is organized for the purpose of determining the
strength and composition of the enemy's forces, the direction
in which they are moving, and the sectors where the presumed
landing is to take place.; Special attention is paid to
detecting the enemy's warships armed with nuclear attack
weapons .

In the division, observation is organized throughout
the whole of the defense zone with extensive use of technical
means of reconnaissance and radio reconnaissance.

556. In making a decision for the defense of a sea-
coast, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer must take
in t - account. the stretches of coast which are most suitable
foi the landing of forces, the systetm of observation, identifi-
cation, and communications available on the coast, and the
tasks of coastal missile-artillery units, warships, and air-
cra t within the limits of the zone (sector) to be defended.
In this connection, the possibility is envisaged that the
enemy may drop (land) airborne forces both in the depth of
the defense, as well as directly on the coast in the area of
the seaborne landing force,

In organizing the defense of a seacoast, it is
essential to make provision for measures to protect troops
against radioactive contamination when underwater nuclear
bursts occur and to take into account the special features
of the movement of air contaminated by toxic substances in
the* coastal zone.

557. In organizing engineer support, besides the
usual measures, provision is made-for the following: the
setting up of antilanding;obstacles in sectors where the
enemy landing is likely to be made:;the construction of tun-
nels and caves in high coasts to house fire weapons and com-
bat equipment and also to set up charges to be fired in
fixed directions. -
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558. On the receipt of information that enemy
landing forces are approaching, reconnaissance of all kinds
is intensified, while subunits (units) and fire weapons
nominated for opekations'on the threatened axes move up to
occupy the prepared positions.

The enemy's sabotage and reconnaissance groups
(detachments) are wiped out on the water or on the shore by
specially detailed forces and weapons in such a way that the
whole system of fire of .the defense is not revealed pre-
maturely.

The repulse of the landing of the main forces of
the enemy's seaborne troops is accomplished by the joint
efforts of combined-arms large units and units which are
defending the coast, of aircraft, and of the navy. Bombard-
ment of the enemy with the division's weapons starts as soon
as his landing and assault craft and warships come within
range of the fire of missile subunits and artillery.

When the enemy's seaborne forces approach the shore,
the fire of all weapons is concentrated on the enemy's land-
ing-debarkation means and his amphibious tanks.

Enemy airborne forces landed directly on the coast
are wiped out by units in whose sectors they have landed.

The enemy landing may not be made on a continuous
front, and the sectors and points for landing may be changed.
Consequently, troops should not be withdrawn prematurely from
adjacent defense sectors in order to strengthen the defense
of sectors where troops have been landed.

Antiair defense troops and fighter aircraft must
prevent enemy aircraft from doing artillery spotting for the
guns of his warships.

When the enemy landing troops seize the shore, units
and subunits of the first echelon must, by aggressive operatdions,
prevent the enemy from moving forward into the depth, and from
consolidating and joining up bases of operations. The enemy's
units and subunits which have landed, and his lbllowing echelons,
are destroyed by fire strikes from weapons of all kinds, by
aircraft strikes, and by decisive counterattacks.

If the division (regiment) in the first echelon has
failed to destroy the troops which have landed, it holds its
positions stubbornly, prevents the enemy from moving forward
into the depth and in the direction of the flanks, thereby
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creating conditions for the subsequent destruction of the
enemy by nuclear strikes and by counterstrikes (counter-
attacks)r by the army (division)

559. In defending a seacoast, troop control is
exercised from control points set up in places from which
observation can be kept on the sea and on the sectors of
the coast where the enemy is most likely to land forces.

To ensure collaboration, communications with the
naval base, with units (subunits) of coastal missile-artillery
troops, and with warships of the fleet are, as a rule, estab-
lished in the following ways. by radio - through officers
who arrive with their own means of communication at the
divisional (regimental) command post, or over the radio net-
work of the fleet and of coastal missile-artillery units
(subunits); by radio-relay and line - through the means of
the ground forces, use being made of the existing lines and
centers of communication on the seacoast.

560. In repelling the landing of an enemy seaborne
force- in an area where there are skerries, warships of the
navy are employed mainly to destroy the troops when they are
approaching the skerries. In an area where there are skerries,
extensive use must be made of engineer obstacles.

To move forces and weapons quickly to threatened
axes, use is made of helicopters and amphibious vehicles,
and amphibious tanks are employed.

7. Defense in Mountainous Country

561. Defense in mountainous country is organized
on axes which are accessible for an enemy offensive. The
dofenso must be established most firmly on terrain accessible
to tanks, and it must provide reliable cover for the approaches
to mountain passes (crossings) and for the exits from them to
ravines and.to road junctions; it must also impede the enemy's
deployment from columns and deprive him of freedom of maneuver.

Defense is based on the firm holding of separate,
especially important stretches of ground by setting up a
system of company and platoon strong points, with coordination
of fire between them. In the gaps between strong points,
reconnaissance is organized and patrols are mounted.

In defending mountainous country, especially where
there are forests as well as mountains, it is of decisive
importance to counter the enemy's outflanking and enveloping
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movements, and also to combat his airborne forces and recon-
naissance and sabotage groups. The defending troops must be
ready to bring heavy fire to bear on the enemy from any
direction and to destroy him by a counterattack.

562. The system of fire must provide for multitier
flanking fire and cross fire, and must be laid out in such a
way that there is no dead ground in front of the forward edge,
on the flanks, and in the gaps between strong points. In so
doing, fire weapons should be positioned both on slopes facing
the enemy as well as on the reverse slopes of heights.

In organizing the defense of a narrow mountain valley,
fire weapons should be positioned in such a way that the valley
can be brought under cross fire throughout the whole depth of
the defense. The approaches to commanding heights are covered
by close defensive fire from artillery, mortars, and tanks
assigned to fire from concealed firing positions.

In connection with the difficulty of maneuvering
forces and wcapone in mountainous country, the importance
of switching fire becomes much greater.

Inhabited places and passes in the depth of the -
defense are prepared in good time for all-around defense.
Preparations are made to cause landslides and to destroy
roads and passes, as well as to set up obstacles in passes.

563. In defending mountainous country, it is
advantageous to use nuclear and chemical weapons against
enemy troops in narrow valleys, in gorges, and in passes, as
well as against targets the destruction of which will cause
landslides, obstructions, avalanches, and flooding, thereby
impeding the maneuvering and the advance of the enemy's troops.
With the aim of bombarding the enemy's troops as well as of
destroying ai.z contaminating narrow passes, ground nuclear
bursts may be used on the axes of operations of the enemy
troops.

564. In organizing antiair defense in mountainous
country, it is essential to make provitaion for reliable cover
of the following: units and subunits in areas of passes,
mountain crossings, gorges, road junctions. and of crossings
over mountain rivers; missile subunits and artillery on
mountain plateaus; second echelons (reserves) during counter-
attacks and maneuvering.

Antiaircraft- subunits are attached to units operating
on separate axes.
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565. The division's (regiment's) second echelons
and reserves are disposed on the most important axes with a
view to ensuring their movementand commitment to combat in
good time on the planned linesD and also the repulse by them
of possible enemy enveloping :(outflanking) movements and the
destruction of his airborne forces. Axes for counterattacks
are thoroughly reconnoitered and prepared. For the transfer
of reserves and subunits of 1thersecond echelon to threatened
axes, extensive use is made of helicopters.

566. Tanks of motorized rifle regiments are employ-
ed for counterattacks along valleys and beds of shallow rivers,
and also to strengthen the antitank defense of units (subunits)
defending roads, defiies,' the edges of large forests, and
crossings over mountein rivers.:The tank regiment of the
motorized rifle division in defense in mountainous country
is usually employed in. the second echelon to carry out
counterattacks or to defend important lines on axes vulner-
able to tanks .' It is usually disposed in several areas.
Some of the tank subunits of the regiment are brought in to
fire from concealed firing positions:

567. If the enemy breaks through into the depth
of the defense, subunits stubbornly hold separate heights
even when they are completely surrounded.

The division's (regiment's) second echelons and
reserves, making use of concealed approaches for moving up,
destroy the enemy who has burst into the defense by decisive
counterattacks against his flanks and his rear. As a rule,
counterattacks should be carried out from high ground down-
wards, along ridges, and along valleys.

8. Defense in Deserts

568. As a rule, defense in deserts is organized
on the most probable axes of enemy operations.

For a defense in deserts, strong second echelons
and reserves are created, which are disposed in much greater
depth than under normal conditions.

The main efforts of the defending troops are con-
centrated on holding vitally important areas and objectives
(lines). Secondary sectors and sectors with little access
are defended by small forces and protected by obstacles.
On stretches of ground difficult of access, observation is
organized and patrols are mounted.

569. The division may defend one or two axes,
operating in isolation from the other large units of the
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army (corps). The regiment defends a defense sector inter-
secting one of the most ipportant axes or adjacent to it.
The battalion occupied a, defensive position on a similar
front to that under normal conditions, organizing the
defense in the form of separate company strong points.

In the defense areas (strong points), supplies of
ammunition, of antichemical defense means, ' water, food-
stuffs, and of fuel are accumulated.

570. Defense in deserts is based on a well-pre-
pared system of fire of all kinds and of extensive maneuver-
ing with powerful reserves, consisting mainly of tank units
and subunits.

Special attention is paid to securing flanks and
gaps. At night, gaps may be occupied by small subunits.

To combat the enemy's tanks, firing lines for anti-
tank reserves and tank subunits are prepared on the flanks
of, and in the gaps between, defense areas.

9. Defense Under Arctic Conditions

571. As a rule, defense under arctic conditions
is organized on separate, most accessible axes. On difficult
terrain, the division usually defends several axes whore
there are roads , while a regiment defends one axis . The
depth of the defense zone (sector) must be greater than
under normal conditions. The main efforts of the defending
toops are concentrated on holding road junctions and the
adjacent heights. It becomes of decisive importance to
counter the outflanking and enveloping movements of enemy
subunits in cross-country vehicles and on skis.

572. The defense is usually organized in the form
of separate company and platoon strong points, which are pre-
pared for all-around defense and which can lay down intersect-
ing fire on the axes accessible for enemy operations.

Between regiments, battalions, and companies there
can be large intervals and gaps, which it is essential to
protect by moans of various obstacles and to sweep with fire.

Bays (fiords) must be reliably guarded. Measures
are taken to combat reconnaissance and sabotage groups and
detachments.
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The forward edge of thedefense e se1 cted with a
view to having good fields of observation and fir .

14

The system of fire is tied in closely with engineer
obstacles and natural obstructions.

573. The division's (regiment's) combat formation
is laid out in greater depth. The second echelon (reserve)
is disposed in dispersed order in several places tnear road
junctions or on lateral routes in readiness to cdunterattack,
to occupy prepared defense areas, and to destroy ythe enemy's
outflanking detachments and airborne ( eaborne) forces.
Routes are prepared to move second echelons (reserves), c
missile subunits, artillery;; and antiaircraft weapons.

Counterattacks are carried out usually twith small
forces, mainly along lateral routes from reverse slopes of
heights and, as a rule, against the flanks and roar of the
enemy who has broken through.

,4
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CHAPTER 13

Combat When Enircled and Ereaina dut of Encirclement

574. Encirclement may arise in defense or when troops
are withdrawing as a resulttof an offensive by superior enemy
forces, their appearance onthe flankanand in the rear of our
troops, and the formation of an unbroken circle around our troops.

The division andt&regiment which find themselves, as a
result of a resolute offensivein the depth of the enemy's dis-
positions, with enemy troops on their flanks and in their rear,
are not surrounded:'and are obliged, to continue toffulfil the
task they have been given. Because seeming enciclement will be
a frequent phenomenon in modern combat, troops must not be affaid
of being encircled and are obliged to take skilful action to
counteract it.

575.*:When the threat of being encircled arises, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer must take all steps,
to counteract'.it. Forahis, he is obliged to do the following:

- conduct reconnaissance, and to secure the flanks, gaps,
and the rear areas;

- partially regroup units (subunits) on the threatened
axes and to reinfo3'ce axes vulnerable to tanks;

- take steps to set up obstacles on the most important
approaches to the flanks and rear area;

- rout the enemy carrying otut the. outflanking movement
by fire from artillery, tanks, and other weapons and
by decisive counterattacks of second echelons (reserves)
and then to continue to carry out the task that has been
set;

- take steps to maintain unbroken communications with the
senior .commander 2 and with adjacent troops.

576. If it it; surrounded, the division (regiment) is
obliged to fight on stubbornly, contributing by itu vigorous
operations to the fulfilment of the general combat task.

Endurance, initiative, and resoluteness on the part of
all commanding officers, steadiness and stubbornness on the part
of troops, surprise and vigor in operations, and skilful maneuvering
of forces and weapons are the decisive conditions for success in
combat when encircled.

577. When the division (regiment) is fighting under
conditions of encirclement, it is essential to hold the area
occupied, maintaining direct contact with the enemy and not allow-
ing one's own troops to concentrate in a small space where they
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could be easily hit by strikes with nueacear weapons, and it is
also essential to prevent the encircled troops from being split
into pieces.

For this, it is essential to plan'all-around defense;
to assign strong reserves, which are disposed in dispersed order
in several places; to strengthen antitank defense on axes vulner-
able to tanks; by fire from artillery and other weapons to inflict
decisive blows on the enemy who is striving to tighten the ring
of encirclement or to split the troops that have been surrounded;
to carry out surprise counterattacks boldly with the aim of des-
troying the enemy who has driven in a wedge; to cover gaps
reliably with fire and to protect them by obstacle.:

If units (subunits) of other large units (units) find
themsiaves in the encirclement, the divisional (regimental)
commanding officer is obliged to bring them under his command
and to unite the efforts of all the troops which are surrounded.

578. The larger part of the artillery of encircled
troops is employed under centralized control, and preparations
are made to maneuver it to repel attacks from any direction.

To support the fighting of the division and regiment
which find themselves surrounded, use may be made of fire from
missile units and artillery troops which are outside the encircle-
ment.

Aircraft, besides carrying out the usual tasks, in
collaboration with antiaircraft subunits, prevent the blockading
of the surrounded troops from the, air, deliver supplies to them,
and evacuate the sick and wounded, and they also ensure the
maintenance of communications between the surrounded troops and
the senior a commander 'c ' outside the encirclement.

579. In the encirclement a strict procedure for the
expenditure of materiel of all'3kinds is established, arrange-
ments are made to receive aircraft and helicopters bringing
ammunition and other freight, and also to receive and collect
loads dropped by parachute and to evacuate the sick and wounded.
Landing strips are prepared to receive aircraft and helicopters.

580. When fighting encircled on a seacoast, large units
of the navy may be brought in to fulfil'the following tasks:

- delivering strikes against the enemy who is combating
the surrounded troops;

- preventing the enemy from delivering strikes against
the surrounded troops from the sea;
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- supplying the surrounded troops and evacuating the sick
and wounded.

581. The division's (regiment's) breakout from encircle-
ment must be undertaken with the permission of.the senior crni :1 i
coande in an organized way and must be accompanied by the routing
of the anemy who is preventing the surrounded troops from breaking
outrof the encirclement and linking up with their own troops. The
breakout from encirclement by small groups and without combat equip-
ment is not permitted.

582. In organizing a break out from encirclement, the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer, in setting combat tasks,
lays 'down the following:

- the sector (sectors), axis, and the time for the break-
through;

- the procedure for exploiting the results of nuclear
strikes, of ntrikea by aircraft, and of artillery fire;

- the grouping of forces and weapons for the breakthrough,
the composition of covering aubunits, and their taskn;

- the composition and tasks of units (subunits) assigned to
act as screening troops for the flanks;

- the forces and weapons for decoy operations and their
tasks;

- the procedure for breaking out of the encirclement, and
the order in which covering subunits are to withdraw;

- the procedure for collaboration inside the division (regi-
ment) and with troops operating outside the encirclement.

In addition, the divisional (regimental) commanding officer
layn down the procedure for evacuating the sick and wounded, and also
determines what and at which time should be mined, demolished, or
destroyed.

In breaking out of encirclement, as a rule, the divisional
(regimental) commanding officer moves with the grouping which in
breaking through the front of the .encirclement.

F 'or the control of covering unite (subunits) and screening
troops, a group of officere from.headuarter. is detailed, usually
headed by the divisional (regimental) commanding officer's deputy.
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583. It is essential to break through the front of encircle-
ment on the most advantageous axis which Vill ensure the rapid and secret
concentration of troops in the breakthrough sector and which will also
ensure a swift breakthrough of the front of encirclement and a link-up
with one's own troops.

To carry out the breakthrough, a stoke grouping is created in
the division (regiment) in which is included, as a rule, the larger part
of the tanks and artillery. On the rest of the front, the minimum essential
number of covering subunits ii left with the task of holding the positions
occupied.

With the aim of drawing away part of: the enemy's forces from
the axis where the breakthrough is to be made, and also of confusing him,
strikes may also be delivered on other axes.

Reserves tire disposea in areas which ensure their readiness to
support the fighting of subunits which.zave been assigned to cover and
develop the success of the breakthrough.

584. The breakthrough of the front of encirclement is usually
carried out after preparation fire. Under favorable conditions, use
may be made of nuclear weapons. In breaking through at night, it is
sometimes advantageous to launch a surprise assault, without preparation
fire. In such a case, the artillery opens fire when the attack starts.

The strike grouping breaks through the front of encirclement
by launching a swift assault and establishes contact with the troops
operating to meet it.

After breaking through the front of encirclement, the main
forces of the strike grouping which have participated in the break-
through are employed to widen the breakthrough or to prevent the enemy
from closing the breach which has been made thus ensuring the break-out
of all the troops which were surrounded.

Covering subunits hold the positions occupied, thus preventing
the front of encirclemtent being tightened. These subunits start to with-
draw on orders from the divisional_(regimental) commanding officer. They
withdraw from line to line under covering fire from weapons of all kinds,
and making extensive use of obstacles. Units (subunits) which go to form
screening troops withdraw last,after troops assigned for covering tasks
have passed through.

585. Rear units andsubunits are formed into columns and break
out of the encirclement beh' the troops which are carrying out the break-
through. Transport vehicle. are used in the first place for the evacuation
of the sick and wounded.

Part of the combined-arms reserve nay be assigned to cover rear
units and subunits.
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- CHAPTER 14

" ithdrawal

586. The division (regiment) withdraws in an
organized way, secr.etIy,,pid2y,,and asa rule, its main forces
do not stop on intermediate lines: The withdrawal takes
place only on orders from the senior commanden ':;.:.

When in close contact with the enemy, the with-
drawal starts with the troops breaking off combat.

The division's (regiment's) main forces break
off combat and withdraw along as many roads as possible
and, as a rule, at night. However, the situation may
compel troops to break off combat and to carry out the
withdrawal by day. When withdrawing by day, special
attention must be paid to the protection of troops against
weapons of mass destruction,and to antiair defense.

Success in breaking off combat depends on rapid
and secret operations on. the part of troops, on skilful
use of the terrain, and on extensive use of engineer obstacles.

587. The divisional (regimental) commanding officer
makes the decision to withdraw and issues a combat order in
whidh,after giving information about the enemy, the division's
(regiment's) tasks, his decision,.and the tasks of adjacent
troops, he lays down the following:

- the tasks of units (subunits), the zones or routes
for the withdrawal, the procedure for breaking off
combat, the control lines and the time at which
they are to be passed, as well as the final line
(area) of withdrawal;

- the composition and tasks of rear guards and of
march security detachments;

- the composition and tasks of subunits ensuring the
breaking off of' the combat by the division's
(regiment's) main forces;

- the tasks of missile subunits, artillery, and anti-
aircraft subunits;

- the control points and the procedure for moving
them.
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In addition, the divisional (regimental) commanding
officer lays down the tasks for supporting aircraft, the
measures for seizing, holding, and demolishing important
objectives, and the procedure for pulling out rear units
and subunits.

588. The breaking off of combat under conditions
of vigorous combat operations on the part of the enemy is
carried out after the delivery of strikes by aircraft and by
artillery, and sometimes also by nuclear weapons.

Reinforced motorized rifle and tank subunits are
assigned to cover the breaking off of combat by the division's
(regiment's) main forces. These subunits remain in the
positions occupied and with the aim of confusing the enemy,
continue the same kind of combat operations as those which
preceded the breaking off of combat Subsequently, these
subunits can be employed for the relief or the reinforce-'
ment of rear guards.

589. The division's (regiment's) main forces
withdraw under cover of the division's general rear guard
/f our words missing 7 must under all conditions ensure their
cisengagement from tie enemy and their orderly withdrawal.

The composition of rear guards usually includes
reinforced tank units and rsubunits capable of fulfilling the
tasks they have been set independently, without counting on
support from the main forces. The operations of rear guards
are supported by artillery assigned for the purpose.

To ensure the withdrawal of the division's (regi-
ment's) main forces, rear guards hold a line occupied by
them in advance for a definite time. With the permission
of the divisional (regimental) commanding officer, rear
guards withdraw from line to line, making extensive use of
obstacles and carrying out.demolitions in the zone of with-
drawal. The operations of rear guards at each line must be
resolute and vigorous and must be coordinated with the
operations of adjacent troops.

590. Under cover of rear guards, the division's
(regiment's) main forces close into march columns and withdraw
to the areas allotted to them.

In certain cases, the division's (regiment's) main
forces may be deployed to deliver strikes against enemy troops
which reach the routes of withdrawal of our troops.

591. To counter= the enemy's outflanking and
enveloping movements and to exclude surprise attacks on the
division's (regiment's) main forces, flank detachments
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(flank march security detachments) are pushed out to the
flanks and intersect the-enemy's probable movement routes
and detain him until the main forces and rear guards have
passed through .

With the aim of preventing the enemy from seizing
gorges, bridges, crossings, and road functions on thb with-
drawal routes, it is essential that they should be obcupied
by subunits sent forward :in advance and held until thie main
forces have passed through, and until the rear guards approach.

The divisional (regimental) commanding of ficer
determines what objectives are to be demolished, at'fwhat
time and on whose instructions, and nominates responsible
commanding officers and engineer subunits for this.

592. The division's tank regiment may constitute
the rear guard or may form part of the main forces. When e
operating as a rear guard, the tank regiment is reinforced
by motorized rifle, artillery, and engineer subunit .

The tank battalion of the motorized rifle regiment
is employed for operations together with covering a bunits,
in the rear guard and assa component part of the main forces.

593. During a withdrawal, reconnaissance must
detect in good t ime the presence of nuclear attack weapons,
the forces, composition, character of operations, and in-
tentions of the enemy, especially his efforts to reach
the division's (regiment's) flanks; it must also continuously
watch the state of adjacent troops and also establish the
presence of obstacles and demolitions .on the withdr wal routes.

594. The division's missile subunits and artillery,
operating as component parts of the main forces, su port the
fighting of rear guards and counteract the enemy's utflanking
and enveloping movements.

Artillery in rear guards destroys the one y,
especially his tanks which are attacking from the f ont and
on the flanks, and also supports the withdrawal of ear
guards and their fighting on new lines.

Antiaircraft subunits together with fight r aircraft
cover tho withdrawal of the main forces, especially, when they
pass through gorges, over bridges and other crossi gs, and
also cover the combat operations of rear guards.
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595. In supporting the withdrawal, aircraft carry
out the following tasks:

- reconnaissance of the enemy, and first of all of the
enemy threatening the flanks of the retreating
forces;

- deliver strikes, including nuclear ones, against
the enemy's main grouping, and prevent him from
carrying out enveloping and outflanking movements;

- impede the landing of,'and wipe out, enemy troops
landed on the withdrawal routes;

- destroy the enemy's bridges and crossings, and
stretches of roads and other structures, after our
troops have withdrawn.

596. In organizing engineer support for the with-

drawal, provision is made for the following: setting up
obstacles and destroying roads, bridges, and other targets,
especially on the flanks of the withdrawing troops; prepara-
tion of routes for the withdrawal; equipping;and maintaining
crossings; and setting up obstacles on deployment lines to
support the fighting of the division's (regiment's) rear
guards and main forces..

597. Control of troops when they are breaking off
combat is exercided from the command post, which moves to-
gether with the main forces.

During a withdrawal, the command post moves in
such a place that the divisional. (regimental) commanding
officer should be constantly able to control the main forces,
To control the fighting of rear guards, the command post is
set up successively on the lines allotted to the rear guard.

The rear control point moves simultaneously with
rear units (subunits).

598. All rear units and subunits which are not
needed for direct support of troops are withdrawn in good
time to the areas allocated to them. Sick and wounded are
evacuated in advance. In unite and large units only
essential mobile supplies of materiel and some of the repair
and rescue and medical rosources are left. Medical subunits
which are serving roar guards are, if necessary, reinforced
with transport for thbe timely evacuation of the sick and
wounded .
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CHAPTER 15

Disposition of Troops for a Hhlt and Their Protection-

599. Troops which are in reserve in an assembly
area or in a concentration area are disposed on terrain
where there are favorable conditions to organize protection
against weapons of mass destruction,:terrain which has natural
camouflage features, and which- facilitates the carrying out
of essential maneuvers. The disposition of troops near
probable targets for enemy nuclear strikes should be avoided.
Troops, when disposed for a haltyshould be in constant coAnbat
readiness to repel the air and ground enemy.

600. The division is allotted a main and an
alternate disposition area. Alternate disposition areas for
regiments within the divisional areaare not allotted. The
size of the area for a division is.400 to 600, and for a
regiment 100 to 150 square. kilometers.

Disposition areas for troops must meet the following
requirements:

- dispersed and concealed location of troops;

- possibility of rapid mustering of troops when the
alarm is given and of moving them in the required
direction;

- comfortable location and rest for troops;

- favorable conditions from the sanitary and health
standpoints;

- availability of sources of water in sufficient
quantity, and of roads and approach routes suitable
for use by transport.

For the selection of areas for the disposition of
troops, reconnoitering groups (billeting parties) are sent. out
in advance in which officer, of the arms of troops and repre-
sentatives of units (subunits) are included, and radiation,
chemical, engineer, and bacteriological reconnaissance of
those areas is organized.

601. To protect personnel against nuclear weapons,
slit trenches are dug in the disposition areas and, if time
permitsdugouts and sholters, equipped in antinuclear andantichemical respects, are prepared. Shelters are equipped
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for arms and equipment, as well as for supplies of materiel.
With the aim of ensuring the movement of the troops, existing
roads are reconnoitered, and a network of frontal and lateral
routes is prepared.

Engineer preparation in the disposition areas is
started as soon as the troops arrive, ;and if circumstances
permit it, in advance.

602. When disposing troops in an area previously
occupied by the enemy, thorough reconnaissance of the area
is first carried out with the aim of doing the following;

- detecting and wiping out the enemy's reconnais-
sance and sabotage groups;

- locating and marking out the mined and contami-
nated sectors of the terrain;

- determining whether the water and any foodstuffs
left behind by the enemy are fit for use, and
whether there is any possibility of making use
of other materiel.

As a rule, areas where there its :esidual;radia- --
tion, and also areas which have been mined by the enomy, are
not occupied by troops.

603. In his order for the disposition of the troops,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer gives the
following:

-- information about the enemy;

- the disposition areas of units (subunits);

- the composition, tasks, and zones (sectors) of
the security outposts and which unit (subunit)
is to mount them;

- antiair defense tasks;

-- measures for protection against the enemy's weapons
of mass destruction;

- measures for ensuring combat readiness and repelling
of a surprise enemy attack;

-- the alternate area and the procedure for moving to
it;
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-- the unit (subunit;) on duty and its tasks ;

- the organization of control and communications.

604. The disposition areas are given to units
(subunits) in advance and are occupied by the troops as they
approach them. The stopping of columns on roads to await the
allocation of areas is.not permitted.

With the aim of ensuring concealment and orderly
disposition of troops, of regulating their movements, and
of keeping an eye on camouflage, commandant's service is
organized in advance.

605. The division (regiment) is disposed in
dispersed doder taking into account the impending operations
and the requirements for rapid deployment. Regiments, bat-
talions, and companies are usually located along main move-
ment routes and to the Bide of them, at.distances and inter-
vals which will exclude the possibility of presenting the
enemy with good targets for a nuclear strike..

Rear units (of the 'division) are usually located in
an independent area, near routes on which supplies are brought
up and near evacuation routes, while the rear services of
units are in their disposition areas.

Areas in which the enemy might land airborne forces
are kept under observation.

The division's (regiment's) command post is usually
set up in an area convenient for the maintenance of uninter-
rupted communications with troops and control of the troops,
both while they are on the spot as well as when they begin to
move from the area they occupy.

The rear control point is set up in the dispositior.
area of the division's (regiment's) rear units (subunits).

As a rule, control of troops when they are disposed
for a halt is exercised through personal contact by staff
officers, mobile means Cone line missingf permitted only
for notification and for directing the fire of antiair defense
weapons.

606. Antiaircraft missile units and subunits are
disposed with a view to creating in combination with the
antiaircraft missile weapons of the senior commander
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and of adjacent troops, a general zone covering the approaches
to the troop disposition area.

Antiaircraft artillery batteries are deployed to
provide diirect cover for' the most-important objectives of
their regiments. To destroy low-flying aircraft, extensive
use is made by regiments of small arma.

607. The main attention Iriprotecting troops
against weapons of mass destruction 'is given to the organ-
ization of continuous radiation, chemical, and bacteriologi-
cal reconnaissance of the disposition'areas, of alternate
areas , and of the movement routes~leading to them, to the
equipping of shelters, to carrying' out sanitary and prophylactic
measures, and to restoring the combat effectiveness of troops
who have been subjected to the effects of radioactive, toxic,
and bacterial substances-

608. Troops when disposedfor the halt are pro-
tected by local security troops, and if there is a threat of
attack by enemy ground troops, also by security outposts
mounted by regiments in the zones (sectors) given to them.

The number and composition of security outpost
elements is determined by the distance from tho enemy, the
importance of the axis which is being protected by there
elements7 the time neededto deploy the troops which are
being protected, the nature of the terrain, and the situation.

Security outposts consist of outpost detachments ,
usually composed of a reinforced-copany; of outpost aupports,
composed of a reinforced platoon; 'and of independent field
sentries. In certain cases, a reinforced battalion may be
assigned for duty as an outpost detachment.

Security outpost elements must cover all the main
and important roads and approaches to the area which is
being protected. In its zone (sector) the regiment sends
out to the important axis an outpost detachment consisting
of a reinforced company, and to secondary axes, outpost
supports consisting of a reinforced platoon or independent
field sentries. For local security, the regiment sets up
sentry posts and organizes patrolling. In certain cases,
field sentries are set out on an important axis.

The outpost detachment (independent outpost support)
is given a protection zone, a defensive position, and a line
up to which it has to onduct reconnaissance. The front of
a protection zone ca ' be: a for an outpost detachment up to
a battalion gistrength, about ten km; for a reinforced com-
pany, about three to five cm, for an outpost support con-
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sisting of a reinforced platoon, about two km.

609. The distance of the security outposts from
the troops being protected must be such that the troops can
be warned in time about the appearance of the enemy and that
the outposts can support with their operations the deployment
and commitment to combat of the troops being protected; on
an average it is 10 to 15 km.

The line of outpost supports must run along a line
suitable for defense and protected by antitank obstructions,
and one which provides a good field of view in the direction
of the enemy.

610. The appearance of the enemy is reported
immediately bythaconnaandtof the outpost detachment (independ-
dnt outpost support) to the senior : commander: .' '.a:, and
the adjacent detachments (outpost supports) are also informed.
The outpost detachment (independent outpost support) defends
stubbornly the line it has occupied, ensuring the deployment
of the main forces.

G11. The troop disposition areas are changed on
instructions from the senior e commander. , and if the
enemy employs weapons of mass destruction against the troop
disposition area of the troops, they are changed on orders
from the divisional commanding officer. As a rule, medical
treatment of personnel and decontamination of combat equip-"
ment are carried out outside the new troop disposition areas.

612. In mountainous country, troops should be
disposed in areas where the nature of the terrain and the
network of roads ensure that the troops can move up.quickly
onto the required axes or deploy to repel enemy attacks,
and also that they can be disposed concealed and in dispersed
order.

Troops must not be disposed in places where land-
sltdes, avalanches, and flooding may crcur. Security outposts
are sent out to occupy road junctions, bridges, commanding
heights, and mountain passageways and passes.

013. For the disposition of troops in forests, it
is advisable to locate them on the edges of the forest near
roads and lanes.

In case forest fire~s should break out, as many routes
and lanes as possible are prepared, and several alternative
ways of using them are worked out, for troops when moving out
of the disposition area.
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Rescue work and extinguishing of fires is under-
taken by specially assigned subunits and, if necessary, by
all the personnel.

614. For the disposition of troops under winter
conditions, areas are selected which are protected from the
wind and where there is fuel.

Imorganizing protection, steps are taken to safe-
guard troops against surprise attacks by detachments on skis
and detachments operating in cross-country vehicles. Subunits
assigned for duty as security troops are provided with cross-
country transport vehicles and skis.

Special attention is paid to keeping roads in a
useable state, to maintaining arms and equipment in combat
readiness under conditions of low temperatures, and also to
measures to prevent personnel from being frostbitten.

615. In desera*tand steppes, troops are disposed
in dispersed order outside oases and other permanent points
or local objects which stand out sharply.

Food, water, and technical needs for the resting
troops are supplied by being brought up behind the troops,
by pipelines (water pipes), by mechanized digging of wells
and slits, and also by making use of distillation equipment
when using water from salt water mountain lakes.

Special attention is paid to camouflage, to anti-
air defense, to reconnaissance of sand from the radioactive
contamination standpoint and to its shifting, to measures
to prevent infectious diseases, to economy in the use of
water and fuel, and also to the protection of water supply
points.
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CHAPTER 16

Material. Technical. and Med-eal Support
for Troons in Combat

1. General Principles

616. Modern combat demands a large experditure of
materiel, especially of ammunition and fuel, the rapid putting
back into service of damaged equipment of all kinds, and the
timely rendering of medical aid to the sick and wounded.
Therefore, continuous material and technical support is one
of the decisive conditions for the successful conduct of
combat operations, and constitutes the most important duty of
commanding officers, of their deputies for f~ear services and
technical units, and of chiefs of the arms of troops, of
special troops, and of services.

617. The rear area of troops (voyskovoy tyl)
consists of rear area units and subunits which form an
organic part of large units, units, and subunits. Being
highly mobile, it is capable of moving behind the troops
and of providing material, technical, and medical support
in any situation, deploying for this purpose either partly
or fully.

With the aim of providing timely support for the
troops during combat operations and of dispersing the supplies
of materiel, the rear area of the division (regiment) is usually
divided into echelons.

In the first echelon of the regiment's rear area are
included: the medical post, part of the motor-transport sub-
units wit.h supplies of ammunition and foodstuffs, and means
to repair combat and special vehicles; in the second echelon
are motoretransport subunits with supplies of fuel, ammunition,
military-technical gear, clothing and foodstuffs, and a repair
workshop.

In the first echelon of the division's rear area are
included: the medical battalion, part of the motor-transport
subunfits with supplies of ammunition, fuel and foodstuffs, and
subunits of the repair and reconstruction battalion to repair
combat. and special vehicles; in the second echelon are motor-
transport subunits with supplies of fuel, ammunition, armored
and military-technical gear, clothing and foodstuffs, the
repair and reconstruction battalion, and the field mechanized
bakery.
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618. In making a decision for combat operations,
the divisional (regimental) commanding officer determines
the main questions in regard to the organization of the rear
area in combat and sets tasks for material, technical, and
medical support of the .troops. He directs the rear area
through his deputy for ?ear'services.

The division's (regiment's) chief of staff ensures
coordination in the work of the commanding officer's deputies
for rear-services and for technical. matters, and of the
chiefs of the arms of troops, special troops, and services
in orc-anizing and planning the work of the rear area, and
he also supervises this :ork. He must always know what
supplies of materiel are available and in what condition
the combat equipment is, he mtust give timely w=rning to
the commanding officer's. deputies for rear servicues and for
technical matters and to the chiefs of the services about
impending combat operations, about proposed measures, and
all changes in the situation, and he must ensure uninterrupted
E:ommunications for control of the rear area.

619. The divisional (regimental) commanding officer's
deputy for rear. services is directly responsible for organizing
the rear area, for the bringing up of materiel of all kinds,
and for the support of the troops by subordinate services.
His iust.ruct.ions concerning the organization of the roar
ar-a and the bringing up of materiel are binding for the
c h.ief of the arms of troops , .special troops , and services .

In conformity with .the decision made by the divisional
tregimental) commanding officer, the deputy for rear servJ.ces
de tc rminos the folowing: the supply> routes and the echeloning
of rear area uits ,:subunits) and the procedure to be followed
by them when moving during combat; the quantities and echelon-
ing of supplies, the expenditure of fuel, the order in which
and the time at which supplies are to be delivered to units
(subunits), the main measures for providing the division with
medical support., for the protection, defcnse, and guarding of
the .car area of troops, and for organizing control of the
rea' rea. -

The organizatiot plan for the rear area and for the
hringing up of supplies is confirmed by the divisional (regi-
menta:, ;ommanding officer.

The tasks for the rear area are conveyed to those
who have to carry them out in the form of instructions and,
in certain cases, by an order° for the divisicon's (regiment's)
rear aren.
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620. The commanding officer's deputy for technical
matters, khd chiefs of the arms of troops, special troops,
and services directly plan and organize material and technical
support in their speciality, and bear the responsibility for
this. They are obliged: to report in time to the chief of
staff about the state of technical and material. support,
and to inform the commanding officer's deputy for the rear
area about the extent to which troops are provided with
supplies, and to send in requisitions to him for the delivery
of supplies; to give the necessary instructions to subordinate
chiefs of services; to see that the materiel is expended
correctly and to submit. reports on its consumption; to direct
the work of subordinatefrear area units and subunits.

2. Organization of the Rear Area of Troops

621. The organization of the rear area of troops
includes the preparation, deployment, and moving of rear
area units (subunits) with the: aim of providing timely and
uninterrupted material, technical, and medical support for
the troops, fixing and: preparing routes to bring up supplies
and for evacuation, and. implementing measures for the pro-
tection, defense, and guarding of the rear area.

622. As a rule, rear area units and subunits are
deployed in the zone (area) of operations of a large unit
(unit) .

The disposition of the echelons of the division's
(regiment's) rear area depends on the nature of the combat
operations and on the situation.

The first echelon of the regiment's (division's)
rear area is usually located behind the regiment's
(division's) combat formation,and during combat moves :
immediately behind it with the essential mobile supplies.

The second echelons of the rear area of regiments
are deployed in the disposition area of the first echelon
of the division's rear area.

The second echelon of the division's rear area is
disposed at the junction for the delivery of supplies by
army and divisional elements, behind the division's combat
formation at a distance of 30. to 50 km, ensuring the timely
delivery of supplies to units,

If necessary, the first echelon of the regiment's
(division's) rear area may be deployed between the first
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echelon and the combined-arms reserve of the regiment (division),
or on a level with the location of the reserve.

The moving of rear area units and subunits is
organized with a view to enauring uninterrupted provision of
material, technical, and medical support for the troops
engaged in combat operations.

623. To bring up supplies and for evacuation,
routes to bring up supplies and for evacuation are allotted
in the large unit's (unit's) zone of operations, use being
made for this purpose of the network of military roads.
Measures for preparing the routes and maintaining them in
a mable state are worked out by the large unit (unit)
commanding officer's deputy for rear services, together
with the unit engineer.

624. Rear area units and subunits move and are
disposed in the allotted areas in dispersed order with obser-
vance of camouflage measures. As a rule, local guarding and
defense of their disposition areas (places) and protection
against. weapons of mass destruction are undertaken by the
forces and weapons of the rear area units and subunits.

If there are hostile elements of the population
or enemy groups in the rear area of the troops, it is essential
to reinforce the defense and guarding of rear area units and 4
subunits, especially of transport with missiles, not allow
vehicles to move singly, and to take stops to clear areas of
remnants of onemy groups and saboteurs.

625. REar area reconnaissance is carried out to
study the deployment. areas for rear area units (subunits)
and the routes for bringing up supplies and for evacuation;
to establish the availability and possibility of utilizing
local means; to determine the health and veterinary-epizootic
c.onditions in the areas where the troops are operating; and
also to establish t:he water supply conditions. It is organized
by the divisiona. (regimental) commanding officer's deputy for
the rear services.

3. Material Support

626, Material support for the troops is provided
in respect to the different types of supplies which _/ one '
line missing_7.

The main materiel for the supplying of troops is
the following;: missiles, ammunition, fuel, means of pro-
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tection against weapons of mass destruction, and foodstuffs.

For all cases of combat operations by troops,
arrangements are made to provide the troops with water.

In large units, units, and subunits, prescribed
mobile supplies of materiel are maintained and aro constantly
replenished by supplies brought up from the rear area,

The mobile supplies are divid.d into expendable
supplies and emergency supplies which are used, as a rule,
with the permission offthe regimental commanding officer,
and in special cases, when delay would be fatal, with the
permission of the battalion commanding officer.

Depending on the situation, additional supplies
of materiel may be built up by troops on instructions from
the senior commander.

With the aim of protecting supplies of materiel
against contamination by radioactive and toxic substances
and . bacterial. . . means, they are kept and transported,
as a rule, packaged or under cover.

627. For the timely delivery of materiel to large
units (units, subunits), the responsibility lies on the
formation (large unit, unit) comnmander's (commanding officer's)
deputy for .rear serv'ices, and for the bringing up of missiles
on special. transport -. on the chief of the artillery armament
service of the large utnit.

The. brir.ging up of materiel from the mobile army
base to divisic'ns is done by army transport; from divisional
mobile depots to regimentsby divisional transport.

In certain cases, materie. may be delivered from
army (divisional) depots direct to regiments (battalions)
and to artillery firingapositions.

Fuel and ammunition are delivered in all cases to
combat vehicles; during-combat, tanks are supplied directly
in their eombat formations without being withdrawn to the
rear .

As a rule, the bringing tup of materiel to the com-
bined-arms reserves and to units of specia.l troops is carried
out by their own transport.
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628. Empty transport proceeding to the rear is
used first of all for the evacuation of the sick and wounded,
and the remaining transport is loaded with equipment and
gear which has to be evacuated.

629. When freight is .delivered to troops by air
transport, the divisional commanding officer's deputy for the
rear area organizes the preparation and the marking out of
landing strips or areas to receive freight, the unloading
or the collection of dropped freight, its protection, and
its delivery to units (subunits).

4. Technical Support

630. Technical support is carried out with the
aim of maintaining armament, armored,;motor-tractor, and other
equipment in a state of repair and in constant readiness for
use in combat, and of rapidly putting back into service damaged
vehicles and equipment..

Technical support is planned and organized personally
by the divisional (regimental) commanding officer's deputy for
technical matters and by the chiefs of the appropriate services.

The plan for technical support is confirmed by the
divisional (regimental) commanding officer .

631. As a rule, technical servicing of armament
and "ehicles is carried out before combat (marching) and
af ter the fulfilment of the combat task, and, if necessary,
also during combat operations. In the first place, vehicles
are filled with fuel and lubricating oil, their ammunition
supplies are replenished, and any faults that have come to
light, are rectified.

632. The repair of equipment and armament which
have been put out of action is undertaken by repair subunits
of regiments and repair units of divisions.

In the regiment, current repairs, and in the
division, faeld maintenance of combat equipment are carried
out., as well as current repairs of vehicles and armament
which are not being dealt with by the repair means of regi-
ments.

With the aim of maintaining units in a condition
of high combat effectiveness and of ensuring that they can
carry out continuous combat operations, the repairs done
first of all are those to combatequipment requir.:, the
minimum amount of work and which after being repai red is
immediately put back intoservice. As a rule, repairs to
thi s equipment are carried out. at the place where it has
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been damaged or in the nearest shelters.
4,.

Vehicles and armament which have not been repaired
on the spot are evacuated to assembly points for damaged
vehicles of the divlsion (regiment), where repair subunits
(units) are deployed .

Damaged equipment needing general overhaul and,
during an offensive, also equipment needing field maintenance
calling for much work are handed over to repair units of
formations.

633. Divisional (regimental) assembly points
for damaged vehicles are organized in areas where the
greatest number of vehicles put out i' action have col-

* lected close to supply; and evacuation routes-.

At the assembly point for da.maged vehicles, the
nature of the. damage and the amount of wo:r.k .required on each
vehicle- are determined, and .those vehicles which can be put
back into service quickly are repaired.

The rest of the unrepaired equipment and armament
is handed over on the spot to higher repair and evacuation
elements.

4 5. M*Med i<. Support

634. Med ical support is organized with the aim of
maintaining the combat eiffctiveness and improving the health
of personnel, of affording timely.medical aid and assistance
to and the evacuation of the sick and wounded, of treating
them and returhing them as son.r as possible to their units
(subunits), and of giving warnings about outbreaks and
spreading of illnesses among the troops.

Attention t. medical support for the large unit
(unit) is one of the most important duties of al.l commanding
off icers , commanders , and poli tical workers .

The divisional surgeon (senior surgeon of the
regiment) personally plans, organizes, and is held respon-
sible for the medical support of the division (regiment).

635. Medical assistance to the sick and wounded
in comba.t is provided in the following way:

- medical first aid - by the military personnel
themselves and by medical orderlies of subunits
on the spot where the wound- has occurred or
in the nearest sheiters;
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- premedical (medical assistant's) aid - at the
battalion medical post;

- first medical assistance - including uncomplicated
surgical intervention, and when possible, also
qualified assistance, at ,the regimental medical
post;

- ualified medical assistance - including surgical
operat ons, in the medical battalion.

Qualified medical assistance is given also in
independent medical detachments, which can be sent by the
chief of the medical service of the army for work in the
division's zone of operations.

636. All medical posts must accept the sick and
wounded and give them medical aid regardless of their
parent unit.

For medical support of the division, with the
permission of the divisional commanding officer, use is
made of the forces and means of the medical service of
attached units.

With the aim of providing medical aid as quickly
as possible, medical posts make every possible effort to
keep close to units and to move up in good time behind them,
while steps are also taken to reduce the time needed to carry
the sick and wounded from the field of combat and for their
evacuation.

637. As a rule, the evacuation of the sick and
wounded is undertaken. by the ambulance transport of the
higher formation (large unit), and also by supply transport
and ambulance and military-transport aircraft.

Attached units. (large units) evacuate the sick and
wounded to the nearest medical posts by means of their own
transport.

Those suffering from infectious illnesses are
evacuated to special hospitals by ambulance separately from
other sick and wounded.

638. With the. aim of protecting troops from weapons
of mass destruction, the divisional surgeon (senior surgeon
of the regiment) organizes and conducts a medical watch on
personnel who have been exposed to the effects of radiation
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and to chemical and 7 . bacteria.a... substances; he also organ-
izes and conducts sanitation and prophylactic measures, as
well as bacteriological and other forms of reconnaissance
carried out for the medical service.

When eliminating the effects of the employment of
weapons of mass destruction by the enemy, the divisional
surgeon (senior surgeon of the regiment) organizes and puts
into effect treatment and evacuation, and sanitation and
prophylactic measures.:-

639. In planning medical support for the large
unit (unit), provision is made for the following: the
organizing and carrying out of treatment and evacuation
measures in the centers of mass destruction; the moving
of medical posts and the places where they are to he set
up; the use of independent medical detachments and of medical
posts of attached units; the procedure for evacuating the
sick and wounded; and measures to protect personnel and medical
posts against weapons of mass destruction.

6. Buring the Dead in Combat

640. The burying of. military personnel who have
fallen (died) in combat is organized by unit and large unit
commanding officers' deputies for rear services in accordance
with - established procedure and is carried out by specially
detailed subunits under the command of an officer. Befo~re
burial, those who have fallen in combat are identified by
the documents on them. The commanding officers of subunits
report each casualty in combat (death) in accordance with
.instructions.

The :graves are marked with signs which are clearly
visible and whlrh will last a long time.

Checking to ensure that sanitary and hygienic
requirements are met in selecting the p lace for the grave
of a comrade and in burying him is organized by the divisional
surgeon (senior surgeon of the regiment).

7. Evacuation of Prisoners of War

fl. Prisoners of war are conducted immediately out
of the area of combat operations and, on the instructions of
the commanding officers of units, are escorted to the divisional
P.O.W, point, set up behind the division's combat formation.
Subsequently, on instructions from army headquarters, they
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are evacuated to army P.OW. points.

The care of .prisoners of war and the provision
of medical facilities' for them while they are at the
divisional point are organized by the divisional commanding
officer's deputy for rear, servioe@,

Wounded and sick pridiers of war are evacuated and
housed at medical posts separately from military personnel of
the Soviet Army.
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